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THE ApVAITASippiII OF MApHUSflpANA
SARASVATI.

Pkkmminary Note.

“ Khanhmn—Adoaitasiddhi—OhitsnlJchi ” constitute? the

triple ‘‘hard nut” of the Neo-Vedantin, to the kernel whereof,

in the language of the Patlishalas, tlio ‘ beak of intelligence’

finds it difficult to reach. The translation of the first having

been finished, it is now the turn of tho second.

The Adouit'tfiid Ihi is ono of a series of highly polemical

works exchanged between the representatives of the‘Shaiikara’

and tho ' Madhva ’ Vedanta. Tho entire series wo have

not yet been able to trace. But between the Advaita-

siddhi of Madhusu lana (Shankara) and the Ni/uyamrita of

Vyasa Yati (Madhva), tho polemical inter-relation is quite

manifest. Tho very nanus of the Prii/camnas are identical

in the two works.

Tho Nyli/lmritn with its commentary by Shrinivasa has

been published by tho “ Madhvavilasa Book Dopot, ” Kumba-

konain. The Ah-aitisi Idhi, along with its commentary,

popularly known as tho
1 (iandabiahmanandi, ’ appeared

in 1802 in a lithographed edition at Benares. Subsequently,

tho text and commentary were printed in separate volumes

in the * Advaitimaujari ’ Series at the Shrividya Press,

Kuinbakouuin, in 18‘Jo.

The page-references are to this latter edition.

G. J.





ADVAITASIIXDHI OF MADELUSUpANA.

An English Translation.

[The page -references are to the text published in the ‘Advaitamafijarl Series
9

Kumbakonam, 1893. Ed. S. Aiyar.]

* Ever supreme is Visnu who, being apprehended of the

(absolute unqualified) idea arising from the Shruti, has at-

tained, as it were, the beatitude of supreme bliss,—He who

is the substratum of all phenomena of false duality, begin-

ning with the notions of the 1 cogniser,* that originate from

Illusion (Maya),—Whose very nature consists of Truth, Cons-

ciousness and Bliss—Who, having shaken off the false bonds

(of illusion) becomes free from all concretions !

’

‘ Salutations to the dust of the feet of the blessed Rama,

Vishvesvara and Madhava, who have realised the real nature

of the supreme God, as identical with themselves,—tho

dust that shakes off the darkness of ignorance !

’

* Excellent are tho shorter and longer treatises composed

by many learned persons for the good of others
; this my

present effort will verily be for tho purpose of doing good

to myself.’

‘ May this Adoaitasiddhi, composed by the sage Madhu*

sudana, whose sole possession consists in true devotion, after

having collected the truths contained in tho Scriptures, tend

to the acquisition of true knowledge and tho subjugation of

misguided disputants, by persons who are pressed for time

(and hence cannot devote their energies to larger treatises),

as also to the delight of the learned I

’
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CHAPTER I.

On Unreality.

Section 1.

Tun Method op Inquiry.

[The Unity of Brahman can be proved only by proving the

unreality of the woild
;
behco the first attempt is towards this

lat'or. This can he proved by the putting forward of proofs in sup-

port of the Siddhlnta and also those a 'ain t the opposite views .]
0

The proof of the truth of Non-dual ihj follows from tho

proof of the unreality of all duality (or plurality). Hence at tho

very outset, it becomes necessary to prove this Unreality.

A particular view is established by proving the truth of that

view itself, and by refuting all views to tho contrary. Both

these ends are accomplished by having recourse to one of

the three forms of Controversy—(1) discussion (2)

disputation, and (3) wrangling. And as what

forms the chief factor in a discussion is tho doubt aris-

ing from a diversity of opinion, it becomes necessary for

the impartial ‘middleman ’ to indicate at the very outset, the

different opinions.

It certainly is true that the doubt arising from a diversity

of opinions does not directly serve any useful purpose with

regard to the accomplishment of the character of the true

« Subject ’ of an inferential argument ; as all that is neces-

sary for anything to form such a 4 Subject* is that there be a

desire on the part of the cogniser to prove something with

regard to it, which is not already known through tho thiug

itself. If the presence of doubt wore a necessary factor in

the character of the true inferential
4

Subject,
1

then, after

a mail has obtained, with the help of Scriptural passages,

° This synopsis at the bead of each section is based on tbe A dvaitasiddhi*

published iu the Chauklumbh*, Saus. Series, Benares,

Ado. 2.
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a definite knowledge of the Self, lie could not, even though

he were desirous of doing lo, bring forward any inferential

arguments with regard to it, as ho would have a definite

knowledge of the Self, and hence there would bo no doubt.

Then as for such doubts as are merely assumed (for being

set aside by the argument in view),— if this were regarded

as a necessary factor in the character of the ‘Subject, * then

we would be landed on the absurdity of an undue pro-

longation of the discussion (as there ivmld be no end to such

assumed doubts). Nor does this diversity of opinion itself

sefve any useful purpose with regard to the taking up of

the one or the other view by the disputants, as this pur-

pose could bo equally well served by the ‘middleman * say-

ing to tho disputants—“ you have got to establish such

and such a view,—and you have got to rofuto it. ” And
thus there would appear to bo no use for tho statement of

tho Different Opinions.

Though nil this is quite true, and the doubt arising from

the said statement is not a necessary factor in the Inference,

yvt, inasmuch ns it is this doubt that lias got to be sot

aside, it does form an integral factor in the discussion,

Though in some cases, the Subject may be well-known, and

any statement of different of opinions would not civato

any doubts in the mind of the person knowing the real stato

of things, yet, by its very nature, a diversify of opinion is

capable of giving rise to doubts. Nor is ii always that per-

sons entering into discussions are possessed of tho definite

knowledge of the subject. As for the declaration of old

writers that, “ two persons having a definite knowledge of

the subject carry on the discussion ”— this must be regard-

ed as referring to such disputants as are vain of their know-

ledge ;
as wo often find that a man who is excessively vain,

though he himself holds a distinct opinion, takes up, for

the moment, some other standpoint, and begins the discus-
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sion with the avowed end of establishing this contrary view.

For these reasons we conclude that, like the laying down

of tho rules and regulations of the discussion, it is necessary

for tho * middleman, * for the proper fulfilment of his

duties, to make a distinct statement regarding the point

with regard to which there is diversity of opinion and

which forms the subject-matter of the discussion.

As regards * Unreality 9

then) tho point at issue may
bo thus stated :

—

(a) Are all things other than Consci-

ousness,—even though they be cognisable as entities, and

even though they be such as cannot be sublated (as

false) by anything else save tho true knowledge of Brahmau,

—the objects of constant negation at all points of time

(past, present and future), with reference to those substrata

in connection with which thoy are ordinarily cognised? (b)

(V, it may be stated more simply thus :—Are all such things

capable of being denied real existence in tho aforesaid

manner ?

Section (2).

What is the read character of that with regard

TO WHICH ‘ UNREALITY * IS PREDICATED?

[The real character of the ‘ world ’ held to be unreal is that it is not

suhlated by any other cognition save the knowledge of Brahman].

In regard to this, it may noted that some people hold that

what is sought to be established by the Vedantic inferential

argument (‘ the world is unreal &c. &c.’) is the co-extensi ve-

noss of the probandum
(
the character of being the object of

negation &c.) with the ‘Subject’ (
the thing that is not rejected §c.)

in its particular forms
; and in this case, the argument would

be open to the fallacy of ‘ redundancy as in a particular

case, that ol tho shell-silver, the probandam would he admitted
by both parties to be co-extensive with at least a portion of

the ‘ Subject. In order to guard against this we have added
the (pialification ‘ not rejected by anything save the true knovv-

ledgeof Brahman,’(which takos in everything except Brahman).

A4». 4 .
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There are some people however, who hold that what is

proved by the inferential argument in question is the

co-extensiveness of the probandum with the Subject in all its

forms ; and in this the,admission of mere partial co-oxtensive-

ness would not make the argument ‘ redundant.’ Hence, in

accordance with this view, it would not bo necessary to add

the aforesaid qualification.

As for tho other two qualifications,—tho one, * cognisablo

as entities,’ is added with a view to guard against the fallacy

of 'Budko,', ‘ Annulment’, with regard to tho absolute void or

emptiness,’ (which would bo not rejected by anythin
<j

sure the

true krundedge of Brahman, and which would yet not be the

object of constant negation fc.)

;

as no person ever takes tho

trouble to deny tho existence of such a void ; but this void

is never cognised as an entity, the addition;o£ which qualifica-

cation therefore precludes the fallacy ; and tho second qualifi-

cation, ‘that apart from consciousness’ precludes tho

same fallacy with regard to Brahman (which is of the very

nature of consciousness, and as such becomes excluded).

Or, tho ‘diversity of opinion’ may bo stated thus

severally, with regard to each individual substance :
—

‘ Is tho

Akasha unreal or not? Is the Earth unreal or not ?’ and so

forth. In this case, even though each individual substance—

such as Akasha and the like—is made the ‘Sub ject’ of tho con-

clusion, yet, even with regard to such things as tho jar and

the like, the argument could not be regarded as Doubtful and

Inconclusive ; as these things also would fulfil the conditions

of the ‘ Subject ’, and as such admit of similar assertions beinw

made with regard to themselves. Then as regards the doubt (as

to whether these things do actually fulfil the conditions

required by the inferential conclusion), the presence of such

doubt is a necessary and favourable condition in all inferen-

tial processes (as without some such uncertainty there would

be no occasion for the inferential argument to be put forward);

Ado, 5.
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in fact tlio presence of doubt or uncertainty can be regarded

as objectionable only with regard to the other factors of the

inferential Argument (and not the * Subject’). It is in view

of this that we have the following declaration :
— “ Doubtful In-

conclusivencss consists in an uncertainty with regard to the

application, or presence, of the Inferential Indicative or Pro-

bans (hc/n) to something that is definitely known to bo wholly

devoid of the character sought to be proved by the Inference.”

[That is to say, it is only when we find that the Reason

brought forward to prove the presence of a certain character,

in a certain tiling, may apply also to something which is

known to be entirely devoid of that character, then there

arises a doubt as to the validity of that Reason]. And as a

matter of fact, it is the essential characteristic of the true

‘Subject’ that with regard to it there should be a doubt as to the

presenco of the ‘Probans, ’—or that there should be no definite

cognition (before the Inference is duly brought forward) of its

possessing the ‘ probandum,’ the character sought to be prov-

ed ; and thus tho character of the ‘Subject,’ would apply to the

jar and other things, just as well as to Alaska and tho other

substances. And hence with regard to any such tilings,

the argument could not bo regarded as Doubtful and In-

conclusive.

Tho jar and other things have been spoken of as ‘ having

the character of tho Subject
9

(and not as the actual Subject of

tho conclusion in question), because they could not form the

subject-matter of that conclusion which would be stated with

regard to Akisha
;
nor would it be right to define the‘ Subject’

as that which forms the subject-matter of the Final

Conclusion
; as this could not apply to the case of the

Inference for ones Self iu which there is no formal Statement

of the Final Conclusion .

Ado, 6 ,
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Section (3).

The Unreality op the Would.

[Tho World is perceptible—unconscious,—limited; hence it must

be unreal
;
which means— (a) that it cannot he spoken of as exist-

ing or as non-existing, (6) or (hat it is tho counter-entity of nega-

tion pertaining to all time, (c) or that it issublated by knowledge,

(d

)

or that it is the counter-entity of the absoluto negation sub-

sisting in itself, or (0) that it is something different from

the really existing.]

Thus then, tho ‘ diversity of opinion * having boon stated

in the aforesaid manner, wo have the following inferential

arguments (in support of Unreality) formulated by ancient

writers:—‘The object under discussion is unreal,—(1) be-

cause it is perceptible, (2) because it is unconscious, aud (3)

becauso it is limited,—like the shell-silver.’ Wo are not very

particular as to tho number of ‘ factors ’ necessary in a

syllogistic argument (they may be five or three only).

There would be no incongruity in the general aud wide form

in which tho * Subject ’ is stated in these arguments,—iu view

of tho specifically particular form in which the 4 diversity of

opinion ’ might have been stated (with regard to such things

as AJcasha, Jar and tho like). Because all thoso statements

could bo regulated by conditions favourable to the particular

inferential argument. As a rule, after the ‘diversity of

opinion ’ has been stated by the middleman, he proceeds to

lay down the rules and regulations whereby the discussion

should bo carried on ; and it is after this has been done that

the disputauts proceed to put forward their argumonts and

counter-arguments. Thus then, there is always an interval

between the statement of tho ‘diversity of opinion’ and the

putting forward of the arguments. And though the state-

ment of tho * diversity of opinion ’ will have ceased to

exist at the time that the arguments are put forward, yet tho

qualifications of the ‘ Subject’ as mentioned in that statement

would continue to be regarded as applying by way of

* pointers ' to the
''

Subject ' as put forward in the subsequent

Ado. 7.
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arguments. Or, wo might even regard these qualifications as

actually applying directly to the subsequently-stated ‘Subject’;

and iu this case, we could take tho word ‘ vim-itan ’ (‘the

object under discussion') to mean each and everg'hing that has

the charade ofan object with regard It which the diversity

of opinion is present. And thus there would bo nothing in-

congruous in the form of tho above arguments (of the

ancient writers).

“What is this ‘ Unreality ’ that you seek to prove? On

,

“ tho strength of the declaration by the
Definition of ‘Unreality.’ ° _ . , ,“ author of the Pauchapudi/cd, that ‘ the

“ word unreal denotes undefinability, anirvachaniyaln,’ it

“ might be held that what is meant by tho * Unreality ’ of a

“thing is that it is undefinable ; i. e. that it is not tho

“ substratum of either being or non-being [i. e. that it cannot

“ be said either to be or not to he\. But, the opponent of

“tho Vedantin says, this wo cannot admit. For what, we

“ ask, do you understand by a thing not being the substra-

“ turn of either being or non-being ?

“ Do you mean (1) that the thing is the substratum of

“ the negation of being qualified by non-beiny ? Or, (2) that

“the thing possesses the two attributes of the absolute negation

“ of being and the absolute negation of non-being ? Or, (3)

“that it possesses the combined property of the absolute

“ negation of non-being as accompanied by the absolute

“ negation of being ?

“Now the first alternative is not tenablo
; because, according

“ to ns Logicians, the world is the substratum of being only,

“ and not that of b-ing as qualified by ‘non-being ’
; to prove

“ therefore that tho world is characterized by the absence

“of being qualified by mu-being is superfluous (because

“ non-contested).

“ Nor is the second alternative tenable—[i. e. * Unreality’

“ can not be regarded as consisting in the two properties of

Adv. 8.
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“ tho absolute negation of being and the absolute negation

“ of non being]. For as bet veen being and non-being, the

“presence of one necessarily implies the absence of the

“other; and hence a combi nation of the two involves a

“self-contradiction. Further, although the world may be

“ destitute of being (lit. boiug-uess

—

*a(toa—i. e. the quality

“ of being, that which is), in the same way as Brahman,

“ that possesses no qualities whatever, is destitute of the

“q'lility of being, yet it miy be (like Bnhman) essentially

“ that which is
(
i. e. being may not be a quality of tho world,

“ but its essential nature, and this is proved by Perception

&c.) ;
and this would establish its not being unreal, and thus

“ you would commit the fallacy of Artlnlntara
; i. e. you would

“ prove something different from what you mean to provo

“ and lastly, in the case of shell-silver, we find that, though it

“ is devoid of being in the sense of incapability of sublation

“ (nbadbgitoa), yet it is not devoid of non-bdnj in the sense

“ of ‘ capability of sublation and hence your definition of

“ ‘ Unreality ’ would not apply to this case [for there would

“be preseat the absdnte negation of being, but not the

“ absolute negation of non-being],

“ For those same three reasons, wo coul l not accept tho

“ third definition either (according to which * Unreality '

“ consists in the presence of the combined property of the

“ absolute negation of non-being as qualified by tho absolute

“ negation of being.)"

To this we Vedantins make the following reply :
—

If Unreality be viewed as constituted by tho two attributes

of absolute negation of non-being and
First definition of Unreality.

. .

°

absolute negation of being, no objec-

tion whatever can bo raised. There is no self-con-

tradiction ; for such contradiction could arise only from one

of the following three circumstances:— (1) if, between

being and noii-b ing one had the character of tho negation of tho

Ado. 9.
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other ; or (2) if the absence of one were invariably accompanied

by the presence of the other ; or (8) if the presence of one

were invariably accompanied by the absence of the other.

In the case in question, however, we find that

the first of these conditions is not present ;
since we do not

admit of any such mutually negative or exclusive relation

between being and non-being. To explain In the case in

question, what is meant by non-being is not the absence of

that true being which consists in not being sublatcd at any

time; what we meanby it is not being cognised as existing in any

substratum;* it is the absence of such non-being which wo in-

tend to bo included in the probandum of our conclusion.

Thus then, the probandum of our conclusion comes to con-

sist in being cognisable as existing in a substratum while at the

same time being different from what is not liable to snblation

at all time (i. e. while yet being liable to snblation at all

time). In this manner, this character of tho probandum (i. e.

unreality as we understand it) will not be found to bo absont

in shell-silver ; for the negation of that non-being which

consists in liability to sublation does not form an element of

tho probandum. Nor is there any solf-contradiction involved

in the caso of shell-silver
; for wo have shown just now that

being and non-being are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

Nor is there present the second condition of self-contradic-

tion

—

i. e. as between being and non-being, tho absence of the

ono is not invariably accompanied by the presence of the

other ; for in Shell-silver, e.g., which is marked by tho absence

of being, thero exists at tho same time the absence of non-be-

ing in tho senso intended
; so that there is no invariable con-

comitance (between absence of non-being and presence of being).

And lastly, as to the third condition, we point out that

it by no means necessarily implies self-contradiction. For, to

• When we say that in tli<* unreal thing there is absence of lion Using, we under-

stand by ''cm bring the i»u.«i>alulity of being cognised in a substratum. Thu unreal

Shell-Silver is cognised m tin- Shell
;
the unreal Jar etc. is cognised in Brahman.

Ado, 10.
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give au instance, it no doubt is a fact that the class-character

of a cow is invariably accompanied by the absence of the class-

character of a horse (that which is a cow is not a horse), and

vice versa ; but wo observe that the negations of these two

class-characters exist together in ono and the samo substratum,

a camol, e. g.—which is neither cow nor horse.

We now turn to tho socond argument set forth against

our definition by the opponent,— viz. that just as Brahman

though devoid of attributes and hence of tho quality of being

(
Sat-tva), yet essentially is that which is (Sal), so tho phen-

omenal world also must bo said to be, and henco not unreal

;

so that, the adversary says, wo prove tho contrary of what wo

want to prove.—But this is not so. For as tho idea of ba ng as

attached to all things may bo accounted for by ono Reality

(viz. Brahman) which is present everywhere, there is no

reasonable ground for assuming that all tho individual things

of tho phenomenal world should bo essentially being in the

samo senso as Brahman is; and moreover with this assumption

of special being of every individual thing it would be absolute-

ly impossible for us to have any comprehensive concep-

tion (of a number of things as included under one concopt).

Or (in order to remove all suspicion of Arlhanlarn) we

may define unreality as being constituted by that differonco

(bheda) which has for its counter-entity being, and also by that

difference which has forits counter-entity non-being [i.e. the Un-

real is that which is different

—

bhinna—from what is, and .also

from what is not]. And this will loavo no room for the fallacy

of ‘ Arthantara
’

as urged by tho Opponent above ; because

according to none of our opponents would the said double

‘ difference ’ belong to the world ;—as (1) according to tho

view propounded by Vachaspati Mishra (in his NyHyavarli/ca-

tatparya) tho world is both real and unreal, (2) according to

other writers on Logic, it is only real, and (3) according to

the Bauddha-Logieian, the whole objective world is unreal

[and thus according to none of these would the world be tho

Adv. 11.
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substratum of absolute difference from * non-being Thus

then, this form of the sadliya not implying any kind of

reality, even as understood by onr opponents, our explan-

ation of the said unreality would not involve the fallacy of

Arthantara. Nor must it bo argued against the above defi-

nitions given by us that, since our adversaries also admit

a part of our definitions,— viz. that the world is characterized

by the absence of non-being, or (according to the last defini-

tion) by difference from non-being,—we lay ourselves open to

the charge of partial superfluity of reasoning. When the

philosopher who holds the so-called * bhSdabheda
’

view (tho

view of simultaneous difference and non-differeuce) argues that

‘ a quality is at the same time different and non-different

from the substance to which it belongs, sinco the two have

a common substratum ’, the difference is admitted by tho

Logicians also against whom he argues;—but all tho same

there is no superfluous reasoning, for the full proposition

(i. e. the existence of difference and non-difference) is

something not proved (before the Ihedahhe laoadin proves

it). In the same way there is no superfluity of reasoning

in the case under discussion, for what has to bo proved thero

is the joint notion of absence of being and absence of non-

being. In the former case, sinco thero is no cognition of

complete non-difference—such as met with in the caso of

identical things, such as gliata and kumbha (both which

terms denote the same thing viz, a jar)—what is aimed at

is the establishment of combined difference and nou-differ-

euce. Analog.msly, in tho case of the Vedantic argument under

discussion, finding thatau absolute non-entity, which is wholly

devoid of being, is not perceptible, we conclude that it 13 the

combined presence and absence of being that constitutes the

necessary condition of perceptibility ;
so that what is aimed

at is the establishment of that same combined presence and

absence [and it is this that would form the predicate of our Pro-

position] For the same reasons, it would also be right to put

Ado. 12.
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—

Unreality.

forward our proposition in the form that * (all that is perceived)

is absolutely devoid of being while being absolutely devoid of

non-being'

Here the following objection may perhaps be raised

“ Since that combined predicate as well as that qualified

“ predicate which tho Vedantin sets forth is altogether un-

known from experience, he commits the logical fault of in-

“ traducing a Proban 'urn which has an altogether unknown
“

qualification. And if he should plead that he proves a

'‘combined or qualified Probandum on the basis of tho sepa-

'* rate experience of each of the two elements, we reply that he

“ might as well prove tho existence of a hare’s horn on tho

“ basis of experience making us acquainted with horns and

“ hares apart from each other.
”

But to this the Vedantin replies that, as explained above

—in the case of shell-silver, we have an actual experience of

such a combined predicate (for shell-silver is the counter-

entity of the negation of being and of tho negation of non-

being). Nor finally, must it be objected that, since Brahman

is without any attributes and hence devoid of the two attri-

butes of being anti non- being, our definition of Unreality

would extend to Brahman also. For as Brahman essentially

is that which is, it can not be the abodo of the absolute

negation of being; and moreover just because it is without

attributes, it cannot be tho abode of the attribute of non-being.

Or else, we may define the Uar< nl as that which is tho

The Second .hfiuition o£ counter-entity of an absolute negation with
Unreality.

regard to the substratum in which it is

cognised—[t. e. by calling the jar Unreal, wbat we mean is

that it is capable of being absolutely denied in regard to the

point of space and time in connection with which it is per-

ceived],

"But”, our Opponent asks, “is this absolu'e negation

" itself real or unreal ? If the former, then we have two real

AQo. 13 .
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“ things—Brahman and this Negation, and this implies tho

“ abandoning of the Monistic standpoint. If, on tho other

“ hand, the Negation bo regarded as only apparently real

“
(
prOtibliasika

), you suporflnously prove what is proved

“ already [for if tho world is the counter-entity of a merely

“ apparently real negation, it is real, and this is just what the

“ Dualist asserts.] Lastly, if the Negation bo regarded as hav-

“ ing a practical (oyctoahetrlka

)

reality, then you commit tho

“ fallacy of Arfhantara, for a negation of this kind (having only

“a relative reality) is liable to sublation, and hence not opposed

“ to the real being of the apparent world (which of course

“ is a conclusion contrary to what is desired by the Vedautin).

,f Moreover the Vedic passages declaring Non-duality would,

“in this case, say what is true ;
and tho whole phenomenal

“ world,—which according to tho Vedautin, would be the coun-

“ ter-entity of a nogation only relatively real, and which, ex-

“ hypothesi, has not a mere appirmu reality—would havo to bo

“ rogarded as absolutely real.”

To this wo Vcdantinsmako tho following reply :—Even the

reality of tho negation does not imply an abandonment of

tho Monistic standpoint; for tho negation is non-different

from Brahman, which is tho substratum of tho negation of the

phonomonal world. Nor does the fact of the world being

tho object of an absolutely real nogation imply that the world

itself is absolutely real
5
for wo find thatno such reality belongs

to the shell-silver, which yot is an objoct of absolute noga-

tion. Or olse, wo may regard the Nogation to have no

absolute reality. But evon in this case, tho reality of the

Negation is not merely apparent, but rather practical.

“But”, our opponent says, “ if such be the case, the

“negation is something capable of sublation, and hence not

“opposod to the reality of its object; and thus your argument

“ becomos open to tho chargo of Arthantara [for if the negation

“ of reality is capable of sublation, what that fact establishes

‘‘is reality,
and not unreality

-

]
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This objection, we reply, is unfounded. For ordinary

experience shows that a thing seen in a dream is sublated

by a negation which itself is a part of the dream [a thing seen

in a dream may later on, in that samo dream, bo judged to bo

unreal ; but the fact of tho dream-judgment being itself

something unreal, does not mako that thing real]. What

necessarily implies tho reality of a thing negated is not tho

fact of the negation itself being sublated, but the circum-

stance of tho reality of the negation being lesser in degreo than

tho reality of the thing negated. In the caso in question how-

ever,—tho phcnomonal world and its negation havo both exact-

ly tho same degree of reality (i.e. practical, and not absolute,

reality) ; and tho donial of this negation, i. e. the denial of the

absolute reality of this negation, does not romovo tho incon-

gruity of tho absolute reality of tho phenomenal world. [That

is to say, tho denial of tho practical reality of tho negation of

tho phenomenal world only implies tho practical reality of

this world, and not its absolute reality.]

The opponent may arguo that if tho negation of tho

phenomenal world is negated, wo have tho reality of that

world. But this is not so. The negation of tho negation

of a certain thing establishes tho reality of that thing only

in thoso cases where tho reality of tho thing is actually

meant to be established by the negation of its negation, and

where, for this reason, wo havo tho negation of tho negation

only; as when e. g. with regard to a piece of real silver

we at first have tho notion that it is not silver, and after

some time come to roaliso that it is really silver, then with

a view to establishing tho reality of the silver, wo say

‘this is not not-silver’ (f. e. we deny tho previous negation

of the silver only, not the reality of the silver also). In

thoso cases however, whore wo have the negation of both

(the reality of the thing as well as the negation of that thing),

the negation of this latter negation does not point to tho
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reality of the thing. As an example we may cite the case

of the Absoluto Destruction (Dlivamsa) of a certain thing,

at the timo of which wo have the negation of the thing

destroyed and also of its Prior Non-existence (Progubhava)

(i. e. the thing has been destroyed, and there is no possi-

bility of its coming into existence again) [and this twofold

negation does not point to thcoxistence oftho thing]. Similarly

in the case in question we find that the negation sublates the

reality of the phenomenal world, and also tho negation of

that world ; and hence tho negation of this latter nega-

tion does not point to tho reality of the world. What

determines the capability of negation is ‘ perceptibility ’ (as

apart from consciousness) [i. e. all that is perceptible as

apart from consciousness is deniable
;
and this perceptibility

wo find presont in both, tho phenomenal world as well as

its negation]

Tho opponent may hero further argue that if tho Vedic

texts declaro a negation which is not absolutely real, it

follows that these texts aro destitute of authority. But

this also is unfounded, for what those texts declare to bo

not absolutely real is everything—be it the phenomenal world

or its negation— that is not Brahman ;
and texts setting

forth this doctrine can not be unauthoritativo.

A fresh discussion is started :
—“ You have defined Z7»-

tl
reality as the object of negation ;

well, is the world negated in

“its own form as known to us (i, e. in its own generic

‘‘character of ‘perceptible, ’ or in the particular forms of

“AkShsa &c.) ? Or, is it only in the form and character of

“an absolutely real entity that it is negatived, without pre-

judice to that form and character (perceptibility)of it which is

“different from absolute non-entity ? [That is to say, by your

“negalion of the phenomenal world,—(1) do you mean that

“the world has no existence even in the form that we know

“it ? (2) or do you mean that though it is practically real
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‘*80 faras it is perceptible, yet it lia3 no absolute reality ?] The—
‘‘former alternative could not be held, for the simple reason

“that as a matter of fact vve find—(1) that the origination

‘•'&c. of the Akasha and other things that constitute the world

“are described in detail in the Veda (and what is there des-

cribed cannot bo absolutely unreal)
; (2) that they are quite

“capable of functioning towards definite useful ends (and this

capability is the only condition of * reality’)
; (3) that they

“ have (even according to the Vedanta) Nescience for their

“ material cause (and anything that is unreal cannot have a

“ material causo); (4) that they are sublatablo only by true

“ knowledge (and an absolute unreality could not stand in need

“ of any such agency for its sublation)
; (5) that they,—-as also

“even the shell-silver—have for all intents and purposes, a real

“existence, at loast at the time that wo have the cognition of

“ them ;—and for these reasons wo cannot totally deny the

“practically roal existence of the world,—an existence which

“ at any rate, is different from absoluto non-existence,—for

“ all tinio, past, present and future. Thou, as regards the

“ second alternative, that also is not tenable ; as in that case

“you would explain ‘absolute reality’, the essence of which is

“ non-capabality of sublation, by means of ‘ Unreality, ’ the

“ essence of which is capability of sublation
; and this would

“ bo moving in a circle. And also if you were to deny the

“ absolute reality of the world in its own form as we know it,

“ you would be open to tho objections that have been pub
“ forward against tho formor alternative

; and if this absolute

“ reality wore to bo denied nob in tho practical sense, but in

“ tho absolute sense,—then too wo would have a regressus ad
“ iufinitim [as it would be necessary to put forward an abso-

“ lute reality with regard to every negation, and there would be
‘‘ no end to it].”

To the above the foil )wing reply is made :

—

As a matter of fact, it is admitted that it is in its own
form that tho phenomenal world, as also the shell-silver, is
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an object of negation, extending to all time, past, present

and future. For instance, when one mistakes the piece of

shell to be silver, as soon as he discovers the real character

of the thing perceived, the idea that he has is that

—

‘it is not

silver, it has never been silver, and it will never be silver’

—

wherein wo have the negation of the silver in ifcs own form ;

and in the case of the phenomenal world also the text

‘ there is nothing that is diverse ’ expresses the negation of

the world in its own form. It might be argued that in the

case of the erroneous coguition of silver what i3 the object

of negation (by the subsequent sublativo eognition) is only

that silver which, ordinarily, is regarded as absolutely real

[so that it is not right to say that the absolute reality is

not the object of negation
J.

But this would imply that the

erroneous cognition and the sublative cognition refer to

two different things [the former cognising the apparent, and

the latter the absolute
, reality of silver] ; and it would fur-

ther imply the negation (by the sublative cognition) of some-

thing for the negation whereof thore is no occasion [what

is denied by the negation being not the same thing that

has been asserted in the preceding cognition]. It being thus

proved that the phenomenal world, like tlio shell-silver, is

in its own form an object of negation extending to all

times,—the objection might be raised that, if the world in

its own form, were capable of negation extending to all times,

there would bo no possibility of its origination (continuance and

dissolution
, as described in Vedic texts, and as admitted by

the Vedantinin his very definition of
‘ Brahman’). ” But

as a matter of fact, for the origination, (continuance and
dissolution) of a thing it is not necessary that the thing

should, in its own form, bo incapable of negation,
; as our

opponents, the Na;yayikas, themselves deny the origination

&c. of AkUsha and such other eternal substances, though every

ono of those is admitted by them to be things that cannot,

in their own form, be negated. In fact, it has to be admitted
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that what determines the origination &c. of a thing is

something entirely different,—some such thing for ins-

tance as the ‘nature of the thing itself And this ‘ nature

of things ’ we Vedantins also admit,—although it bo (like

everything other than Brahman) a mere fiction.

“ Your view,” the opponent says, “ implies the abandoning

of the view (expressed in an authoritative Vedanta work

(viz. the Vivaram

)

that
—

‘ Of absolute negation, the counter-

entity, in its own form, may be (empirically real) Silver as it

is found in the silversmith’s shop, or the countor-entity,

in Us absolute!)/ real form, may bo merely apparent silver.’”

But this is not so. For what the teacher (the author

of the Vivarana) here means to say is that the counter-entity

of the negation is nothing else than apparent silver, which i3

conceived (by tho misconceiving porson) as identical witli

empirically real silver. What the ‘or ’ is meant to indicate

is that tho author is not particularly concerned whether this

apparent silver be negated in its own form (as conceived at

the time) lor as absolutely real silver. Tho form in which ho

expresses his meaning is intended—(1) to dispol the notion

that the silver is cognized only as indontical with the object

lejore the man,—and (2) to intimate that it is cognised also

as identical with ordinary empirical silver. This is tho

view set forth in the Toltvadipika also. Old Teachers have

expressed themselves in tho following way :
—

‘ In the negation

‘this is not silver’ it is ordinary empirical silver that is tho

counter-entity of tho negation ’. This statemont is to bo

understood in the following way—Since it is observed that a

mau desirous of silver takes action with regard to the thing

before him (i. e. stoops aud picks it up), it is evident that

what he actually cognizes at the t ime is practically real

silver, and it is this cognized ordinarily real silver which is

the object of the negation ‘ at no time this thing is empiri-

cally x’eal silver ’
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The sense of all this may be explained as follows—There

is the general law that in all cases of negation, where the thing

negated and that with reference to which it is negated are

denoted by words having the same case-termination, the nega-

tion expresses the mutual negation (anyongabkioa) of the two

tilings; as e. g. in the negation ‘ tho jar is not the cloth*

(where ghatah and pitah are both in the nominative case).

In tho same way the sentence ‘ this is not silver’ expresses

the mutual negation of this and silver ; and as the coguition

of the object expressed is equal in character to the cognition

produced by the sentence, tho cognition that arises in us

through tho sentence ‘ this is uot silver ’ has for its object the

mutual negation of those two. Thus, in tho case of tho

negation ‘ this is not silver
1

wo have tho mutual nega-

tion between the object beforo tho eyes—which is denot-

ed by ‘this’— viz. tho apparent silver,—and tho ordinary

empirical silver which is denoted by tho word ‘silver’; and

this implies tho unreality (;milbjUtoa

)

of tho apparent silver.

(‘ This silver soon by mo is not empirically real silver
;
it

therefore is unreal ’). Where, on tho other baud, tho denial

is made in tho form ‘there is no silver in this place’

(na atm rajatam), the cognition expressed by tho sentence has

for its object the absolute negation of silver in that place, in

agreement with tho general rule that where the two terms of

a negation are expressed by words having different caso-end-

iugs (atra, e. g. being a locative case, and rajatam a uomiua-

tivo), the word vol signifies tho absolute negation of the one

with regard to tho other. The coguition therefore, in the

caso under discussion, has for its object the empirical reality

of silver ; and tho unreality (of tho apparent silver) follows

as a matter of course [as empirical reality is of a grade

higher than apparent reality
; so that the negation of tho

former implies that of the latter]. The general conclusion

therefore is that, if we regard the negation of reality also as

unreal, wo do uot thereby abandon our main position,—nor
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do we come into conflict with authoritativo Vedanta writers.

Hence our view is not open to any objection.

Tho Opponent proceeds to raise a fresh objection against

“ the proposition that the phenomenal world is unreal :
—“Thus

“ then, in the way that you define ' unreality,’ it would come to

“ this that tho phonomonal world has no existence at all. Be*

“ cause the character of being tho object of an absolute negation

“in connection with the substratum occupied by it must nocess-

“ arily imply the capability of being absolutely negated

“ at all times and in all places ; and this character, accord*

“ ing to you, belongs to all such things of the ordinary world

“ as thojar and the like, which are admitted by all to have no

“ existence in certain cases (in the case of the misconception of

“ the jar, for instance) ; and this would mean that these things

“ have no existence at all. As otherwise, it would become possi-

“ bio to assert that they have an existence ovon in those cases

“ whero they are universally admitted to have no existence
; and

“you have distinctly asserted that no such existence is

“possible. And under tho circumstances, what would be

“ the difference between theso things of the world and those

“ things that havo no sort of existence at all. As tho
“ non-existence of such impossible things as tho ‘hare’s horns’

“ and tho like would not in any way differ from the nen-

“ existence of theso things of the world, as you explain it.

“ (a) You can not every well say thattho ‘non-existence’ of these

“ things of the world is nndefinablc
(nirupSkhya

)

; since in

“ saying this you would actually be dejining it as ‘ undefin-

“ able ’
; and so it could not very well be spoken of as ‘ un-

“ definable’, lb) Then, you might say that the ‘non-exis-

“ tence’ of the things of tho world consists in thoir ‘non*

“ cognisability ’; but this too could not hold; as if that which
“ is ‘ non-existent ’ were not cognised, then we could
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“not have any such cognition as that ‘such and such a thing

is different in character from that which is nonexistent ’,

“ nor could we have any sublittion of the cognition of the

“ non-existent tiling ; nor lastly, could we ever use the word

‘non-existent’ at all. (c) Nor could you define * non-exis-

“ tence ’ as the character of being not cognised as something

“ directly pet ceplible ; for such non-existence would come to

“ apply to all eternal supersensuous things (as none of

“ these are over cognised as ‘ directly perccptiblo

To the above we make the following reply:—It is quite

true that the character of being the object of absolute negation at

all times belongs to that which has no existence at all, as well

as to that which has an undofinablo existence ; but that which

has no existence at all has also the character of being such

as can never be cognised in any substratum, real or assumed;

and as a matter of fact, wo know that this latter character

does not belong, either to the shell-silver or to the phenome-

nal world, until thoso objects aro sublated by subsequent

True Knowledge. For this reason, neither the shell-3ilver nor

tho phenomonal world would bo absolute non-entities,

even according to our view. Because in the case of the

shell-silver, as also in the case of the phenomenal world, we

find that until we have tho sublating cognition—in tho

form of ‘ this is not silver or * this world is not real ’—the

silver, as well as the world, is distinctly cognised as existing ;

it is this fact that is indicated by the word ‘ upudhi ’, ‘ sub-

stratum', in the condition set forward as necessary in proving

a thing to be an absolute non-entity. [And thus not having

this wow-co gnisability, they would not be absolute non-entities].

As for tho Shilnycoadin, the Baud lha Nihilist, he does

not admit of any mistaken cognition with a real substratum ;

and so with reference to the shell-silver and to the phenome-

nal world, he would never admit the presence of the character

of being cognisable as existing in a certain substratum,—a
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character which servos to differentiate ordinary things from

absolute non-entities, which are not cognisable as having an

existence in any substratum. [So it is the Nihilist who will

be open to the chargo of regarding the phenomenal world

as an absolute non-entity; and not tho Vedantin, who fully

admits of mistaken cognitions with real substratum, the

ultimate real substratum for all things being Brahman].

Objection :
—“ Now then Unreality comes to consist in

“ being the object of an absolute negation that has for

“its substratum things having real existence. And in

“that case, your argumont would become ‘superfluous’,

“even as against the Naiyayika ; specially with reference

“ to such all-porvasivo substances as tho A/casha and the

“like; as theso substances, according to tho Naiyayika, aro

“such as have their absolute nogation nowhoro (in any
“ substratum); and as such your ‘unreality’ would not apply

“ to such all-pervasive substances (and as for other substances,

“ tho Naiyayika also does not hold them to bo permanent reali-

“ ties). It might be argued that—what is meant by the
“ ‘ unreality ’ of a thing is that it is capable of being negated

“ with regard to that entity (which appears in tho mistaken

“cognition that we have of the thing) as its substratum. But
“ in that case too the Inferential Argument would bo ‘ supor-

“ fluous ’; as such ‘unreality ’ would bo one that is admitted

“(oven by the Logician) to belong to all entities. As for

“ instance, that which would bo the substratum of tho

“ cognition of tho jar by tho relation of contact (i. e. that

* which would bo in contact with it) would certainly be the

“ object of tho absolute negation of that which would inhere

“ in (i. e. form a constituent part of) that jar ; and conversely,

“ that which would inhere in tho jar would be the object of

“ absolute negation with regard to that which would bo in

“ contact with it [and in both cases, the substratum would be

“ a real entity
, in the form of the jar

;

and yet the * unreality’
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‘‘as above explained would be admitted by all to apply to all

“ things.] In order to guard against this, it might be said

“ that—what is meant by ‘ Unreality ’ is that the thing is cap-

“ able ofbeing negated with reference to that relationship which

“that thing bears to the real entity that may form its sub-

“ stratum. llut tlien too tho argument would be ‘superfluous’;

“ as this ‘ Unreality ’ also would bo admitted by tho Logician,

“ as belonging to all things that aro not all-pervasivo (i. e.

“ things that have only limited extension) [That is to say,

“ for instance, the jar, being in contact with one part of

“space could certainly bo negate 1 with regard to another

“ point in space, even with rofercnco to tho same relationship

“ of contact ; as tho jar could not, at one and tho same tiino,

“ bo in contact with all points in space.],”

Reply :—None of your objections is well taken ; as what

is distinctly indicated by the word ‘ pratipanna ’ in our defi-

nition of unreality is that ‘ unreality ’ consists in being tho

object of negation with regard to a certain substratum,—this

no mtion being with reference to that form in which tho

substratum has been * occupied *, or taken possession of, by

that which is negated ; and this ‘ form’ always consists in a

certain relationship and a certain differentiating characteris-

tic. Certainly tho spot on earth is never cognised as the

substratum of the jar, except through a certain definite rela-

tionship between them ; nor is tho tree tho subtratum of the

contact of tho monkey, unless this contact forms a disting-

uishing characteristic of that particular tree. Thus then,

tho ‘ unreality ’ of a thing, according to us, comes to mean

this :—-when a certain thing can be cognised as having

another thing for its substratum, either through some relation-

ship or through some distinguishing characteristic,—if that

something can bo absolutely negated with regard to that

same substratum, and that too in reference to the same rela-

tionship and the same distinguishing characteristic,—then
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that thing is ‘ unreal \ And now, tell mo, in what way can

there be any * superfluity ’ in our argument ?

At this stage the Opponent may come forward witli the

following argument ;
—

“ In the case of Akasha wo find that it

“can never form the object of either prior negation (as wo

“do not know of any time at which it did not exist) or

“ destruction (as it is never found to bo destroyed)
;
and in

“ the same manner, it is quite reasonable to hold that it cannot

“bo an object of absolute negation (at any rate prior to your

“conclusion being established). (1) Because evidences for the

“ denying of Akasha being an object of absolute negation are

“ exactly similar to those for denying its being the object of

“the other two kinds of negation
; (2) because wo can never

“ have any such notion as that 4 there is no Akasha in this

“ place (3) because any inferential argument that might bo

“brought forward would be absolutely wanting in any corro-

borative instniico
;
and if we were to attach any importance

“ to mere inference from particulars (without any corrobora-

tive reasoning pointing to a universal premiss), then we
“ might as reasonably prove that A /cash,a is the object of prior

“ negation as well as of destruction (as wo know of many

“particular substances that are such objects); specially as tho

“ denial of the conclusion of such an inference would nob

“lead us to any incongruity with regard to any well-known

“effect. In the same manner, there would be no evidenco

“ for declaring tho absence of the jar in the relation of inherence
)

“in a place where the jar exists in the relation of contact

;

“ and so it would be much simpler to regard tho absolute

“ negation ofjar to consist in the incompatibility of tho co-

“ substrateness of that jar (with any point in space or timo),

—

“than to introduce the factor of any peculiar relationship (as

“ that of contact or inherence and the like)
;
specially as the

“cognition of tho absolute negation of the jar that we have
41 may always bo explained as referring to the absence of the
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“ inherence of the jar (i. e., tlio non-existence of tlie jar by

“ relation of inherence) ; because as regards the relation of the

“ container and the contained (as between the jar and the

“ place occupied by it), this is actually perceived as existing

;

“ and so there never can arise any doubt as to the real exis-

tence of the jar by this latter relationship. Nor could you

“ have any inferential argument for establishing the absolute

“ negation of the jar ; as we have already shown that in the

“ absence of any corroborative reasoning, no such mere in-

“ forcnco from particulars could bo effective. Nor could

“ the jar &c. bo said to bo the common substratum of contact

“ and non-contact (and as such incongruous) ; as it is

“ quito possible for ono and the same thing—the tree, for

“ instance,— to be the substratum of the contact of the monkey,

“ at its top
,
and at the same time to be the substratum of tlio

“ non-contact of that same monkey, at its base ; and certainly,

“there would bo no incongruity in this.”

In view of these objections then, we may now accept

* unreality ’ to be that character which consists in being tho

object of the absolute negation of all being.

Objection :
—“ If your argument bo meant to establish

“ this ‘ unreality ’,—then, there being no incompatibility

“ between presence and absence (as wo have shown in regard
“

to the tree and tho monlcey), tho cognition of the ono would

“not set aside tho other (i. e., tho cognition of tho absenco of

“ the phenomenal world would not necessarily set aside all

“ cognitions of its existence,).”

Reply :—Not so ; because though it is true that there is no

incompatibility between presence and absence as located in

different substrata, there would be a distinct incompatibility

between them as located in one and the same substratum ;

as for instance, if in regard to any particular place we recog-

nise the practicady absolute negation of the jar, then we must
have the cognition that the jar has no practical existence

at that place.
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Objection :
—“ If it were so, then, in the case of the

“declaration ‘this is shell and not silver’,—the negation

“ spoken of and cognised would bo practical ;
and as such

“ what would be denied by this negation would bo only the

“ practical reality of the silver believed to exist before the

“ eyes
;
and as such the cognised or apparent, reality of that

“ silver would not be denied
;
and hence even after the said

“ negation, it would bo possible to havo the idea that ‘ this

“i3 silver’ (as this would have for its object the apparent

“reality which would not have been denied by tho negation

“ in question).’’

Reply:—The assertion * this is shell’ brings to our mind the

direct or immediate cognition of the shell ; and this direct

cognition sets aside the ignorance (of tho shell) that had given

rise to tho apparent silver
; and the removal of this ignorance

deprives the silver of its apparent reality also; because tho

apparent silver owes its existence to the observer's ignorance of

the shell; and so when this ignorance (tho cause) has been

removed (by the cognition of the shell), tho removal of its

effect, the apparent silver, follows as a necessary consequence.

It is for this reason that, it is only in a case where the cogni-

tion of the substratum (of delusion) not being direct, there is

no cessation of ignorance that has given rise to the miscon-

ception or delusion,—that, though we have the denial of

practical reality, there is no denial of apparent reality. For

instance, in the case of the misconception ‘sugar is bitter’,

we find that unless there is a direct sensuous cognition of tho

fact of the sugar being not bitter, the misconception remains

undisturbed (i. e. the apparent reality of the bitterness of

sugar remains undenied). Exactly in the same manner, in

the case of the phenomenal world, so long as wo do not

obtain the direct perception of the Impartite Brahman, and

our sole cognition of it is only indirect (obtained only by

means of such words as ‘ Brahman only exists ’ and so forth),

—
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even though we have tho denial of tho practical reality of

the phenomenal world, the idea that the world is real continues

undisturbed (i. e. tho apparent reality of the world remains)

;

but as soon as the ignorance of the real substratum (Brahman)

has beon removed by direct perception, the idea ceases (and

so also the apparent reality of the world).

Tho above arguments also serve to set aside the following

objections:— “(1) If by tho word ‘ upadhi’, ‘substratum*

“ (in your definition of ‘ unreality ’) you mean any and every

“ sort of substratum, then your argument proves an nndesir-

“ able conclusion ; for instance, even though Colour is the

“ object of that negation which has for its substratum Air

“ (i. e. it does not exist in the Air), yet it is not unreal. (2) If

“ you mean by tho word ‘ upldki' tho adhlsthilna
,
the receptacle

“ or container,—then, as this receptacle of the negation would

“ bo that same object which would be the subject of the

“Ignorance that gives riso to the misconception, thero would

“bo a mutual interdependence :—as the unreality of the object

"would depend upon tho cognition being a mistaken one, and

“ tho mistaken character of tho cognition would depend upon

“ the unreality of the object ”.

These arguments are refuted by explaining the substratum

in the manner described above; which leaves no room for any

valid objections.

Another objection is raised against tho above definition of

* Unreality ’ :— “ AVe meet with such sentences in tho

“Upanisads as— ‘lie alone below, He above, &c. &c. *

—

“ which speak of Brahman as occupying definite points in time

“ and space; but Brahman in reality does not exist at any

“such special points of time and place (according to the

“ Vedantin at any rate)
; and hcuce being the object of nega*

“tion with regard to the substratum occupied by It, Brahman
w should be ‘ unreal ’ (according to your definition) ; and

A$o. 28.
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“ thu3 your definition would come to havo an application that

“ is too wide for you.”

Reply:—This is not quite correct; as by Its very naturo,

Brahman is devoid of properties; and as such It could never

have the property of being the object of any negation.

Objection

:

—“ If Brahman is dovoid of all properties, then

“It could not have reality either (as this also is a property);

“ and this denial of the reality of Brahman would contradict

“many such Vedic passages as
—

‘ Brahman is real, conscious-

“ ness; endless &c. &c.

Reply:—We do not admit of any negation apart from the

substratum (i. e. the negation of the jar in any place is nothing

more than that place by itself) ; and hence tho negation of the

said Unreality would be nothing more or less than the Reality

itself (which is the substratum of tho Unreality, tho negation

constituting the Unreality being with regard to, and having

for its substratum, the Reality) ; and this Reality would be

quite compatible with tho nature of Brahman.

In tho same manner the ‘self-luminous ’, and other

characters of Brahman, would bo quite compatible with Its

naturo. As ‘ self-luminousness ’ consists only in the absence

of the character of being manifested by something else', similarly

‘ eternality ’ is the absence of the character of being limited by

time\ ‘omnipresence ’ consists in the absence of the character

of being limited in space

;

‘absoluteness ’ is the absence of

limitation by anything : and so forth. And thus even though

Brahman be totally devoid of any positive property (all its

characters being mere absence of somo positive property),

there would bo nothing incompatible in tho nature of

Brahman consisting iu the absence of all properties.

And thus no exception can be taken to the second defini-

tion of ‘ Unreality ’ given above.

Adv. 29.
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Wo may also define ‘Unreality as the character of

being set aside or discarded by cognition
Third Definition of Unreality. , » 7 \

(true knowledge).

An objection is raised against tliis definition:
—“If we

‘‘accept this definition of * Unreality then as every cogni-

‘‘ tion would be set aside by the cognition following it, all

“ cognition would be ‘ unreal and on the other band, the jar,

“ which is sot asido or destroyed by a stroke of the stick

“ (and not by any cognition), would not be ' unreal’.

“ Then, it might be urged that what we mean is that the

“unreality of an object consists in its being such a cognition

“ or idea as is set aside by a cognition. But then too, tlio

“ definition does not cease to bo objectionable ; as in that case,

“ there would bo no ‘unreality’ in the shell-silver; because

“ this is set asido by the direct perception of the substratum

“ (shell), and yet it is not a cognition (being a more miscon-

“ ception)
;
and thus tlio very * probandum ’ of your argument

“ becomes vitiated.

“ Then again, it may bo explained that what is meant by

“a thing being * unreal ’ is that it is rejected or set asido

“ by a cognition that appears in a character belonging to

“ Cognitions as such, in general. But such an ‘Unreality’

“ would belong also to the Impressions left on tlio mind by Cog-

*‘ nitions ; as these Impressions aro actually set asido by subse-

“ quent Remembrances which are possessed of the generic

“ character of * Cognitions, [and if Impressions were unreal,

“ then the Impression left behind by the True Knowledge
** of Brahman would also be * unreal ’

; and thus there could
‘‘ be no permanent reality for this knowledge].”

Reply ;— It is not so ; what is meant by a thing being

rejected by cognition is that it has its existence denied by a

general noga tion proceeding from the true knowledge of the

substratum. This ‘ existence ’ may be in two forms the

thing might exist either in its own form, or in the form of

Adv. 30.
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its cause,—the latter in accordance with the doctrine that

the effect or product has an existence even prior to the

operation of the cause. And hence when the jar is smashed

by the stroke of the stick, even though it ceases to exist in

its menform (of the jar), yet its existence in the form of its

material cause (the particles of earth) continues (and the jar

lies latent in these particles). And this twofold Existence

of anything could be negatived only by the true knowledge

of Brahman. Thus our definition of ‘ Unreality ’ would not

bo inapplicable to the jar and such other things that existed

in the past. For this same reason, our argument will not

bo open to the charge of invalidity as regards the case of that

cognition which would bo sublated by the cognition following

it,—a sublation that is admitted by all parties, and as

such -would make the Vedantio argument open to the charge

of being ‘superfluous’. Nor, on tho other hand, could we be

taunted with the remark that, inasmuch as such things

as the A/casha and the like have their cognitions set aside only

by the Knowledge of Brahman (and not by any ordinary cogni-

tion), they could not be regarded to have the same ‘ unreality
’

as the cognition sotasile by any ordinary cognition coming

after it. Neither of these charges could be reasonably brought

against us ; because, as regards the former case what hap-

pens is that tho previous cognition becomes merged into

tho succeeding cognition ; and as such it contrives to exist

in the form of its cause ; and hence there can be no denial of

its existence altogether. In the case of such things as the

‘ hare’s horns ’ and such other non-entities, though there is an

absolute denial of their existence altogether, yet as this

denial is not by means of any cognition (such as that ‘ the

hare’s horn does not exist), our definition of ‘unroality ’ can-

not apply to such non-entities (that are never known as

entities). In the case of the shell-silver we have to admit

the apparent reality of the silver for the time being, as

otherwise we could not account for the fact of the man actu-
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ally perceiving it ; aud this apparent reality does not cease

until we have the subsequent cognition denying the reality (i. e.

the cognition—‘this is not silver’) : and thus the character of

the subject of our argument becomes applicable to it (as

this also has its existence denied by a cognition).

It is with a view to all this that the author of the Vioar-

ana has made the following declaration :
—

*

The badha

of a misconception consists in its being sublated by

cognition, along with its effects either latent (in the

form of impressions) or apparent (in the form of gros3

materials).’

The author of the Varlika says :
—

‘ As soon as there ap-

pears the true knowledge arising from such declarations as

That Thou Art and the like, Nescience, along with its pro-

ducts, neither is, nor was, nor will be.* What is meant by

‘ nor was ’ is that nescience ceases along with those of its pro-

ducts that have become merged into it ;
* nor will be* means

that it ceases and with it cease all its future products or

emanations ; but this latter fact does not concern us at pre-

sent.

The fact remains that as soon as we have perceived the

real substratum (the shell) in its real form, the ignorance or

misconception of the silver that we have had ceases forth-

with, along with all its products, present as well as past

—

the latter being such as have become merged into it. And
thus wo find that each misconception caused by the ignor-

ance of the real character of a thing is set aside by the

knowledge of that thing ; and th is there being as many ‘ig-

norances ’ as there are misconceptions, each of these would be

set aside by the realisation of the true knowledge of its

own substratum (and it is not that ignorance being set

aside by the knowledge of Brahman only, there would be

no cessation of any misconceptions before this knowledge

is gained). And thus the object of our inferential argument

J<jc, 32.
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ft. 6. the character of being set aside by knowledge) does not

fail in applying to the corroborative instance (of the case

of shell-silver). As all parties are agreed ou this

point—that, as after the falling of the stick on the jar (the

jar is broken and) we have the notion * the jar is no longer,
*

so in the same manner, after the true knowledge of the subs-

tratum (shell) has bar'll obtained, there appears the notion

‘the ignorance of the shell, as also the silver in it, is no longer.
’

Nor is there anything objectionable in regarding ‘Un-

reality’ as consisting in the character of being precluded by

a cognition from appearing in a character concomitant

with the generic character of ‘Cognitions’. Because when one

cognition (an ordinary cognition, not a misconception) sots

aside another cognition preceding it, it does so, nob in any

character that is concomitant with the generic character of

‘cognitions’, but in the character of a specific quality of

the Self, like Desire &c.,—or in the character of being an all-

pervasive quality ; that is to say, whon we have one cognition

following the other, the one sets aside the other, not because

this latter is a cognition, but because it is a specific quality

of the Self (and as such cannot admit of another quality at

tho same time
;
just as at the time that one desire appears it

does nob admit of the prosence of any other desire at the

time). And thus our arguinont would not be open to the

charge of being superfluous’. [That is to say, if such ‘ Un-
reality’, as would belong to all cognitions merely by reason of

their being cognitions, wore meant to bo proved by the

Vcdantin with regard to the whole phenomenal world, then

alone, as there would be no one to object to such an ‘ Unrea-

lity the putting forward of such an argument would have

been absolutely useless and superfluous.]

Nor would this defiuition of ‘ Unreality ’ apply to the

Mental Impressions which (it has been argued), though not

set aside by Desire &c., are sot aside by Cognitions in the

form ol Remembrances. Because we have no evidence to

jirlv. 33 .
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show that an Impression is ever actually destroyed by the

subsequent Remembrance; on the contrary, when the

Remembrance appears, the idea that we have is that the

Impression (giving rise to that Remembrance) has become

strengthened
; ar.d this ‘ strength ’ can consist only in the

multiplication of the number of Impressions (with regard to

to the object remembered) ; and thus we find that the case of

Impressions doe3 not affect our explanation of ‘ Unreality \

As a matter of fact, one cognition sets aside another, only

when the former is of the character of direct or immediate

cognition, and as such none of the aforesaid objections is

applicable to this view of the case.

Nor again would our definition of ‘Unreality’ apply to

* Doubtful Cognitions ’ (such as ‘ is this a jar or not ? ’) merely

by reason of its being set aside by 1

certainty * (in the form

* this is a jar ’) which is a property common to all kinds of

cognition (immediate or mediato, perceptional as well as

inferential) [That is to say, wo have said that * Unreality
’

consists in being set aside by direct or immediate cognition

;

and Doubtful Cognitions are set aside, not merely by ‘ imme-

diate ’ cognition, but by definitely certain cognitions of all

kinds ; hence the ‘ doubtful cognition ’ could not be rightly said

to be ‘set aside by immediate Cognitions consequently the

said definition of' Unreality ’ would not apply to these].

The ‘ Unreality ’of an object may be defined as the character

Fourth Definition of Unreality. f^ ** ahmlttte W^«*

tion located in its oxen substratum,

;

this would mean that it is cognised as the sub-

stratum of its own absolute negation
;
and herein would lie

the difference of this definition from tho second definition.

The objections too against this definition would be set aside

in the manner shown above. [Tho absolute negation must

be in reference to the same kind of relation in which the

unreal object is at first cognised]. In the case of the relation

A4o. 34.
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of Contact we firnl that before the jar is produced and comes

into contact with a certain point in space, there is an ‘ absolute

negation ’ of it even in regard to the point in space with

which ic is to come into contact ; and so also after the jar has

been destroyed ; similarly in the case of the relation of

Inherence also we find that the colour of the unbaked jar,

which resides in it by the relation of Inference, is destroyed

by the baking that the jar undergoes; and as such there is an

absolute negation of the inhering colour also. So we find

that it is quite possible for us to have an absoluto negation

also of things related eitlior by Contact or by Inherence. Nor
would the possibility of such negation make impossible our

conception of the material cause [the conception whereof

is based upon the undissolubility of the relationship between

the cause and its effect,—an undissolubility which would appear

to be impossible in the face of the aforesaid possibility of the

absoluto negation]. Because just as in regard to Time, we
find that both the p.escnce, and the absence (absolute negation)

of the jar in the earthenware pieces that form its material

cau'O are possible at different periods of time,—so both its

presence and absence in its material cause would bo possible

at different points in space also; and secondly, because as a
matter of fact we find that the character of the material cause
is quite compatible with the ‘ prior non-existence ’ of the pro-
duct^’. e. the jar has no existence before it is produced, and
this previous non-existence does not interfere with the fact of
the earthenware pieces being its mat-rial cause]. [And
similarly there could be no incompatibility of the nature
of this cause with the absolute negation of the product also].

It might be argued that, “even the prior negation of
“an object would not bo possible in a substratum where we
“have its absolute negation (as « prior negation ’ means that the
“object is brought into existence after this negation

; and this
“would not be possible for that of which we have an absolute
“negation).”

Aiv, 35.
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But as a matter of fact we find that in regard to Time,

there is no impossibility of the ‘prior negation ’of that which

is alaoan object of ‘absolute negation’.

[That is to say at the time that the jar is at the point of

being produced wo have the ‘ prior ’ as well as the ‘absolute’

negation of the jar].

Objection :
—“ As regards Time we admit of this co-exist-

ence of the prior and absolute negations, on the strength

“of such ideas as
—

‘at the present time we have the absolute

“negation or non-existence of the jar’—and ‘ at this time we

“havo the prior negation of the jar ’
;
but as regards Space, we

“have no valid grounds for admitting of such co-existence

“of the two kinds of negation.
”

Eeply :—For admitting this we do have sufficient grounds,

in tho form of—(1) the Inferential cognition that we have of

the Unreality of all things, and (2) the Vedic texts pointing

to such co-existonce (and consequent unreality).

We have already shown above how there is no incongruity

or incompatibility in the co-existenco of tho affirmation and

negation of two different kinds of existence [i. e. the affirma-

tion of tho apparent existence of a thing would not be in-

compatible with tho negation or denial of its practical exist-

ence.]

It might be argued, that, “ this fourth definition of

‘Unreality’ would not apply to an absolute non-entity.”

But such would not be tho case, as what is meant by the

definition is tho character of being cognised as existing in

that which is the substratum of its absolute negation. [And

a non-entity ould very well bo cognised as such, though

having no exist once].

Objection :
—“ We meet with such Vedic texts as

—

4 Some
“say there was nonentity in the beginning ’; and as this

“sentence distinctly points to the real existence of the non-en -

Ado. 38.
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"My, your definition of ‘Unreality’ would unduly include this

•* Nonentity also (and tlins you would be going against a direct

‘‘Vedic declaration).
”

Reply:—What the passage speaks of is only the absence

of the idea
—

‘this was entity or real in the begin-

ning’
;

[i. e. it means that in the beginning people had no

such idea as ‘ this was real ’ &c.] and it does not mean to

assert the existence of non-entity
;

as if it meant the latter,

then there would be self-contradiction in the passage (as

the sentence * Asadeva fyc.’ is followed immediately bytho

sentence ‘sadden Sfo. ). And thus there is no impropriety

in tho application of the definition to nonentities.

Over and above this, all that wo have said above in

connection with the other definitions would apply to this last

definition also, lienee we desist from further argumentation.

Fifth Definition of * Unreality'.

We may define tiro ‘Unreality’ of an object, to consist in its

being something distinctfrom existence.

That an object, exists means that it

is recognised by the valid means of knowledge
; and

tho * validity ’ of the means of knowledge consists in

its being unaccompanied by (freo from) discrepancies or

deficiencies. Ho that ‘Unreality’ comes to be the charac-

ter of being distinct from that which is recognised or establish-

ed by the valid means of knowledge
;
that is, all that is not

thus recognised is ‘ unroal’
; like dreams (dreams being known

by means of knowledge under tho influence of the deficien-

cies imposed by sleep). Though tho character of being

recognised by valid means ofknowledge is invariably concomitant

with non-dnniaiblilg
(
i . e. that which is known by valid

meaa3 of knowledge is never capable of being reasonably

denied),—yet this explanation of the former character would
not be as effective in the present connection as the one we
have given above [viz i the character of being recognised by
such means of kuowledgo as are free from discrepancies].

Aejv. it 7.
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This definition however as it stands would apply to

absolute non-entities as well as to Brahman who is devoid

of all qualifications ; as a non-entity would be ‘distinct from

existence ’ and Brahman also is not believed by the Vedantin

to have ‘existence’. Henco with a view to guard against

This it becomes necessary to supplement the definition fur-

ther thus :
—‘The unreality of an object consists in its being

distinct from existence, and yet being coy nisei as existing’.

This now could not apply to either non-entity or Brahman ;as

neither of these is ever known as existing (lit. is never the object

of a cognition qualified by existence).

This same reasoning also serves to set aside the following

objection:—“In your definition, ‘distinct from existence’,

“ what do you mean by ‘ existence ’? Do you mean—(1) that

“ which is the substratum of the]gen;ral essence of ‘existence or

“ being’? or (2) ‘ which is incapable of being denied ’? or, (3)
“ ‘which is of the nature of Brahman ’? In the case of (1), inas-

“ much as you admit the ordinary objects liko the jar &c. to bo-

“ long to, and be possessed of, the general essence of ‘21oscience’

“ (which is believed by the Vedantin to be beginningless, and as

“such to have an existence),—the definition of ‘Unreality*

“ would consist simply in * undeniability ’ [and thus this fifth

“ definition of yours would not in any way differ from the one

“ given before]. Lastly, in the case of (3), your proposition

“ and arguments would be superfluous
;
(as none of your op-

“ ponents holds the phenomenal world to be of the nature of

“ Brahman
; and so this ‘Unreality’ they would never object to].’

All this is rejected by the very fact of our not accepting

any of the three alternatives here put forward. And here

we might recall all the reasonings that we have shown in

connection with our first definition, where ‘unreality * has

been shown to be distinct both from ‘existence’ and
* non-existence. ’ We shall have something more to say in

this connection, in the chapter on 'JDrishtiirthasicldhi ?

Thus ends the section on the lJefinition of
1 Unreality.

’

Adv. 38.
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Section (4).

Thb Unbeai.ity op ‘Unreality’.

[
* Unreality ’ is also unreal

;
nor tloes this make the world ‘ real

' ;

it only proves that the world is practically real, endowed with a

relative, not absolute, reality].

Says tlie Opponent Is this Unreality of yours ‘ real’

“or ‘unreal’? If it is ‘unreal’, then the
p. 10.

“ World (of which it is the Unreality) would

“bo ‘real’. As it is a universally recognised rule that when

“ two contradictory properties are suspected to belong to

one and the same object, tho ‘ unreality ’ of any one of

“ thoso properties would necessarily imply the * reality ’ of

“ the other. [Hence between ‘Unreality’ and ‘ Reality ’ as

“ suspected to belong to the Phenomenal World, the ‘unrea-

“ lity ’ of the ‘ Unreality ’ would necessarily imply the ‘reality’

“ of tho ‘ Reality ’"j. On the other hand, if the Unreality

“bo real,—then just as this would be real, so would the

*‘ World also be real. And thus in either case, there would
“ be no chance for ‘Monism’ [*. e. in any case there would
“ bo no truth in tho theory that tho only one reality is

“ Brahman].”

To the above we make the following reply:—It is not so

;

as the ‘ unreality’ of tho Unreality of the world would not

this World real. Becauso the law—that of two contradictory

properties the unreality of one implies the reality of the

other—is true only of cases where the conditions of unreality

are not the same in both tho properties ; as for instance, in

the case of tho shell we find that of two mutually contradic-

tory characters of * silver ’ and ‘non-silver ’, [the two mutually

exclusive characters of ‘ silver’ and ‘something other than

silver’], the unreality of the one implies the reality of the other

;

and in this and similar cases we find that the conditions of the

unreality of one property are totally different from the

conditions of the unreality of the other. In the case of the

Ado. 89.
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Phenomenal World and its Unreality however we find that the

conditions of unreality are exactly the same,—both being re-

garded as ‘ unreal ’ simply by reason of their ‘ perceptibility
*

and such other characters.

As a similar case we may cite that when the two

characters of the ' horse’ and
a
tie ‘cow’ are denied with

reference to the Elephant, the condition of the unreality of

both the characters consists in the fact of both being con-

comitant with the absolute negation or absence of the charac-

ter of the ‘Elephant’; and hence in this case, the unreality

of the one (the character of the ‘horse ’) docs not imply the

reality of the other (the character of the 'cow ’).

Then again, we shall show later on that ‘ Reality ’ and

‘Unreality’ are not contradictory terms,—nor are they invari-

ably concomitant with the negation of each other. But, even

if the two were contradictories, there could be no actual con-

tradiction between the two in a case where each would pertain

to a different kind of existence ; f. i. though the ‘unreality
’

of practical existence would be contrary to, and would pre-

clude, the * reality ’ of the practical existence, yet it would not

affect the reality of the apparent existence.

And further, we find the Logician admitting of the

co-existence, in one and the same substrate, of two contradic-

tories,— such as 'Contact' and ‘ Absence ofC utnct' (i.e. the

‘ monkey on the tree’ would be in contact with the tree as

regards the branch on which it is sitting, and would not be

in contact with it as regards the base)
; and in the same

manner, there would be nothing incongruous in the co-exis-

tenco of ‘ Reality ’ and ‘Unreality

Then again, between any two things we find that

when that which establishes the existence of the one pre-

cludes the existence of the other,—all that this shows is that

the existence of the two things is of different kinds; as for

example, between the Sliellsitoer and the Nut-shell-silver, we

Ailv, 40.
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find that the cognition 1

this is not silver* denies the former

and asserts the latter
;
and in this what is proved is the fact

cf the former having only an apparent and the latter a

practical existence. But in a case where we have both things

precluded by one and the same negation, the exisronce of the

two things is of the s irno kind; for instance, the cognition

*
this is shell * denies the 1 silver-iu-the-shell/ and also the

fact of the thing being ‘ something other than shell*
; and here

we find Lltat both of these latter have only apparent existence.

And in the case in question we find that the ‘Reality* of the

Phenomenal World as well as its ‘Unreality* are both

precluded by one and the same agency, viz., the true

knowledge of Brahman
; and thus the existence of both must

be of the same kind ; and hence that which would preclude
1 Unreality * would also preclude the reality of all phenomenal

diversity; and so the unreality of ‘ Unreality * would not affect

the ultimate 1 Unity J of things.

Thus ends the Section dealing with the Unreality of
Unreality .

Sreturn (5).

[What h hy th * World being ‘perceptible’ is that it. is the

object of the 4 Vritti * of cognitions not produced by Authoritative

Word, or (b) that it is the object of qwiiilijd or limited cognition,

or (c) that it forms the object of consciousness, or (d) that it is de-

pendent upon a cognition which is different from itself, or (e) that

it is not self-illumined.]

Objection:—“ You have put forward the ‘ perceptibility’ of
“ the phenomenal world as a reason for its ‘unreality’, and
“

ifc behoves you to explain what you moan by a certain
“ thing being ‘ perceptible’. Do you mean—(1) that it is

“ pervaded over by the ‘ vritti' (i. the shape taken by
“ the organic modification of the luiud moving outwards)?
“ or, (2) that it is pervaded over by (j. e. identical with)
“the resultant shape of the manifested ‘

orilli’? or (3)
that it is both of these ? or, (4) that it forms at some
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“ time and in some way the object of consciousness ? or,

“ (5) that for its own activity
>
it depends upon something

“apart from itself, in the form of Cognition ? or, (6) that

“ it is not self-illumined ?

“ It could not be the first ; as such ‘perceptibility ’ would

belong to the Self also, which is pervaded over by the ‘vritti’

“ produced by the Vedanta texts (i. e. the Self forms the

“ object of cognition produced by those texts). [Aud so

“the Self also would become ‘unreal’ ]. For this same
“ reason it could not be the third. Nor could it be the

“ second ; because as a matter of fact we find that eternal

“ substances and substances not perceptible by the senses,

“ and also such misconceived things as the shell-silver, are

“ never actually identical with the resultant vritti [i. e.

the eternal substance has an existence of its own, iiulepend-

“ ently of any ‘ vritti ’ of the internal organ
; imperceptible

“ substances too can never be identical with any sensuous

“‘oritti) and lastly, the shell-silver has no existence at all,

“ and as such cannot be regarded as having any shape identi-

“ cal with the vritti] ; and hence an * unreality ’ based upon

“ such ‘ perceptibility ’ would not apply to all things, and as

“ such your argument would be open to the fallacy of Incom-

“ pleteness, and would also be deficient as regards its subject

“ (as even the ‘unreality’ would not apply to such univers-

“ ally admitted unrealities as the shell-silver and the like).

“ Nor could it be thefourth ; as Brahman also would be such

“ an object ; as we have such ideas as ‘ Brahman which

“ was not known before, is knoion now by means of the

“ V6<Janta texts’
; and thus your ‘ unreality ’ would apply

to Brahman also. Nor again could it bo the fifth ; as an
“ ‘ unreality ’ based upon this also would apply to Brahman;
“ as in regard to Brahman also we fiud that as It is spoken

“of as ‘without a second’ and so forth, It stands in need of

“ other cognitions than its own. Nor, lastly, could it be

“ the sixth; because * non-self-illutninedness ’ is nothinÔ

J$o. 12.
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“ more than ‘ non-cognisability ’ coupled with ‘incapability

“ of direct or immediate recognition’ ;
and as this incapabil-

“ ity is not found to belong to the shell-silver, which is cog-

“ nised directly, the ‘unreality’ would not belong to this shell-

“ silver, and this would vitiato the Vedantic argument. ’’

Reply : Not so
;
because with the sole exception of tho

1. Perceptibility' consists in
SeCOnd a11 fclle 0thei’ flV0 explanations

being the object of Viitti. are capable of standing water (tho

closest scrutiny). For instance, it has been argued that if

* perceptibility ’ consist in being pervaded by ‘
vritti’, then

that would apply to Brahman also ; or otherwise Brahman,

would not be tho object expressed by the Vedanta texts,

which therefore would become absolutely meaningless and

useless. But it is not so ;
because as a matter of fact the

Fine or Absolute Brahman is not ‘ perceptible ’

;
as is dis-

tinctly stated in such texts as ‘ That which is imperceptible’

;

what is ‘perceptible’
,
however, is the conditioned Brahman,

and this conditioned Brahman is also ‘ unreal* ; because at

the time that Brahman becomes an object of the *orltli

it is no longer pure.

It might be argued that, this view of the case would be

contradictory to such declarations of ours as
—

‘ becoming

fixed in tho form of Brahman, which is cognisable by all

cognitions’ &c. &o. But there would be no such contradiction;

as this declaration also refers to the conditioned Brahman only.

Objection :
—“ If such be the case, then you could never

“ establish the existence of the pure Brahman. ”

Reply :—The pure Brahman is self-manifest, and as such

has Its existence established by Its very nature.

Objection :
—“ Unless the thing is known, we cannot either

“ assert or deny any property with regard to that thing

;

“ hence in denying the ‘perceptibility* of the pure Brahman,

j

“ you admit its ‘ cognisability * (and this would be enough)

[
" to establish its unreality). It might be argued that, being

2?8W
Ado. 43.
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“ self-nsanifest, Brahman has its existence established by Its

“ very nature, and that which is denied is only the fact of

“ the pure Brahman being ‘ peiceptible ’ by the Vritli, But

if the pure Brahman were not perceptible or cognisable

“ by the Vritli ’ produced by the words * the pure Brahman

“ is self-manifest then its self-manifest character could

“ never be recognised.
”

ll'ply :—At the time that the ‘ rritti ’ actually appears,

anything that is characterised by that ‘ vritli
'

could not be

‘ pure’ ; and hence the pure Brahman could never form the

objective of any ‘ vritti ’. Consequently the sentence 4 the

pure Brahman is self-raanifest ’ is taken as expressing by

indirect indication
,

the fact of the impure (conditioned
)

Brahman being not- self'-manifest. And thus I ho pure Brahman

is saved from being the object of verbal cognition ; and

this preclusion of the s> If-manifest character from the impure

Brahman would naturally imply that it belongs to the pure

Brahman ;j isb as the preclusion of
:

diversity’ implies ‘Unity.’

Objection :
—“ If the pure Brahman be not designated,

either directly or indirectly, then there would be no use for

the use of the texts at all.
”

Reply :—Bub it is actually found serving tho useful pur-

pose of supplying the implied meaning just pointed out.

Thus then, what tho assertion that the pure Brahman is

notperceptible nor unreal means is that perceptibility and unreal-

ity are concomitant with impurity
; and this implies the

absence of ‘ perceptibility ’ and Unreality in the pure Brahman.

This also serves to set aside the following assertion of

of the Shfniyavadin, the Nihilist :
—

“ It would be much simplor
**’ to regard Appearance alone as the necessary condition of

“ Unreality
; ami Brahman also would be unreal, as that also

“ appears
, even though by itself |t. e. even if It is self-

“ manifest, yet It has appearance all the same]. ” For

the character of self-appearance we do not find in any

such admittedly unreal things as the shell-silver and the

Ado. 44.
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like, as Y?liat actually appears ia not the silver, but the shell ;

and as for mere appearance (the character we find in such un*

real things), this wo do not know of as belonging to Brahman.

Objection :
—“ As a matter of fact, we find that whenever

“ we have the idea of a thing as qualified by a certain

“ character, this idea includes or implies the idea of the thing

“ itself ; and hence when we find Vedic texts affording us

“the idea that qualified (conditioned) Brahman is ‘ percepti-

'• ble’ \ this idea would imply also the idea that Brahman
“ itself is also ‘perceptible’ ; and thus too your reason (‘ per-

ceptibility ’ as proving ‘ Unreality’) would become fallaci*

“oils. It might bo argued that, in such sentences as vis-

“ nave sliipwistaya < we find the Veda speaking of Visnu
“ as qualified by a certain character to be the deity of a
“ certain sacrifice

; and in the same manner the passages
“ in question may bo regarded as pointing out the perceptibil-

“ tty of the qualified or conditioned Brahman
;
or again, as we

“ find Ajni and Soma mentioned as tho two iogetliir form-

ing the deity of a certain sacrifice, so too wo may re-

“ gat'd perceptibillily as mentioned with reference to the

qualified Brahman and the qualification (that of being con-
“ ditioned) as taken together

; and thus perceptibility could

not belong to tho pure or unconditioned Brahman. But
“this could not le

; for if ‘perceptibility’, and the conse-
“ qoent ‘ unreality’ were to belo ig to the two (the qualified,

“and the qualification) ordy when taken together (and not
“to either by itself), then the qualifications also (that limit

“and condition Brahman) would not be ‘ perceptible ’ and
'*
‘Unreal *

; and so your reasoning would fail partially (not
' proving the unreality of the qualifications).

”

Reply There could be no such undesirable contingency;
is we do not deny the ‘ perceptibility’ of Brahman when It
has become qualified

; as we regard the conditioned Brahman
to be as perceptible and Unreal as anything else.

Adv. 45.
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This same reason also sets aside another similar objec-

tion—that, ‘‘if perceptibility belongs to the conditioned Brah-

man it must belong to that which is conditioned (pure Brahman)

also. ” Because in its conditioned form Brahman is held by

us to be unreal.

Nor would there be any ‘ partial failure * of our reason-

ing (by reason of the qualification by itself, of Brahman, not

being ‘ perceptible ’ and ‘Unreal’) ; as the qualifications that

are perceived as belonging to Brahman are such as are perceiv-

ed also elsewhere apart from Brahman ; and in such cases

it will have been found to be ‘perceptible ’ and ‘ Unreal.’

[The knowledge of the qualified Brahman however can never

be had apart from Brahman Itself].

Objection-.—‘‘According to you the Vedanta texts are

“productive of a single iinpartite Vritti ; now if this

“ Vritti had for its object the conditioned Brahman,

“ then,—inasmuch as at the timo that tho Vritti would

“bo present (which could be only at the time of the

“ l’oalisation of the ‘true knowledge’ described in the texts),

“there could be no other limiting condition for Brahman,—the

*‘ only limitation possible would bo the Vritti itself; and as

“ the ol ject of the Vritti, would bo Brahman as conditioned by

“ the limitation of tho Vritti, you would have the absurdity of

the Vritti having itself for its object. Nor could this be

“ desirable for you ; as in all cases of verbal cognition

“ nothing is cognised that is not present in the word (as its

“ denotation)
;
and so when wo have tho verbal cognition

“ produced by the Vedanta texts, wo could not have any

“cognition of the Vritti which is not in any way present in

“ the words (oE the texts). [And hence the texts cannot be

“ regarded as producing any knowledge of the conditioned

‘‘ Brahman]. In fact, even if this were possible, this know-

“ ledgo could not set aside Nescience and its products.

“ Because the Cognition that is capable of setting aside

Nescience and its products is only that which has nothing to

Ado. 46.
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“ do with this Nescience &c. (i. <?. of which Nescience &c. do

“ not form the object). [And in the case in question, accord-

“ ing to you the knowledge produced by the Vedanta texts has

“forits object Brahman along with some limitation—, and this

“ limitation is a product of Nescience ; so the knowledge

“ having for its object a product of Nescience, could not set

“aside the Nescience itself]. Otherwise (t* e. if a knowledge

“having for its object Nescience and its products could set

“ aside Nescience itself), such cognitions also as ‘I am ignorant’,

“ * this is a jar ’ and the like, would set aside Nescience,—

“ these also having for their object something conditioned by

“ limitations."

Reply :—Not so ;
because what we hold is that the Vritti

that serves as the limitation of Brahman is such as is manifest-

ed by the verbal operation (of the words) ; as has been well

said by the author of the VSdanta/calpataru :
—

‘ The Vritti

that has forits object the pure Brahman, whenever it does

appear, it sets aside all the limitations of Brahman, including

itself (i. e. the Vritti sets aside itself along with the other

limitations) ; for the simple reason that it is itself as good a

limitation as any other; and thus the unconditioned Brahman
can never be the object

;
then [as regards the object being

Brahman as conditioned by the limitation of the Vritti, we
would not have the absurdity of this Vritti being its own
object ; because] the limitation of the Vritti on Brahman
exists only as a differentiating factor (distinguishing the

conditioned from the pure Brahman), and not as a factor to

be itself cognised as part of the * object of cognition’.

The sense of this may be thus explained Though
the character of the ‘Perceiver’ (Witness) belongs to Brahman
as conditioned by Nescience, yet ‘Nescience’ does not enter
into the constitution of the ‘Perceiver’ (Witness) for the simple
reason that Nescience .is something totally devoid of

consciousness (while the character of the ‘Perceiver’

A<jv. 47.
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is consciousness itself)
; in fact ‘ Nescience’ forms a factor

in that which is perceived or witnessed (the object cognised)

;

in tho same manner, though the character of the ‘ object
’

belongs to Brahman as conditioned by the Vritti
,
yet the Vritti

does not enter into the constitution of tho ‘ object for the

simple reason that it could not form its own objective; in

fact though not an ‘ object’ itself, the Vritti imparts tho

'objective’ character to tho Consciousness (of Brahman); and

thero can be nothing incongruous in this.

Tho above explanation also applios to the point of one

and the same thing (Brahman) being the object of ‘Nescience’

as well as of ‘knowledge’. That is to say, ‘ Nescience’ ap-

plies to Brahman only when this is conditioned by Nescienco;

for tho simple reason that at the timo that Nescience does not

cast its limitation on Brahman, it has no existence at all. Thus

then, both ‘ Nescience ’ and ‘ knowledge ’ have for their objec-

tive, not any limitation, but Brahman as conditioned by the

limitation; and hence both have actually one and tho same

thing for their objective.

From this it also follows that ‘Nescience’ can not bo

removed by the ‘knowledge’ of mere limitations; as

‘ Nescienco ’ has no limitation for its objective, and it is only

when the Knowledge and the Nescience have the same objec-

tive that they remove or set aside each other.

As a matter of fact however, ' Perceptibility ’ consists in

the character of being the object of

rm <*«» ««< produced t,
other than 'hose ["odiiced by words. If W6 do not admit this

explanation, then Perceptibility
’

would belong even to such absolute non-entities as the ' hare’s

horns’ and the like; as even such non-entities form the objects

of verbal cognition by means of words, such as—‘ the hare’s

horn is an absolute non-entity ’
; and on the other hand;

Adc, 48.
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this ‘ Perceptibility ’ would not belong to the pare Brahman

which is tho object of only such Vriltis (cognitions) as are

produced by the Vedanta texts. As neither the absolute twn-

entvy nor the pure Brahman is regarded as the object of any

Vrittis or cognitions other than those produced by Words.

Or, wo may define ‘ Perceptibility ’ as tho diameter of

... ,,, ..... ,
. . briny the objective of a qualified

11T. ‘ Poivoptibilit v consist ^ in
' *

being Dip object of a definitely

qualified Vritti.

Frifti ; and this
4

qualification
’

would

be a definite and definable property.

And thus it would not apply either to the pure Ilrahinan,

which is the ‘ object ’ of an undtjinoble cognition, or to tlm

absolute nonentity, whic\i is the object of a cognition qualified

by an tindefinable property. Then as regards Negation, tho

said * Perceptibility
1

would apply to that also; as all Negation

is defincibe
,
and as such, is the object of definable or d finite

cognitions. As for the fact of tho ‘ qualification ’ being some-

thing known as * existing that is a point that does not aiTecb

the case in question.

In the same manner as a reason for ‘ Unreality * we may
have that 4 Perceptibility * which

crptibiiity.
consists in the character of being the

object tending to the erdinary worldly

activity—a character that is common t.o that which is

pervaded over, or affected by, tho Vritti as well as that which

is affected by the result of the Vritti (i.e. the cognition result-

ing from the Vritti). IIow this will not apply to Brahman or

to an absolute Non-entity, we have already explained above.

Or again, we may define ‘ Perceptibility * as the. character

of being the object of consciousness.

titiiiiy
1 lus character forms the reason for

‘unreality’, inasmuch as it consists

in the fact of being in some way related to consciousness.

Ado. 49.
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This character could never belong to the “pure Consciousness

(i. e. Brahman), for the simple reason that relationship of any

kind always presupposes a certain difference between the

members related ; and hence there could be no relationship

between Consciousness and consciousness. And as regards

the absolute non-entity, how the character in question does

not apply to it may be easily explained [i. e. by a further

qualification, in the form of being the object of the idea of

* existing

\

which latter cannot bebng to the absolute

non-entity.]

Or, as a reason for ‘unreality ' wo may have that* Percep-

tibility ’ which consists in the charac-

6

|£tJ'
finiti0n 0f <IWp

' ter of always depending
, for its usage

or activity, upon the cognition or idea

of something other than itself. The word * idea ’

(
samvit

)

here used may be taken as denoting either—(1) the conscious-

ness as manifested in the object, or (2) the consciousness mani-

fested by the Vritti (organic extension of the transformed inner

perceptive organ), or (3) the pure Consciousness itself. As

a matter of fact, we find that all activity with regard to the

ordinary things, such a3 the jar and the like,—and even with

regard to eternal and supersensuous things (like Alcdsha)

—which are manifested (rendered cognisable) by the Witness

or Perceiver, depends upon the idea of something other than

the things themselves : and hence the ‘ unreality ’ based upon

such ‘ perceptibility ’ would apply to all these things. The
4 activity ’ here spoken of might be in the form of ‘ sphurana
4 appearance ’, or ‘ abdhivadana ’,

4 being spoken of and so

forth (t. e.
4 being desired’ &e.) [When a thing appears, there

is a 4 vyavahara' in connection with it; and so also when it is

spoken of, desired &c. &c.J And as regards Brahman,

pftg€ 13
inasmuch as the only vyavahara or‘ ac-

tivity ’ with regard to It is in the form

of
4 appearance and this is ever present in its accomplished

A$v. 50.
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form, there is no need for the idea of anytliingapart from Itself.

[And hence the definition of * Perceptibility ’ does not apply

to Brahman], The word ‘ niyata ‘ always’, in the definition

serves to preclude all possibility of deficiency in it; as the

word makes the definition applicable to all activity in connec-

tion with the things, which depends upon the idea of some-

thing else.

In the same manner we may explain ' Perceptibility ’, as

tho basis of * Unreality to consist
Seventh definition ° f <PerCeP' in the character of being not self-

luminous. The ‘ Self-luminousness ’

of a thing consists in its not depending, for its direct cogni-

tion, upon anything else; (and this character belongs to

Brahman alone) as declared in the passage— ‘ That

which is by itself directly cognised is Brahman’, And
this character finally comes to lie in the character of

being directly cognisable independently of everything else.

And thus the fact of a certain thing being the substratum or

object of distinction or differentiation due to this character

(t. e the absence of this character) would form the basis of

* Unreality

This character we find present in all that is never

directly cognised, as well as that which is cognised by the

help of something else;—such for instance, as the jar and

the like. It might be argued that, “ this character

“ would apply to Brahman also, as there is some sort

“ of an assumed distinction between the Brahman
*' that is cognised and the Brahman (Consciousness)

“ that cognises it (and so the cognition of Brahman also de-

“ pends upon something different from itself)
; and as a

“ matter of fact, even in the case of the ordinary things,

“ like the jar &c., all distinction is merely assumed, there

“ being no distinction or differerce (according to the Vedantin)
“ that is not assumed.

”

A4o. 51 ,
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But this is not true
;
because the distinctions that wo have

with regard to Brahman are not based upon the aforesaid

character of indej anient direct cognisability ;
as a matter of

fact, those distinctions are based upon such totally differ-

ent characters as those of the ‘ Jioa ’ (the Individual Self),

the ‘Ishvara
’

(God) and the like.

Eighth Definition of ‘Percep-

tibility’.

In the same manner we may have as the reason for

‘Unreality’, that ‘Perceptibility’

which consists in the character of

being not uncognisable, and yet in-

capable of being regarded or treated as directly cognisable.

Objection :
—“Asa matter of fact we find that, just as

“ in Brahman, so in Nescience, in the Inner Organ, and

“ even in the shell-silver and such other things,—we find the

“said capability of being regarded as directly cognisable, which

“ is qualified by the character of being the object of the activity

*‘ resulting Jrom the cognition [i. e., just as Brahman, so

“ Nescience &c. also are incapable of forming the object of

“ actions proceeding from their cognition]
; and as such if

“you were to make this character your ‘ reason ’ for ‘Un-

“ reality’, then your argument would be open to the fallacies

“ (1) of being ‘ unknown’ (not recognised by all parties), and

“ (2) of the Probandum being defective.
”

Reply :—Nob so ; as what we mean by the ‘ character

of being regarded as directly cognisable ’ is the capability

of forming the object of such Vritli or cognition as sets aside

ignorance; aud certainly this latter capability does not belong

either to Nescience &c,, or to the shell-silver and such things;

and as such our argument would not be open to any of the

above mentioned fallacies. Then, as for the capability of the

jar, &c., to form the object of the resultant activity (follow-

ing from cognition), this we shall explain later on.

In accordance with the view that the ‘ cessation of Ne-
science is a fifth kind of things (as apart from the absolutely

Adv. 52.
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real, the practically real, the apparently real and absolute

nonentity), it would bo necessary to postulate as the reason

for * Unreality ’, the ‘ Perceptibility ’ as qualified by exist-

ence at tlio time of the ignorance ; and this would make

this reason inapplicable to the said * cessation of Nescience’

(as this cessation does not exist while ignorance exists).

And the same qualification would preclude the reason from

all absolute non-entities .

In the same manner we may go on showing how there

would be no objection to regarding * Perceptibility ’ as the

reason for ‘ Unreality.
’

When however, we regard * Unreality ’ as nothing more

but * difference from real being, ’ then there could not be the

least chauce of our argument applying either to the ‘ abso-

lute non-entity ’ or to the * cessation of Nescience’ regarded

as tho fifth condition things.

Section (6).

[What is meant by the ‘Jadatva ’ or * Unconsciousness
f of the

Wcrld is (a) that it is not of the nature of Cognition, or (b) that

it is not-Self.]

Question :
—“ What do you mean by this ‘jadatvo’, ‘ Un-

P is
“ (ionsCilousness ? I s it—(I) the character of the

“ non-cogniser ? or (2) the character of non-cognition

“(or ignorance
)
?or (3) the character of the n«t-self ?

“It could not be the first; because according to the Yedantin
“ tho object of the notion of ‘ I ’ is also included in the ‘ pheno-

“ menal world the ‘Unreality ’ whereof he seeks to prove ; and
“ it is this ‘I’ whom he holds to be the * cogniser’ ; and as such
“ the character of the non-cogniser would not be present in the

“ whole of the ‘ phenomenal world’ ; and so the Reason would
“ fail with regard to that particular factor of it. And
" further, the character of the non-cogniser

,

would be present
“ in the pure Self, whom the Yedantin regards to be the

Ado. 53.
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“ non-eogniser ; and so the Reason for * Unreality’ would

“ become applicable to the pure Self also.

“ Nor could ‘ Unconsciousness ’ be regarded as the eharac-

“ ter of ignorance ‘ (or non-cognition) ; as according to the

“ Vedantin, ‘ cognition ’ being only ‘ consciousness as

“ affected by the Vrilti', either the ‘ vrilti ’ by itself or

“ the pure consciousness by itself would not be ‘ cognition* ;

“ and hence even though the said character of non-cognition

“ may, on this ground, be shown to be applicable to the * Frittf,

“ yet the undesirable fact would remain that the said charac-

“ ter would be present in the pure Consciousness (which also

‘‘ having the character of non-cognition , would have to be re-

“ garded as * Unreal’).

“ Nor lastly, could ‘ Unconsciousness ’ be regarded as the

“ character of the Not-self

;

because it cannot be easily

“ascertained what the character of ,he Self is [and hence it is

“ all the more difficult to understand the character of the

“ Not-Self]. The ‘Self’ cannot be regarded as a parti-

( ‘ cular class, for the simple reason that the Vedantin

“ admits of but one Self (and no class can bo formed of a

“ single thing) ; and even though there is a multiplicity

“ of qualified or conditioned Selves, these would all, according

“ the Vedantin, be included in the phenomenal world’, whose

“ Unreality he seeks to prove. Nor again could the charao

“ ter of the Self consist of 'bliss'
; as, if this ‘bliss* were

“‘material bliss’, then, as there would be no ‘ jada(va'

‘‘ apart from this, this Jadatoa as apart from the
“ ‘ Bliss-Self ’ would be something altogether unknown,
“ and hence fallacious as a reason ; and if this ‘ material
*’ bliss’ be regarded as the character of the Self, then,

“ this view would become open to the objections that
“ have boon urged against the view that ‘Unconsciousness’ is

“ the character of non-cognition [t. e, if the pure Conscious*
** D0S3 were of the character of ‘bliss ’, then this also would
“ become ' Unreal ’, and so forth

J.

’’
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Tq the above we make the following reply :—There is

nothing objectionable in the second and third explanations

suggested. For instance, if we regard ‘ Unconsciousness’

as the character of non-cognition
,

it would never apply to

Brahman ; as even during the state of Liberation, Brahman

does not lose Its character of consciousness, which by itself

consists in illumination (or manifestation) with an objec-

tive taint [of the { Vritti ’ during the liberation-state pertain-

ing to all knowable things]. [And as such, what is meant by

the ‘ character of non-cognition ’ would the character of that

which is not pure Consciousnessl-

Objection:—“ Just as all negation implies the counter-

“ entity (the object that is negatived), so all Desires and all

“ Cognitions, by their very nature, imply their objectives

;

“ and hence as in Desires, so in Cognitions also, the reality of

“ the existence of the object, would be similar and equal to

“ that of the Cognitions. [So that Consciousness would be

“ coeval with the object, and no pure Consciousness apart from

“ the object would ever be possible].”

Reply:—It is not so; because the fact of the Cognition

14
having an object consists only in

the Cognition being related to the

object ; and thi3 relationship is not real, but erroneously

surmised, adhyasta ; we Bhall show later on how it is impos-

sible to find out any real relationship between the Cognition

and its object. For this simple reason the 1
objectivity ’ of

Cognitions cannot be regarded as natural; for certainly the

silver is not natural in the shell. Thus then, as regards

Desires, the * objectivity ’ of these also cannot be natural, as

the objectivity of Desires is based upon the objectivity of

Cognitions in general [and as it has been found to be

erroneously surmised in the case of the latter, it could not be

natural and real in the case of the former].

It might be argued that,—“ if such be the case, then—as
“ we have (according to the Vedantin) cognitions or conscious-

ly. 55.
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° ness independently of the relationship of objects—so too we
" could have Desires independently of objects.”

But this could not bo ; as for anything to have an inde-

pendent existence, the necessary condition should consist in

the fact of that thing having an existence more extensive

than the existence of that on which its existence would be

dependent ; whilo in the case of Desires we find that their

existence is not more extensive than that of the objects to

which they pertain. [And hence no Desires could ever exist

independently of their objectives].

Objection:—“ The Vedantin holds that in the Liberation-

" state, the Self is free from all taint of objects; and hence
“ according to this view, in that state there would be no
“ manifestation (or experience, by the Self) of bliss; and thus
41

this ‘bliss’ could not be the ‘highest end ’ of man.”

Reply:—

\

n the Liberation-state, what we have is a mani-

festation in the form of (identical with) Bliss,—and not a

manifestation of Bliss; and we have already shown that in

that state also we have a manifestation or illumination with the

objective taint
; and as such this ‘manifestation’ does not

lose the character of ‘Cognition’ (in which the objective taint

is a necessary condition). [During Liberation the Conscious-

ness of the Self pertains to all things, the Self being

omniscient.]

Objection Even then, as there would be no ‘ Cogniser
’

“at the time of Liberation (the notion of ‘coguiser’ being a
* product of Nescience) according to the Vedantin, there
could be no ‘cognition’ at the time. Just as when there is

" no * eater ’ there ia no 4 eating ’. It might be said that,

—

“ 1 inasmuch as the Cognition (that we have at the time
‘ 4 of Liberation) is beginningless, it has not the character
“ of an action

; and hence is not necessarily dependent upon
“ a Oogniser.' But this could not be; because we find many
“ beginningless things that are not so independent; for

Adv. 56.
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“ instance,—(1) Antecedent Negation (PragobhcU-ci), which

“ has no beginning, depends upon that of which it is the

“ negation
; (2) the Universal essence (Jdti), which is begiu-

*' ningless, is dependent upon the Individuals wliioh it

‘‘ comprehends
; (3) the Differentiation between the Personal

“ Self (Jioa) and Brahmin is without a beginning, and yet it is

“dependent upon these two co-relatives; (4) Nesicence,

“ though without beginning, depends upon the substratum

“ wherein it subsists, and the object (the unknown thing to

“ whicn it pertains)
; and (5) the existence of Bahman being

“ begiuniugless, is yet dependent upon the Agent (Brahman
“ that exists) ; if it were not so, then we could not have any

“ such expression as * Brahma asti ’ (Bralunan exists), where

“ we have the action conjugatioual affix (in
i
asti') denoting

“ the Agent or Nominative character (of ‘Brahman’), In

“ the same manner, in the case of the cognitions of the past

“ and the future, and also in that of the cognition of God,

“ we find that, even though there is no need of the actual

“ presence of the objects of cognition (at the time that the

“ cognition appears), yet the cognitions appear in the form

“ of these objects (and thus far they are dependent upon

“ these) ; and hence it cannot be denied that Cognitions have

“their forms always defined by their objects and by the

“ Ageut (who cognises) ;
otherwise we could have no such

“ idea as— ‘ l know this

'

(a form of Cognition in which the

“ forms of the cognised and the cogniser enter as necessary

“ factors). And further, a denial of this would be a direct

“ contradiction of the Pioarana, which declares that ‘
the

“ Cognitiou consists in the manifestation of the object to

“ the Cogniser

Reply Not so ;
because, as regards the Universal

Essence and tho Individuals constituting it,—though it is

true that the former is distinguishable only by means of the

latter, yet it is quite possible for it to subsist without any

definite relationship with a particular iudividual; and the

Aje. 57.
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reason for this lies in the fact that the extension of the limit

of its existence is much wider than that of any conditions or

circumstances regulating its relationship with individuals.

For this same reason, it is not a necessary factor in the

nature of Cognition that it should have an object (‘Cognised’)

and an Agent (‘Cogniser’). For, what do you mean by

the Cogniti m ‘having an object’? Does it mean—(1) that

the Cognition is 'produced by the object ? (2) Or, that it is

invariably concomitant with it ? It could not be the former

;

because such production is not possible in the case of non

-

immediate Cognition (i. e. Cognition other than that produced

by sense-contact), and in the case of God’s cognition (which

is eternal and as such not ‘producible’). Nor could it be

the latter ;
because such a ‘concomitance’ would mean, with

reference to time
,
that whenever the Cognition is present, its

object is also present ; while as a matter of fact, we do not find

such to be the case, as shown just now (with regard to non-

immediate Cognition); and as regards the ‘concomitance’

with regard to place
,
it is absolutely untenable that the Cog-

nition occupies the same place as its Object.

Objection :
—“ No objection can be taken to the ‘concomi-

“ tanee’ in regard to time
,
as it cannot be denied that ‘when-

“ ever immediate (perceptional) Cognition is present, its

“ object is present'; and as for the Self, that too (according

“ to the Vedantin at any rate) is in the form of an Immediate
“ Cognition, as described in the Vedic passage—‘That which is

“ direct and immediate (Cognition) is Brahman’; and thus the
“ Self also would be invariably concomitant with the cognised
“ object.”

hephj :—Such ‘concomitance’ between the Cognition and
its Object.is not possible iu the case of God’s Cognitions, or in

that of the cognitions of persons endowed with occult percep-

tive faculties. As regards the ‘concomitance’ that ‘whenever

there is sensuous Cognition the object is present’,—this is

admitted by all parties. And certainly this sensuous character

Adv. 58.
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does not belong to the Cognition that constitutes the nature of

the Self ; and lienc3 the absence of the latter ‘concomitance*

in the case of the Self would not be objectionable.

Objection :
—“ If you do not admit of the ‘concomitance’ in

“ the form that, ‘whenever there is immediate Cognition, the

“ Object is present’, then you cannot establish your point

“ that—*in the case of the misconception of silver in a piece

“ of shell, what we have is the Siloer in an undeniable or inex*

“ plicable form’; because the only reason that you have for this

“ is that, unless some such thing is assumed, it cannot be

“ explained how we have an immediate Cognition (of silver in

“ the case); as we have tho immediate Cognition (of ‘silver’),

“ even in the absence of the object cognised (i. e. Silver).

“ [The silver is not in contact with the sense-organ ; so that

“ the immediateness of its cognition could not be due to its

“ sensuous character j”.

Reply :—It is not so; because, as we shall show later on,

. the ‘silver’ is regarded to be in the inexplic-
Page 15.

able form, (not on account of the reason you

speak of, but) because we cannot find any other objective

substratum (save the ‘inexplicable’ Silver) for the Cognition

that we have (in the case of the misconception under consi-

deration) in the form—‘I know or perceive this silver* (there

being no silver in reality, and yet the Cognition being of silver
,

we cannot but assume the silver in its inexplicable, form as the

substratum of that Cognition). It is for this same reason

that in all cases of direct or immediate misconception, the

objective substratum is regarded as existing in an inexplicable

form. Then again, the ‘concomitance’ of the Cognition with

an Object is necessary, only as regards the cognitions that are

produced (and not that Cognition which, in the form of the

Self, is eternal). [And as regards the evanescent Cognitions,

such concomitance being necessary according to the Vedantin

also, the objection brought forward with regard to the

misconception of Bilver loses its force entirely ; the mis-
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conception being evanescent ;
the Cognition of God however

is eternal, and as such need nob be invariably concomitant

with its Object]. And as regards the cognitions of persons

endowed with occult perceptive faculties,—such cognitions

canuot be regarded as * immediate.* Hence the assumption

of the presence of siloer in the inexplicable form canuot in any

way vitiate our position.

Similarly wo ask—what do you mean by the Cognition

‘ having a cogniser* ? (1) Do you mem that the Cognition

is produced by the Cogniser ? (2) or, that it is invariably

concomitant with the Cogniser ? The former could not

be accepted ; as the Cognition of God is never produced
;

as we shall prove later on that all Cognitions are eternal

(and as such the Cognition of God also must, as Cognition,

be regarded to be eternal, and as such not produced by Him).

As regards the latter alternative, that too could not

be maintained for just as Cognitions are not produced

by Cognisers, so would they also not inhere or subsist

ir. (and thus be concomitant with) them. Then again,

as Cognitions are not regarded by us to be either

Qualities or Actions, there could be no inference of the fact

of their inhering or subsisting in a Substance (the Self).

[This anticipates the Naivayika argument that, being a

quality or an action, the Cognition must subsist in a Subs-

tance], It does sometime happen that there is some sort of

a relationship between the Cognition and the Cogniser ;
and

this is what accounts for the ordinary idea entertained by

the common people (that ‘Cognitions subsist in the Cogniser,’);

and it also explains the assertion that we find in the Vi

-

ouraya to the effect that 1 Cognition is the manifestation of

the object to the Cogniser.

Then as regards the expression ‘Brahma asti\
‘ Brahman

exists
,
the conjugation »1 affix in ‘astf does not denote the fact

of Brahman being the .ir/'ud of Its existence', as Its existence or

being is eternal, and as such could not have any agent
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(to bring it about). The affix therefore must be regarded

as appearing only for the sake of imparting to the yerb the

correct grammatical form.

Objection :
—“ As a matter of fact, there is no cognition

14 apart from True Cognition (prama) and Falso Cognition

“ (nprama

)

; and as for the Cognition that forms the nature

“ of the Self, this cannot be regarded as true', as if it were

“ true, then the objects of such cognition—Nescience and the

“ rest—would have to be regarded as real. Nor could that

“ Cognition bo regarded as fahe ; as if it were false, it would

“have to be regarded as proceeding (like all misconceptions)

“ from certain discrepancies or deficiencies in the cognitive

“ agency.

”

Reply :—The Logician regards the Cognition of God to

be neither ‘ true ’ nor ‘false* ; so in the same manner, wo

also can regard the Cognition in question to be, by its very

nature, neither 1 true’ nor ‘ false ’. Because in the case of

the cognition of the Logician’s God also, if it were * true,*

then it would have to be accepted as produced by certain

favourable accessories in the cognitive agency [and being

thus produced it would not be eternal
] ; and if on the other

hand, it were * false,’ it would havo to be attributed to

certain deficiencies in the cognitive agency. Then again,

the Logician holds that Abstract Cognition is totally de-

void of any determining characteristics or qualifications ; and

for this reason such a cognition could not be regarded

either as * true ’ or as ‘ false* ; because a 'True Cognition
*

is defined as the Cognition that appears as determined by cer-

tain characteristics, with reference to an object actually pos-

sessing these characteristics; and ‘False Cognition’ is

regarded to be that which appears in connection with a

certain object that does not possess the characteristics that

determine or qualify that Cognition [so in both cases, the

Cognition is regarded in its determined or qualified form}.

For us, as a matter of fact, it does not matter if there be
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a hard and fast rule that a cognition to be either * true ’ or

‘ false ’ must be produced and determinate or concrete ; be-

cause, even though in its pristine nature, Self-cognition is

absolutely pure (freo from all functions and operations), and

as such, cannot be regarded as either * true ’ or * false’,

yet by being tainted by the peculiar forms of ‘ true ’ and

* false ’ cognitions, it can be regarded as
' true ’ and ‘ false’.

Question :
—

“ [What do you mean by the * Uticonscious-

“ ness’ of the World ?] (1) If you mean by it the character of

“ being something not directly denoted by the word ‘ G ignition’,

“ then this ‘Unconsciousness’ (and the consequent* Unreality’)

“ would not apply to the adventitious determinants
(
upadhis)

“ of Cognitions ; for the simple reason that these are directly

“ denoted by the word * Cognition.’ (2) If however you mean

“ the character of being something not indirectly indicated by the

“ word 1 Cognition’,—then such a character would fail to apply

“ to such ordinary objects as the jar and the like,—as all these

*‘ are actually indicated by the word ‘Cognition.
’ ”

Reply:—What we mean by ‘Unconsciousness’ is the

character of being something distinct from that which is quali-

fied or pointed out only by the idea produced by the word ‘Cog-

nition ’
; and this is not open to either of the two objections

urged (as neither the determinants nor the jar &c., are

pointed out only by such an idea).

In this same manner we can also show that the Not-

Self is something that is distinct from Bliss. Because all

bliss, even those pertaining to material things, is of the nature

of Brahman or Self,—the productions and destructions per-

taining only to the adventitious determinants of the bliss

(and not to the bliss itself).

Objection “ Even Brahman is assumed to be something
“ distinct from Cognition and Bliss [such assumption being
** absolutely necessary for the explanation of such declarations
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“ as ‘Brahman is Cognition’, ‘Brahman is bliss’, which would
“ be impossible unless we assumed some sort of a distinc-

“ tion between the subject and the predicate of the

“ sentences 1 ; and so the aforesaid definitions of the Not-Self

“ would apply to Brahman ( Self) also.
”

Reply :—Not so ; because the ‘distinction ’ mentioned in

the two definitions in question is such as is co-existent and

coeval with the object distinguished by it [and certainly

there can be no distinction co-existent and coeval with Brah-

man]. Or the ‘distinction’ herein meant may be said to be such

as is not adventitious (but natural in the thing) [and all dis-

tinctions with regard to Brahman are only adventitious]'

It has already been explained how this ‘ distinction
’

cannot apply to the absolute non-entity , or to the cessation of

Nescience, regarded as the fifth condition of things (as apart

from the four admitted by the ordinary Vedantin :—absolutely

real
,
practically real, apparently real and absolute Nonentity).

Lastly ‘ unconsciousness ’ may also be defined as ‘ non-self-

luminousness’ ; and how this is real, we hare already

explained above.

Section (7).

[By Limitedness
,

4 Parichclihinnatva ’ as the Third Reasonfor
1 Unreality \ is meant that it is limited in time, limited in space and

circumscribed by objects.]

Limitedness also is a reason for Unroality. And there

are three kinds of ‘limitation viz.—(b) li-
P^gg JjJ,

' '

mitation in space, (2) limitation in time, and

(3) limitation by objects. Of these * Limitedness in Space
’

consists in the character of being the object of absolute nega-

tion
[
i.e., when a certain thing is such as can have no exist-

tence at all in certain places, it is said to bo limited spatially'];

‘Limitedness in Time’ is that character whereby a thing is

capable of destruction ; and * Limitedness by objects ’ consists
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in being the object of mutual negation [
i.e. when one thing

can be said to be not-anotli6r-thing, then it is said to be

limited objectively].

Objection :
—“ As regards the ‘ absolute negation ’ that you

“ speak of under ‘limitedness in space,’ if you mean by that

“ that a thing is ‘ limited in space ’ when itcan be absolutely nr*

“ gatived in regard to the relationship of inherence {i.e. when a

“ thing does not exist in a certain place by tlio relation of in-

“ herence, then you regard that thing to be ‘ spatially limited ’)

“ then such ‘ limitedness ’ would belong to Brahman or Self

“also; as like A/casha, the Self also does not oxist anywhere

“ by the relation of inherence. If however, you mean that tho

“ thing is
c spatially limited’ when it is not in contact with

“ something,—thou such ‘ limitedness ’ would not apply to

“ such things as A/casha, as A/casha is universally known to bo

“in contact with all material things. [Henco such absolute

“ negation and consequent limitedness would not belong to

“ A/casha, which therefore would not be ‘ unreal
’J. If (for the

“ purpose of including A/casha) you were to say that a thing

“is ‘spatially limited’ when it is such as is not in

“contact with non-material things,—then such ‘limitedness’

“ would apply to the Self (which also does not exist in contact

“ with any material or non-material things). If then, you
“ were to hold that thing to be ‘spatially limited’ which does

“ not exist (in certain places) by any sort of relationship, then
“ too it would apply to the Self, which does not exist any-

“ where by any sort of relationship
;
and it would not apply

“to Nescience, which (according to the Vedantin) exists every -

“ where by all kinds of relationship. Secondly, as regards
“ the ‘ capability of destruction’ (which you make the condition

“of ‘limitedness in time’), it would not apply to A/casha and
“ such other substances as are regarded by other philosophers

“to be indestructible. Lastly, as regards the ‘capability of
“ mutual negation (which you make the condition of ‘ objec-

tive limitedness’), this belongs to the Self, with regard to
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“which you must say ‘Self is not unconscious
’
(and which

“ therefore becomes ‘ capable of mutual negation’) ; and if

“ you were not to deny ‘ Unconsciousness ’ of the Self, then

“ It would have to bo regarded as 4 Unconscious.’
”

Reply ;—The absoluto 4 negation ’ and the ‘ mutual nega-

tion’ that are meant are such as are co-existent and coeval with

the object negatived ; and such a negation could not apply to

tho Self (as none of the negations put forward by the objector

aro co-existent with the Self) ; and as regards Akasha and Ne-

science, they are universally recognised as being tho objects

of such absolute and mutual negations as are co-existent with

them. In case Nescience, A kasha and tho rest bo rogarded as

having only practical and not absolute reality, the aforesaid

4 negations ’ must bo qualified as having an existence not in

any degree less than that of Akasha, etc.; and thus the reason

(for Unreality) would not bo inapplicable to such things, like

the shell-silver, as have only an apparent reality, and are ob-

jects of tho negation of practical reality (as this negation is

not in any degree less than that of tho shell-silver). Nor

again would this
4 reason ’ for 4 unreality ’ be the samo as

‘unreality ’ itself; as none of tho various forms of 4 unreality
’

described above has such a character (as we ascribe to

4
limitedness’). Then as regards the character of being

the object of destruction
,

this is not inapplicable to

such things as Akasha and the rest ; bocauso in many such

Vedic passages,—as 4 from that Self was born Akasha &c.

&c.”

—

Akasha is spoken of as something produced ; and from

this destructibility would be naturally inferred. Then as

regards the declaration
—“ The Self is all-pervading like

Akasha, and eternal,” —here we have Akasha put forward by

way of an example of something that pervades all things while

it exists, and continues to exist till Universal Dissolution.

That such is the sense of the passage is shown by the Vedic

sentence
,

4
all else is destructible,’—which distinctly says that

everything except the Self, is destructible.
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Thus then we find that there can be nothing objectionable

in tho following assertion made by Ananclabodha :
—“ All ordi-

* nary objects, like the jar, etc., are regarded by us to be mere*

*ly assumed in, or imaginarily projected upon, the Real

‘Substance (Self) that pervades, in manifestation, over such

* objects ; this view is specially supported by the fact of the

* objects in question being differentiated (regarded as differ-

‘ent) from the All-pervading Substanco. What we mean is

‘ that just as in tho case of the tope-serpent (tho rope

* mistaken for the serpent) we find that the miscon-

ception that we have is in the form—‘ this is a serpent’; and
‘ in this we find tho differentiation of the notion of the

“serpent’ from the notion of ‘ this ’ which forms a part of

‘ the ‘ rope ’ and pervades it in appearance (i.e. the notion of
‘
‘this’ is quite correct as regards the rope, so far as it goes;

* and the mistake comes in only when the ‘ this’ is identified
1 with tho ‘serpent’); and in the same manner, from the ali-

* pervading Brahman we have tho differentiation of all such
‘ objects as the jar and the like, in such assertions as— ‘ the

‘jar is an entity,' ‘ the Cloth is an entity ’ and so forth.”

In this passage what is meant by * differentiation ’ is that

limitedness of the object which consists in its being tho object

of a negation co-existent and coeval with itself; and as such
this ‘differentiation’ could never apply either to Brahman or
to an absolute non-entity (tho latter because it has no exist-

ence at all).

Objection

;

—“ In the case of such assertions as
—

‘the ox is

defective, ‘ tho ox is hornless* &c.— [what we find is that
something is asserted of an individual ox, and] we have no
assumption or projection of the individual ox upon the Uni-
vet sal Essence of ‘ ox,’ which essenco pervades, in manifesta-

tion, over all individuals. And so it cannot be admitted
that in tho case of all ordinary objects we have such an as-

sumption or projection.”

Ado. 66.
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Reply :—This objection has no forceagainst us ;aswe do not

admit of any such Universal Essence as that of the { ox* or any

such thing, apart from the Universal Essence of ‘ Being.' Even

if we could admit of the Universal Essence of the *Ox,* we

could never admit of any such characteristic as would serve

to make that Universal Essence manifested. Because accord-

ing to the Logician the manifestive characteristic of the Uni-

versal Essence of the ' Ox’ consists either in the individual oxen

taken one by one, or in all of them as included in the general

notion of ‘ the animal possessing the dewlap etc.’; but as a

matter of fact, all ordinary usage with regard to the ‘ ox
’

could be more simply explained as being based upon the fact

of the one All-pervading Universal Essence of ‘ Being’ itself,

being specified or individualised by each individual ox [and

there would be no necessity for postulating an intervening

Universal Essence of the e
ox’].

This also explains the following passage from the Brahma-

siddhi

:

—
‘ The jar and such other objects are all projected

* upon the form of Being
; as each of them is cognised as per-

‘vaded by It; just in the same manner as each reflection of

* the moon in the numerous waves is pervaded by the single

‘ moon.’

Objection

:

—“How could Brahman ever form the real subs-

tratum of tho idea ‘the jar exists ’,—when It is (according to

“the Vodantin) without any such distinguishing characteristic

“ as that of Colour and the like, and is obscured by Nescience

‘‘as long as the phenomenal world exists,—specially as
“ Brahman is hold to be cognisable only by means of words
“

( Vedic texts) P Then again, as a matter of fact, we find that

“the idea expressed by the phrase ‘the jar is transient’ is thatthe
“ transient character belongs to the jar (even according to the
“ Vedantin) ; and from this it would be only natural to conclude

“that the idea expressed in the phrase ‘ the jar exists, ’ is that

“existence belongs to the jar. It might be urged that, ‘as in the

“case of Rahu (the shadow cast on the Moon during Eclipse'
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“ we find that, though by itself Rahu is invisible, yet it becomes

“ visible by its contact with the Moon, so, in the case in ques-

tion also, though by Itself Brahman is imperceptible, It is

“made perceptible by its contact with (or qualification

“ by) such objects as the jar and like.’ But this could

“not be; if we were to admit of such vicarious perceptibility,

“ then we would have to regard tho Akasha as
1

audible, ’ by

“ reason of its being qualified by * Sound ’ (which is audible).

“ As regards tho case of Rahu, the fact is that it is of a dark

“ colour and as such not visible at a distance ; but when the

“ brilliantly white light from the moon falls upon it, it

“ becomes visible.’’

Reply:—All this is not true ; because it is not in its pure

form of ‘Being’ that Brahman is regarded as ‘obscured’

by the Root-Nescience (tho first Nescience with which

differentation begins) ;
in fact It is ‘ obscured ’ by such

Nescience as has its forces characterised or qualified by tho

jar and such other objects of the world. And thus there would

bo nothing objectiona ble in the view that in the case of the

perception of tho jar as existing, what occurs is that the

particular ‘ Nescience ’, (with reference to the jar) obscuring

Brahman for the time being, is removed by tho functioning of

tho perceptive organs—of vision (in this particular case),—and

on being thus unobscured, Brahman manifests Itself.

Objection :
—“ Such a view would bo sot aside by the

“ impossibility of Brahman being visible because of Its being

“ without colour.”

Reply :—Tho presence of Colour and such other qualities is

nocessary for (visual) perception only in the case of such objects

as are perceptible by moans only of certain particular organs ;

Brahman, however, in the form of ‘ Being,' is perceptible by

all the organs of perception ; and hence oven though

It is devoid of colour, there can be no obstacle to Its being

visible. As a matter of fact, our Opponent (the Logician)

A$o. 68.
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also holds that * Being ’ is perceptible by all the organs of

perception Thus does the author of the Vartika (Sures-

varacharya) declare :
—

‘ Of all the sense-organs, the Bye and

the rest have for their object only Cognition, the character of

which is unknown,— this Cognition is self-existent and with

regard to this are the organs the means of valid knowledge.’

Then again, the Mlmamsaka and others admit the fact of

Time, which is devoid of colour &e., being perceptible by

all the sense-organs.

Objection :
—“But in that case Alcdsha as qualified by

Sound would have to be regarded as audible 1”

Reply :—Not so; as a matter of fact we find that when a

certain object is, by its nature, perceptible,-— if its perceptibility

happen to be obstructed by certain causes, then alone can a

qualification come in and make it perceived ; as for instance,

we find in the ciso of the shadow cast on the Moon,—the

shadow is made imperceptible by reason of the extreme distance,

but regains its perceptibility by reason of the Moon’s light. In

the same manner, the perceptible Brahman, having, Its per-

ceptibility obstructed by the covering of Nescience, regains

it by help of the jar and such other objects. As for Akdsha

on the other hand, it is by its very nature imperceptible

;

and it has not its perceptibility merely obstructed by some

fleeting cause
;
and as such it could not be rendered percep-

tible by any such agency as that of Sound.

Or, we may offer another explanation :—It is only for the

perceiving of Substances that the Eye stands in need of Colour,

and Brahman is not a substance,—the character of ‘ Substance
’

being precluded by the deuial, with regard to It, of all the

four kinds of Dimension (of one or the other of which a

Substance must be possessed), in the Vedic passage:—‘It is

neither gross nor subtle, neither short nor long ’; and as such

there can be no incongruity in our view. Or even granting

that Brahman is a Substance,—we find that Qualities, Actions

Ado. 69.
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&c.,—on which the character of ‘Substance’ is merely-

projected (assumed for the purpose of explaining their percep-

tibility)—are perceptible ;
and yet they have no colour &c. (as

the Logician denies the subsistence of qualities in qualities)

;

and this fact leads us to conclude that the Bye stands in need

of colour, in tlio case of only such objects as have their

‘substantiality’ coeval and co-existent with their existence

[i. e. such things as aro always ‘substance ', and not those

whose character of * substance ’ is merely assumed, as in the

case of Qualities]; and in the case of Brahman we find that

Its * substantiality ’ falls far short of Its ‘existence’ (as the

character of ‘Substance’ can, at best, be only assumed for the

purpose of explaining Its perceptibility) : and hence for the

perceiving of Brahman, the Eye cannot stand in noed of

Colour. What we mean by a certain character being ‘ assumed ’

is that it appears to be present in the object which has its

own natural character otherwise,—or that it is such as is

denied as soon as the real character of the object is under-

stood. But this is a different matter, and need not detain

us here.

Thus then wo find that' Limitedness ’ also is a roason for

“ Unreality.”

Section (8).

[The composite character of the world also proves its unreality, as

pointed out by Chitsukha.]

Chitsukhacharya (Pratyaktattvapradipa, Ka. 8) has de-

clared in one place, thus :
—

* The cloth is the object of negation

in the yarns (i.e. it does not exist in these)—because it is the com-

posite whole—just like other composite things.’ And here, it may
be noted,that the yarn is mentioned only as a representative

of the whole class of material or constituent causes ;
hence in

accordance with this view, a thing would be ‘unreal ’ when it

would be capable of being absolutely denied with regard

to its materia] causes.
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Objection:—“ The Sankhya3 hold that the Effect is non-

“ different from its material cause ; and for theso people the

“ effect cannot be said to bo contained in the cause ; conse«

“quently they will not deny the fact of such ‘unreality'

“ belonging to things ; and your argument would thus become

“open to the fallacy of ‘ Siddhasadhana ’ (proving that which

“ is already admitted by the Opponent). And again,

“ all that your argument would prove would be that the effect

“ (Cloth) is not contained in the cause, or that it is contained,

“not in its cause, but in something else,—both of these

“conclusions being compatible with the said ‘ denial’; and as

“ such your argument would become open to the fallacy of

“ * Arthanlara ’ (proving a conclusion entirely different from

“ what it was meant to prove).”

Reply :—It is not so; because if we were to admit

p 18
of an absolute identity between the cause

and its effect, then there would be an

end to all causal relationship (as a relationship is

possible only when there is some sort of distinction

between the members related) ; so that it is absolutely

necessary to accept some sort of difference between the

cause and its effect. Nor would this militate against the

‘ non-differenco ’ of cause and effect, laid down under

Bralima-Sutra II—i—14 ; because all that is meant by that

Sutra is that the effect or the product has no existence apart

from its material or constituent causo. [Thus then, our

argument is free from the fallacy of ‘ Siddhasadhana
’J.

Then, as regards the fallacy of

'

Arthanlara? this too does not

apply to our argumont ; because of the two conclusions

that the Opponent makes our argument lead to, that

which would refer to the product not being contained in any-

thing, is found to be rejected (by other and more valid

cognitions)
;
and the other conclusion (that the product may

be contained in something else), we could very well guard

against by adding a qualifying adjunct to the ‘ subject ’ of our
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argument, in the form that it should be a product that is

contained in that 'particular cause only (and is yet the object

of denial &c., &c.)

It might be argued that the conclusion of the Vedantin

also is such as is rejected by other and more valid cognitions.

But we are going to show later on how no such rejection of

the Vedantic conception is possible.

Objection :
—“ We have still got a loophole, in the question

“as regards the validity or invalidity of the ‘absolute denial*

“ that you make the basis of ‘ unreality *.”

Reply :—But this question has already been settled.

Objection :
—“ The piece of cloth in question may be in

“ contact with certain yarns
(
i.e. yarns other than those it is

“ itself composed of) ; and any denial with regard to this cloth

“(being related to yarns) would bo wrong; and as such the

“ said ‘unreality ’ would not apply to this case.”

Reply :—What wo deny is tho fact of the Cloth being

contained in those yarns wherein it inheres (i.e. which enter

into its composition) ; while what you bring forward ag.iiiut

us is the case of the Cloth in relation to the yarns with whicli

it is only in contact; thus your argument becomes open to

the chargo being of ‘ Palcsasama ’ (‘ Change of Subject *).

Objection :
—“ Your argument might prove only that the

“ Cloth does not pervade over the whole of the yarns (and this

“ would be something different from its not being contained

“ in it at all)
; and thus your argument would be open to the

“fallacy of ‘ Arthanlara. ’ ’’

Reply.—If the conclusion were in the form that you put
it, then it would come to this that the Oloth, as well as its

negation, would co-exist in the yarns! And this would certainly

put an end to all ideas of ‘contradiction* in the world. Then
again, as a matter of fact, we do not admit of the co-existence,

in the same substratum, of contact and its absence (as tho

Naiyayika does in tho case of the monkey sitting on the top
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of the tree, and not at its root). [Hence when the non-per-

vasive existence would, according to us, not be possible even

in the case of contact
,
how could it ever be possible in the case

of Inherence ?]. But even if we were to admit of the said

co-existence, we might guard against the consequent incongruity

by making the * absolute denial’ pertain to any and every sort

of existence (by Contact or Inherence) in the yarns. In the

same manner wecan further specify the ‘denial’ as pertaining

to the particular time ; and this will save us from the fallacy of

‘ Arthantara ’ that might be brought forward against us by

making the ‘denial’ refer to some other time [and hence not

applying to the case at the time that the cloth and its unreality

are meant to be cognised, by the Vedantinj.

Objection :
—“ Such denial of the Cloth in regard to the

“component yarns would be in direct contradiction to,

“ and hence sublated by, the direct sensuous cognition that

*' the cloth subsists in these yarns ’ (the cognition that every

“ body has whenever he sees a piece of cloth).”

Reply :—This conception might well be relegated to the

category of ‘ misconceptions ’; as its validity is always open

to doubt, just like the validity of the conception that the moon

is a few inches long (which is also a sensuous conception, the

moon being actually seen as such); and hence the said concep-

tion could not serve to sublate the denial (that is otherwise

valid). This we shall explain in further detail when we come

to deal with the question of refuting all possibility of ‘ subla

tion’ (with regard to the Unreality of the world).

Objection “ The piece of cloth, which does not inhere

“in anything else could not rightly be spoken of as ‘compo-

“ site’ unless it inhered in the yarns that compose it. And as

“suchyour ‘ probias’ (in the reasoning ‘thecloth is ..because

“ it is composite’) is ‘ contradictory ’ (proving the contrary of

“your conclusion).”
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Reply:—The ‘ Compositeness ’ of the cloth would not in a

way be incompatible with our conclusion ;
because, even

though the Cloth might be the object of absolute

denial with regard to the particular yarns composing it, yet

there could be nothing incongruous in its inhering in those

yarns ; for the simple reason that the fact of one thing being

incapable of being absolutely denied with regard to another

thing does not constitute the necessary condition for the

former inhering in the latter. If it were so, then, in accord-

ance with the view of our opponent, the Logician, all such

properties as pervade over the whole of a certain object

would have to be regarded as inhering in it (as an all-pervad-

ing property could never be denied even partially with refer-

ence to the object it pervades over). As a matter of fact,

what does form tho necessary condition for onething inhering in

another, is the fact of tho former being the objectof a‘ previous

negation ’ with reference to tho latter (/.«., when the relation-

ship between the two is such that the one did not exist in

the other before, but has subsequently appeared) ; and cer-

tainly this would be quite compatible with the fact of its

being an object of absolute denial with regard to that thing

[i.e., when one thing is capable of being absolutely denied,

it is certainly capable of being denied with reference to any

previous time as well ; and so in both cases the conditions

necessary for * inherence ’ would be present]. This we shall

show in detail later on.

Then again, what is meant by one thing ‘ inhering ’ in

another is that the one forms the material or constituent

cause of tho other, and not that any sort of constant relation-

ship subsists between the two (as held by the Logician) ; in

fact, we do not admit of any such * constant relationship.
’

The Furvapnknn says :
—

“

Against your argument, the
“ following counter-argument may be put forward

—

This cloth is uol capable of being absolutely denied
“ with reference to these yarns (composing it),—because it

Ado. 74.
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“ha.sbeen made out of these yarns,——and another cloth

“ which is so dented is not found to bo made out of these

“ yarns,’—the instance being ono that corroborates the

“ proposition per dissimilarity.

“ It might be urgod against this argument that,
—

‘ inas-

“ much as the person putting forward the argument does not

“ admitof the ‘capability of the cloth of being absolutely denied

“ etc., ’ the argument, in the form put forward becomes

“open to the fallacy of Aprasiddhaoishesam (a certain

“ qualifying factor being such as is not admitted by one of the

“ two parties).’

“ But, as a matter of fact some such deniability in general

“is certainly admitted by us; specially in view of the

“following argument :—The absolute deniability of the cloth

“ must pertain to something,—because it corne3 under the

“category of the capability of relation negation,—just as we
“ have in the case of the capability of ‘ previous negation ’.

“ [What is meant by this is that the Logician does admit of

“ the cloth being absolutely deniable with reference to some-

“ thing
, and as such his above-mentioned argument is not open

“ to the technical fallacy of * aprnsid lhaoishesana ’; but he

“ denies the fact of the cloth being capable of boing denied

“ with reference to the yarns composing it].

“Another objection may be raised:
—

‘In the case of Ak<lsha

“ and the jar, we fiud that the absolute negation of the former

“ with reference to the latter would be includod in the category

“ of Rclatioe Negation ; and yet as the absolute negation of

“ Akdsha would be all-pervading, it could never form the object

“ of negation with reference to any thing, and as such your

“ premises would fail with regard to this case.’

“ This is not right ;
because as a matter of fact we find

“ that the absolute negation of A/casha exists in a property

“ which is all-pervading, and which on this account is not the

“ object of any relative negation 5 and as snch the said

A(jv. 75.
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“ absolute negation would not come under tbe category of

‘‘
‘deniability by relative negation* ; and as tliis particular case

“could not come under our premiss, there could bo no objec-

“ tion to our premiss as such.”

Our answer to the above is as follows :—As regards the

truth of the universal negative propo-

Page 19. sition —* The piece of cloth that can

be absolutely denied with reference to

a certain yarn can never be composed of that yarn,*—we find

that it is invalidated by a ‘ vitiating condition ’ (Upadhi) in

the shape of ‘ the previous non-deniability of the cloth with

reference to the yarns.’ For we find that this latter ‘ non*

deniability ’ means that with regard to the cloth it cannot be

said that it had no existence in the yarns in question, (and

as in all cases of the production of cloth from yarns, such

denial is absolutely necessary, the cloth having no existence

previous to its being produced) the character of bring not

composed of the yarns in question is found to be invariably

concomitant with the said ‘ non-deniability ;* and yet this

‘ non-deniability ’ cannot be asserted of the 1 subject ’ of

your argummt (viz, the ‘Cloth’); because the absolute

deniability of this cloth with regard to the yarns in question

is still a matter of doubt (sought to be removed by the

argument hero propounded); and as such this absolute,

deniability could not yet (until your conclusion is established)

be regarded as invariably concomitant witli the aforesaid

previous non-deniability with reference to the yarns in ques-

tion. And we shallshow later on how we refute all reasonings

put forward against ‘Perceptibility’ and the other reasons

(for deniability) put forward by us.

For this same reason the character of not being produced

out of these yarns cannot serve as a ‘vitiating condition’ in the

above reasoning propounded by Chitsukhacharya. Be-

cause it has already been explained that a ‘vitiating condi-

Adv. 76.
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tion ’ invalidates the reasoning, only when it is found that it is

possible to prove the negation of the probandmn of that

reasoning by the negation of the * vitiating condition* in

question ; and this is not possible in the reasoning under dis-

cussion [as there is no validity attaching to any such proof,

which could only be done by means of the fodowing argu-

ment :
—“This cloth contains the negation of the counter-entity

of the absolute negation of these yarns,—because it contains

the negation of being not produced out of these yarns”—] ;

(1) because this argument is subject to the ‘ vitiating condi-

tion* pointed out iibove (Text, top of pago 19) ; (2) because

such a reasoning would become ‘too wide,’ in accordance with

the view (held ley the Logician) that Conjunction do»a not

subsist over the whole of an object. [Because the conjunction

between the cloth and the yarn would subsist in certain parts

oE the yarn and not in certain other parts] ; and (3) because in

accordance with tho same view in regard to conjunctions,

the ‘vitiating condition’ under discussion fails to be recognised

as being the invariable concomitant of the prubandum of tho

reasoning,—a fact which could be reoognisod only in this

form:—‘wherever there is tho character of tho counter-

entity of the absolute negation subsisting in these yarns,

there is present tho character of not being produced out of

these yarns.’ And this is not possible
;
as any such general

statement would bo found to fail in tho case of Conjunctions

[consequently the ‘ vitiating condition’ is not a true vitiating

condition at all ].

Thus then there is nothing objectionable in the fol-

lowing argument propounded by Vidyasagara :
—

‘ Tho thing

under discussion (the phonomenal world) has no existence

apart from consciousness,—because it is never cognised

apart from consciousness,—just like a dream-’ What is

meant hire by ‘non-existence apart from consciousness’ may

beany one of the various forms of ‘unreality’ described above ;

Adv. 77.
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and wliat is meant by the thing being ‘ non-cognisable apart

from consciousness ’ i3 that it is cognisable only when thero

is an illumination of consciousness. And so no objection can

be taken to the said argument.

In the samo manner may be explained all the other argu-

ments put forward by the various standard writers on

Vedanta.

aSection (9).

Objections Answered.

[The Arguments put forward in proof of |the world's unreality are not

open to the charge of being invalidated by vitiating conditions].

Objection (brought forward by Madhvacliarya) :—“ The

“Reasons—‘Perceptibility’ and the rest—that you have put

“ forward areall invalidated by ‘ vitiatingconditions’(Upadhis)

;

“ because an argument is said to be so vitiated whenever a

“certain ‘term’ (or character) can be found which, while conco-

“ mitant with Probandum, is not concomitant with the Probans,

“ (and thus puts an end to the universal character of the major

“ premiss) ;
and in the case in question we find that we have

“ such terms or characters—(I) The first is in the shape of cog-

“ nisability due to a certain derangement in the perceptive facul-

“ ties which has not been set asi ie by that lohich is admitted to be

“ the sublator of it [e. g. in the case of the cognition of shell

-

“silver, wo find that when this cognition is due to a derange-

“ ment in the man’s perceptive faculties which has not been

“ set aside by the admitted sublator in tho form of the idea
“

‘ this is shell,’ then the shell-silver is ‘ unreal’ ; and thus as

regards this, the said ‘cognisability’ may be said to bo conco-

“ mitant with ‘Unreality,’ whichis the' Probandum ’propounded

“bytheVedantinjaadyetwefind that it is not concomitant with
“ ‘perceptibility’, which is the ‘ Probans ’ put forward by him;
“ for instance, in the case of such things as the Akasha and
“ the like, we find that those are not known to be cognised by
“ any derangements set aside by the * sublator’; and as these are

Jldv. 78.
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“ ‘perceptible’, the said ‘ cognisability ’ will not bo concomi-

“ tant with this ‘perceptibility’] ;—and (II) the second is in

“ the shape of the character of being an object of denial with

“ reference to a certain sub lator which is not set aside by the

“ sablator of the thing cognised [e. g. in tho case of Llio cogni-

“ tion of shell-silver we find that it can be denied with

“ reference to the idea ‘ this is not silver,’ which idea is nob

“ set aside by the idea ‘ this is shell,’ which is the admitted

“
' subiator’ of the cognition of shell-silver ; and thus this cha-

“ racter may be regarded as concomitant with * Unreality,’

“the * Probandum’ of the Vedantin’s reasoning; but at the

(i same time we also find that it is not concomitant with

“‘ perceptibility’; because Alcasha is ‘ perceptible’; and yet the

“ said character does not belong to it ;
as tho idea of the* absence

“ of Alcasha, ’ is, according to tho Vedantiu at any rate, subla-

“ ted by the ‘knowledge of Brahman’ which is also the subla-

“ tor of the idea of Alcasha itself]. These characters arealltho

“ morevitiativeof the Probans, because they are entirely absent

“in your ‘ vipaksha,’ i e. Brahman,—which according to you is

“free from ‘ Unreality’. And as such tho concomitanco of

“ these characters is similar in extent to that of your Probans

“ Perceptibility ’). Thus the ‘ vitiating conditions’ are

“ of the kind known as ‘ Vyatirelcavyaptmat ’ [t. e. that

“ which is capable cf entering into a Universal Negative pro-

“ position

—

viz.
* Whenever these conditions are not present,

“ Unreality is not present.’]
”

limply :— (I) These characters, that you bring forward do not

vitiate our Reason. Firstly, because as a matter of fact, they

are not concomitant with all cases of ‘ Unreality , inasmuch as

we find that they are not present in the false identification of

the Soul with the body, which is rejected only by the Knowledge

of brahman. Secondly, because the ‘ characters’ are similar in

character to what are called ‘ pa/eshetara (something wholly

distinct from the ‘ Subject’ of the Argument, which is held

Ado. 79.
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by all parties to be no proper ‘vitiating condition’) ; as they

are accompanied by qualifications that serve to preclude all

such phases of the ‘Subject’ as have the ‘Probans’ subsisting

in them (while they do not preclude the ' Contradictories of

the Subject ’ from containing the Probans)
;
just as in the case

of the argument ‘ thore i3 fire in the mountain, because there

is smoke’, the character of being something distinct from things

existing in the parts of the mountain is not regarded as a proper

‘ vitiating condition’ [because with regard to such a condition

it still remains to bo seen if it is concomitant with the

Probandum, the presence offire].

Objection-.—“ Tho vitiating condition in question would

“ be quite effective, because oE its being such a3 is indicated

‘‘by tho B rtdh<i (nugatory character
,
of the Vedantic argument).’’

Reply

:

—But we are going to show later on that no such

‘ nugatory character or nullification ,’ is possible (and heuco

no validity can attach to any condition that would bo

indicated by such nullification).

Then again, as a matter of fact, tho Probandum

could bo regarded as concomitant with only that thing,

tho negation of which would prove the negation

of that ‘ probandum’; simply because in support of any

further phase (even of that thing), there would be no

corroborative instance. For instance, in the case of the

argument, ‘ The earth is not produced by a Creator, because

it is not produced by a material body.’—wo find that

all cases of being produced by a creator are not conco-

mitant with the ch iracter of being produced by a material

body
;

because tho qualification ‘ by a material body' is abso-

lutely useless (as regards the validity of the argument

as a whole). Aud in the same manner, in the case in ques-

tion we find that, in any such argument as—“ the Akasha and

other things are not unreal, because they have not thoir cog-

nisability dim to a certain derangemeut in the perceptive

faculties which has not been set aside by that which is admit*

Ado. 80.
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ted to be the ‘ sublator’ of these things” [this is tho argument

which the Opponent has in mind when he puts forward the

first of the two ‘vitiating conditions’],—we find that there is

absolutely no use for the qualifying clause ‘ which is not set

aside etc.,’— at least so far as tho negativing of ‘Unreality’

is concerned; and hence ‘Unreality’ cannot be said to be con-

comitant with cognisability due to a certain derangunent in the

perceptive facilities which has not been set, aside by that which is

admitted to be the snblator of the thing. What is actually

concomitant with * Unreality’ is merely cognisability due

to certain derangements (in the cognitive faculties). And

as regards this latter ‘cognisability,’ it is concomitant with

our ‘ Probans (i.e, ‘ Perceptibility) also ;
and as such no

such cognisability could serve as a ‘vitiating condition’

invalidating our argument; specially as the fact of Akasha and

other things having such a cognisability is also proved, like

‘Unreality,’ by the very same 1 Probaus ’ of ‘Perceptibility’

and the rest.

(II) In the same manner, as regards the second ‘ vitiating

condition’ put forward by tho Opponent, the qualification

‘ with reference to a certain snblator which is nut set aside by the

snblator of the thing cognised, ’ is absolutely useless, asregai’ds

the proving of the negation of ‘ unreality;’ and as regards

the rest of the character (i.e., that of being an object of

denial), this is found to bo such as is concomitant with ‘ unrea-

lity’ as well as ‘perceptibility’; and as such this also

could not be a ‘vitiating condition’ invalidating our argument.

(III) This same line of argument also serves to sot aside

another ‘ vitiating condition’ put forward in the following

manner!—“ In regard to the argument of tho Vedantin, wo

have a vitiating condition, in the shape of the character of

being the object of such cognition as is produced, by causes

tainted with such discrepancies as are coeval and co-existent

with that which is regarded as the substratum of that cogni-

tion. In this case the qualification, ‘ as are coeval and

Ado. 81,
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co-existent &c., &o., * is not useless ; as Brahman also, according

to the Bauddha, is the object of momentary “ cognitions

produced by discrepancies ” [and as the discrepancies, being

momentary, would not be coeval with Brahman, the said

character would be concomitant with ‘ Unreality,’ but would

fail to be concomitant with ‘ perceptibility’]. Nor again, would

this character be a mere * palcsetara.
’’

This ‘ vitiating condition ’ also is not effective ; because just

p 20
as the said character does not belong to

Brahman, so also does it not belong to such

unreal properties as ‘ mouientariness ' and the like imposed

upon Bralnnan; [because tho cognition of the momentary

character is not coeval with its substratum, Brahman or Its

properties] ; and as such the said character, not being concomi-

tant with ‘ Unreality, ’ cannot bo regarded as an effective

‘vitiating condition.’ And we have already said that such

qualifications are absolutely useless as regards the proving

of the negation of ‘ Unreality.’

(IV) . Nor could the character offorming the subject-matter of

Shruli be brought forward asa ‘ vitiatingcondition ’ invalidating

our argument. Because it is Brahman alone that forms tho

real subject-matter of Shrnti

;

and hence the absence of this

character would certainly cover all cases of ‘ perceptibility
’

[and thus one of the main features of the ‘ vitiating condi-

tion ’ would bo absent].

(V) . Nor again cOuld there be a ‘ vitiating condition ’ in

the form of the character of having an apparent existence.

Because this character is the same as that of being set aside

by something other than ‘ Brahma-knowledge’ [It is the prac-

tical reality of things that is set aside by Brahma-knowledge

alone, for putting an end to merely apparent reality we

do not stand in need of that knowledge] and this character wo
find absent even in that wrong conception of the Body as

self (as this is set aside by Brahma-knowledge alone)

;

and so it is not found to cover all cases of our probandum

Adv. 8L5.
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(‘unreality’). [Hence the main feature of a ‘vitiating

condition’ is absent] ; and as regards the negative proposition

(Akasha &c., are not unreal &c.,) the qualification becomes

useless las the Vedantiu also admits of the Apparent reality of

Akasha &c.].

(VI) Lastly, we could not have as a ' vitiating condition’

the character of having no existence apart from appearance.

(1) Because such a character would cover all cases of ‘ percep-

tibility ’ and the rest (that form the probans of our agreement),

in accordance with tho doctrine of the Dristisristwada*

:

• ft • ft • • 9

and (2) because any such character is not admitted by the

Opponent himself.

Section (10)

[Refutation of Fallacies urged against tlie Yedantic arguments for Unreality.J

‘‘Wo havo such reasonings as— (1) ‘the world has

“ apparent reality, because it is perceptible’ ‘and (2)
“ ‘Brahman is unreal, because It forms an object of ordinary

“ phenomenal activity, or because it differs from an absolute

“non-entity, like the shell-silver’; and we find that tho

“fallacies that might be urged against these would apply

“with equal force to the Vedantic Arguments [(1)
‘ tho world

“ has practical reality, because it is perceptible ’, and (“)

“ ‘Brahman is real, because it is not an object of ordinary

“ activity, &c.’] And thus the Vedan tin’s arguments would bo

“open to the charge of Alhasasaini/a ’(the same invalidating

“conditions being present in both sets of arguments).”

Reply.—As regards your first argument, if you deny the

practical reality of the world, then you make impossible

all worldly activity. And as for the second argument, the

° According to the doctrine of the ])ristisristivadd
y
ihe saUa, ease, uf a tiling is

uot different from drifti, percipi
;
there is nothing to prove this difference. The

opposite doctrine is allied Sristidrhtivada
,
according to winch tho sristi, or emana-

tion, of thiugs from Brahman—which constitutes their saf id—precedes our know-

ledge of them, dristi. (Venis
;
Intro, to Vedanta sitfdhantamuktdcali).

Adv. 83.
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unreality of Brahman would make all things non-entities, and

that would land us in absolute Nihilism (Shnnyoad i), Then

again, your reasonings are such as are easily set aside by

stronger reasonings to the contrary
; while as for our

arguments, wo shall show later on how there can be no valid

reasonings against them.

Further, (as regards your9
first argument, we ask)—what

do you mean by the ‘ apparent reality’ of a thing? Do you

mean, (1) that it is set asido by something other than

Brahma-knowledge ? or (2) that it has no existence apart

from its appearance ? (1) If you mean the former, then such

an ‘ apparent reality
1

being the c probanduin/ the argument

would not apply to the identification of the Self and the Body

;

and further, in this case, the Probans would fail to prove the

conclusion [as * Perceptibility ’ would not necessarily point to

‘being set aside by something other than Brahman ’.] (i)

If however you mean the latter, then the argument becomes

‘redundant/ in view of the Dristisristi doctrine (according

to which such an apparent reality would bo readily accepted

by the Vodantin). Similarly, as regards the argumont put

forward to prove the 6 unreality
7

of Brahman, there is
6 redun-

dancy/ if Lira Imran in the limited phenomenal condition is what is

meant (whose ‘ unreality
9

is admitted by the Vodantin)
;
wliilo

if it is Brahman in Its pare state that is meant, then the Probans

(
; because it forms an object of ordinary phenomenal acti-

vity *) would not apply to It (as the pure Brahman can never

be such an object). If, with a view to avoid this difficulty, it

be argued that the Vodantin admits the fact of Brahman being

the object of the cognition operation proceeding from the

scriptural texts (which are held to be the means of knowing

Brahman),—then (wo reply tint) in that case the Probans

would fail to prove the desired conclusion [as even though

Brahman itself might be real, it could form the obiect of an

unreal operation
;
and hence the latter fact could never be

accepted as proving unreality ,]

Ado. 8 h
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In tlie same manner, as regards tho second fi Prolans'

that lias been pub forward by the Opponent to prove the

‘ Unreality' of Brahman [viz. Its being different from an abso-

lute nonentity],—we may point out that this cannot apply to

Brahman. Because wliab is meant by a tiling being an abso-

lute nonentity, is that it is incapablo of being cognised in

connection with any condition or state ; and hence a thing

could be spoken of as ‘different from an absolute entity*

when it would be contrary to this,

—

ix> when it would be

cognisable in connection with a certain condition or state;

and as a matter of fact this latter character cannot belong

to the pure Brahma [and as regards the conditioned Brahman,

we also admit it to be unreal].

Objection :— A thing is regarded as an absolute nonentity

“ when it is capable of being rejected; and tho opposite of

44
this, ‘ unrojeebibility, * is certainly present in Brahman. [And

“hence the reasoning would be quite applicable to Brahman].”

Reply :—In that case your argument comes to this :

—

‘Brahman is unreal— i.o. capable of being rejected ,—becauso

it is unrejeclible,—and this would bo a purely self-nugatory

argument

!

Lastly, the corroborative instance of the ‘shcli-sUvor*

that yon bring forward, is such as can have no connection

with the Probans [as the 4
shell-silver being an absolute

nonentity, can never be said to be 4
different from an abso-

lute nonentity *). And as regards tho doctrine of Nihilism,

wo are going to refute it lator on [and wo have said above

that if we regard Brahman as unreal
,
we would be lauded

in Nihilism].

Thus then, we find that tho reasonings that we luivo put

forward above (to prove the 4 unreality * of the world) are

not open to the charge of
4 Abhdsamsdya \

11

/tdv, 85 *
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Section (11).

[There is no real contradiction between the above Inferential Arguments in

support of the unreality of the world and the ordinary facts of Sense-perception].

“ The arguments set forth by the Vedantin,'on the basis

of visibility and the like, in order to prove the unreality of

the world, are such as are nullified by ordinary perception

expressing itself in forms such as tho jar exists (is real).”

Not so, we reply
;
you are unable to give a satisfactory

explanation of such real existence {saliva) opposed to * Unre-

ality,’ as would be capable of immediate perception by the eye

orother sense-organs. You cannot say that what has real exist-

ence is—

(

a

)

either that which is the object of true cognition

{pramU ) ; or {h) what is capablo of true cognition ; or («) what

is not the object oE erroneous cognition. For ‘ real existence’

is often found to be the subject of several such true and

erroneouscognitions as are not to be apprehended by the senses,

and hence it cannot be said to bo always cognisable by the

senses ;
and moreover each of tho above definitions is open to

special objections which we will now detail :

—

(a) The first definition,— viz.
1 that is real which is the

object of true cognition’—is unacceptable for the following

reason. Since the moans of knowledge do nob operate with

regard to the uon-exisbent, real existence must be allowed to

the thing previous to its becoming the object of the senses,

and hence real existence must bo something different from

being the object of the senses. Moreover true cognition

(
pramU

)
is to be defined as cognition which has for its object

a really existing thing; i.e. itoannot bo defined unless through

the definition of what really exists ; and this implicates

us in a vicious interdependence of definitions. And further,

you admit that even such avowed unrealities as the connexion

of the Shell and Silver are the object of true cognition, in so

far, that is to say, as they enter into the judgment, * I cog-

nize silver' (which expresses a true fact) ; and directly in so
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far as they are the object of the (true) sublative judgment
* this i3 not silver.’ [From all which it would follow that

shell-silver and the like also have ‘true existence ’]. (6) Nor

is your second definition of * real existence’ as capability of

true cognition tenable
; for * capability of’, or ‘ suitability for’,

true cognition is itself still undefined, (c) Nor finally i3 the

third definition tenable. For that things should not be the

objects of erroneous cognition, is something quite non-estab-

lished; since it is admitted that all things are the objects of

such erroneous cognition, as when e. g. they are held to be

merely momentary (as by the Bauddhas).

(d) For this samo last reason we also cannot accept a

further definition of real existence ; viz. that a real thing

moans a thing which is not the object of such an erroneous

cognition as does not apprehend non-existence; moreover

this definition would imply a vicious interdependence (since

it avails itself of ‘ non-existence ’ to define ‘ true existence’).

(e) Nor fifthly, can you define a real thing as that which is

the object of a true cognition which apprehends existence

;

for this would bo defining a thing (existence) by itself.

(/) Nor can you define a really existing thing as that

which is not the object of an erroneous cognition that

apprehends non-existence ;
for this definition also moves in

a circle.

(y) Nor can a really existing thing bo defined as that the

real existence of which in its recognised substrata does not

admit of being negated at any time ; for this definition also

presupposes what has to be defined.

(h,i
t j) Nor will it avail you to define the real as that

which possesses the class-character of ‘ Being-ness ’ (sa(ta);

or as that which possesses causal efficiency, or as that which

is different from the non-existing ; for as all these characters

are not contradictory to what we understand by Reality,

A<tv. 87.
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sensuous perception of thorn does not refuto the inferential

arguments set forth above to provo the Unreality of tho

world.

(k) Nor can tho really existing be defined as that which

does not possess Unreality in tho sense of the Vedanta ; for

this definition would apply to absolute non-entities also.

(l) Nor is the really existing that which, while different

from absolute non-entities, is not superimposed (falsely

surmised). For a thing’s not being superimposed means its

not being tho object of superimposition ; and this character

does not belong to the things concerned
;

for all things are

(as the view of the Bauddha shows) objects of the superim-

position of momentariness, &c.

“ Let then tho following definitions be proposed

—

{in) A

real thing is that which, at sometime or other, is the direct

object of a true cognition,—or (n) that which has a relation

to time. ‘ Existence’ in tho former definition moans not real

being
(
Saliva ), but only tho attribute of existing

(
oartamU,

-

natva)

;

and hence the definition is not open to the charge

of pre-supposing wliat has to be defined ; and as past things

also existed at sorao time, tho definition takes in those also.

And as for the latter definition, anything that is falsely

euporimposed is indicated by a sublative cognition to be

that which has no relation to any point of time ; and hence

tho definition does not unduly extend to ‘ superimposed
’

(or falsely surmised) things.”

But these definitions also we reject. For since true

cognition apprehends and prc-supposes existence, and is not

amonablo to the operation of the eye and other sense-organs,

the former definition is open to the objections stated above

;

and further a thing’s being the object of a true cognition

apprehending tho character of existing (vartamanatva

)

does

not preclude its being unreal. [For the unreal thing also

may be truly cognised as present, when, for instance, we
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speak of the shell-silver a3 being present in the man’s

consciousness;—and further, at the time that the man has an

idea of the shell -silver, this silver is existing for him, and the

cognition also is, for him, quite truo, for the time being.]

Nor also does the hitter definition preclude the Unreality

of tho thing so defined. For shell-silver also has a relation to

the time when it presents itself to consciousness ; and

although the subsequent sublative cognition (‘ this is not

silver’) negates the real relation of that silver to any point

of time, it does not negate its unreal relation.—Nor may you

prop up your last definition by declaring that the really

existing is that which has a real relation to time. For we

aro yet to ascertain tho character of that Reality by which

you qualify the relation
; and if that character bo considered

as ascertained already, the remainder of the definition be-

comes superfluous.

“Well”, the opponent here resumes, “if you reject the

above definitions of the real
,

listen to what follows. By the

reality of the world I understand exactly what you under-

stand by the reality of Brahman ; in accordance with what

the following verse declares
—

‘ To the world belongs the same

kind of reality as belongs to Brahman ; if the reality of

Brahman is something undefinablo, that of the world also is

nndefiuable.’ Nor must it be objected that the reality of

Brahman consists in nnliinitedness, which certainly does not

belong to tho world. For a non-entity also is something

unlimited, but is not on that account allowed to have real

bang ;
hence real being does not consist in unlimitedness

,

but must bo something else ;
and this something must be

hold to belong to shells and the like, no less than to Brahman;

since those things are tho substrata of erroneous cognitions.”

You have heard, the Vodantin replies, of the bridegroom

who, when at the time of marriage, being questioned by the

bride’s father as to his Gotra [i. e., his clan or family) replied

‘ my Gotra is exactly the same as yours ;’—of that bridegroom

Ady, 89.
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you are the true brother. For if father-in-law and son-

in-law belong to the same gotra, the marriage cannot tako

placo ; and in the same way, if the world and Brahman had

the same kind of being, the world would be absolutely unreal.

For the being of Brahman consists therein that it is self-

illumined, non-dual intelligence ;—now if this constituted tho

true nature of the world also, which is admittedly non-iutelli-

gent
(
jada), then—in the samo way as the shell-silver is false

because its true being is constituted by the shell which is in-

compatible with silver—so tho world also would be proved

to be essentially unreal because its true being would be

constituted by self-illutnined reality which is incompatible

with its inherent non-intclligenco (iadatva). And as it is

intelligence only which—as being the object of all nescience,

whether limitod or unlimited—is admitted to be tho univer-

sal substrate of all erroneous cognition, you cannot prove

the reality of shells and the like on the ground of their being

the substrates of error.

“Well then,” our Opponent resumes, ‘‘let non-being

“ (as ittoa) be defined as that which is the
P 22 • •

“correlate of a negation existing in all places

“ and all points of time. Non-existence thus understood

“ belongs equally to the absolutely non-existing (the merely

“futile) and the inexplicable (the unreal in tho Vedantic sense)

;

“and we then defiue the truly existing as that in which there

*' is absence of such non-existence. And existence in this

“ sense belongs to Brahman and tho world alike. Nor must

you object to this definition that it does not take in Conjunc-

tion (which is a really existing thing like others). For we
“ do not hold the viow that conjunction does not reside in the

“ whole of the things conjoined [if the quality of Conjunction

“ resided only in certain parts of the things conjoined, it would

“be the correlate of allegation residing in the other parts, and

“hence would not be eat in the sense definedj. If, however,

“ conjunction should be held to be non -pervasive, then—in
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“ order to make the definition applicable to Conjunction, we

“ would define it by specif ying that the absence of non-exis-

“ tence is to be understood as extending over the wliolo of

“ the things conjoined. Nor would this make the definition

“ inapplicable to A/cdsha, which is all-pervading. Because we

“ do not admit that the absolute negation of Akasha is present

“ at all times and places ; and as such the definition would

“ be quite applicable to it ; for certainly there is no point

“ of time or place where thore is a negation of Akasha
; if

“ there were any such, then Akasha would cease to be all-

‘‘ pervading and eternal. But even if one were to admit

“ that the absolute negation of Akasha is presont at all

“ times, [i. e„ that Akasha is mere void] then the aforo-

“ said, ‘ absence ’ of non-existonco would be further

“ qualified as that which has for its correlate something that

“ has existence ”.

All this reasoning we Vedantins oppose on the ground

that such real existence as you define rests on a number of

factors which are no suitable objects for the sense-organs,

and hence cannot be apprehended by sensuous perception.

No person has ever porceived by moans of his senses a

thing’s * being the correlate of a nogation that is connected

with all place and time, ’ and hence a thing’s not being the

correlate of such a negation (which according to you consti-

tutes the real existence of the thing) can also not be perceiv-

ed. And oven if you omit the two subsequent qualifica-

tions—that the absence should be pervasive and that it should

have for its correlate something that ha3 existence,—the

fact remains that the two circumstances of something being

connected with all time and place are not suitable objects for

sense-perception. “ But,” our opponent rosumes, “it is

a matter of perception that a certain thing is not the correlate

of a negation residing in its own time and place (*’, e., that

the thing is present here and now) ; and as the present

time is included in all time, and the particular place occupied

by the thing in all place, woeio porceivo the thing’s not being
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a correlate of a negation residing in all time and place, and

on the basis of such perception we can certainly not accept

the inference as to the thing being the correlate to a negation

abiding in all time and place, i.e., being unreal (milhya) in

the Vedantic sense !”

This is not right, we reply as a matter of fact, none of

the sense-organs is found capable of perceiving the character

of being an object of all negations with reference to the

particular time and place ; and hence it is all the less proba-

ble for the absence of this character to bo perceived by them.

Then as regards the character of not being the object a few

such negations, such a character would not necessarily bo

contrary to xinrealily (and as such this could not be a correct

definition of Reality).

Then again, inasmuch as no absolute negation or denial

of any thing is known to us, wo could never have any idea

of any thing being the object of an absolute denial,—.specially

as regards such things as form objects of universal affir-

mation, and also such ordinary things as the jar and the like,

which cannot be absolutely denied at least with reference to

all hinds of relationship ; and then, we shall ask—does this

character of being the object of absolute denial &c , consist,

(1) in non-subsistence in all substrata of the absolute denial,

or (2) in non-subsistence in only a few such substrata? In

either case, the objections urged above would be applicable.

Thus then, there being no other method of defining

Reality, and no other definition being actually contrary to

unreality, you must regard reality as consisting in the char-

acter of not being an object of any absolute negation lohataoeoer

;

and certainly this character can nover be perceived by the

sense-organs, as wo have already said before.

Opponent “ In connection with all such objects as the

“jar and the like, we find that we can actually perceive their

“character of not being the object of any absolute negation

Adr. 92.
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cf whatsoever with roferonco to tho particular time and place at

“ which they exist ; as all such negations are brought to view
44 (rendered perceptible) by reason of their proximity (close

cc relationship) to the particular negation with reference to

44 any particular time and place that wo may happen to be

44 cognisant of (by the law that the universal is always present

44 and perceived in tho particular). And for this reason wo
44 could never perceive in the jar tho character of being tho

44 object of any absolute negation with reference to all times and
44 places [and so it could never be regarded as unreal, as this

44 character which is a necessary factor in unreality would be
44 absent in it].

Reply:—Even though all the denials may be brought to

view by tho law of the 4 Perception of Universals', yet it would

be absolutely impossible to perceive, by the sense-organs, any

such thing as tho absence of the character of being the object of

such denial. Because only such negation or absence could be

perceived by tho senses as pertains to objects that are percep-

tible; and certainly tho object of all denials would always bo

beyond the reach of tho senses. In reality there can be no

sense-contact with Universals ; and we liavo nothing to show

that there is such contact.

Our opponent here formulates an objection :
— 44

If,” ho says,

44
there were no perception of Universals, then, since tho in-

{i variable concomitance of smoke and fire is apprehended
44 (through the connection with the sense-organs of the) fire-

<f

place in the kitchen only (not in tho mountain), we could

“not infer fire from the smoke on tho mountain. If, on the

“ other hand, we admit that there is contact with Universals

“also, such as the general character of smoke
(
dhumalva), the

t(
perception of smoko in tho fire-place will involve the percep-

“ Lion of smoke in its universal character, and then this universal

“ character will bo apprehended in the case of the smoke on the

“ mountain also, hence the concomitance of the two will be

A QSL
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,c apprehended there also, and the inference (that there is fire

“on the mountain) will take place.”

Not so, the Vedantin replies
;
what takes place in this

inference, is as follows:—At the time when the sense-organ

and the smoke of the mountain come in contact, there is also

remembrance of the generic form of ‘smoke’ whoso concomi-

tance (witli firo) has been previously perceived ; and it is this

remembered concomitance which, being found to qualify the

particular smoke seen, leads to the inference (of fire in the

mountain); and hence for the sake of this inference, it is by

no means necessary that we should admit of the sense-contact

of the generic form of
c smoko’. Specially as all that is

necessary in the cognition of the particular smoke as qualified

by the generic or universal character of ‘ smoke is that we

should not have any cognition or idea of there being no con-

nection between tho object seen, the sense-contact and the

desired qualification [/. e. so long as we do not actually have

tho notion that the smoke we see has no connection with tho

generic character of 1 smoke we have all the conditions

necessary for tho recognition of tho relationship between tho

two]. Just as we find in the case of the proposition

—

c Sandal-

wood is fragrant * [where even though what is perceived actu-

ally is only tho Sandalwood, and there is not yet any contact

of it with the organ of smell, still we have the notion of its

being fragrant
,
because we are not cognisant of any want of

connection between the wood and fragrance ; and for putting

forward the proposition it is not necessary that the fragrance

should bo actually perceived at the time that the assertion is

made ; in the same manner, for the purpose of asserting the in-

variable concomitance of the universal character of smoke with

fire ,
it is not necessary that that character of c smoke ’ should

be actually perceived at the time].

Or (to mention another possible view), the cognition of tho

minor premiss (which asserts the connection between the
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Subject of the conclusion, the mountain—and the Probans,

(the smoke) may be held to lead to the conclusion through

the remembrance of the invariable concomitance of smoke

and fire.—Even then, though the invariable concomitauco

may have been perceived. and subsequently remeinhered, with

reference to the smoke in the culinary hearth ,—yet, the per-

ception of smoke in the hearth may be taken as l lie cognition

of the smoke in the mountain also; and this would be accom-

plished without admitting of any actual sense-contact with

the universal character of ‘smoke’; and this would be enough

for our inferential conclusion.

Objection :—-“If you do not admit of a sense-contact with

“ generalities or Universals (and the smoko in the mountain be

“ regarded as the same as that in the hearth) then, you could not

“have any doubts with regard to the non-concomitance or

otherwise of the smoke wit h lire (and it is this doubt that forms

“ the only incentive to the inferential reasoning); because

“ the particular smoke that is already known (as perceived in

“ the culinary hearth) would ex hypo the si also bo known as

‘‘ concomitaut with fire, and as for the unknown, smoke
, there

fiC could bo no idea of it at all.”

JReply :—The invariable concomitance that is definitely

recognised is that with regard to the particular or individual

smokes that have been previously perceived in such

places as the culinary hearth and the like
;
and hence it

is quite reasonable that wo should have a doubt as to

the concomitance of the universal character of c smoke*.

In fact even the author of the TallrachintUniani (an authorita-

tive work on Nyaya) has declared thus :
—“ Though wo

know the jar to be, as jar ,
different from all other things, yet

we have a doubt with regard to the unioers tl character of

4 Earth ’ as subsisting in it; and hence it is this earthy character

of the jar that we seek to prove by means of an inferential rea-

soning.” We may have doubt as to the concomitance of smoke

Adv . 95.
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with fire, arising from the uncertainty as to whether or not the

universal character of ' smoke ’ is concomitant with something

else, which can never be concomitant with jfire
;
just as even

in regard to a thing that we cognise definitely, we have a

doubt as to the truth of this cognition, due to an uncertainty

as to the validity or otherwise of the means whereby we may
have cognised it. This same explanation applies also to the

doubt that wo have as to Air being coloured or not.

Objection:—“As a matter of fact, there is no desire to

“ prove what is already established ; it is only something not

“yet established that is sought to be proved ;
this desire is

“ produced by tho cognition of the object with regard to

“ which it appears ; and this cognition would not be possiblo

‘‘ without some sort of ‘ perception or sense-contact of

“ IJnivcrsals ’

(
i . <’ of tho generic form of that object). It

“ might be argued that,— ‘ in the case of pleasure we find that

“ the desire for the unexperienced pleasure proceeds from

“the cognition of a pleasure that has been already ex-

“ perieneod ; especially as the only condition necessary for

“ such appearance of desire is that it should pertain to a
u thing that is similar to something already known (and not
“ that both should belong to one and the same category).’

“ But if it were so, then, silver having been cognised as silver

‘‘ (and as such something desirable), we would have a desire

“ for silver even in regard to such diverse objects as the

“jar and tho like. It may be added that it isthecliarac-

“ tor of being the substratum of the character ( of silver f.i.)

“ to which the desire pertains. But in that case we could not

“ account for the appearance of desire for silver with refer-

ence to the shell '(as the shell would not be the substratum

“ of the character of the desired silver). And it must bo

“ admitted that when the character of the things to which

“ the desire and the cognition pertain is the same, it follows

“ as a necessary corollary that the object of the two must be
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t( the same. This same argument serves to set aside the

“view that in accordance with the theory of ‘ Akhyati
'

(i.e,

“ the theory that in the case of the misconception of Silver in

“ a piece of shell, there is no perception of the silver at all),

“ what urges the person to pick up the shell is only the

“ remembrance of silver seen somewhere else.”

Reply :—This is not true ; becauso in tho case of the

misconception that you cite, it is a fact that tho dosire that

arises from the misconception of silver is not with regard to

tho shell, but with regard to an undejinable silver) as we

shall show later on, under tho section on ‘ Anirvachanlya

-

IchyUti.'

Then again, by means of the arguments that you have

brought forward you may succeed in frightening tho up-

holder of the ( Akhyati ’ theory, who holds also that for tho

appearance of desire with rogard to a certain known thing,

it is necessary that it must be known as the substratum of

the character with roferonco to which tho desire appears.

But if this were a necossary condition, then tho theory of

1 Anyathakhyuti ’ also would bo rendoi’ed untenable [as by

this theory, in cases of misconception tho shell is ac-

tually perceived as silver ; and then the thing as desired

would havo the character of silver, whoreas tho thing with

regard to which it would appear would be knownJrom before

only as shell.]

Objection :
—

“ If such be tho case, then there would be no

misconception at all ; because in tho case in question, the

‘‘ Cognition that is regarded as a ‘ misconception ’ is in tho

“ form ' this is silver ’ and herein it would not bo admitted

“ that this misconceived silver has a character other than

“ tho actual silver.
”

Reply : —But a cognition is regarded as a ‘miscon-

ception ’, simply because it is found to be sublated after

A$v. 97.
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sometime,—and not because it pertains to a character differ*

ent from tho actual state of things; as wo shall show later on

that this latter condition also is only indicated by the sublata-

bility of the cognition.

Objection

:

—“
(If wo do not admit tho * perception of

“ Univorsals) thon, no perceptibility could holing to Darkness;

“ because it is nothing more than tho absence of all light

‘‘ enpab'e of illuminating things
; and as a matter of fact, no

“ absence or negation can bo perceived without a knowledge

“ of its counter-entity
; so uuloss we admit of the ‘ seuso-

“ contact of the Universal Light, (the counter-entity of

“ Darknoss), we cannot in any way explain the perception

“of Darkness; as without tho sense-contact and perception

“ of tho universal Light wo could not havo any conception

“of Light at the time (and without some conception of Light

“ wo could not havo any perception of Darkness).”

Reply:—But we hold Darkness to bo a distinct substance

by itself (and not mere absence of Light).

Objection:—“In any case the perception of Darkness

“ would require the Absence of Light’, and it is only such
“ absence that could manifest it.”

Reply—True; but what is necessary for tho manifestation

of Darkness is that there be an absence of light
; and not that

this absence should be actually cognised; as we have no

grounds for this latter view.

Even for those who donot ragard Darkness as a

distinct substance, though it would be necessary for them

—

in tho perception of Darkness—to require the actual cogni-

tion of the absence cf light, yet as this cognition could be

Adv. 98.
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obtained by the mere cognition of the characteristics of

Light (such as that of illuminating things), it would

not be at all necessary to have any * sense-contact

of the universal Light Nor would it be right to argue

that, ‘ the cognition of the absence of He cow is brought

about by the cognition of the u niversal cluiracter of the cow,

and as this universal character is only that which subsists

in all cows, while subsisting in nothing that is not a cow,

tbi..; could never be cognised without the sense-contact of

tho universal cow' . This view, wo say, would not bo right;

as the universal character of tho ‘ cow ’ belongs to (and may be

cognised in) only a few individual cow3 (and not necessarily

to all cows).

This samo reasoning applies also to tho perception of

the ‘ Previous Negation ’ of things. Further, inasmuch

as tho cognition of Previous Negation would presuppose the

cognition of something which is yet in the future, it could

bo obtained only by means of Inference (and not by Sense-

perception, pure and simple). This fact is thus stated iu

the Nnaija-knsuniaiijali — ‘ Whenever there is a doubt (as

to a certain concomitance with regard to any point of time

other than the one at which the inquiry is held), there is

an Inference; and when thero is no such doubt, then of

course there is all tho greater chance for the Inference; and

a properly constituted reasoning marks the limit to all doubt-

ing
; and as regards tho objection that this reasoning would

also need an invariable concomitance, (and thus there would

bo an unending circle),—this objection is to be set aside by

the reasoning (that if such inferential processes were

rejected on the ground of this vicious circle, then people

would never be cognisant of the concomitance of fire and

smoke, and as such they would not take to the kindling of fire

when they would want smoke). ’—In this passage it is

distinctly implied that it is from Inference alone that we

st'Jv 99.
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obtain the idea of something still to come—an idea which

serves to set aside doubt.

And the inference with regard to that which is yet to

como would be somewhat in the following manner :
—

‘ The

‘present cooking precedes another cooking,—because it is a

cooking,—liko the cooking in the past (which preceded the

present cooking). It might be argued that this conclusion

would bo wrong with regard to the final cooking (which

would have no cooking coming after it). But the very idea

(that we may have now) of the possibility of any such thing

as the Final cooking would be based upon tlio conclusion in

question
; as it is only when we accept the fact of tlio present

cooking as preceding another cooking, that we can carry on

the reasoning further, and thereby believe in the existence of

thq final cooking’, and thus the discrepancy that you urge with

regard to this cooking would itself presuppose the truth of

the conclusion, and as such could not vitiate it. If in this

case, such a discrepancy were really to vitiato the argument,

thou the propouuder of this discrep iticy would bo met with

tli9 argument— if from the present cooking we can rightly

infer the futuro cooking, then the ‘discrepancy’ becomes

futile; and if we cannot rightly infer any future cooking,

then we can have no idea of the final cooking upon which

you base the * discrepancy.’

And then again (even if we were to reject this inferential cog-

nition), wo have a verbal cognition of all smokes and cookings

Ac. (and thu3 too it is not necessary to assumo the ‘ sense-

contact of uuiversfils’). It might be argued that—-“it i3 not

absolutely necessary that the necessary word should be recalled

in every caso that we have a doubt (that gives rise to the

inference, of 'fire’ from * smoke,’ for instance).” True; but

all the factors in an inference must be those whose verbal

A$v. 100 .
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expressions are known to tho person concerned
; and henoo

if the man knows tho word, even though it may not bo actually

recalled previous to the ‘doubt’, yet the idea of nil the

individuals denoted by the word is present in his mind
; and

this idea helps him to have tho notion of the invariable con-

couiitanco (of all smokes with fire), which leads to tho

inference.

Says the Opponent :—“As a matter of fact an inferential

“cognition is produced by the cognition of the qualification

“ (i. e. it is necessary to recognise . the fact of smoke in general

“ having the qualification fire) ; and this proves tho necessity

“of the ‘ sense-contact of Universals’; nor could tho cognition

“ of this qualification be said to bo obtained by means of

“ another inference; as this would give rise to the assumption

“of inferences ad infinitum

It is not so; as the inference with regard to the ‘ Subject
’

(Mountain) as qualified by the ‘ Probandutn ’ (Fire) is brought

about by the cognition of the 'peculiar character (as ascertained

through the ‘invariable concomitance’ expressed in the

premises) of the ‘ qualification’ (stnoke) [and it is by no means

necessary that wo should have the cognition of ‘smoke ’ */*

general].

This same argument servos to set aside tho ' cognitive or

ideal sense-contact ’ that has been assumed by tho Logician for

the purpose of explaining the composite sensuous perception

in the form ‘ this peice of sandalwood is fragrant ’ [where the

direct sense-contact is that of the Sandal with the eye, and yet

we have the idea offragrance, which, it is held, has a sort of

ideal sense-contact with the organ of smellj. Because as

a matter of fact, the fragrance is only inferred from the fact

of the peice being sandalwood. If we do not admit this, then

in all cases of Inference, we could regard tho cognition of the

‘ Subject ’ as qualified by the ‘ Probandutn ’ to be sensuous (the

* Subject ’ being in direct, sense-contact, and the * Probandutn’

J4e. 101.
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in ideal sense-contact) ;
and thus we would have no such

thing as inferential cognition.

Objection :
—“ In the case of an inference where the ‘ Pro-

“ bandum ’ is a negative term, and tho conclusion an universal

“ negative proposition;—a knowledge of the * Probandum ’ is

“ not a necessary factor ; and hence in such cases the inferen-

“ tial conditions that are well ascertained, would be infinitely

** stronger than those of sense-perception (which would have

to be assumed) [and hence the postulating of the ideal

“ sense-contact cannot be said to put an end to all Inference].”

Reply :—No such Inference (of Universal negatives) is

admitted by us, who hold ‘ Presumption ’ to be a distinct

means of Cognition. [The example cited of such an Inference

is
—

‘ The earth is not any other substance, because it has

smell and the conclusion of this is regarded as got at

through Presumption on the basis of the presence of smell].

There can be no incongruity in tho admitting of an

inferential cognition wherein the ‘ Probandum ’ would appear

as qualified by the ‘ Subject ’, (in tho form * the Fire is quali-

fied by the mountain ’),—this conclusion following from tho

Premises in the form—‘ tho smoke that exists in the mountain

is invariably concomitant with fire’. Because thero are no

reasons for insisting upon the fact of the * subject ’ always

appearing in the conclusion as tho qualified (and not as tho

qualifying factor).

Then again, as a matter of fact it cannot bo admitted

that whenever we have the cognition of smoke, there is an

actual sense-contact with the universal ‘ smoke * in reality.

Because, if it were so, then, in a case where we infer the

existence of fire upon seeing a cloud of dust and mistaking

this for smoke, it would not be possible for us to form any idea

of the invariable concomitance of all smokes with fire ; as in

this case wo would perceive what is not smoke j and as such

there would be no sense-contact with the universal smoke in

Adv. 102.
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its realform (and without this latter we could not have any

notion of the required concomitance). Nor can this non-

cognition of the invariable concomitance be regarded as

desirable ; as without the cognition of the said concomitance,

you could not account for the subsequent conclusion, which is

found to follow even on the mistaken notion of smoke.

The Opponent might urge that in view of such cases ho

would assume the cognitive or ideal sense-contact with regard

to universal smoke (and certainly there is an idea of smoke even

in the case of the mistaken notion of smoke). But as a matter

of fact, in the case of actual sense-contact of smoke

,

there is

no such ideal sense-contact, before the smoke before us is

actually perceived ; specially as there is no evidence to show

that there is an abstract or non-determinate perception (pre-

ceding every concrete perception) ; and also because wo do

not admit tho view that the cognition of the qualified is tho

effect of, or is brought about by, the cognition of the qualifying

factor

;

and as a matter of fact, all our activities are carried on

only by notions of well-ascertained causal relationships [and

in tho case of perception, tho only well-ascertainod cause that

we know of is sense-contact, and nothing else].

There is nothing to show that after the perception of the

P 25
particular smoke before our eyes, there follows

a similar cognition of another smoke, which is not

l>o fore our eyes ; because whenever we perceive smoke, tho

only idea that wo have is in tho form— ‘ I perceive as smoke

that which is before my eyes, and not any other that is outside

the range of my vision ’
;

if what tho Opponent says were

true, then the idea in our minds would be iu tho form—‘ I am
perceiving all the smokos that exist on the surface of the

earth/ And certainly, people, who (like tho Logicians) base

all their notions upon direct experience, cannot admit of any

such idea as this latter.

Then again, if we were to admit of any such thing

a3 the * sen 3e-coatact of universal,’ then in the case of per-
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sons cognising and putting forward such propositions as

—

‘ that which is knowable is also predicablo ’ or * that which

contains the knowablo also contains the predicable, ’—we

would have to admit that they are omniscient
(
the said

propositions persupposing the sense-contact of all things

in the world.
J

And such omnisicence would certainly not be

acceptable. Because if we were to admit this, we could

not account for the presence of doubts as to whether the

object cognised by another person is really the object

that he cognises [Because when this other person would

be omniscient, at any rate as regards all jars, no such doubts

would be possible].

Objection :
—“ As a matter of fact, what is incompatible

“ with a doubt with regard to the jar, is the definite and

“ well- ascertained cognition of the jar, as such (i.e. as qualified

“ or conditioned by the universal character of the ‘jar’); and

“ it would not be incompatible with any notions of knownbles
;

“ because though the notion of knowablcs would include tho

“jar also, yet it could never be regarded as qualified or con-

ditioned by the universal character of the jar. [And as

“ such oven in the face of the aforesaid omniscience, the doubt

“could exist all the same.”

Iteply ;—It is not so; because what is meant by a cog-

nition being qualified or conditioned by a certain thing, is that

this thing appears among those that impart to the coguition

its peculiar character ; and certainly it cannot but be admit-

ted that the character of the * jar’ appears among things

imparting their peculiar character to the cognition of ‘know-

ables.’

Tho opponent may say that any definite cognition condi-

tioned by the character of ‘jar' can follow only from the notion

of the ‘jar (and as this notion is not present at the time that

we have the notion of ‘knowables,’ his position remains un-

shaken).
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But it is not so ; because you can regard the notion of the

‘jar’ to be thus productive (of the cognition conditioned by the

character of jar) only on the ground of its being a necessary

qualification in this latter
; and we have already shown that

no such qualification is possible., Then, if you should seek

to establish this causal relationship on the basis of mere

* SvarTtpasambandha ’ (a relation due to the very nature of

tilings), then it would come to the same thing as to say that

it is ‘ inexplicable \

Many such other objections might bo brought forward

against the theory that wo are combatting. Consequently,

we can not reasonably accept the view that,—“a certain

“ cognition (of ‘ unreality* f. i.) is rejected merely by the

“cognition of its negation (contrary), following upon its

“appearing as the object of any denial, tho notion of such

“ denial presupposing the notion of all denials in accordance

“ with the theorv of ‘the sense-contact of universals.*
”

[Hero ends tho Refutation of the theory of the ‘sense-

contact of universals’].

« :o:

Question :
—“ In as much as all sensuous perceptions per.

“ tain to things in the present, how could perceptibility

“be ascribed to tho unreality of tho shell-silver,—when such

“ unreality would consist in tho character of being denied

“ with regard to the substratum in connection with which it

“ is cognised, at all points of time, past, present and future ?

“ The Vedanta view may be thus summed up— ‘ What
“ happens in the case of tho perception of shell-silver is

“ this : The piece beforo the Eye having, in the first instance,

“ been mistaken for silver ,
the man goes to pick it up, and

“ then finds that it is only a piece of shell—thus coming to

“ ascertain its character which is other than that of real

“ silver
; and then on the basis of the presence of two contrary

“ characters (of shell and silver) in one and the same ob-

“ ject, we presume that tho character of silver (previously
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** conceived) is entirely absent, and that the appearance of
“ silver was an unreality. And this negative conception is

“ quite compatible with the character of the Witness (tho-

“ cognising Self), who illumines, or manifests, or renders

cognisable, all tilings that may be related to him.”

“ But if such bo the case, then, it would be possiblo for

“ this Witness, who can cognise things at all points of time,.

“ to cognise tho fact that the Akasha that he sees now
“ directly before himself, will not be the object of negation

'* at any future time (and so the Akasha could not be regards

“ ed as unreal).”

A nswer :— As a matter of fact, what the Witness makes

cognisable is only the thing existing at the present time

;

and as such he could not make cognisablo any such thing

as tho absence of negation in the future. And secondly,

tho cognitions of tho Witness are fonnd to be correct as

well as incorrect ; and hence a fact that is otherwise proved

to be true cannot bo rightly rejected on the sole authority

of his cognitions.

Objection :
—“Whenever tho Witness recognises the validity

“ of a certain cognition, he certainly recognises also the non-

“ sublutable (and hence real) character of the object cognis-

ed—the jar, for instance; as no cognition can ever be

“ regarded as valid, unless it is accompanied by a due con-

u ception of tho reality of its object.
”

Reply :—All that is necessary for the compatibility of

the notion of validity of tho cognition is that it should be

accompanied by the notion of the reality of its object, for all

practical purposes (and not absolute reality). And as such,

there need be no , incompatibility between tho recognition, by

the Witness, of the validity of a cognition and his idea of the

absence of absolute reality in its object. Because even

when the cognition of the * jar ’ tends to a coherent activity

on the part of the agent (towards picking up the jar, for

instance),— it is not a necessary condition in. the validity of
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the cognition that its objective should be absolutely real,

undeniable at all points of time; in fact all that is implied in

its validity is, that it ha3 a character different from that of

such well-known misconceptions as that of tho shell-sileer and

the like, and that it has for its objective a thing whoso exis-

tence cannot be denied for the time being, for all practical

purposes,—this latter character being such as belongs to all

cognitions that have objectives whoso practical existence can

not be denied for the tiracbeing. And certainly this character

would not bo incompatible with that of being sublated at

some future time. As regards tho idea of the future deni-

ability or undeniability of anything, it could not be rightly

entertained by tho Witness without sufficient proof; for he can

perceive things only in tho present, as wo have already sho wu

above.

Objection.—“ If what you say were true, then we would

“ have to regard as true such cognitioui as
Cage 2G.

°
.

“ that of the identity of the self with the body,

“that of Avater being hot, and so forth,

—

all of which are true

“for tho time-being, for all practical purposes, thoir objoc-

“ tives not being denied under ordinary practical conditions

“ of the world.”

Reply.—'There cognitions would be as truo and in exactly

the same condition, as the ordinary cognitions of the jar and

such other things
;
as all such objects of ordinary cognitiou

continue to be undeniable, until the attainment of the truo

knowledge of Brahman.

Objection.— ‘‘Even in a case where the objective of a certain

cognition is denied at some other time, does the denial refer

“ to the time at which the object was actually cognised ? or to

“ some other time ? In the former case, how could we attach

“any validity to the cognition at all ? (As even at the time its

“ object would be unreal; and yet the Vedantin also admits

“ such validity at the time-boing, for all practical purposes).
l<

And in the latter case, all that tho denial would mean would
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*' be tlmt the object cognised was transient (not eternal, having

“ existed at the time of cognition, and having ceased to exist,

“ subsequently),”

Reply .—AVhat yon say doos not affect onr position ; as wo

never admit of any validity, in the shape of undeniability,

in the ordinary cognitions of the phenomenal world ; hence

we hold that the denial does refer to the time at which the

object was actually cognised. Then as for the validity that

we do admit in the case, tins would certainly belong to the

ordinary cognition at the time that it appears ; in as much as

(hiring the entire process of worldy activity, wo do not find any

such cognition to the con tray as would invalidate the cognition

in question.

Objection .
—“According to tho Vedantin, the ordinary con*

“ ceptions of tho jar and such other things, are practically

“ true, in contra-distinction to the misconceptions of the shell.-

“ silver &c., which have only apparent reality ; and from this

“ distinction he infers the practical reality of such objects

‘‘as tho jar and the like. Wo can as reasonably go a step

“ farther, and deduce, from tho said distinction, tho absolute

“ reality of those objects.”

Reply.

—

You can not do so ; because tho difference of tho

conceptions of the jar, t%c., from the conceptions of merely

apparent objects, lies only in the fact 'hat, the formor concep-

tions are not set asido by any ordinary qualified or concrete

cognition (being, as they arc set asido only by the unqualified

knowledge of Brahman); and certainly this could never provo

tho absolute reality of tho objects cognised ; as it could never

prove any such reality in the case of the conception of the

identity of the Body with tho Self, and also in the case of

the misconception immediately preceding tho knowledge

of Brahman (both of those not being set aside by any ordinary

cognition, and yet their objectives not having any absolute
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reality, even according to tlio Logician, who also regards the

Self to be different from the Body).

Objection :
—

‘‘As a matter of fact, there .does not ap-

“ pear to be any difference between the two conceptions

“ ‘the jar is real’, and ‘ the shell-silver is unreal’
;
[as in the

“ former we have reality predicated of thejar, and in the latter

“ unreality predicated of the shell-silver.] How then should

“ we be justified in making any such distinction a3 that, ‘the

“ jar is unreal’ (i. e. the reality predicated of the jar is

“untrue), and * the unreality predicated of the shell-silver is

“ true? This latter unreality cannot bo regarded to be untrue

;

“ as that whould imply the reality of the shell-silver ”.

Reply :—It is not so ;
because we have already shown

abovo (in the section on ‘ unreality of unreality’) that the

unreality of unreality of anything—silver f. i—cannot imply

the reality of that thing.

A fresh'objection is raised against tho scriptural passages

denying the absolute reality of ordinary things :
—“ As a mat-

“ ter of fact then, according to tho Vodautin, the absolute

“ reality of ordinary things is not perceptible by the senses ;

“ well if that is so, tho scriptural passages denying such

“ reality become open to tho charge of striking in the air.

—

“ denying something which can never bo cognised.”

Reply These scriptural passages refer to and deny the

duality that is actually perceived by the eye and the other

organs of perception. As a matter of fact however, even if

they wero to deny the absolute reality of duality, they would

not be ‘striking in the air’; because, even though such absolute

reality bo not porceptiblo directly by the senses, yet we could

have indirect cognitions of it by other means. Then again,

there can be nothing very incongruous in the denying of

the improbable ; as for instance, we have such denials in

tho Veda as ‘the sacrificial fire should not be kindled in the sky’.

Adr. 109.
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Objection :
—“IE there is no cognition, by the senses, of

44
reality in the unreal phenomenal world,—how could we

“ regard sense-cognition as providing wrong conceptions?
41

[It is only when we cognise a thing as what it is not, that

“ our cognition can be said to provide a wrong conception].
44

Certainly, the sense-cognitiou could not bo regarded as

44 wrong when representing the tiling (phenomenal world)
44 as it actually is (that is, not real). [Consequently, in den-
44 ying tho applicability of sensuous perception to abxohde
44 reality

,
the Vedantin must admit the validity or truthful

44 character of such perception, which could bo false or in*

44
valid, according to the Vedantin, only in case it represented

44 the world as real, which, occording to him, it cannot.] And
44 we know it as a matter of fact that all men have distinct

44 cognitions of reality in tho phenomenal world (and for

44 reasons just given, the validity of these cognitions cannot
44 be denied).”

Reply:—It is not so; because, according to ns, a cogni-

tion is not valid, simply because it represents a thing

as it actually is ; nor is it invalid because it represents it

otherwise; but it is valid only when its object is such

as is not subsequently rejected (as unreal), and it is

invalid when its object is thus rejected. And as a matter

of fact, this validity can belong only to the knowledge of

Brahman obtaiued by means of the scriptures, and not to any

other cognitions; and it is Vedic Scripture alone that, as

pointing out Brahman, can be regarded as providing tho

only true conception of reality. And thus there can be no

incongruity in tho invalidity of ordinary sense-perception,

evon though it does not provide tho conception of tho reality

(of the phenomenal world). Then as regards the uni-

versally current idea of the reality of the phenomenal

world, this may reasonably be regarded as indirect or infer-

ential,—just like the idea of the presence in water of the

power of allaying thirst (which is universally current, and

Ado. 110.
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is yet not got at directly through tlie sonses)
; and tlms it

need not necessarily bo regarded as ‘ direct ’ or 1 sensuous.’

Thus then, in as much as the Opponent fails to explain the

nature of such reality as may bo directly perceptible by the

senses, it is not right to assert that the Reasons brought for-

ward above in favour of the ‘Unreality
’
(of the phenomenal

world) are not compatible with facts of direct sense-perception.

Because, no kind of sense-perception,—either ordinary, or that

of * Universals or that of the nature of the ‘Witness’,—

contradicts (or sets aside the) Reasons pointing to ‘ Unreality.’’

Tims ends Section (12) wherein it is shown that the Vedanta Arguments against*

the Keality of the world are not set aside by any fact of Sense-perception.

Section
(
13 ).

[There is no absolute validity in Sense perception
;

so it cannot set aside tho

validity of Inferential or Scriptural Knowledge.]

Just as in the case of the misconception, ‘this is silver’,.

in regard to the piece of shell, the notion of
P. 27. .

‘ this ’ is real (though that does not make the

whole conception true),—so, iu the saino manner, in the con-

ception * tho jar is real ’, (though the conception, as a whole

is not true, yet) the notion of ‘ real ’ is true ; but the sub-

stratum of this ‘reality’ is Brahman Itself (not tho/ar).

Ques'ion ;
—“ How could Brahman, being without colour

“ and other perceptible qualities, appear in cognitions

“ obtained by means of tho Eye and tho other organs of per-

“ ception ?
”

Ansiver :—Wo have already shown above that, though

devoid of colour etc. Brahman can appear in such cognitions,,

exactly as we have the notion of Time (which- also is colourless)

odourless etc.) along with our ordinary cognitions.

Says tlie Opponent :
—“ If it bo as you say, then, in the

“ case of all such conceptions as— ‘ the jar is blue ’, ‘ the

“silver is false * tho man’s horse is non-existent’, and the

dAu
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“ like—the notions of ‘ blue ’, * false ’ and ‘ non-existent ’ also

“ should havg for their substratum Brahman. It might be

“ argued that the blue colour subsists in the jar, while Reality

“ does not (and as such tliore can bo no similarity between

“ the two conceptions, ‘ the jar is real * and ‘ the jar is

“blue’). But then, the fact of ‘reality* not subsisting

“in the jar you know only after you have recognised the fact

“ of its being imposed upon it ; and as such you involve your-

“ self in a vicious circle. If you do not regard the facts of

“ the ‘reality ’ not subsisting in the jar and its having somo-

“ thing else for its substratum, to be based upon the idea of

“ its being imposed upon it, (and in that case the said facts

“ could bo based upon the very nature of Reality itself),

—

“then, inthocaseof the conception* Brahman is real, conscious-

“ ness etc.* also, * reality ’ will have to bo regarded as having

“ somotliing else for its substratum.*’

It is not so ; as a matter of fact tho case of the conception

‘the jar is real’ is different from that of ‘Brahman

is real’ or ‘exists’ ; because in the formor wo find that tho

notion of tho co-extensivenoss of * existence ’ with the * jar
’

is actually rejected by subsequent 'xnowledge. For instance,

tho said notion of co-e-etensioeiwss could bo based only upon

one of tho following three conditions:—(1) tho manifestation

or cognition of the universal form of ‘ existence ’ (produced

by the word ‘ real ’ in tho phrase ‘ tho jar exists ’) ;
or (2) the

actual existence of the jar itself ; or (3) the fact of tho notion not

being sublatablo at any point of time, past, present or future.

As regards (1), the Logician also denies the manifestation

of any unionrsalform in tho case of tho cognition of Negations ;

and as tho notion of ‘ sat ’ or * boing * is present in tho caso

of Negations also, wo could not admit the manifestation of any
‘ universal form ’ in tho caso in question also. It night be

argued that—“ in the case of tho existence of negations, the

‘existence ’ is cognised ouly as bearing an indirect relation-

ship to tho negation, while in tho case of tho conception of
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the existence of the jar, it is cognised as in direct relation-

ship to the jar (and as such the two cognitions of ‘ sat
’

can-

not be regarded as similar).” But then, as a matter of fact,

we could not have the cognition of ‘existence’ in the same

form in the two cases, if there wcro any such difference in

the character of tho relationships borne by it And if you

had no such cognition in the same form, then it would nob

bo necessary to postulate the distinct relationships (tho

assumption whereof is necessitated only by tho sameness of

tho notion of ‘ existence ’ witli regard to a Negation and

tho Jar).

Then as regards the second of the three alternatives,

as a matter of fact we find that in tho case of tho conception

of tho ‘ existence of a negation wo cannot regard the

notion of ‘ existence ' in its own real form ; becauso if the

notion of ‘ existence’ were always based upon tho existence

of tho particular thing concerned, then wo could have no

conception of any such generic entity as ‘existence’, includ-

ing all existing things
;
and if wo were to liavo common or

generic notions without such generic entity, then there would

be absolutely no ground for postulating any ‘Class’ or ‘ tTati ’ at

all. For this reason, in all cases, we cannot explain tho notion

of * existence ’ as necessarily based upon tho actual existence of

each particular thing concerned ;
specially as tho postulating

of a single generic entity in tho form of ‘ existence ’ would

explain all our notions of ‘existence’; and as such thero could

bo no ground for assuming an indefinite number of * exis-

tences’ for each thing concerned.

Tho third alternative also is not tenable ; as we have al-

ready pointed out that tho fact of any notion being unsubla-

table at all periods of time is not perceptible by the Eye and

the other organs of perception; and also because this unsub-

latability we do not find in tho case of the conception ‘ this

silver exists ’ (with regard to a pieco of shell),—[Though in

dda n s
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this also we havo the notion of ‘existence,’ and yet it is

rejected by tlio recognition of the true character of the

thing]

.

For thcso reasons, it is right to hold that what really

exists is one only, and this is tho substratum of all (notions

of ‘existence’).

As regards tho conception of the ‘blue jar,’ however, we

find that there is nothing to set aside or deny tho co-exten-

siveness of tho blue colour with tho jar ; nor could tho blue

ever be its own tho substratum ; fir stly, because it did not exist

before the jar was made ; and secondly, because it would

greatly complicate matters if, with regard to anything, we were

to assume an endless number of substrata, in tho form of each

of the qualities belonging to it,—tho ydl>w, and so forth ;

an! thirdly becauso, tho colour is exactly in tho samo predica-

mont (as regards absolute reality) as tho jar itself
;
while

as a rule tho existence of tho substratum must bo of a charac-

ter different from that of what subsists in it.

Thon as rogards tho conception ' tho silver is false,
’

‘ tho man’s horn does not exist ’,—there cannot bo oven a

suspicion of
1
falsity ’ or ‘ non-existence’ being the substratum.

As any such assumption would mean Nihilism ; and the

absurdity of this doctrine wo have already shown, and will

show further later on.

Further, it has been said that if such bo the caso, then

in the conception ‘ Brahman is real ’ also, we should have to

regard something else as the substratum of * reality.’ But

this could never be the caso. Because, in Brahman, ‘ reality
’

does not subsist throuhlts relationship with ‘existence’,—but

tho ‘ reality ’ forms Its very essence. So that the afore-

said arguments would not apply in this case. Nor could tho

reality be said to form the ‘ essenco’ in the caso of the jar

&e. also; becauso that this is not the case, we have already

shown above.

Ado. 104.
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Sense-perception, as a matter of fact, can set aside other

kinds of cognition, only when its own validity ha3 been fully

cstablisned. And in the case of the reality of the world, we

find that (he validity of the ordinary facts of sense-perception

put forward in support of such reality, cannot be regarded as

fully established,—because they are in direct contradiction to

scriptural declarations, and to inferential conclusions; and

because it still remains to be seen whether or not they will

be s ablated by future cognitions.

Says the Opponent :
—“ As a matter of fact Senso-percep-

2S
“ tion is stronger (raoro authoritative) than

“ verbal or inferential cognitions ; and as such

“it should set aside these latter, and should never be sublated

“by them. As in tho latter case, the validity of Verbal and
“ Inferential Cognitions would depend upon tho invalidity of

“ Sense-perception, (which, by reason of it's invalidity, would

“ not be a potent contradictory), aud on the other hand, tho

“ invalidity of Sense-perception would be dependent upon

‘‘the validity of Inferential and Verbal Cognitions, (which,

“ by reason of their validity, would be potent contradictories)

;

“ and this would lead to a vicious circle. This vicious circle

we avoid by admitting tho validity of Sense-perception;

“ as the validity of this latter is inherent and does not depend

“ upon anything else.
”

Ansxoer :—As a matter of fact, wo find that in the case

of our perception of tho size of tho moon and tho stars, we

always regard such perception to beinvalid, solely on thoground

of its being opposed to scriptural evidence and inferential

knowledge (both of which point to a sizo different from what

we actually see). Hence for tho validity of Sense-perception

also, it is absolutely necessary that it should not be opposed

to other forms of knowledge. And thus the ‘ vicious circle
*

would apply as much in tho case of Sense-perception as in

that of Inference &c. And in a case where we find Sense-

A$v. 115.
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ception opposed to scriptural evidence, there arises a doubt

in our mind as to which of the two is valid
;
and then when

we come to consider the character of the Scriptures, we find

that they have not been compiled by any untrustworthy

author ; and as wo have tho firm conviction that it is only

the word of an untrustworthy person that gives wrong inform-

ation, wo naturally conclude that the Scriptures are true

and valid; as rogards Sonso-percoption on tho other hand,

we find that thero is overy likelihood of there being discrep-

ancies in its very means
;
consequently the validity of this

latter being doubtful, we reject it in favour of scriptural

evidence. Iu this manner then, where is there a ‘ vicious

circlo ’ in our theory ? Then again, if Sense-percep-

tion could never be sublated by scriptural and inferential

eviodnco, then, inasmuch as wo always perceive the Self

to bo identical with the body, we could never establish

tho fact of tho two being different by any amount of scrip-

tural texts or inferential arguments (and this would not

bo desirable for the Logician either).

Opponent :
—“ As a matter of fact, Sense-percep-

“ tion is, by its very nature, possessed of a stronger

“ validity than that of scriptural or inferential cognitions.

“ Otherwise, how could we account for the rejection of tho

“inferential cognition of fire as cool, by the perception of its

‘‘ heat P It might bo argued that in this case tho Infer-

“ ential Cognition is one that is actually based on Sense-per-

“ ception, and as such it is only natural that the latter should

“ bo more powerful and therefore able to sublate the former.

“ But as a matter of fact we find that tho object concerned

“
(
i.e. tho Fire) is seen by the Eye, and as such the inferen-

“ tial cognition is question cannot be said to be based upon

“ the Sense perception by which it is sublated,—this Sense-

“ perception being through tho organ of Touch (and not

“ through the Eye). Then again, Sense-perception

“ must be regarded as more authoritative than othors, because

Adv . 116.
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“ it apprehends the detailed features of objects and such

“ others things which are not apprehended by means of

“ Inference and the rest, and also because it serves to set aside

“ such misconceptions as those with regard to the direc-

tions,—misconceptions which Inference and the rest fail to

“ remove.”

Answer:—As regards the inference of the coolness of fire,

it cannot but bo regarded as based upon tactile perception
,
and

as such rejectible by it; because even though the object,

fire, may be such as is perceptible by the Eye (and not by

the organ of touch), yet it cannot bo denied that the predicate,

coolness
, is one which can never bo perceived except

through the organ of touch. Consequently then, wo have

no evidence for regarding any form of cognition as authorita-

tive in itself (by its very natiue). Nor is it right to regard

Sense-perception as more authoritative than Inference and

the rest, simply because it apprehends things not apprehended

by these latter. Becauso in that case the mediate means of

knowledge—Inference and the rest,—would have to bo re-

garded as the more authoritative, as they apprehend many

such imperceptible things as jpharma and the like. Lastly*

we cannot regard Sense-perception as the most authoritative,

merely on the ground of its rejecting misconceptions with

regard to directions, which are not set aside by Inference

&c. Because all that this fact shows is that the latter

are of a character different from Sense-perception; and

certainly this does not prove that this latter is the most

authoritative of all the forms of knowledge. If it were as

you say, then, as the Organ of Touch does not get aside the

misconception of the Vamshoraga (the ‘bamboo-serpent’),

which is set aside by the Organ of Vision,— this latter would

have to regarded as a more authoritative means of knowledge

than the former organ; and hence the Visual perception of

soliditi/ iu a picture could not be regarded as wrong simply

because the picture does not feel solid to the touch 1

Adv. 117.
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As a matter of fact, it is Scriptural evidence that lias been

declared to be the most authoritative, in the following pass-

age :— ‘From among the three (Sense-perception, Inferential

Knowledge and Knowledge obtained from Scriptures) it is the

last that is, by its very nature, the most authoritative.’ It might

be argued that this declaration refers to the Veda. But then,

the Knowledge of Non-duality also is obtained from the Veda.

As for the declaration—“in certain cases, Inferential and

Scriptural Cognitions arc set aside by Sense-perception ”

—

this refers to such perceptions as liavo their validity fully

ascertained.

Objection :
—“ Sense-perception is such that its contradic-

“ tory does not appear (at the time), and as such it must bo

“ regarded as authoritative, in accordance with the maxim of

“ the ‘ Upal'rama ’, in connection with which it is thus

“ declared :
—

‘ Inasmuch as the contradictory of the Arthanada

“ passage does not appear, it must bo regarded as true in the

“ form that it is found (i. e. in its direct signification) ;
and it

“ is only in regard to tho Injunctive Object that wo should

“ have rccourso to indirect significations.’,”

Reply :—In the case of Arthavadas that you bring for*

ward in support of your contention, what happens is this

In the beginning of a certain section wo have the words ‘
Jlik ’,

* Yajash ' etc., used in the sense of the complete Vedas; and

then towards the close of tho section the same words are

found to be used in the sense of tho mantras contained

iu those Vedas (in regard to which particular methods

of reciting are enjoined) ; consequently, iu as much as

tho two sentences may bo regarded as forming a single

sentence, and as such standing in need of mutual help,

—

it is only right that in view of tho sense expressed at the

beginning, the subsequently appearing words should be taken

in tho same sense (and not iu any other sense). In the

case in question however, the matter does not stand in exactly

the same position ; and as such tho said maxim cannot apply.

Adv. 116.
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Because in this caso Sense-perception,—with reference to

which it is still to be ascertained that it is not a mis-cou-

ception—is much weaker in its validity than the Scripturo

whose validity is firmly established, If it were not so, and

if all Sense-perception wero regarded as equally valid, then

the sensuous perception ‘ this is silver
’

(with reference

to a pieco of shell) would bo more valid than tho trustworthy

assertion with regard to it, that * this is a pieco of shell \

This same process of reasoning serves to roject the follow-

„ „„ ing argument :
—“Just as Direct Assertion

“ is inoro authoritative than Indirect Irapli-

“ cation, on the ground of the former being quicker in its

44 operation than the latter,—so, for tho same reason, Sense-

“ perception is more authoritative than the other forms of

“cognition. As has been well declared in tho following

“ passage :
—

‘ Just as in the case of ordinary worldly cogni-

tions, Sense-perception, being quicker in its operation, is

41 more authoritative than Inference, which is much slower,

“so for the same reason, is Direct Assertion more authorita-

“ tivo than Indirect Implication’.”

This is not true
;
bocauso even though one process may be

slower than another, tho former may be more authoritative,

when it has its validity fully ascertained (while that of tho

other is doubtful).

Objection x
—“ In tho caso of the two Vedic declarations—

*

“ yadahavunlye julioti ’ (Pour the offering into the Ah,a-
tl vaniya fire), and ( JPaclS juhoti

9

(Pour tho offering at the

“foot-print’—wo find that, because of the former referring to

“ fire in general
,

while tho latter refers to a particular point

“near the fire, the latter is regarded as the more authoritative

“of the two; and in the same manner, tho scriptural passago

“ denying the reality of Duality would deny Duality in
u
general

y
while the Sonso-pcrcoption of the jar is found to

“ point to the reality of the one particular substance; and so
H the latter must be regarded as the more authoritative of

“ the two.”
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Reply :—The rule that the Particular is more authoritative

than the General applies only in cases where both have their

validity equally well established. Otherwise, the particular

assertion 'this cow is a horse* would bo more authoritative

than the general assertion ‘a cow is not a horse*!

Objection:—u In the case of the too sentences

—

cyatkinchit

ct prUchlnamagnlstomiyat) tena vpCmslm charat i* and * yavatya

“ vetcha kamaylta tavitya (liltsan'iyayam annbrfjyat ,*—wo find

“ that tho former makes a General Statement, refering, by
“ means of tho expression yatkinchit

,
to every one of the sacri-

“ ficos under consideration
;
while the latter refers to one parti-

“ cular sacrifice, tho Dikmnlya only
;
so that, even though wo

“ admit the authority of the latter, the former does not become
u wholly rejected ; as it still applies to tho sacrifices other

4t than tho JOlkmnhja
;
while on the other hand, if wo lay

“ stress upon tho absolute authority of the former, then thero

41
is no room kft for tho latter, which would in that case,

“ have to bo rejected altogether; lienco in order to keep

“ both, wo decide to curtail tho scope of the former, by
u making it apply to all sacrifices except the Diksanlya ,

—

•

ct which leaves full scopo for both sentences. In tho

4t same manner, in the case of Sense-perception (of the reality

4t
of ordinary things) and the Scriptural assertion (of the

“ unreality of all things), we could have scope for both if we
“ curtailed tho scopo of the latter, either by taking it as refering

46
to forms of existence other than the ordinary, or as refering

“ to things other than those ordinarily porceived.”

Reply:—This would not be possible; for whon it has

been distinctly ascertained, in accordance with tho maxims

of ‘ Upakrama* and the rest, which are the truo indicators

of the sense of Vedic passages, that theso passages expressly

deny the reality of duality
,

thero would bo absolutely

no scope for these passnges, if we were to accept tho

absolute reality of duality; wdiilo, on tho other hand,

even if wo accept tho denial of tho absolute reality of
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duality, there would still be scope for Sense-perception,

as this may be regarded as pertaining to the practical

reality of things. And as between two mutually contradic-

tory cognitions

—

viz : the Sense-perception in the form 4
1 am

a man and the Scriptural assertion * the Self is all-pervading

and eternal like Akasha’—both can never bo regarded as

absolutely true, it becomes necessary for us to regard the

one as absolutely , and the other as only practically
,
valid ;

specially as it would not be right to regard either as abso-

lutely invalid . Under the circumstances, if wo could possibly

regard the Scriptural passages laying down absolute non-

duality as only practically valid, then alone could we regard

ordinary Sense-perception as absolutely valid. As a matter of

fact however, we cannot attribute mere practical validity to

the said Scriptural passages (as for practical purposes, the

reality of duality cannot be denied) ; and so we are forced to

the conclusion that the said passages are absolutely valid, and

the Sense-perceptions in question are only practically so. This

is a conclusion which we leave to the intelligent and the

learned to judge.

Says the Opponent :

—

44 In the caso of the Panchadasha-

4t
ralra sacrifice (a sacrifice extending over fifteen days), we

“ find that in view of the first day's sacrifice, which is called

“
* Angistvt\ the &tubrahmanyQ verso to bo employed

44
is the Agneyi, which is indicated by the name ' Agnistut

9

44
(this name containing the word 4 Agni 9

indicates the verso
44 whose name is

4 Agueyl which is derived from the word
44 4 Agni

9

) ;
but as regards the sacrifices of the other fourteen

4f days, we find it directly laid down that tho Subrahmanya to

44
be employed is the Aindrl ;

and under tho circumstances,
44 what we do is that, as regards these latter sacrifices we
44

reject the authority of the former indication by the name of
14
the 4 Agnistut and admit the 4 Aindri \—on the ground

“ that while the former applies to the single sacrifice
44
of the Agnistut

,
the latter applies to fourteen sacrifices,

44 and it is certainly the more reasonable course to sacrifice the
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“ authority of tho lesser number to that of the larger. By
“ exactly tho same process of reasoning, we find that it is

“only right that we should sacrifice the authority of the

“ direct signification of tho Vedic passages declaring Non-

“ duality, in favour of so many cognitions as—(1) tho Sense-

“ perception of Duality, (2) the Inferential Cognitions based

“ upon this Perception, (3) the Vedic passages laying down
“ sacrifices and other rites, and ( t) tho passages laying

“down the worshipping of qualified deities (both of theso

“ latter passages presupposing Duality). In connection with

“ this wo liavo the following declaration :
—

* When one

‘‘cognition is found to bo contrary to many cognitions, it

“ is regarded as invalid ; as we find in tho case of tho

“perception of the si ell-silver and the like.’
”

This is not possible, we reply
;
because in the example that

you bring forward (of the Panchadaharalra sacrifice), we have

the authority of one (which applies to only one case) sacrificed

in favour of another which applies to many cases, while in tho

case in question, you seek to reject the validity of one

in favour of the many (and not of that which applies to

many) ; henco the two cases aro not aualogous
; as a matter

of fact we find that in the case of the notion of the idontity

of the Self with tho Body (a notion regarded as wrong,

by the Logician also), even though this notion is sup-

ported by the authority of ordinary Sense-perceptions, In-

ferences and Verbal Cognitions (though from unauthoritativo

sources), yet the means of knowledge pointing to tho Self

being something different from the Body is accepted as tho

more authoritativo ; and the reason for this is that these latter

could not bo applied to anything else. Exactly in the

same manner, -finding that the passages speaking of Non-

duality cannot be applied to anything else, we shall be fully

justified in regarding them as more authoritative than Or-

dinary Sense-perception, &c. Specially as in reality, there

is no contradiction between tho two sets of cognitions ;
be-

cause firstly the passages declaring Non-duality pertain to the
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finalstageof True Knowledge, while ordinary Sense-perception,

<&c., pertain to the Illusory Stage;—and secondly while the

former are for the Knowing or Wise person, the latter are for

the Ignorant.

Objection “ Even though, in view of the above argu-

“ments, greater authority might not attach to
Page 30. « Sense- perception, by its very nature, yet it cannot

“ be denied that it forms the very basis of Inferential and

“ Verbal Cognitions, and as such is possessed of greater au-

thority. What is meant by Sense-perception being such a

“ basis is that it apprehends, sometimes directly and some-

“ times indirectly, all that is needed by Inferential and Verbal

“ Cognitions. In fact, we have many instances where a means

“of cognition, apprehending only a part of what is needed

“ by another cognition, is regarded as its basis, rejecting it

“ in case it happen to be contrary to itself ; for instance,—
“ (1) the inference of the omnipresence of the jar is based

“ upon the organ of vision (in so far as unless we see the jar

“ we can have no inferences with regard to it), and yet iuas-

“ much as we actually see the jar to have a limited existence,

“ the said inferential cognition is rejected (though the Eye

“perceives only one factor of the Inference); (2) tlio inference

“of the cleanliness of the human skull is rejected by the

“ Scriptural cognition of its uncleanliness, though this latter

“ cognition pertains to only one factor of the Inference

—

oizx

“ the Major Term
; (3) the inference of the omnipresence of

“ the Mind is rejected by another inferential cognition that

“ we have of the substratum in which the Mind i3 contained-.

“ Thus when we find that inferential cognitions are

“ rejected by other cognitions, even when these latter apper-

“ tain to only a few of the factors needed by the former,

—

“ then it is no wonder that they should be set aside by those

“ contrary cognitions that apprehend all that is needed by

“ them. Then a3 regards the Eye and the other Sense-

“ organs, and the Witness or Perceiving Soul presiding over

“ them, though it is quite true that they do not apprehend

A<Jo. 123.
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“ either Words, or Verbal Cognitionsor the validity of these,—

‘‘yet these also must be regarded as the basis of Verbal Cog-

“ nition
;
inasmuch as they belong to the same category as

11
the Bar (which apprehends the words) and the Witness

“ (who has the Cognition and the notion of validity). Just as

“ wo find that the scriptural cognition of the uncleanliness of

the human skull is more authoritative than, and rejects, the

•‘inferential cognition of its cleanliness,—this latter cogni-

tion being based upon (supposed) Scriptures pointing to

“such cleanliness; and this is the case because of the Scriptural

“ cognition of uncleanliness belonging to the same category

“ (of ‘ Scriptural cognition ’) as the latter Scriptural cognition

“ (of cleanliness). It might be argued that the sense-organs

“also are cognisable by Inference only
;
and bonce there is a

94 mutual inter-dependence between Inferential and Sensuous

94 Cognitions. But the aid of Inference is not needed for the

“ actual appearance of Sense-perception, at least in the form in

“ which there is no cognition of the organ of that perception.

“Whereas it is for the very appearcnce of Inferential and

“ Verbal Cognitions that the aid of Sense-perception is

“ necessary

Reply :—There is no actual incongruity between the

authoritative character of the Sonse-pereeption, and the fact

of its being rejected by the Inferential or Verbal Cognition

based upon it. That is to say, the Inferential or Verbal Cogni-

tion does not reject that form of the Sense-perception upon

which it is based inasmuch as what they reject is the

essential reality of Sense-perception, while what they are

based upon is its practical reality
;
as certainly the essential

reality of tlio perception of smoke does not form an essential

factor in the circumstantial causes leading to the inference

of fire. This has been thus declared in the following verse :

—

‘Both of us (the Vedantinand the Logician) are agreed that

tho origin of Inference consists in a previous conception of

the relationship of invariable concomitance ; and as for the

question of the actual reality of this origin,— which is not an
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essential element in its character,—any discussion as to that

would be profitless, ( Khanda nakhandakhadya).

Then again, if the mere fact of one cognition apprehend*

iug what the other stands in need of were to mako the former

the basis of the latter, and wore, on this ground, to reject

this latter, then, in the case of the misconception ‘ this

is silver’, and its rejection by the notion ‘this is not silver’,

we would find that for the appearance of the latter,

—

L e.

in order that the latter may reject the silver,—tho previous

conception of silver is necessary; and as such the said mis-

conception would be regarded as the basis of tho subsequent

cognition rejecting it ; and being tho basis of this latter, it

would (according to you) bo capable of sotting aside that of

which it is the basis; and as such how could there over

arise any such coguitiou as ‘ this is not silver ’?

Says the Opponent:—“ Even though tho cognition * this

“
is silver ’ pertains to an object that is denied by the sub-

“ sequent cognition, and as such may be regarded as forming

the basis of this latter, yet it is not tho validity of that

“ cognition that can bo regarded as forming such basis.

Specially as the cognition of a negative entity need not

“ originate in a valid cognition of its counter-entity
;
as any

“ such origination would lead to much confusion
; and also

“ because, as a matter of fact, wo often find cognitions of

“ negations appearing from mere misconceptions of their

“ counter-entities. Hence it must bo admitted that it is

“ much simpler to regard tho cognition of the negative entity

“ as proceeding from the cognition of its counter-entity. And
thus there would be nothing to stop tho appearance of tho

“ cognition (* this is not silver’) contrary to the previous

“ cognition (‘ this is silver ’).
”

Reply:—The same reasoning may bo applied to the case

in question: That is to say, tho inferential cognition has its

origin in the mere cognition (sensuous) of the ‘ Subject ’,

and this origination does not necessarily involve the validity

of this latter cognition.
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Objection:—“As a matter of fact, one cognition can be-

“ regarded as tlie basis of another, only when the validity

“ of this latter depends upon that of the former, both for its

own accomplishment and for the rejection of it3 contraries p

“ as we fend in-the case of Cognition and Remembrance. In

“ the case of the misconception of silver and it8 subsequent

** denial* we do not find this to be the case ; and as such in

“ this case, one could not be regarded as the basis of the

“ other.
’’

Reply r—If such were the conditions for one cognition

being the basis of another, then the- cognition of ' invariable

concomitance ’ would not be the basis of Inferential Cogni-

tions. As it often happens that though the existence of fire

is inferred from a misconception of smoke (while what is

actually present is a mere fog), yet, by chance, fire is present

in the place.

Objection :
—“ In reality, one thing must be regarded as the-

“ basis of another, when the two are so related that the latter

“ can never appear without the former. And thus the

“ misconcoption of silver in the shell would certainly be the

“-basis of the subsequent right conception * this is not silver

“ but this does not imply necessarily that the misconception

“ is more trustworthy than the subsequent conception.

‘‘ Because the- mere fact of being the basis does not make

“ any conception non-trustworthy ; the trustworthy character

“ of a conception depends upon its being able to stand the

“ test of examination ; and this examination consists frrstr

- “ in finding out if the conception in question is compatible

“ with other conceptions, and if,, in the resultant activity,

“ it is in actual agreement with the roal state of things—

-

“and secondly in. ascertaining that it is absolutely free

“from any sort of disagreement from other conceptions

*’ or resultant activities. These two- conditions we do not

“ find present in the case of the misconception of shell-silver.
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**Inthe case in question however we find that these conditions

p
“ are fulfilled by Sense-perception, which there-

fore must be regarded as trustworthy. We have

“ the conception, ‘ the jar is *
; and this is actually found to

“ be followed by activities pertaining to the jar (and thus the

“ first condition of the aforesaid teat is duly fulfilled) ; and
“ we also find that it is absolutely free from such sources of

“ mistake as extreme distance and tire like (and thus the

“ second testis also fulfilled). In the same manner, in regard

“ to the Scriptural text speaking of tire identity of the Jiva

“ and God, we find that it is incompatible with other Scriptural

“ texts speaking of the two being different ; and also with the

“ actual direct cognition of the cognising Selves,— this latter

“cognition being such as is found on examination to be free

“ from discrepancies, and as such not to be rejected, And!

“even on finding after examination a certain cognition to be

“free from discrepancies,—if we were to have no trust in it,

“ then there could be no trusting any conception at all ; for

“instance, we would have no trust in any of the following :—
“ (1) the conception that the Veda is not the work of a
“ human author

; (2) the idea that the inferential argument.

“ put forward by the Vedantin is free from fallacies because

“of our not finding any such etc. etc. ; (3) every one of the

“ conceptions put forward in the various adlu/carams of
u Vediinta-Sfr tra-bhasya ; (4) the idea that a certain concep-

“ tion or statement is in keeping with the premises with

“ which the discussion was started. .And under suchcircum-

“ stances, wo could not come to any definite conclusion with

“ regard to the validity or invalidity of any Cognition at

“ all.”

Reply.—The ‘ test’ or * examination * of a certain cogni-

tion consists in its being found to be in conformity with the

resulting activity, and in its being free from all incongrui-

ties of such activity, as also from other discrepancies

;

and what this ‘ test* proves with regard to the validity of the

cognition is that it is absolutely incapable of being rejected
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(or negatived) with regard to the object cognised at that

particular time and place
;
just as smoke proves the existence

of fire at the time and place that it is porceivod. Consequent-

ly, all that your examination and test would prove would

be that like all other ordinary conceptions, the conception

of the identify of the Self with the Body is valid and incapable

of being denied, during the time that we are dealing with the

mere practical reality of things in the world ; and under the

circumstances, why should this stand in the way of the

inferential anil scriptural cognition of tho absolute unrrjec-

tibility (i.c.
,
reality) of things ? For these reasons, we con-

clude that our theory affords the necessary explanation

for all ordinary beliefs, and ordinary cognitions, true as well

as false, as also of the popular conception of difference bet-

ween God and the Jiva, and so forth—all of which appertain

to the region of practical existence. And thus it is only

reasonable that the universe should be regarded as unreal

(in tho absolute sense of the term].

Objection :
—“ If Sense-porception bo rejected as invalid,

“ then the knowledge of invariable concomitance (necessary

“ for all inferential knowledge) would have to be rejected ;

‘‘and this would set aside the roality of all inferred things,

‘‘and reject tho validity of all Inferential cognitions ; because

“ the validity or invalidity of the subject of inferential cogni-

“ tion is dependent upon the character of the cognition of con-

comitance, and that of the inferential cognition. If it were

“ not so (i. e. if the validity and invalidity of the inferred

“ thing did not depend upon those of the premises and tho

“ conclusion) then, there would be a likelihood of the following

“absurdities:—(1) The absolute or the practical reality of

** Fire would be proved by means of Smoke misconceived with

“ regard to fog, and thus having a merely apparent reality ;

“ (2) the absolute reality of fire would bo proved by means

“of the Smoke that has merely an apparent reality; (3)

“ the absolute reality of the Universe would be proved by
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“ reason of its not being rejected as unreal with regard to

“the practical state of tilings; and (4) the absolute reality

“ of the difference between God and Jiva would be proved by
“ reason of the two being possessed of mutually contradic-

“ tory properties.”

Reply :—Up to this point all that your objection means is

that the conception of a certain invariable concomitance (i. e.

of the premises) proves the conclusion with regard to the

Subject, the character of whose existence (in the point of

lteality or Unreality) is similar to that of the concomitance

itself. And this is what we abo accept by all means; as there

is nothing except Brahman that is absolutely beyond rejection.

As a matter of fact, however, in the case of Inferential Cog-

nitions, it is not necessary that the character of the Subject of

the conclusion should be similar to that of the invariable con-

comitance or premises. Because we find many instances,

where correct inferential cognitions are brought about, in

regard to the Subject qualified by the Probandum, by a wrong

or invalid Probans\ as for instance,—(1) according to the

Mirnansaka, true verbal cognitions are produced by Letters,

which however are unreal, in so far as they are conceived of

as qualified by shortness and length which in reality belong to

the Sounds, and not to Letters, which are eternal and

all-pervading;—and conversely (2) in the case of the jar, in

which the odour is yet to appear (after baking), we infer the

existence of tho odour (which, for tho time, must be

regarded as unreal), from the premiss based upon the fact of

the jar being of the Earth,—a premiss that is quite true and

real; (3) the unreal reflection leads to the inference of the

real reflected object. It might be argued that, in the last

case, tho premiss that we havo is real —being as it is, in tho

form that ‘there can bo no reflection without a reflected object.’

But if we wore to admit of such ' concomitances’, then the

Akaslia would also have to be regarded as invariably concomi-

tant with the Uni vet se, as there can be no Akaslia without

the Universe; and certainly this would not be admissible.
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Says the Opponent,—“ In the case of the reflection, what
4t we infer is the fact of its being preceded by the reflected

“object ; and this is inferred from the fact of the reflection

P 32

" ke*n° aa ob
i
ecfc sucb n®gation as is due to the

“ negation of the Reflected Object; and certainly

“ this is a Probans as devoid of mere apparent reality as the

“ Object itself.”

But what do you mean by one negation being due to

another ? It cannot mean that it produces, or is produced by,

this latter ; because there can be no such causal relationship

between two negations. So all that it can mean is that one

is invariably concomitant with the other ; and thus the

Probans of your inference would consist in the fact of the

reflection being the object of negation with which the

negation of the reflected object is invariably concomitant;

and this reason has already been shown to bo faulty and in-

conclusive, with reference to Akaska, &c. Hence it must be

admitted that the existence of the reflected object is inferred

from the Reflection itsolf. Specially as it has been shown

above that it is not necessary for the existence of the Subject

of tho inference to be of the same character as that of the

Probans or Reason leading to that inference.

The above reasoning also serves to set aside the following

theory :
—“ In the case of verbal cognitions also the existence

<4
of the denotation of the word must be of the same character

“as that of its capability (to be construod along with tho

“ sentence in which it occurs) ; specially because it is abso-

“ lntely necessary that the existence of this capability must

“be of the same character as the meaning of the sentence

“ (and the meaning of tho sentence is only that which is made
“ up of the meanings of the component words). Under

“ the circumstances, when the capability of words would be

“ rejected as unreal, how could there be any reality in the

“ meanings of the Vedanta texts (composed of those words)?’’

This reasoning has no force ; because in the case of the

Vedanta texts there is no rejection (as unreal) of the cap ibility
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of the sentence,—this capability only consisting in the non-

rejection of the meaning of the sentence regarded as one

corporate whole.

Says the Opponent

“

Even then, according to you, tho

“Vedanta text, the cognition derived therefrom, and its

“ validity, being all unreal,—how could you establish the

absolutely real Non-duality ?”

Answer :—For the reality of the object denoted by a word,

it is not a necessary condition that the word and the cognition

derived therefrom should bo real. As in tho caso of the

assertion ‘this is silver* (with regard to a piece of sholl) made

by an untrustworthy person, you also hold that there is reality

in the assertion (Verbal) and also in the misconception pro-

duced by it,—and yet you regard tho object expressed by

tho assertion to be unreal. Then again, oven though tho

validity of tho cognition may be unreal, it does not necessarily

follow that the object of that cognition is unreal.

Objection :
—“The validity of tho cognition being unreal,

“ the object cognisod must also be unreal ; as we find in tho

“case of the cognition of the shell-silver; similarly in tho case

“ in question also the validity of the cognition (derived from

“ the Vedanta toxts) being unreal, tho object therein spoken

“ of (i. e. Non-duality) should also be unreal.”

tteply :—As a matter of fact, the unreality of the validity

of a cognition cannot be regarded as the ground or reason

for the unreality of the object cognised ; because we have no

rejection (as unreal) of any object in the case of Non-determi-

nate cognitions, which are different in character from Miscon-

ceptions as well as Right Cognitions, [f. e. even though the

non-determinate cognition be false, there is no falsity of the

object, as there is no conception of any definite object in this

case]. What is a sure indicator or reason of the unreality of

an object cognised is that form of invalidity in the cognition

which consists in its conceiving of the object as what it is not.

And certainly there is no such contrary conception in the

case of the Cognitions derived from the Vedanta texts.
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Says tlio Opponent :
—“ If there be an unreality in that

“ validity (of a cognition) which consists in the non-rejection

“ of its object, then certainly, this object itself would also be

“ unreal.”

Reply :—In the case of the Vedanta texts, the Unreality

of that validity which consists in the non-rejection of the

objects spoken of by them, is not due to the rejection or denial

of these objects ;—bocauso there is no possibility of any valid

means of knowledge that would so deny them ; specially as

the object mentioned by the Vedanta texts consists of the

denial of the reality of all things, [and we cannot conceive

of any means of knowledge whereby we could reject this

universal denial]. What the aforesaid ‘ Unreality ’ of validity

is due to is the denial of the peculiar relationship of the objects

as borne to the words denoting them. And hence even

though there bo an unreality of that validity which consists

in the non-rejection of the objects,—this does not necessarily

imply the unreality of the objects themselves. Because in the

case of a qualified object, it is quite possible that while one

section (the qualification f. i.) is unreal, the other is quite

real ; as for instance, in the case of the man with a slid:, even

though we may dony the existence of the stick, that does not

imply the denial of the man.

End of section (13)—Wherein it is shown tlmt no absolute validity belongs to-

Perception.

Section (141.

[Sense-perception is capable of being sublated by Inferential Cognition.]'

In fact, an Inferential Cognition, which has the power of

Betting aside its contrary, becomes a sublator of even sense-

perception (if this happens to be- contrary to it).

“But,”sajs the Opponent, “if direct Sense-perception

“ were to be set aside by Inferential Cognitions, then we
“ would have tho whole elaborate system of interpretation

“ propounded in the Mlmansa-shastra rejected from its very

“foundations. Because—(1) the direct cognition, afforded

“ by the Direct Assertion ‘ the priest should recite while
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“touching the Udumbara post’, would be set aside by the

“ Inference of another Direct Vedic Assertion from the Stnriti

“ declaration that ‘ the whole of the Udumbara post should be

“covered up with cloth’; (2) the direct signification of the

“ Assertion ‘ the Garhapatya fire should be worshipped with

“ the Aindri verse ’ would bo sot asido by tlio Jnjertnce

“ of the fact of the verse in question— ‘ Ka fd cha msta-

“ rirasi nSndra saschasi dasuklie ’—pertaining to Indra

“ as indicated by the presence herein of the name of

'* Indra ; and (3) the direct signification oE the sentence ‘the

“ sacred grass employed (at tlio Shyeua sacrifice) consists of

“ the Shara ’ would bo set asido by the Inference of a Vedic

“ text laying down the use of the Ku ha Grass,—tins inference

“ being based upon the General Injunction (as to the use of

“ Kasha at all sacrifices).”

There would bo no such thing; as the two cases are by

no means analogous. What do you mean by bringing

forward the case of these Adhikaranas ? Do you mean that

in these cases, the Inferential cognition, would set aside

the sensuous Cognition of the three Vedic Sentences ?

Or, that they would set aside those Vedic sentences which are

the objects of sensuous Perception ? It could not be the

former ; because there being no actual opposition between

the Inferences and the Sentences, any enquiry as to whether

the one sets aside the other cannot rightly form the subject-

matter of any serious dissertation. Nor do we admit of the

existence of any such opposition [and it is only when the

sensuous Perception is contrary to the Inferential cognition

that the latter sets aside the former]. Consequently in this

case your objection would be against something that we do

not hold ; and as such you would be open to the charge of

Niranuyojyamtyoja
,
‘Objecting to what need not be objected to’.

For this satno reason too the second interpretation of your

p 33
position is not tenable. Because even though wo

have the support of the scriptures to the view

that all Indirect Indications are set aside by Direct Asser-
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tions found in the Veda,—yet these scriptures would not in

any way be contradicted by the fact of such Indirect Indica-

tions (and Inferences based thereupon) setting aside sensuous

Perception (as it is only the Vedic assertion that may never be

ret aside). And certainly the word or sentenco (of tho

Veda) cannot be regarded as identical with the sensuous

Perception that wo may have of these ; in fact as regards

Verbal Cognition, we have already laid great stress upon its

being the most authoritative form of cognition. Thus then,

you will seo that it was sheer foolishness or your part to

have put forward the incompatibility of tho aforesaid

MimansU A dli Hearanas with our view.

Says the Opponent :
—“If sensuous Perception wero set

“ aside by Inferential Reasons, (and not vice versa), then tho

“ inference of the coolness office could not bo set aside by tho

“ direct Sensuous Perception of its heal ; nor would tho

“ inference of tho momentary character of the S'df bo set

“ aside by the direct recognition of its permanent character.

“ In fact in both these cases it would be tho Inferences that

“ would set aside the direct cognitions.
”

In tho case of the firo, the sensuous cognition (of firo

being hot) is made stronger by reason of its being compati-

ble with the nature of the effects produced by the tire ; and

in the case of the Self, the c< ignition of its permanence

is supported by scriptural passages ; bunco being

thus strengthened, the two cognitions in question are

made capable of setting aside the inferential cognitions

to the contrary. As a matter of fact, it is a sensuous

Cognition that has not been duly tested which is weaker, or

less valid, than a thoroughly tested inferential cognition ;
as

for instance, the cognition of the sky as blue (as seen by tho

Eye) is less valid than tho inferential cognition of the sky

being colourless. Hence there can be no likelihood of a hope-

less confusion as to all moans of knowledge becoming mixed

up with tho SumUnyati)dri)ta form of Inference.
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Objection

:

—“If Inferential Cognition were more valid

li than Sense-perception then, whenever we would see an

“animal, it would be right and correct to regard it as horned

“also, as notwithstanding the fact of our seeing no horns, the

“ presence of horns would be inferred from the presence of

“ the animal*character
;
as it would be very much simpler to

“ regard the presence oj horns as invariably concomitant with

“ the animal-character, than to regard it as concomitant with

“such indefinite characters as those of the Cow, the Deer and

“such other horned animals; because we can form noall-com-

“ prehensive conception of all such animals. And this reasoning

“ lending special support to the inference of the presence of
“ horns

,
this Inference would becomo more valid than the

“ sensuous cognition (whereby the horns are found to bo

“ absent). This greater validity would be due to the fact that

“ the only strength or force that the validity of an inferential

“cognition has consists in its being supported by corroborative

“reasonings, as we find in the case in question. And in this

“ manner, in all cases wo could go on inferring the presence

“of certain characteristics from the presence of some general

“ property and character; as in all such cases the inference

would have the support of some reasoning or other bearing
u testimony to its simplicity and validity. And it is only this

“testimony which, according to you, makes the Inferential

“ Cognition capable of setting aside sensuous Perception.

“Thus there would bo no fixity even to the practical

“ state of things. As the only objection that there is to reject-

“ ing the practical reality of things is that such rejection

“ would be contrary to a fact of Sense-perception. [Hence

“ when the rejection of Sense-perception would bo only desir-

“ able, there would be no objection to the rejecting of the

“ practical reality of things also].”

Reply :—Not so; because any inference of the presence of

horns
,

which, by the very nature of the animal concerned,

would be an impossibility, could never reject the Sensuous

Perception (of the absence of horns) ;
and as for the reasoning
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pointing to the concomitance of the horn with the animal-

chnractn, it will be shown by yourself that it is fallacious;

and so it is quite possible for both of us to admit of a restric-

tion or limit (under which alone would sensuous Perception

be rightly regarded as sublated by Inferential Cogni-

tion). No person for a moment holds that any validity

attaches to an Inference that is supported by fallacious rea-

sonings. Thus it is only right to hold that a sensuous

Perception is sublated by an Inferential Cognition which is

supported by sound and valid reasonings.

End rf Sisc.{14).—wherein it is shown that Perception may be sublated by Inference.

Section (15).

[Perception may bo sublated by Verbal Cognition also.]

In fact Sensuous Perception is also set aside by such

Verbal Cognition as has its validity fully tested and

established.

“ But ”, says the Opponent,—“ if Sensuous Perception were

“sublatable by Verbal Cognition, then it would not be

“ right for Jaimini to have regarded the Arlhnv'ula pass-

“ age— * therefore during tho day smoke alone is seen of

“ fire’,—and the Mantra ‘ Aditi is heaven, &c.’—as contrary

“ to facts of Sonsuous Perception, and then to have taken

“ them, on this same ground of contradiction, as indirect or

“ figurative descriptions, and as such not objectionable. Nor

“again, would it be considered right for him to have taken

“tho words ‘ praslnrah ’ and tho like, in the sentences

“
‘ yajamoimh prastarah ’ &c. &c., in their indirect figurative

“ signification, under the So Ira ‘ T<1 l$ cddh ijat i- s itrupija &c. &c.’

“ (Mimansnsiitral—iv—Ashikaranas 12 to 17). [As m these

“ cases also it is only tho incompatibility of the direct signi-

“ fications of tho words with Sonsuous Perception that makes

“us take them in their indirect significations.] Thirdly,

“ the Vedantiu also takes the words ‘ tat

'

and ‘ tuam’ (in tho

“ sentence ‘ tattvamaai ’) in the indirect figurative sense.
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•' simply for tho sake of making the interpretation compat-

“ ible with well-recognised facts of Sense-perception
; and

“ there would be no need for tins if Sensuous Perception

“ were set aside by Verbal Cognition, which therefore would

“ be more authoritative, and as such would not need the said

“ compatibility ;in reality the fact of the Sensuous Perception

“ being contrary to tho signification of the sentence would

“deprive the said Perception of all validity.

“ It might be argued that, ' in the case of tho sentence

“ 1 tattcamasi *, in the interpretation that we have adopted, there

“ is no abandoning of the direct primary meaning
j as tho

“ meaning that we accept is the one that is indicated by the

“ presence of many marks indicative of the sense of the sentence

“—those marks being in the form of such peculiarities of the

“ context as the beginning and the end, of the section in which

“tho sentence occurs. [And so in this case there is no
“ abandoning of the direct signification in view of any fact

** of Sense-perception.’}

“ But if it is so in the case of tho Vedantic interpretation

“ of the Vodic sentences, then in the case of tho sentence

“ yajaml nah pmilarah ’ &c., also, wo find such marks indi-

“ cative of tho sense as the apUroitun * And a single mark
“ being rightly indicative of the senso of a sentence, the other

“ marks would bo regarded as merely descriptive (and as such

“ having no direct bearing upon tho sense of the sontenco).

“ So for instance, according totho Vedantin,if the non-diff'nnc&

“(of all things from Brahman) wore proved by Sonso-per-

“ception, the scriptural passages pointing to such non-

“ difference should be regarded as merely descriptive. This

“ is enough for you; and there is no use for multiplying

“further aiguments.”

Reply ;—In the case of the Arthavarja passages— (1)

p
‘ Daring the day, tho smoko aloue &c.’ (2) ‘Aditi

is heaven and (3)
‘ Ynjamanah praslarah ’

&c.

—

the greater validity of Sensuous Perception is established by

°i.e. the fact of the identity of the yajamam with the i)Tat{ara not being

cognisable by any other means of knowledge.
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tlio fact of its having been fully tested and found to have

such supports as those of (1) va/cyashgsa, the subsequent

words of the sentence, (2) the corroboration of other means

of knowledge, and (3) the fulfilment of useful purposes ; and

hence as regards the practical state of things, the passages

in question, being found to have their direct significations

contradicted by the said facts of sensuous Perception, come

to be taken in their indirect meanings. But though this is

so in the case of the Arthavada passages cited, yet, as regards

the Vedanta passages speaking of Non-duality, these are

never found to have their meanings contrary to any well-

tested form of cognition
;
and as such these latter are quite

capable of being taken in their direct significations. All

that the testing of Sensuous Perception and such other

forms of cognition does is to establish their truth as regards

the practical state of things ; and certainly this merely practical

truth is not sot aside by any Vedanta scriptures. What

these scriptures do sot aside is the abs'dute. validity of

such ordinary cognitions ; and certainly these cognitions

are never found, on testing, to have any such absolute validity;

so that there is no incongruity. Iu the caso of tho aforesaid

Arthavada passages, on tho other hand, it is the practical

validity of sensuous Perception that is set at nought by their

direct significations
;
and hence on account of this incongruity

they havo to bo taken iu their indirect significations. Thus

there is a difference between the case of the Vedanta texts

and the Arthavada passages cited above.

Then again, it has been asserted that—“ if validity at-

tached to Sensuous Perception, then the Vedantin could

not bo led, by the contradiction of such Perception, to

tako tho words * tat
’

and ‘ tvam ’ in their indirect significa-

tions,” But this is not right
; because in the case of

the sentence ‘ lalltmman \ we have recourse to indirect

signification, not because of its incongruity to any Sensuous

Perception, but for the following reasons :—(1) As a imtter

of fact we find that the import of the sentence is one
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impartite whole, as indicated by the six * * indicatives of

import and also by the analogy of other Vedanta

passages ; and such an import we find impossible to get at

unless we have recourse to the indirect significations of some

of the words. (2) We know that God (denoted by the word

‘tat') is omniscient, and the Jiva (denoted by the word
‘ team’) is limited ; and under the circumstances to speak of

the two as identical would b8 absurd, unless we took the

words as having meanings other than those directly signified.

And thus we find that recourse is had to the indirect signifi-

cation, solely for the purpose of getting at the one indivisible

fact that forms the import of the sentence. In fact in all cases

of indirect interpretation we find that the chief motive that

loads men to have recourse to it, is to get at the true import

of the sentence.

Says the Opponent:—“In that case the Vedanta text

would come to be taken in its secondary signification.”

What do you mean by a sontenco being taken in its

secondary sense ? (1) Does it mean that its expressed mean-

ing is abandoned and another meaning accepted? or (2) that it

is taken in a sense not expressible by it at all ? In the case

in question the former explanation would not apply
; because

we do not renounce the idea of the identity of the Parainatma

and the Jiva, at any rate so far as co-extensiveness is con-

cerned,—and it is this idea alone that is expressed (by the

sentence * tattvamasi ’). Nor would the second explana-

tion be applicable ; because the form of indirect signification

that we admit of in the sentence in question is that which

renounces, and at the same time does nob renounce entirely,

the direct primary signification ; and henco even though wo
do abandon one part of the directly expressed meaning, yet

ibis only another part of this same meaning that is accepted as

forming the import ; exactly as we have in the case of the

9 These six ‘indicatives of import’ aie (1) Upakrama
,
Beginning (2) Upavamhdra

,

Knd (3)— Abhydsa, Repetition (4) Aptiriabi, Newness, (4) Phala
,

Result (b

)

Arthav$<fa
t
Praise or Dispraise and (6) Upapatti

,
Reasoning.
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sentence ‘ So ' yandSoadatlah * * this is the same Devadatta.*

In fact in the case in question all that i3 meant by the signifi-

cation being ‘ secondary ’ or * indirect ’ is that out of the

qualified thing that is directly denoted, the qualification is

rejected, and the thing by itself alone is accepted as forming

the denotation. This has been thus declared by Vachaspati

Mishra: “The sentences, * Yajamtlnah prastarah' &c. are

taken as expressive of their secondary meaning, because they

are all subordinate to other sentences ;—as regards the Vedanta

texts describing non-duality, they are not subordinate to

any other sentences, and as such their signification must bo

non-secondary or primary. ” In the ' Shabara-Blidsya also

it has been thus declared In an Injunction, the significa-

tion of words cannot be said to be secondary Wo shall

show later on how tho sentences ‘ Yajamanah prastarah'

and tho like oannob bo taken in their direct significations,

on account of such roasons as ApUroatva and the like which

point to their true import.

Says the Opponent :
—“ What leads a certain sentence to

“ bo taken in its secondary signification is not tho fact of

“ its being subordinate to another sentence, but tho fact

“ of its being opposed to other forms of right knowledge ;

«* and so also what makes a sentence to bo taken in its primary

“ signification is the fact of its not being opposed to the

“ other forms of right knowledge, and not the fact of its not

“ being subordinate to something else. Because as a matter

“ of fact, we find—in the case of such ordinary sentences as

“ ‘ this cow giving a large quality of milk should be purchas-

“ ed ’, and in the Vodic sentence ‘ Prajapati wept, and

“ from tho weeping was produced silver, &c. &c. ’—that even

“ though tho sentences are subordinate to other sentences,

‘‘ yet they are taken in their primary signification, simply

“ because they are not found to be opposed to any other forms

“ of right knowledge ; and we do not have recourse to any

“ indirect meanings, as we have in the case of the sentences
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" yajamUnah prastarah ’ and the like. And conversely, we
“ find, in the case of the sentence ‘ one should sacrifice

“ with the Soma-juice,’ that even though it is not

“ opposed to any other form of right cognition, yet we
“ do not accept it in its primary meaning,

—

firstly because if

“ we do not accept the two words ‘ somSna * and ‘ yujdla ’ to

“ be co-ordinate (i. e. if we do not interpret the two words as

*“ SomSna ydgena ’), then we make the interpretation open
“ to the fault of ‘ threefold contradiction ’

; and secondly, if

“we do accept the two as co-ordinate, then the meaning
“ becomes opposed to a fact of Sense-perception (as the Sonui

“is not actually seen to be the sacrifice itself); and conse-

“ quently, in order to guard against these absurdities, we accept

“ the secondary signification of the word 1 Somenit ’, taking it to

“ mean ‘ Somaoald ’—the sacrifice at which Soma is employed.

“ Similarly, in the case of the Sutra—‘Now then there

“ should be an enquiry into the nature of Brahman’—wherein

“ wo have an injunction for the enquiry,—as also in the Shruti

“ sentence ‘seek to know That,’—we accept the word i Jijnasa
>

“ to indirectly indicate the enquiry, in order to establish the

“ syntactical connection of the injunction, without contra-

dicting any other forms of right knowledge; and so also

“in the case of the sentence ‘all this is Brahman ’ &c., we
“ admit of the secondary signification (for the sake of avoid-

ing the contradiction of other forms of right knowledge).

“ And as tho whole of this sentence is accepted as indirectly

“ indicating Brahman only, which is not directly expressible

“ by all the words,—it would not be right to deny the indirect

“ secondary signification. There are two circumstances that

“ justify our having recourso to tho secondary or indirect signi-

“ fication of sentences

—

via. (a) if the direct signification

“ makes the syntactical connection impossible, or (4) if the

“direct meaning of words fails to give the required import

“ of the sentence ;
and these conditions are fulfilled in both

“ cases

—

i. e. when the sentence in question contains an

“ injunction, as well as when it does not.
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As for tlio sentence quoted from the Shabara- Bhasya,

“ what it means is that there can be no indirect signification

“ in the case of an Injunction, ouly for lending predominance

“to the Arthavada passage.

“ For these reasons, Sensuous Perception cannot be held

“to be sublatble by Verbal Cognition.”

To the above the following reply is made: The Oppo-

nent apparently does not understand things : What
Pago 3o . *

g mean (; by a sentence being taken in its primary

signification is that it expresses a meaning that directly forms

its import,—and not that it expresses what is directly denot-

able by it; and similarly what is meant by its being taken in

the secondary signification is that it has an import other than

what is expressed by the words,— and not that its meaning

is got at by what is called the Indicative Process (of

Li/esand). Thus then, in the case of the Vedanta passages,

even though we have recourse to the indirect indicative

process of signification, for the purpose of bringing about

the due comprehension of what forms their true import,

—

yet this does not mean that the direct primary meaning of

the passages has been renounced ; as we have already ex-

plained. Similarly, in the case of the sentence 6 one should

sacrifice with the Soma-juice \ its true import of the quali-

fied injunction (that of the sia ifice with the Soma-juke') does

not, rest in the qualification (Snn i-juice) alone; and hence

even though we have recourse to the Possessive Indication

(taking 4 Somemi ynjeta* as equivalent to
4 Somavlta yagena

etc.’), yet, as the primary meaning is not wholly abandoned,

the sonteuco cannot be regarded as being takeo in its second-

ary meaning.

Then, as regardsthe word ' J>jn~*sa
’

(in the Sutra 4 athnto

Jirahmnjijnasa ’), some people hold that the knowledge ns

desired is indirectly indicated by the root ‘jna'i while others

deny this fact; but eveu though there is this difference of

opinion, yet when we come to consider the signification of
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the desiderative affix *san\ the upholders of both opinions

are equally obliged to admit of an indirect indication in

which a certain factor of the direct signification is renounced.

And thus though there i3 a renouncing of the direct signi-

fication, yet as the desired sense of ‘Injunction* is accom-

plished all the same, we do not regard the expression as

taken in its secondary meaning. Then again, even though

wo may have recourse to indirect indication in the case

of a word,—this recourse being necessitated by the fact

that without such indication the comprehension of the

sentence in which that word occurs would not be got at,—

•

yet that does not mean that the whole sentence is thereby

taken in its secondarjr signification. Because the meaning

of the sentence thus comprehended, not being sub>rdinato

to anything else, cannot but be accepted as primary .

In a case however, where the meaning of the sentence is

comprehended as subordinate to something else, the sentence

would certainly be accepted as taken in its secondary signifi-

cation.

Then again, the import of the sentence is something

wholly different from that of the word. As for instance, in

such sentences as 'saindltavamanaya,
9

gn.i)gCtyamvasoti’) aud

the like, though the import of the sentence is one only (that

of bringing something
),

yet the imports of the words are

diverse (the word 1 sainiham * being at one time taken as

denoting salt^ and at another, a particular kind of hors*, and

so forth); and conversely, in the sentence * oisam bhnhksm *,

even though the import of tho words is one only (the eating of

p<dsnn), yet the import of tho sentence is diverse (the sense of

the sentence when addressed by a friend being wholly opposed

to that when it is addressed by an enemy).

Thus then, in the senteuces—(1)
4

the cow giving much

milk should be pin chased*, (2)
‘ Prajapati wept &c. *, '3) ‘all

this is Brahman *, —wo have recourse to secondary significa-

tion; because tho first sentence is subordinate to the Injunc-

tion that the cow must be purchased,and assucb it cannot but be
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taken as indirectly indicating the excellence of the cow;—the

second sentence is found to be subordinate to the Injunction

that silver should not be placed on the grass, and the sacrificial

gift should be given in gold, and so the sentence is taken as

indicating the excellence of gold indirectly through the depre-

cation of silver ; —and the third sentence being found to be

subordinate to the Injunction of calmness contained in the

sentence * tajjulUniti shanta upaslta', and so it is taken as

indirectly indicating that form of excellence of the worship

which consists in its being very easily accomplished.

Thus then, wo have set aside the view that wo have

recourse to the indirect or secondary signification only when

the direct or primary signification is contrary to other

forms of right cognition. Because we do not find any

Buch contradiction in the above-explained case of the

sentence, * the cow giving much milk &c/, where however

we have the indirect indication of excellence. And we

conclude that in all Arthavada passages, wo have recourse

to the indirect signification, only for the purpose of bringing

about the due comprehension of its real import. But the only

difference is this : if that comprehension of the Arthavada

passage which appears before the indication of the excellence

of the allied Injunction happens to be contrary to a certain

other valid form of cognition, then it is rejected (as false),

—

as in the case of the Arthavada, 1 Prajapati cut out his own

fat &c/ ; and it is for this reason that such Arthavada pas-

sages are regarded as having some sort of an indirect or

secondary signification. In a case however whero the Artlia-

vcida is found to express something already known by other

means of knowledge, it is regarded as merely descriptive (and

not as Injunctive)—as for instance, in the sentence * Agni is

the medicine for cold/ And in both these cases the Arthavada

passage is not regarded as authoritative or valid ; because

the v iliility of a cognition consists in its making known

something that is not rejected by other cognitions, and

which is not already known by other means of knowledge

;
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ami this validity we have seen is not present in the two kinds

of Artliavada just noticed. But there are many Arthavadla

passages which neither contradict other forms of cognitions,

nor have their subject-matter already known ; and as such

passages fulfil the necessary conditions of validity
,
they are

regarded as ‘ BhutUrthavada ’

;
as for example the sentence

‘ Iudra raised his thundervolt against Vrittra.’ This is

what has been explained under the J)evo tfidhikarana of the

Millionsatv Ira.

Says the Opponent :
—“ If such be the case, then, in the

“ case of such sentences as ‘ Udilyo yflpah ’, and the like, as

“ the indirect Indication would be accepted only for the

“ purpose of the duo comprehension of the meaning of the

sentence,—the meaning thus got at could not be regarded

“as secondary. ’’

Certainly, it could not be regarded as secondary
, if the

meaning of the sentence finally got at were that the sacri-

ficial post is like the sun. As a matter of fact, however, the

meaning of the sentence, though got at by indirect significa-

tion, is subordinate to the Injunction that the Animal is )to be

r 36
tethered, to the post

;

and hence the sentence * adityd

yflpah’ cannot but be regarded as indirectly indicat-

ing the mere excellence of the post ; and this indicated meaning

would certainly be only secondary ; but this secondary character

of the meaning would not be due to any figurative use of the

word ‘ Uditiyali It is this that has been shown under the

Mlmansasutra ‘ Tatsiddhi tyc. ’ (I—iv— 12 et, seq.), where

in connection with all tho passages cited, the author has

shown the various methods of secondary signification, to

which recourse is had for the sake of tho due comprehension

of other sentences appearing among those cited. As for the

indirect indication of the excellence of the sacrifice in connec-

tion with which the Artliavada passage occurs, this indication

is found in all Artliavada passages ; and as such this indica-

tion is also present in the sentences cited under the Sutra

‘ Tatsiddhi &c. &c. ’ also. And thus we find that there can
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bo no incongruity in regarding these sentences as having

secondary meanings. And consequently it follows that the

case of these passages is by no means analogous to that of

the Vedanta passages asserting non-d utility.

>)

Then, the Opponent lias ([noted the authority of the

Shabara-Bhasya ,
to the effect that wo cannot have recourse

to the secondary meaning of the In junction, for the sake of

getting at the primary meaning of the Ar (havada,

Jbiii this assertion of the Shabara-Bhasya is scarcely

consistent; as wo find that in the case of the Injunction.

* praligrUnit 1 one should accept
1—occurring in connection

with the Asho :tprat igraha Inti—the word pvatigrihilyat ’

has been interpreted to mean 1 pratiyruhay&t (‘should make

to accept’, i. c. ‘should oiler’); and this interpretation is

possible only by assuming that the sense of the causal is

got at by indirect indication, in accordance with the

Arthavada passago occurring in the context. In view

of this the sentence quoted from the Shabura* Bhasya

must be taken to mean that, in an Injunction, which is a

sentence with a definite import, there is no other predominant

factor save the meaning of the sentence that is comprehended.

Thus then, it is fully established that even though the

Vedanta passages are taken in their indicated significations,

yet the meanings thus got at are not necessarily secondary
;

and hence they are fully capable of setting aside sensuous

Percept ions.

End of Section (15).
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Section 16.

[Sensuous Perception ig sublatod by Inferential ami Vcibul

Cognitions, because it the forerunner of these ;—this bein^ in

aeconlance with tlie ApachchlieUanyfiya of the Mlinansasutra, by

which that w.iioh follows is more powerful than that which gue.s

before.]

Then again, Verbal Cognitions must bo regarded as more

authoritative than Sensuous Cognition, also in accordance

with the Apneh chhedani/ai/a. That is to say, in the Adhika -

rutin of the Mimansa dealt with under the Sutra—
‘
paurva -

ptiry? puroadaurbahjam prakrifioat ((5-5-5 1 ), it has been

shown that the sacrifice,—at which all the belongings of the

sacrificer have to be given away, which is laid down as to be

performed in expiation of the anomaly incurred in the lino of

priests passing out being broken by tho Pratihartri priest,

—

is set asido in favour of the sacrifice at which no gifts have

to bo given, and which is to bo performed in expiation of

a similar breaking of tho lino by tho Udgatri priest; and tho

reason given for this is that the passing of tho Udgatri comas

after that of the Pratihartri. In accordance with (his law, it

is only right that Sensuous cognition, which is the forerunner

of all forms of cognition, should bo sublated by Verbal

Cognition.

Says the Opponent :

—“ When the breaking of the lino by

“ the Pratihartri occurs after that by tho Udgatri, it is only

“right that tho sacrifice with all gifts laid down for tho

“former should make room for tho saciifico without gifts

“laid down for the latter; and tho reason for this is very

“simple:—whether the breaking bo done by tho Pratihartri

“alone, or by both tho Pratihartri and tho Odgatri, occurring

u either simultaneously or one after tho other,—there is

“ always room for the performance of rites in connection

“ with the passing of the Pratihartri, even after the perform-

ance of that in connection with the Udgatri. Otherwise

“(i, e. if the prior performance of the sacrifices in connection

“ with tho Udgatri did not mean the more postponement

Ado . 147.
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“ of tlie other), we would be rejecting the authority of the

“ Vodic injunction that, * if the Pratihartri should break the

“line one should give away all his belongings.’ It is for

“ this reason that in the Adhikarana under the Sutra—
“

‘ vipratisedknd vikalpuh ft, (it
’—it has been said that

“if the breaking of the line should be by the two priests

“simultaneously, then there should be an option (as to

“ the performance of the expiatory rites in connection

“ with the one or the other). Then again, in the Adhikarana

dealing with the passage—YadyndgatU jaglianyah syat

“ punaryajUS saroavedasand tdyHt
,
athetarasmin, &c.’ it has

“ been said that in case the breaking by the Udgatri should

“occur after that by the Pratihartri, the sacrifice? should,

“ at first, perform the rites without gift in connection with

“ the former ; and then during the second course of the

“ Jyotisthoma that he has to perform, the gift that he gives

“ in accordance with the Injunction ‘ he should give what ho

“was going to give during the first course,’ is not in the

“ form of the 1,200 gold pieces ordinarily given at the Jyotish-

“ toma sacrifice, but in the shape of all his belongings

;

because

“ it was this form of gift that he was going to make during

“ the first course, in consideration of the breaking of the lino

“ by the Pratihartri ; and the reason for this course is that

“ the desire that had arisen in his mind for giving away all

“this in connection with the breaking by the Pratihartri has

“ not been removed from his mind ;
and thus wo find that the

“ performance of the expiatory rites in connection with the

*' break by the Pratihartri is not set aside absolutely, but

“ only temporarily postponed, to be done in another courso

“ of the sacrifices. In this connection, we find the state-

“ ment in the Tuptika that ' the performance comes in during

“ the other course.! Then again, in a case where the two

“ broaks occur in their natural order, the performance

of the sacrifice without gifts being performed before that at

“ which all one’s belongings have to be given away, there is

“ no incongruity at all
;
just as in the case of the berry, there

Adr. 148.
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“ is no incongruity in the appearance of the two colours, green

“ and red, in their natural order of sequence. It has been

“ said under the Apachhedadhikaram (in the Shustrddiplka )

“ that
—

* all that is meant by a conditional injunction is that,

“ even though the main sacrifice should have been otherwise

“ performed, prior to the appearance of the stated con-

ditions, it should, on tho appearance of those conditions,

“he performed in accordance with that conditional injunction.

“ For those reasons we conclude that the law of the ApachhScla

“ is applicable to only those actions for tho performance

“ whereof there is always some room loft.

“ If however wo were to apply this law to the case in

„ “ question, then, all Sensuous cognitions beiiur

“ sublated by the Vedanta scriptures, there would bo

“ no room at all for Sensuous Perception as a valid means of

“ knowledge.”

To the above wo make the following reply ;—You say that

in the case of there being no breaking by the Udgatri, or in

that of the breaking by both the Udgatri and the Pratiliartri

occurring simultaneously, and also in case of the breaking

by the Pratiliartri coming after that by tho Udgatri,—there is

room for the performance of the sacrifice with all one’s

belongings as the sacrificial gift, during the second course of

tho Jyo(ishtoma ;—well, in the same manner, for Sensuous

Perception also tliero will be room for validity, in regard to

the practical state of things. And just as in tho case of the

sacrifices there would be an incongruity if both were to be

performed during the same course, so, in the same manner,

in the case in quo3tion also, Sensuous Perception and the

Vedanta texts could not both bo valid and true with regard

to the absolutely real state of things. It is for this reason

that it has been rightly declared that, ‘ it is by the law of the

Apachclihedanytiya that the texts describing Brahman as quali-

fied and phenomenal are set aside by those speaking of It as

unqualified and transcending all phenomena’. In this connec-
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tion we have the following declaration by Anandabodh3>

charya:—‘Like the assertion this is not a snake, the Vedic

text as a means of cognition sets aside the preceding forms

of cognition, (11 because it refers to the real stato of things,

(2) because it comes after the other forms of cognition, and

(3) because it is free from discrepancies.’

Says the Opponent :
—

‘‘ (1) As regards tho first of those

“three reasons, in a case where the Vedic text would bo

“ contrary to the other means of cognition, the fact of its

“ referring to the real state of things would not be admitted by

“your Opponent, and as such the Reasoning would be Asidllia,

“ ‘ unknown ’, ' not accepted (2) As regards tho second rea-

“ son, it is found to fail, or to be ‘ proving tho contrary in a

“ case where a misconception follows after the right cognition

“ (where the more fact of the misconception coming last

“ does not make it truo). It fact we often meet with cases

“ whero evon that which lias gone before sets aside that

“ which comes afterwards,—as for instance, the Sutra

“ ‘ na Ictoa set’ (Panini) is set aside by the previous Sutra

“ ‘ mridamridagndha/cusha/dishacadavasah. (3) Thon as re-

“ gards tho third reason—freedom from discrepancies—this

“ may be explained as being duo to some meaning of the texts

“other than thodirect one held by the Vedantiu. As a sumtu-

“ ing up of all those we have the following verse :
—

' («) The

‘‘fact of tho text referring to the real state of things is not

“so recognised by all parties,—(6) the fact of its coming

“afterwards fails to prove the conclusion,—and (c) freedom

“from discrepancies is otherwise explicable; consequently

“ none of these reasons is capable of proving the superior

“ authority of the Vedic text’.”

Reply:—(1) Inasmuch as the validity of Sense-perception

and other forms of cognition is only practical, whereas that

of the Vedic text is absolute,—and as such, there being no

actual contradiction between the two,—it is easily proved that

the Vedig text refers to the real state of things. (2) Further,
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wbat we mean by one cognition appearing after tbo other ia

such appearance as is not sublated by another cognition; this

form of appearance is not possible in a case where the mis-

conception appears after a right notion, as this misconception

is always set aside by a subsequent cognition
; so this reason

does not fail to provo our desired conclusion. Then as

regards the case of the two Suras of Panini that you have

cited, even though in the actual reading of the text the Sutra

* na lcivil set

'

appears later, yet as a matter of fact this can

not but be regarded as meant to precede the other Sutra

;

because until the fctvJ, which would come in as a matter of

course, has not been precluded by the Sutra f na lc(vd sSt\

the reassertion of tho klm that we have in tho Sutra would

be impossible a id meaningless. Because when we have an

exception to the exception to a general rule, it is tho general rule

that remains intact. (<?) Similarly, the absence of discrepancies

too is not otherwise explicable
; as tho validity of a text is

accepted ouly with reference to its real import (and not to any

and every sense that might bo got out from it).

Thus we find that it was through sheer ignorance that the

Opponent asset ted that the case of tho sublation of Sense-per-

ception by Verbal Cognition is not amenable to the law of the

Apaehchheda-Nyayn.

End op Section (hi).

Section
(
17 ).

[The Iu feiential Cognition of ‘Unreality’ cannot lie relegated to the

category of such apparently absurd notions as that of Fire being cool.]

Says the Opponent “ If even such an Inference as has
“ been rejected by Sense-perception (and is thus open to the

“ fallacy of Badha) were to be accepted as proving its con*
“ elusion, then we might also regard it as rightly proving
“ that fire is not hot ; and thus there could never be any talk

“ of the fallacy of ‘ Kulatyayupadisla or Annulment.
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“It might be argued that—‘ in this inference of the fire be-

“ing nothol, wo would have the fallacy of Annulment distinctly

“ present, as the Probandum is the negation of heat, while

“this heal is universally known to reside in the Subject, Fire,

“ in which the prosence of that negation is desired to be

“ proved.’

“ But in this way, in the case of the inference of fire

“being not hob also, if tho absence of heat or presence of

“ coolness were regarded as being predicated of any particular

“ fire, then tlierecould bo no Annulment in this case either ; as

“there would be other fires, than the one of which the

“ coolnoss would be predicated, in which the heat might reside

“ without in any way vitiating our conclusion.

“ Then again, it might be urged that—‘ we have the

“ Annulment of an inference only in a case where the contrary

“ Sense-perception is specially strong in its validity (as we
“ have in tho case of tho heat of fire),—and not in case where
'* it is not so strong,—as in the case of the reality of tho

“ world ; and so in this case there could be no annulment of

“ the Inference by Perception.

“ But as a matter of fact, even in the case of the Inference

“of Unreality we find that we have exactly the same reasons

“ for regarding the contrary Sense-perception to be

“specially strong, as we have in the regard to tho Perception

“ of the heat of fire ; and the Inference of the Unreality of

“ the world is exactly in the same position—open to the same

“arguments for and against—as that of the fire being not hot.

“ It might bo said that—‘ for the upholder of Unreality

“ it is only desirable that the inference of Unreality should

“ be similar to the Inference of the negation of heat, with

“ reference to the particular substratum in regard to which

“ it is cognised.’ But even though this similarity might
M be granted, on account of hf-at and absence of heat being

“ in the form of a positive and a negative entity respectively,

—

“ yet no such similarity would be admitted when the inference
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“ would be with regard to coolness ; because coolness is not

“ mere absence of heat. Hence it becomes necessary for you

„ either to deny the fact of A nmilmenl being afal-
Page 38. .

J
,

°
“ lacy in Inference, or to point out what difference

“there is between the Sense-perception of reality on the

“ one hand, and that of the presence of heat
,
or that of the

“ character of not being the sacrificer, on the other.

“ It might be argued that—•* tho validity of the Percep-

“ tion of heat in fire is acknowledged, after due exami-

“ nation, by both parties, while that of the Percep-

“ tion of reality is not so admitted ; and this makes a great

“ difference between the two cases.’ But there is no reason

“to deny the fact that the validity of the Perception of reality

“also is universally admitted
; specially as tho possibility of

“ due examination is equally present in both cases.”

To the above we make the following reply:—There is a

great difference between the two cases, for in tho case

of the Perception of heat &c., tho Verbal and Inferential cogni-

tions are distinctly contrary to tho sensuous cognition ; for

instance, the fact of a certain porson not having tho character

of the sacrificer, and also of the presence of heat in firo, which are

perceived, both are such as pertain to thepractical state of things;

and in the same manner, the Verbal cognition of a certain per-

son having the character of the sacrificer, and also tho Inferen-

tial cognition of the absence of heat in fire,—both of these also

pertain to the practical state of things; and thus both sets

of cognitions equally pertaining to only the practical state of

things, it is bat right that tho two latter cognitions should

be sublated by the two former sensuous cognitions. Such,

however, is not the case with the Perception of reality
; as

this reality that is perceived is only practical ; and the Un-

reality that is sought to be proved by Inference is not con-

trary to this reality, as what is meant by it is the denial of

the absolute reality of things (and not mere practical reality)

;
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and so tlie Inferential cognition of such Unreality cannot be

regarded as sublated by the sensuous Perception of mere

practical reality.

Says tho Opponent :
—“ What do you moan by tin's ? (1)

“ Do you mean that, inasmuch as the inferential cognition

" of Unreality pertains to the actual absolute reality of things,

“ it can only sublate other cognitions, and can never itself

“ bo sublated ? (2) or, that the inferential cognition pertaining

“ to the absolute reality of things, while the sensuous cognition

“ pertains to their mere practical reality, tho subject-matter of

“ tho two cognitions is entirely different, and hence there being

“ no contradiction, one need not sublate the other ? Then

“ again, in this latter case, (a) do you mean to say that the In-

ferential cognition apprehends tho absence of the absolute

u reality of things (which reality is not apprehended by the

“ sense-organs), without having apprehended their practical

“reality, which is known by means of tho Sense-organs? (b)

“ Or is it that the Inferential cognition apprehends the absence

“ of absolute reality, after the thing has beon cognised, in its

“ practical reality, by the Sense-organs ? You could not

“ hold to this last view (b) ;
because it would not be right to

“assert that the cognition that apprehends the negation of a

“ thing apprehended by another cognition does not sublate

“ this latter cognition. Nor again could you hold to the other

“view (a); because if the Inferential cognition wero to reject

“ something which has not been previously cognised by the

“senses, tlieu it would be open to the charge of containing

“tho absurdity of denying something that is not known, and

“for which therefore there is no chance of being asserted;

“ i. e. it would be regarded as ‘ striking in the air

“ and also because this would impart a sort of an absolute

“reality to tho object of Sensuous cognition (which theVedantin

“ will not allow). [This disposes of the second of the two

“ alternatives set forth in the beginningj. Then as regards

“ the first of those two alternatives, that too can be

“ maintained ; because an Inferential Cognition, which would be
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“indirectly contrary to the Sensuous Cognition that forms its

“ very basis, could never be accepted as having an object that

“ has any absolute reality.”

No weightattaches to the above arguments, we reply
; as there

is nothing objectionable in either of the two alternatives set

forth. As regards the first view, it would not be impossible

to accept the absolute reality of the object of Inferential

cognition under the circumstances. Because in the case of

the cognition of shell-silver, we find that the cognition * this

is silver ' does not set aside the cognition that ‘ this is not

silver’; and this leads us to the conclusion that it is only a

well-tested cognition that can bo accepted as setting aside

another cognition
; and the ‘ testing ’ too of a cognition con-

sists, among other things, in finding out if it is compatible with

the activity that it arouses in the perceiving agent ; and such

a testing would be impossible until we admitted the fact of

the cognition (and its concomitants) not being absolutely

rejected, at least as regards tho 'practical state of things ; and

hence this cognition (sensuous or otherwise) could set aside

only such other cognitions (inferential or verbal) as would

seek to reject its validity as regards the practical state of

things; and it could have nothing to say to the Vedanta texts

declaring Non-duality (as these pertain to only the absolutely

real state of things),—as we have already explained before.

Then as regards the second alternative set forth by tho

Opponent, the Inferential cognition could not be objected to on

tho ground of denying somothing]that does not exist
; because

though there may not be a possibility, then and there, yet it

may turn up at some distant point of time (and as such the denial

of such a possibility would not bo like striking in the air).

Some people (Vedantins) seek to meet the objection in

question by asserting that there is a possibility of the

reality of all objects of sensuous cognition being asserted,

on account of the fact of the absolute reality of the Self being

well-known (and the Self is an object of sensuous cognition),
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[and so the sublatingby tlio inferential cognition would not

be open to the aforesaid charge]. But this is nob right

;

as the 4 prasikti
1

or possibility of a certain thing being

asserted does not consist in the more cognition of the tiling

sought to bo denied by the praliselha or snblation ;
in fact

it consists in its being known as the substratum of denial;

and as a matter of fact, the Self can never bo the substratum

of such denial. For this reason, what the Vedantin lias to

do is to show that there is a remote 4

possibility ’ of the thing

denied being asserted.

Or, even granting that there is no such 1 possibility *,

as a matter of fact, it is only in the perception of the

negation or absence (of a certain thing) that this
c
possibility

’

is necessary, for the purpose of imposing a relationship

(pertaining to which would the negation be perceived) ; in

the case of verbal and inferential cognitions, however, where

would there be any necessity for such a ‘ possibility * P

The denial would not bo meaningless, in the absence of this

‘possibility \ As there would always bo present a definite

purpose in the shape of the cessation or avoidance of evil.

Nor would there be any chance for an absolute reality attach-

ing to the object of Sensuous cognition
;
as what the Inferential

cognition (of Unreality) would apprehend would be the

absence or negation of that absolute reality which would

pertain to that object (which therefore could never bo regard-

ed as absolutely real)

.

Tims then, wo find that there is nothing objectionable

in our stand-point. Thus has this been summed up

in the Kh awlanakhanlalchadya :
—‘The scripture taking its

refuge in absolute 11011-duality, does not fear any contradic-

tion by Perception, upon which it might be based.
9

Says the Opponent:—“ Arguing analogously to your

3()
“argument, the non-hot character of fire may be

“ regarded as absolutely real
;
and hence tho Inferen-

“ tial cognition of such character would not be sublated by the
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“ perception of the hot character, wliicli would bo only praoti-

“ rally real. And similarly in the case of tho sentence

—

“‘the sacrificial post is the Sun,'—tho solar character of

“ the post being regarded as absolutely real, tho direct mean-
il ing of tho sentence would not fear any contradiction by

<•' tho perception of its non-solar character (which would

“ have only a practical reality).”

No such thing is possible. In tho first place, what

is the meaning of tho assertion Unit the non-hot charac*

ter of fire may bo regarded as absolutely real ? If you

mean by this that there is, in absdute reality, no heat at

all,—then this comes to be a mere statement of the Non-

duality of things; and as such quite acceptable to us in all

iU bearings. If however, it bo meant that there is no heat,

even in the practical state of things,—then, inasmuch as

this declaration would have a strong sublator in the form of

the sensuous Perception of heat,—a Perception which is duly

tested and found valid in view of the ar/ivities sat up by it,

—

you could not establish the absolute reality of the said non-hot

character.

Thus we liavo shown that the Inferential cognition

of Unreality is by no means similar to tho Inference of

fire being cool.

The above argument may also lie applied to the caso of

tho Sun and the Sacrificial post,'—tho denial of the dilforence

between the two being regarded as either absolutely or only

practically real; as a matter of fact, we fin I that tho passage

in quest iou is subordinate to another pisiago, an 1 as such

can not bo taken as asserting the actual non-difference

between tho Sun and the Post; and specially as such an asser-

tion would be contrary to a well-tested fact of Sense-perception,

the sentence is taken in its indirect signification, as contain-

ing the mere praise of the post. This explanation servos to set

aside the view that the case of the Vedanta texts is similar

to that of t lie sentence 4 tho sacrificial post is the Sun, a
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view that has been just expressed by the Opponent, in the

sentence “ the solar character of the post being, &c. &c.”

It might be argued that—“ inasmuch as the Vedanta texts

** would only point out what has already been established by

“ Inference, they would be merely descriptive or repetitive in

“ their character (and would not have the character of true

“ means of knowledge, which affords knowledge of something

“ not otherwise known)
;
just like the Vedic sentence,—‘fire

is an antidote for cold ’—which is merely descriptive of the

“ fact of the existence in fire of the power of removing cold,

“ a fact already known by other means of knowledge.”

But as a matter of fact, Inferential cognition depends

upon the intellectual capacity of each man ; and as such it

never has an equal force of application for all men. Conse-

quently the mere fact of a certain thing being apprehended

by the Inferential cognition of such limited application, is not

sufficient ground for regarding the Vedic text pointing

to the same thing, as merely descriptive. This has been thus

declared by Vachaspati Mishra, under the Sutra * Tar/capra-

tisthrlnlt ’ (Brahma-Sutra 2-1-11):—‘A certain fact

proved by people clever at inferences is turned upside down

by people who are cleverer than them.’ As regards the

Vedic sentence quoted as an example— ‘ fire is the antidote

for cold’—the fact of fire being an antidote for cold is uni-

versally known by two such means of knowledge as Sense-

perception and Presumption
;
and as such the case of this

sentence is in no way analogous to that of the Vedanta texts.

Thus it is established that the Inferential cognition of

the Unreality of the World is in no way analogous to the Infer-

ence of fire being cool.

Section (18).
[Refutation of the argumeut that Perception cannot be sublateH by

Inferential reasonings.]

Then again, the greater validity of a cognition depends

upon its being well-tested, and not either on its being the
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basis for other cognitions, or on its being direct or immediate

;

because we find that Sensuous Cognition (which is immediate,

and which forms the basis of other forms of cognition) is actual-

ly amenable to rejection by Inferential and Vorbal Cognitions.

For instance, (1) the direct Sensuous Cognition of silver (in

the shell) is sot aside by Inferential Cognition, and also by

the cognition afforded by the assertion of a trustworthy per-

son ; (2) the Sensuous Cognition of the sky as blue is set aside

by the Inferential Cognition of the fact of the sky being

colourless
; (3) such sensuous (visual) cognitions as * I am

fair ’, ‘I am in this house,’ and also the cognition of the Moon

having a disc of the size of about six inches, and so forth, are

all set aside by scriptural texts and by Inferences; (4) the

Cognition— * the conchsliell is yellow ’, ‘ sugar is bitter’ and

the like are set aside by Inferences and Trustworthy Asser-

tions.

Says the Opponent:—“As a matter of fact, it must be

“admitted that a misconception pertaining to direct Sensuous

“ Cognition it sot asido by the same kind of cognition only.

“Otherwise if mediate (Inferential) Cognition were capable

“ of setting asido immediate (Sensuous) misconceptions, then

“ the attempt of the Vedantin to prove that the cognition

“ obtained from the Vedanta texts is immediate and direct,

“ would be absolutely unnecessary [as even when mediate, it

‘‘ could set asido the immediate misconceptions with regard

“ to the reality of the world].’’

To the above the following reply is made :—What occurs

iu the case of an ordinary misconception is this: A man sees

something lying on the ground,—ho sees that it is a snake

—

then he hears a trustworthy assertion ‘ this is not a snake’;

now this assertion does not bring about the absolute cessation

of the ignorance and its ramifications shrouding his mind

;

all that it does is to indicate that the conception of the

snake was wrong, and thereby it sets aside the idea of that

conception being right, and also the idea of the object of that
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conception being real
; and it is in view of these facts only

that the assertion * this is not a snake ’ is regarded as setting

aside the misconception. And as for the idea of the miscon-

ceptionbeing right and its object being real, its being mediate

or direct,—this does not require an immediate or direct Cogni-

tion to reject it. Specially as no one ever has an
Page 40.

J 1 J

immediate cognition of the validity of cognitions,

which is implied either by its not being brought about by a defec-

tive instrument, or by its having its object not sublated by any

subsequent cognition ;—nor is the reality of tho object of any

cognition immediately perceptible; as such reality also would bo

implied by its not being negatived by any person, at any point

of time or place. For this reason then, it is only proper that

these (the validity o£ the cognition and the idea of its object

being real), should be set aside by mediate or indirect cogni-

tions. Thus then, being set aside, even though tho miscon-

ception of tho silver would be present in its own form, jet,

as it would not be capable of accomplishing the work of a

piece of silver, it would be regarded to bo as good as

non-existent, and would for this reason bo spoken of as

‘ rejected’. And in this we see nothing objectionable.

Says the Opponent'.—“(I) The misconception ‘this is

“ silvor ’ is sot aside by a subsequent direct Perception got at

“ through (inferential) reasons, and not by these reasons

“alone. (2) Tho misconception ‘I am fair’ is set aside by tho

“ stronger sensuous cognition appearing in the form the body

“ is mine (where a distinction is made between the 1 and

“the Body). (3) As regards tho conception ‘lam in the

house’, this is not a wrong conception ; a3 the jloa being

“atomic in its nature, it is quite right to speak of it as in the

“house. [And thus in none of the above cases do we find

a an immediate cognition set aside by a mediate cognition].’’

Reply:—So long as the sensuous' cognition of the silver

(with regard io the shell) and of the Self (with regard to tho

Body) is prosont in all its force before the mind, there would
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be no chance for the appearance of any sensuous cognition

(to the contrary, that would set aside the previous misconcep-

tion),—until a certain amount of reasoning lmd made it

capable of being set aside.

It might be argued that— * in the case of the conception

‘ I am fair’, the application of fairness to I is figurative,

based upon the fact of the lodtj being related to the 1, and the

fairness to the body
;
just as with regard to a piece of cloth

besmeared with mud, we have tho notion that tho ‘ cloth is

dirty ’ (the dirty colour belonging to the mud which is ap-

plied to the cloth).’ But the two cases are not exactly

similar; as in the case of the cloth we are distinctly cognisant

of tho cloth being something different from tho mud, while

there is no such definite idea of the Self being different from

tho body'f 'm fact in this latter case what weliavo is a distinctly

erroneous surmise of identity. Tims then, in tho case of the

conception ‘ the water is hot’, if we have a definite * idea of

tho distinction between tho water and tho ji>e (to which tho

heat belongs) ’—as we have in the case of the mud and the

cloth—then we must regard tho expression as figurative

;

while if there i3 no such idea of distinction between tho

two—just as there is none in the case of the Self and the body—
then, the expression must bo regarded as an erroneous sur-

mise of identity ; and as such this should be quite capable

of being set aside by reasoning. Hence the expression ‘ water

is hot* would serve as an instance in support of our argument.

Lastly, it has been argued that the notion—* I am in the

house’—is a right one (on account of the Jlva being atomic in

its nature). But this also is not right. Because as a matter

of fact the Self is all-pervading in its nature,—as assorted

in the text* He is all-pervading and eternal, like Akasha ’;

and then to speak of it as * limited ,’ as being within the

limits of a house, can never be right. Nor is tho Jlva

atomic ; because as a matter of fact we find that we can

experience pleasures and pains in the head and in the foot at

one and same time ; and if the Jiva were atomic, it could
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not reside in two such remote localities as the head and the

foot. Nor can we regard the simultaneous experiencing of

pleasure and pain at the two places as a more misconception.

As we have no reasons for denying the truthfulness of a

fact that is universally recognised as true. We shall explain

all this in detail later on.

Says the Opponent:—“ The Vedantin holds that the
“ sensuous cognition of tho «£•</ as Ohio is set asido by the

“ injerential cognition of the sky as colourless. But this is

“ not possible. Because there is no Reason that can

“ lead to tho said inferential cognition. The fact of the sky

“ being of the largest dimension
,
and that of its being non-prod tic-

“ tioe of any •>ubslanee are regarded a3 such ‘Reasons’, But

“ none of these facts is recognised by the Vedantin. Ano-
1 ther fact put forward as tho ‘ Reason ’ is the fact of the sky

“ being intangible
; but this is found in Darkness also

;
and as

“ such makes the Reason too wide. Another ‘ Reason ’ put

“ forward is the fact of the sky being a material substance

“ other than Earth, Water and Air
; but this Reason would

“ be absolutely useless—not pointing to tho Desired Conclu-

“ sion. Thus then it cannot but be asserted that the

“idea of the sky being blue is set aside by tho Sensuous

“Cognition, by tho Witnessing Self, of the colourlessness of

“ the sky. It might be argued against this that the

“ Self being incapable of cognising colour (which is cognised

“ by means of the Eye), It could never be cognisant of the

“ absence of colour. But as a matter of fact, we find that

“ though the Eye is incapable of perceiving the ghost,

“yet it is quite capable of perceiving the absence of the ghost.

‘’ But apart from this, our Opponent also admits of the fact

“of tho Witness beifig cognisant of Darkness, which he regards

“as coloured. Then again, even though the sky is

“ invisible (being cognisable only by the Ear, through Sound),

“yet, as in the case of Air, its colourlessness can be perceived

‘‘ by the Eye ; and so in the case in question we have the
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“ setting aside of a sensuous cognition by another sensuous

“ cognition (and nob by an inferential one).’’

Reply :—So long as the sensuous cognition that the sky

is blue remains intact, any cognition of the absence of colour

—either by the Bye or by the Witness—is absolutely impos-

sible. Hence vvliat sets aside the conception in this case is

only a powerful chain of reasoning. Nor would there be a

want of proper ‘ reason as we have the true reason in the

following form:—‘(The sky is colourless), because it is the

object of a conception which is not qualified by any colour,

and whoso presence or absence is always in koeping with that

of the Eye,—like the conception of Colour’ (Colour ilself

being regarded as colourless). Nor would this ‘reason’ bo

open to the charge of being absolutely ‘ redundant’

;

41 . •

as it helps to establish the reasoning that— if the

Sky were a coloured substance, it could never, in its colourless

form, be the object of the conception whose presence or

absence is dependent upon the Eye (i.e. visual perception).

It might be argued that it would not matter at all, if the

sky did not form such an object- But it is a universally

recognised fact that the sky, at least that much of it as happens

to bo in close proximity to the observer, is absolutely without

colour.

Even if the Sky bo regarded as perceptible by the Witness,

wo cannot avoid regarding it as tho object of a conception

dependent upon the Eye; otherwise it would bo perceptible

by the blind also.

It may bo urged that—“ Inasmuch as, in accordance

“ with the theory of quinliplication, each and every subs-

“ tance is composed of particles with all the five qualities of

“ colour, taste &c., tho sky also should have in its cons-

“ titution some particles with colour ; and this fact would

“ certainly stand in the way of the inferential conclusion

“ with regard to its colourlessness.” But this argument loses

Adv. 1C3.
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“ all its force if we admit only the ‘ Triplicate ' theory of the

“ composition of substances. But as a matter of fact, even
“ in the case of the ‘Quintiplication * theory, all that is meant
“ by this theory is that when a certain primary element
“ comes to be used in the practical world it displays through
“

* quintiplication* only such qualities as it may have possessed

in its non-quin tiplica ted state. And this can not prove the

“ presence of colour in the sky.

Says the Opponent :
—“ Even in the case of the miscon-

“ ception of the snake being set aside by the words ‘ this is

“ not a snake ’, what actually sets aside the miscoziception

“ is not the word, but the sensuous cognition (of the thing

“ as something else). That this is so is shown by the fact

“ that when the man is told ‘ this is not a snake the answer

“that he gives is
—‘do you merely sap so, or do you

“ actually see it to be so, looking upon it intently and

‘‘ deliberately r'
”

Reply :—In cases where wo have such an answer, it is

evident that doubts are entertained as to the validity of the

vei'bal cognition due to the words ‘this is not a snake ’

;
and as

such, in such cases, the verbal cognition, being extremely shaky,

cannot serve to set asido the previous sensuous cognition.

Butin cases where there are no such doubts, it does certainly

sot asido the sensuous cognition. It is for this reason that

there is no such answer as you refer to, in a case where

the negativing words come from a trustworthy person—one’s

father for instance; in which case tliore is no doubt with

regard to their truthfulness ; in fact, in such cases the

person at once admits the validity of the verbal cognition,

and proceeds to shape his action accordingly.

There is yet ^another sensuous cognition—that of the

unity of the burning flame—which is set aside by reasoning.

Objection “ This cognition is distinctly found to bo

“ set aside by another sensuous cognition ; for instance, when

Adv. 104.
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“ the flame is blown out, and lighted again, we actually see

“ that what has been appearing as one and the same flame

“ is only aseries of several different flames continuouslyappear*

“ ing and disappearing. [And so this cannot be regarded as

“ a case of sensuous coguition set aside by reasoning*,] And
“ so also in cases where the flame is not blown out, we find that

“ it is at times high, and at others low ; and in this wo actually

“ see the difference between the two flames
; and so it is this

“ visual cognition that sets aside the notion of the flame being

“ one and tho same.”

Reply

:

—In cases other than that where tho flame is

blown out and lighted again we cannot rightly assort that

we liavo any such visual cognition of tho diversity of tho

flames, as that * this is high and that is low Because tho

notion that people have with regard to the flame is that the

flame that a feio moments ago appeared high is now appearing

low,—a notion wherein there is a distinct identification of

what was high and what- is low.

Thus the recognition of the flame as tho same is also set

aside (by reasoning).

As regards the sensuous coguition of tho conch as yellow,

by the man whose sight is affected by bilo,—and also the

cognition of tho lunar disc being a few inches in extent,—wo

cannot find any coguition except mediate or indirect ones

that could set these aside ;
and as such we cannot bub regard

theso as instances of sensuous cognition being set aside by

indirect cognition (reasoning).

Says the Opponent :

—

l<
In all theso instances that you have

“ cited, the operation of the other means of knowledge (Infor-

“ enceandthe rest) comes in only after the Sensuous Cognition

“ (sought to be set aside by them) has been proved to be

“ almost as good as false. That is to say, Cognitions are of

“ two kinds—(1) that pertaining to two alternatives (Doubt-

A dr. 165.
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“ fill Cognitions) and (2) that pertaining definitely to only

“ one alternative. This latter again is of two kinds— (a)

i( that which is tainted with the suspicion of invalidity

“ and (b) that which is not so tainted. OE these three

“ kinds of Cognitions those belonging to classes (I) and (a)

“ admit of the operation of all tho means of knowledge,—

•

“ for the simple reason that these do not afford any definite

“ knowledge of their objects, and are open to the suspicion of

u invalidity. A cognition becomes open to the suspicion of

“ invalidity in two ways— (1) when it is found to have
u boon brought about by faulty organs, and (2) when it is

“ found that in reality there is no such object as forms tho

“ objective of the Cognition. For instance, in regard to

u tho trees on the top of the mountain, we have

“ found that they appear small by reason of their great

“ distance (which interferes with tho true functioning

“ of tho organ of vision); and this leads us to the conclusion

“ that the similar notion of smallness with regard to tho

“Moon, which is at a much greater distance than the tree, is

4
‘also duo to a certain discrepancy in the functioning of the

“ organ of perception. In tho same manner, we find that

“ tho sky that is close to us is colourless ;
and this leads us

“ to conclude that the notion of colour with regard to tho

“ distant sky is duo to the great distance causing a discro-

“ pancy in tho organ of perception; all this is ascertained

“ before the operation of any other means of knowledge.
u In tho case of the notion of the couch being yellow, we find

“ that in its very origin it is faulty; and from tho moment
“ that it appears, it is open to tho suspicion of invalidity,

—

‘‘duo to the absolute non-existence of tho ijMown^ss
%
proved

ct by the previous and well-ascertained sensuous cognition

•‘that- the conch is not yellow. Tho case of the perception of

‘ 4 the ‘ hole * in the solar orb, and such other things, may also

“ be explained in the same manner.

Achh ICG.
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“ Thus tlion wo find tliafc tlio notion of tho smallness of

“ the moon is already set aside by tho recognition
I '?:' “• « 0 f the discrepancy due to tho great distance,

—

“ and tho notion of tho yellowness of the conch is also set

“ aside by a previous sensuous cognition to the contrary

;

“ and it is after these have been thus set asido that there

“appears any chance for the operation of Inference and

“ Verbal Assertion. And so wo cannot regard any such

“ Inferential or Verbal Cognitions as setting asido tho aforo-

“ said notions. As a matter of fact, a cognition is set asido

“ only by that Cognition which shows that the former is a

“misconception; and in the case in question wo find that it is

“no Verbal or Inferential Cognition that points to the fact of

“ tho notion of the smallness of the moon being a miscon-

“ ception ; specially as wo have found that tho Verbal Cogni-

“tion appears only after tho notions in question have already

“been known to bo misconceptions.

“As regards tho Cognition that is not tainted by any

“suspicion of invalidity, if affords a definite knowlcdgo of

“ its objective, and as such is quite capable of bringing about

“an activity of the agent witli fall confidence; to this class

“belong the cognitions— ‘ I’irc is hot’, ‘the bedding is

“something wholly different from tho Master of tho

“ Sacrifice ‘ tho jar is a real entity and so forth.

“ These cognitions do not admit of the operation of any other

“means oE knowledge; nor are they capable of being

“ set asido by any other Cognitions ; and the reason for this is

“ that in tho case of these we have none of tho conditions

“that favour these contingencies; for instance, (1) thero is

“ no previous knowledge of their being brought about by

“organs tainted by the discrepancies of great distance, &c.

;

“(2) we have no previous idea of the absolute non-oxisteuce

“ of the objectives of these Cognitions
; (3) nor have we any

“ Cognition of the opposite alternative.
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“ Then again, as a matter of fact, in tlie case of certain

“ Sensuous Cognitions, it may be found that they are set

‘‘aside by reasonings; this would only be in view of some

“other and more valid Sensuous Cognitions. Just as in some

“cases it may bo that the implied indications of a word are

“ set aside by the indications of context,—but only when

“ this latter has the support of some Direct Assertion
;
just

“ as in some cases it may be that the authority of the King's

“ minister may be set aside by that of a lower functionary

“supported by the King. Though all this may be possible,

“ yet even in those cases we cannot admit that the Sensuous

“ Cognition is set aside by Reasoning a lone, or that the

“Implied Indication is set aside by the indication of the

“ Context alone; as wo find that in other cases just as the

4t Context is supported by Direct Assertion, so also is the

“ Reasoning supported by other Sensuous Cognitions,—con-

“ ditions which cannot bo present in all cases of contradiction

“between Sensuous and Inferential Cognitions. For instance,

“ in regard to sacrificial performances, we have the Smriti

“ injunction

—

c dchamet vpantl
,

—laying down such
“ principals as actions in the sliapo of dchamana and the

“ like, as to be performed in case the sacri fleer happens to

“ sneeze
; on the other hand, we have the Vodic Injunction

—

u ‘ Vt'dam Lritra &c.’—laying down the secondary dement of

“ Order in which the Vedi is to 1)0 built immediately after

“ tho Veda has been got ready ; now, it may so happen

“that tho sacrificor sneezes after having got ready tho

“ Veda ; and in this case, even though tho action of delta •

“ mana
9 &c., may come in before the making of the Vedi,

“ yet this rejection of tho Vedic by the Smriti Injunction

“(for which in this case there are special reasons) would not

“justify the conclusion that all Vedic Injunctions are set

“ aside by those of the Smriti ;
similarly with all Means

“of Knowledge (any stray instance of the rejection of one by
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«< the other cannot justify the general conclusion that it is

“ always so rejected).”

Reply: — Even in what you urge, what sets asido tho

sensuous cognition is reasoning pure and simple, which may bo

(jtutod in the following way;— ‘ Tho cognition of the smallness

of distant things is wrong, being due to the discrepancy caused

bv the distance,—as we find in the case of the tree on tho

mountain-top
; therefore the cognition of tho smallness of

the moon is also wrong.’ And thus we find that the sensuous

cognition of the smallness of tho moon is set asido by return-

ing
,
and not by another sen suous cognition. Thus then, Avhilo

upholding such rejection, you still assert that se.nsu.ous cogni-

tion is not rejected by Reasoning
; and though you may win

your point by this, yet, 0 foolish man 1 this would be nothing

better than au extremely shortsighted view of things !

In the same manner, tho cognition of the yellowness of

the conch cannot bo said to bo sot asido by tho previous

sensuous cognition of the absence of yellowness; becauso

this latter cognition is not present at the time of the rejec-

tion. Nor could the rejection be held to be by the remem-

brance of this previous cognition ; becauso remembrance is

always weaker than direct cognition ; in fact, the remembranco

is of use only in giving rise to tho Reasoning. For these

reasons it must be admitted that in all the cases under review

wo have tho rejection of sensuous cognitions by Reasonings

and Verbal cognitions.

It has been argued above that—“ It is not right to infer

“ the rejectibility of sensuous cognitions by Reasoning, merc-
“ ly from a few instances of such rejection that we may meet
‘‘ with; as such rejection may bo duo to tho greater authority

“ of certain other sensuous cognitions upon which the Rea-

“ sonings may be based.”
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But this argument is liko striking in the air (objecting

to something that has not been asserted) ;
as we have never

said that the fact of Reasoning rejecting sensuous cognitions

in all cases is to be inferred from a few instances of such

rejection
;

all that we have said is that the sensuous

Cognitions of the smallness of the Moon and the yellowness of

the conch being found to be rejected by Reasoning ami

Verbal Cognition, whichsoever sonsuous cognition should

be found to fulfill the conditions present in tin? case of these,

Bhould be regarded as similarly rejectiblo. Nor is it neces-

sary that in such cases there should always be a sensuous cog-

nition as the basis of the Reasoning or the Verbal Cognition,

—

in view of which you may explain the rejection otherwise

than in the manner held by us. Hence it must be admitted

that the notion of the reality of the phenomenal ovorld is as

rejectiblo as the notion of the smallness of the Moon; and the

rejection in both cases is by means of Reasonings and Verbal

Cognitions based upon Scriptures.

Then again, in the case of the cognition of the smallness

of the Moon, the idea of its being due to such discrepancies

as those of distance and the liko is not presont from the very

beginning; if such were the case, then, inasmuch as extreme

proximity also causes discrepancies in sensuous cognitions,

there would be no trustworthiness attaching to any cogni-

tion of dimension [as in all cases the knowledge of the pre-

sence of discrepancies would, according to you, bo present

from the very beginning]. In fact, the idea, that the cogni-

tion of the smallness of the Moon is due to the discrepancy

caused by distance, appears only after the cognition lias been

rejected by reasoning and scriptures. Similarly in the case

in question also, it is only after the notion of the reality of

the world has been set aside by reasonings and scriptures,

—

and the world proved to bo unreal—that we come to realise

that the notion wras duo to the discrepancies caused by
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Nescience. And thus fclio can of this is exactly .similar to

tho case of the notion of the smallness of the Moon.

It has boon urgod above that the thing that is actually

<f v'/i cannot bo set aside by anything except by another more

authoritative thing that also may be seen, B it this is to be

taken as denying the incapacity of such Reasonings and

Scriptures as are weak in their authority.

Then, it has boon declared in the Vivaran t
— ‘‘ It may bo

that iu certain cases, without due consider ttion a certain

cognition (though not actually sensuous) may in a hurry bo

regarded as fwusunu * ; and such a cognition may bo rejected by

[pasoning an l cist out of ordinary usage; but when wo como

to examine the comparative authority of such sensuous and

inferential cognitions as have been found to be so after due

deliberation, what wo find is that no inferential cognition can

ever prove tho reality or falsity of a sensuous cognition.”

But this declaration must bo taken as referring to such

words or scriptures as have their validity not duly ascertain-

ed, and to reasonings based up >n su jit scriptures. Because

when the validity of a c yguitio.i will hive hem duly ascer-

tained in on
)
place, there could b .? id occasion for enquir-

ing after the greater or less validity of c igmi i ms
[
Eor deal

l\i!ilitff is something absolute and not <• mip irutivoj.

Exp or Sr*. r:< .v (Py

Htcthn
(
10 ).

[Tim SeiiMious Cop;riUi"n of t In* rmiiifv <<i tim vi i id «
» •

i f i .
c ti »

r to bo

rejected later on, it ia bed. to discard U at Cm ' \ (,| ;f ml..

Tims then, it has been (innly established tint Sensuous

Cognition is to ho discurde 1,—-aCa It tc-iuv'. <j l:hj
, cp.rt'iuthj of

its buing rrjt'Ct^d nt soni* /'?.<•:/’ t.ini\ a; wo sai l before. It

has been shown that just as tho notion of tho siuithi'ss of (ha

Ato)ii, which is not set aside in any other way, is set aside

by tho scriptural statements with regard to its real size
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—so in the same manner, the sensuous cognition that the

jar is real is sot aside bj such scriptural texts as speak

of the Unreality of all phenomenal things.

This explanation serves to set aside the objection brought

forward by the Opponent, on the basis of the doubt with

regard to future rejections. As this is an objection against

a view that has never been held by us. As a matter of

fact however, even in consideration of the suspicion of

future rej edibility attaching to Sensuous Cognitions, it is only

right to deny the fact of its being capable of rejecting

Verbal Cognitions. Specially as before the comparative

validity ot the Sensuous and Verbal cognitions lias been duly

examined, the doubt remains as to whether the Verbal cogni-

tion is indirect (and as such not fully valid), or that the

Sensuous cognition is not quite valid; and so long as this

doubt remains, it canuot be ascertained which is to set aside

which; but then the import of the sentence and such other

indicative reasons lead us to the conclusion that the verbal

cognition is the direct one
; and thus the suspicion as to its

being indirect having been removed, its validity becomes

established.

Says the Opponent :

—

M As a matter of fact, Words and
u Inferential Reasons can not set aside a sensuous cognition

;

“
ns for any other sensuous cognition (that might set.

“ asido the sensuous cognition in question), there is always
4< a doubt as to its validity

; and as such this could not set it

i(
aside; and thus there is a total absence of anything

“that could reject the cognition; consequently it does
u not appear to bo right to raise any questions as to the

“ cognition being set aside.”

But we have already proved above that Words and

Inferential Reasons are quite capable of setting asido Sen-

suous cognitions. And as regards the idea of there being

nothing to set aside a cognition,—even though it may be
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possible to know of the absence of certain cognitions

capable of so! ting aside a particular cognition, yet it can

never bo possible to ascertain tho limit of such cognitions

(that there are only so many cognitions, and no moio that

could set aside the cognition in question); and under tho

circumstances, a suspicion as to tho sotting aside would

always remain. Then as for your assertion of tho fact of

Sensuous cognitions being invalid as a reason for the absence

of suspicions with regard to the setting aside of tho cogni-

tion, —such an assertion is simply absurd (as coming from

you, who take your stand upon tho superior validity of

sensuous cognitions).

A fresh question is started by the Opponent :
—“ Accord-

'• ing to you then, all cognitions during the waking state

“ would be faUo ; and there could be no rejection of

“ such well-known misconceptions as the cognitions daring

“ dreams a id tho cognition of tho shell-silver (which are

“ sot aside only by subsequent waking cognitions) ; and as

“ it is only those misconceptions that you have put forward
ll

to prove your conclusion (regarding tho world being false),

“ your reasoning becomes open to the fallacy of tho ‘ Absence

of Corroborative Instances.*
”

In reply to the above it may be stated that the waking

cognitions may be regarded as tine in comparison to tho

dream-cognitions &e., on tho ground (1) that the (empirical)

reality of the former is a degree higher than tho merely

imposed (apparent) reality of the latter,—(2) or that the

reality of the former is in no way lower in degree than that

of the latter; and as such thoyemld very well sot aside

tlieso latter cognitions. It is in view of this explanation

that we can reconcile and understand the following assertion

of tho VdvlUca against the Baud Ilia
'1 For us the cogni-

tions of dream &c. would become false as soou as tin

waking cognition to the contrary has boon comprehended ;
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for you however, on what ground could there be any distinc-

tion between the two kiuds of cognition ?
’

Says the Opponent :
—“ As a rule we find that a mis-

“ conception is set aside only by such a cognition as has for

“ its objective something that is not the objective of direct

“ apprehension at tho time of the misconception ; and the

“ cognition setting aside the reality of tho world would not

“ be of this kind (as there would be no time at which the

“ whole world would be directly imperceptible).”

But as a matter of fact, what sets aside a misconception

is only the true knowledge of the substratum of that misconcep-

tion; and as Brahman is the substratum of the misconception

with regard to tho world, the truo knowledge of Brahman

would be quite capable of setting aside such a misconception.

Question :
—“ A cognition that would set aside any cou*

“ ccption would always be a qualified (determinate
a° ’

'• or concrete) one; how then could the knowledge

“ of Brahman, which is always free from qualifications, set

“ aside the conception of tho world P
”

Answer :—It would confuse matters greatly if wo were

to regard tho qualified or concrete eh trader as a necessary

factor iu the cognition setting aside a conception ; hence

we cannot admit it as such.

Says the Opponent It is absolutely necessary to

“ regard the concrete character as a necessary factor ;
as

'* it is only when the cognition appears iu a form preclusive

‘‘ of tho misconceived form that it sets aside the misconcep-

“ tion (and this preclusive form would be possible only when

“ the cognition would be concrete). If it were not so, then

even a Cognition that has a form inclusion of the form

misconceived would come to bo rogarded as setting aside

M the misconception
;
and this would be an absurdity.”

It is quite true that it is only when appearing in a preclus*

ive form that a cognition sets aside misconceptions. But
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for this it is not necessary for the cognition to have a well-

defined concrete qualification. That is to say, there are two

ways in which a cognition may have a preclusive form—(1)

through an inherent property, and (2) through accidental

qualification. In the case of the first of these it would

of course be necessary for the cognition to bo definitive and

concrete. A s regards the second however, in case the preclu-

sion be from the accidental property attaching to a certain

other definite character, it would be necessary for the cogni-

tion to be well-defined and concrete
; but in case the preclusion

bo from the accidental property attaching to the thing

itself, the cognition must bo unqualified and abstract; as in

this case no accidental property enters into the cognition;

and as for the thing itself, it could not be regarded as

defining or qualifying itself.

It might be argued that:— “ as in the caseof such Universal

“ terms as ‘ ktuneable' and the like, we find that the term is

“ its own qualification,— so in the same manner, the thing

“ in itself would form its own qualification.
”

But you can find such a case only in the case of

absolute universal (like * knowable ’ &c\); and in these rare

cases also, you can admit of this only because you find

no other explanation ; and such a rule cannot apply to all

cases.

“ There is no real difference between the form and the

qualification of a cognition; hence the mere fact of the

“ cognition of Brahman having theform of Brahman would
u make the cognition a qualified one ^Brahman itself being the

“ qualification).”

As a matter of fact we find that even though the qualified

cognition has the form of the qualified thing, yet, this qualified

thing does not form its qualification
;
and from this it is clear

that the form is quite distinct from the qualification, ; and we

shall show later on that the form of a thing rests in the Vrilli
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being a certain distinctive property, whereby the thing may
be used and spoken of as apart from other things. Conse-

quently, just as in the case of the word * A/casha’, all that is

comprehended by means of the word is merely a certain

object qualified by the character of being the substratum

of Sound,—so, in the case of the word ‘ Brahman’, there is

the cognition of Brahman as qualified by the character of

being without a second, and so forth ; and this cognition is

director immediate, serving to set aside all duality, which is

exclusive in its character, while Brahman is all-inclusive.

As to how such a coguition is possible from words, we shall

explain later on.

Says the Opponent:—“ A.s a matter of fact, wo find that

‘‘ Sublativo Cognitions (that serve to set aside misconceptions)

“ as a rule, do not set aside the Percoiver, obsessed as he

“ is by the discrepancies of the misconception and the Ne.sci-

“ ence lying at the root of this misconception
;
how then

“ could we accept the fact of such a Porceiver being sot

“ aside by the knowledge of Brahman?”

Answer :—In the case of dream-cognitions we find that

on waking, when the man finds out that he has been dream-

ing, ho presumes that during the dream the perceiving Soul

was possessed of faulty instruments of Knowledge, and

for this reason the cognitions have been all misconceptions

;

and in this case we certainly find that the subsequent

waking cognition sets aside all the factors of Misconception

(including the defective Perceiver). Even in the case of waking

coguitions wo find that sometimes it so happens that we

have before us the picture of a man, and the man also is

standing there, and even though there is no consciousness in

the picture and there is no mirror to reflect the image, yet we

impose consciousness upon it, and say—‘ this (referring to the

man ia the picture) is looking upon his reflection (referring

to the man standing before us)’; and this cognition in

all its details is set aside by the subsequent realisation of the
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fact that the picture has no consciousness, and there is no

reflecting mirror. And thus we find that there is nothing

uncommon in what we have asserted above. Then again, in the

case of the conception of shell-siloer, it may be that the subse-

quent cognition ‘this is shell’, appearing with reference to what

was the substratum of the preceding misconception, may not set

aside the erroneous conception with regard to the Perceiver,

just as it does not set aside the notion of ‘serpent’ in the rope

;

but what is the reason for this ? It is simply this, that in

the conception ‘ this is shell we have no direct cognition of

the real substratum of the erroneous surmise with regard to

the Perceiver. As regards the knowledge of Brahman how-

ever, it would unfailingly set aside all Misconceptions with

regard to the Perceiver and his discrepancies, just in the

same manner as it sets aside the Misconceptions with regard

to Alcasha and such other things of the phenomenal world.

And the reason for this lies in the fact that in the know-

ledge of Brahman wo have a direct cognition of the real

nature of the substratum of all misconceptions. The mere

fact of the cognition being sublative does not necessarily

imply the non-rejection of the discrepancies &c. ; but we

have this non-rejection only in case the cognition is some-

thing other than the true knowledge of the real substratum

of the misconception concerned.

Objection “ In the particular instance you have cited,

“ inasmuch as the whole tiling is merely presumed, there

may be a rejection ;
but how could there be any rejection

“ in the case in question ?
”

Reply.—Inasmuchas we regard everything save Brahman

to have merely a presumed existence, it is a grand stumbling

block indeed that you, foolish as you are, have put forward

against us !

Says the Opponent :
—“ The sensuous cognition of the

“ Perceiver cannot be set aside as false, — because it does not
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“ proceed from any defect (in the perceiving agency)

;

“ in fact, what caD be so set aside is the conception of Aon-
a duality obtained from the scriptures,—because it proceeds

“ from such discrepancies as the misapprehension of the real

“ import of the words of tho scriptural texts.”

But this is not possible. Because even though, by itself,

Consciousness does not proceed from the discrepancies, yet its

determining factor, in the shape of the organic func-
Page 45.

tiouing of Nescience, isalways found to originate from

discrepancies; and it is only the Consciousness thus determined

or limited (by the functioning of Nescience) that is called the

‘Perceiver.’ As for the comprehension of ‘ Non-duality ’ as the

import of scriptural passages,—inasmuch as such comprehen-

sion isnot incompatible with the sensuous and other forms of

right knowledge, it can not but be regarded as right know-

ledge, totally free from discrepancies ;
and hence the notion

of Non-duality cannot be regarded as sublated. Specially as

the fact of a certain cognition proceeding from Misconception

cannot necessarily make the object of that cognition rejected

(as unreal).

Says the Opponent ;
—

“ As a rnitter of fact, we find that

“ the Sensuous Cognition of Duality (or Diversity) has tho

“ support of certain scriptural passages that speak of the

" reality of Duality ; and as tho authoritativo validity of

“ these passages is in no way less than that of those that speak

“ of Non-duality, how could these latter invalidate the Son-

“ suous Cognition ?”

Answer :—Tho cognition of Duality is obtained by means

of such ordinary means of knowledge as Sen so- perception

and tho liko ; and as such tho scriptural passages that speak

ofsuch Duality cannot but be regarded as merely descriptive (of

what is otherwise known ; and hence having no independent

authority as a ‘ means of knowledge ’). Hence these passages

cannot bo accepted as equal in authority to those other
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passages that speak of Non-duality, which serve the useful

purpose of bringing about the knowledge of things not other-

wise cognisable.

A fresh discussion is started :
—

“ Anything that forms the object of the subsequent
“ sublative cognition (the cognition rejecting a previous

“ misconception) cannot itself be sublated. And as a matter
“ of fact, we find that diversity forms the object of a sublative

“ cognition
; as tho very apprehension of the objective of

“ of this hit tor cognition involves diversity, in the shape
“ of tho difference of that object from something else ; as for

“ instance, the sublative cognition ‘ this is not silver ’ involves

“ the notion that the real object of this cognition \yiz : the

“ shell) is something ‘different ’ from silver. If the object

“ were comprehended, either as identical with, or as having

“ nothing to do with, the objectof the previous misconception,

“ then the cognition would be the sublator of this misconcep-

“ lion.”

Our answer to the above is that we cannot admit

the general statement that the very comprehension of the

sublative cognition involvos diversity. And the reason for

this is that in the case of the misconceptiou of shell-silver

the sublative cognition that appears is in the form ' this is

shell,’ and the notion * this is not silver’ is only a subsoquont

resultant from that sublative cognition. In fact, allthatisneces-

sary in a sublative cognition is that it should have a form

preclusive of that which it is supposed to sublate. And this

condition we find present oven in the ‘Knowledge of Brahman

unqualified and absolute’; as in this knowledge also wo have

the indication of a certain specific character (which precludes

everything elso). And for thU reason wo cannot admit that

it is Diversity that forms the object of all
.
sublative

cognitions.
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Says the Opponent :
—“ If we were to entertain doubts with

“ regard to the truthfulness of even such cognitions as are
° found, on due examination, to have their objects of a
“ character other than that of dream-cognitions,—then

“ we might have doubts with regard to such things also as

the scriptural passages speaking of Non-duality, the percep-

tion of such passages, the validity of these passages and

so forth ; and under the circumstances, there could bo
‘‘ no authoritative validity oven for those scriptural pass-

“ ages that speak of Non-duality. Then again, if even wit li

“ regard to a sublative cognition we were to have doubts

“ as to its being liable to sublation after some time, then

“ we could nevor have any such sublative cognition as

“ would not be liablo to such suspicion ; specially as there

“ would be no incongruity between Non- sublatibility on the ono

“ hand, and liability to the suspicion of being sublated on

“ the other. And then if you were to cast suspicion on the

“ sublatibility of such sublative cognition as is yet to come,

“ then you would be undoing your own work (as it is on

“ this future sublatibility that you base the invalidity of the

“ Sensuous and other cognitions). Then again, with regard

“to the ‘ perception* of Doubts also you would have your

« suspicions ; and this would make even Doubts impossible.

“ And in this manner, there being suspicions with regard to

“ everything, you would bo landed in utter confusion.”

Reply It is not as you think ;
wliat wo mean is that a

suspicion arises even with regard to well-ascertained things,

whenever another means of knowledge turns up (presenting a

phase of things contrary to that previously ascertained',

and isfound to be of a degree of validity egual to thot of the

previous cognition ; and we do not for a moment imagino that

there is a suspicion with regard to all well-ascertained

things. It is. for this reason that our view is not incompa-

tible with the following declaration mado by Kumarila

(in his ShlokavSrfika
,
Niralambamvnda

,
Shlo. 31) against
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tlie Bainjdha:—‘lb is only right that there should be a

denial of the thing forming the object of a defective cognition;

if there were to be a rejection of everything that is cognised,

then no one could establish his own position either.’ Because

wo have never held either that there is sublation of everything

cognised, or that there are suspicions with regard to every

S'.ich thing.

Says the Opponent :
—“ In the case of the sensuous cogni-

“ tiou of the reality of things, so long as there are none of

“ the well-known discrepancies—in the form of extreme
*' distance &c.—wherefore could thero arise any doubt as

“ to its validity ? It cannot be reasonably argued that—* even
“ though thero may be a certainty as to the absence

“ of the Avell-known discrepancies, there would always remain
“ room for the suspicion of discrepancies not so well-

“ known’;—'because if such were the case, then in regard

“ to the validity of the Veda also thero would always remain

“ room for the suspicion of the presence of unknown discre-

“ pancies,—even though there be a certainty as to the

“absence of the well-known discrepancy in the form of

“ defects in the speaker or writer. It might be argued

“ that—‘in the caso of dream-cognitions oven though we
“ are sure of the absence of all such well-known discre-

“ pancies as extreme distance and the rest, yet wp find them

“ to bo invalid ; and in the same manner we could have the

“ notion of invalidity in regard to the sensuous cognitions

“ in question also. ’ But then, we find that in regard to the

“ dreamlike scripture (of the Bauddha) that all is void, even

‘‘ though we are sure of the absence of any actual misconcep-

“ tion on the part of the propounder of the scripture, yet we
“ regard it as invalid; and from this analogy it would follow that

“ the Yeda itself is invalid. As for our actual experience,

“ whereby we find the Veda totally unlike Dreams, this may
“ be urged with equal force in support of the other scriptures

" also.”
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Reply :—As a matter of fact, both as regards the sensuous

cognition of reality and the scriptural passages speaking of

Non-duality, there is an absolute certainty with regard to the

absence of any of the well-known discrepancies. Tbit

this certainty does not in any way stand in the way of the

arising of doubts with regard to their validity. For example,

in tho case of two apparently valid but mutually contradictory

reasonings, the mere certainty as to the absence of discre-

pancies in them doa3 not stop the arising of the question

—

‘ what is the truth on this point ?’ The fact is that what

stops the arising of such doubt is the recognition of a certain

fact (in the present instance, the absence of discrepancies)

appearing simultaneously with the non-perception oj anything

to the contrary. Then again, as regards the sensuous cognition

„ of tho Perceiver, it has been assorted to have its
Page 46.

.

7

source in certain discrepancies (in the cognitive

agency), simply on account of the evanescent character of the

vrilji determining that cognition.

This reasoning serves to set aside tho following

argument of the Logicians :
—“ Only such doubts should

“ be raised as do not involve, in the raising, any self-contra-

“ diction or other such absurdities. Well has it been

“declared in tho Dhatta-Varti/ca against the Bauddha :

—

“ ‘During this life the invalidity of none i3 possible ; as

“ for those who have reached the stage of tho Yogin,

“ we do not know what will happen to them.’ Then

“ again, the validity of cognitions is self-produced and self-cog-

“nised;and in tho case of ordinary sensuous cognitions wo
“ find that there i3 no obstacle, in the shape of discrepancies, to

the self-production of its validity ; nor have we any rejection

‘‘ of the cognition, which rejection would be an obstacle

“ to the self-cognition of its validity. Then as for the

raising of doubts without sufficient grounds, such raising

would be suicidal, and hence no such doubts could

Jdv. 182.
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“ reasonably erise. Thus the validity of Sensuous cognitions

“ remains wholly unaffected.’'

This position is not tenable, because we hold that the

doubt is laiscdon the authority of the scriptures.

As regards the negation of silver in the conception ‘ this

is not silver/ (appearing after the misconception ‘ this is

silver ’), we find that this negation is by no means

incompatible with the scriptural passages declaring Non*

duality ; and as such it is not open to the suspicion of invalid-

ity. Consequently our standpoint is not open to the charge

that, while we are anxious for the growth of the tree of our

philosophy, its very root has been struck off. Nor again is the

position of tho conception * the jar is real ’ in any way analogous

to the negativing conception * this is not silver ’
; because

while the latter is quite compatible with the scriptural passages

declaring Non-duality, the former is directly contra>y to it.

This same reasoning serves to set asido the following

argument of the Opponent:—“ As there is no validity attach-

“ ing to the conception of bliss during deep sleep, how could

“ the bliss-form of the Self be real ? Specially as the scriptural

“ passages speaking of bliss may be taken as merely descrip-

“ tive of tho unreal bliss experienced in ordinary life.’’ This

is untenable, because Bliss constituting the very nature of

Brahmau, there is no incompatibility between tho scriptural

passages speaking of Non-duality (and those describing the

Bliss in question); and hence the conditions of invalidity not

being present, the passages speaking of Bliss cannot be

regarded as unauthoritative.

To this effect i3 the following declaration in the

Ehandana * :
—

‘ Even though a certain thing may be abso-

lutely non-existing, yet the word exprossiveof it brings about

an idea of it; and this idea is true when there is no rejec-

tion of it,—the truthful character of the idea being based

» Tlie Karika quoted hero ia uut found iu the Khandana-khanda-kh&dya. The
firbt half ia found in the 67< loka vdr {i

k

if, Su. 2, fehlo. 6.

Ado. 179.
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firmly upon its self-sufficient validity \ So also in tlie

Varlika of Sureshvara :
—

‘ The validity of the Veda rests

upon the fact of its being expressive, upon the absence

of defective origin and upon non-sublation,—this validity (as

the means of right knowledge) being like that of the Eye

&c.’ It may be noted that the example of the ‘ Eye ’

has been cited only with a view to the empirical reality of

the cognitions produced by it ; even though we do nob

admit the absolute reality of Sensuous Cognitions, we do

not deny their empirical reality ; and as such our view does

not involve aDy self-contradiction ; nor is it incompatible

with such declarations of the Smritis as—‘one desirous of

pure Dharraa should seek to kuow well, Sense-perception,

Inference and the Scriptures with their several branches.’

(Manu XII.)

Thus then, it has been provod that either on account of

the’, certainty of their being set aside, or even by a suspicion

as to their being sublatable, Sensuous and other such cognitions

cannot be regarded as capable of counteracting the validity

of the Scriptural passages and Inferential reasons pointing

to Non-duality.

End of Section ( 19).
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Section (20).

{^Refutation of Inferential Arguments in favour of tiie Reality

of the »)henoinenai world].

Reasoning [A].

1. Says the Opponent :

—

“It may bo that Sensuous Cognition does not reject the

“ Inferential Cognition of Absolute Unreality, because of the

“ fact of the objectives of the two cognitions being different,

“and such other reasons; but we have many Inferential rea-

“ sons that will serve to reject the said Inferential Cognition,

“For instance we have the following:— ‘ Every thing be •

“ suhs Brahman, or the thing under discussion
,

which is not

“ the substratum of unreality
, by reason of its not being rejected

“by any other right notion
,
save that of Brahman

,
or tape the

15 knowledge obtained from the right apprehension of the true

“ import of the VedZinta scriptures
,
or save such knowledge as

“ brings about Liberation ,— livery such thing besides Brahman
“ is real

,
or absolutely veal,

because not being the substratum of

“ merely apparent reality, it is totally different in character

“ from an Unreal thing,—like Brahman, or like the hare's

“ horn (the latter being an example corroborating per

“ contra)".

Reply :—This reasoning is fallacious ; because in accord-

ance with your view, that which is only apparently real

is unreal; and as such the qualification in the above premiss

(

; not being the substratum of mere apparent reality*) is

superfluous
;
(merely ‘ asadvilaksauatcat

9

being enough)

;

and this would make the reason open to the fallacy of

‘ Vyapyatvasiddhi \ a form of ‘ Undistributed Middle.’ If

however you put forward the reason in accordance with our

view of things (whereby a distinction is made between an

absolute and an apparent reality),—then, the reason would

fail to prove the conclusion; as it would not apply to the iden-

tification of the Soul with the Body, which is not rejectable

Ado. 181 .
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by any tLing save the Knowledge of Brahman ; becanse a thing

is called * apparently real ’ only when it is such

as is set aside by the knowledge of Brahman (and

your premiss excludes all such things). Then again, with

the solo view of excluding from the * Subject
1

of your

Byllogism, the apparently real things like the shell-silver,—

you have introduced three alternative qualifications in the

statement of your ‘ subject’, (by reason of its not being reject-

ed by any other right actions Such

knowledge as brings about Liberation ’). The first of these

qualifications (‘ not rejected by any other right notion save

that of Brahman’) is in accordance with the view that Brah-

man is pervaded over by ‘ Vritti the second is introduced in

accordance with the view which does not admit of such per-

vasion, and by which the right knowledge of the import is a

necessary condition in all right Verbal Cognition; and the

third is added in accordance with the view that the knowledge

of import cannot be regarded as necessary in Verbal

Cognition, as this would involve a vicious circle. Then again,

in the very form in which you state your premiss, you admit

that the apparently real is not * the substratum of unreality

otherwise, as the apparently real would have been precluded

by the qualification of not being the substratum of unreality,

the addition of the further qualification (of ‘ not being the

substratum of apparent reality ’) for the same purpose would

be altogether superfluous. If, again, you mean to include

in your ‘ subject ’, the identity of the Body and the Self, then,

the reasoning is altogether * annulled ’; and this annulment

of the qualification of the ‘subject’ would leave your ‘ sub-

ject ’ incomplete, and make the reasoning open to the fallacy

of ‘ Ashrayasiddha’, * Want of a due substratum for the Rea-

son.’ Nor would these fallacies be escaped from by introduc-

ing any of the following qualifications for the * Subject’.

—

(a) * That which is not the objective of that unrejectible cogni-

Adv, 182.
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tion which sets it aside and which proceeds from a discrepancy

in the cognitive agency’; or (61 ‘That which is not the

object of that unrejectible rejection or invalidation which is

meant to be the rejector of the thing concerned ; or (c) * That

which is not rejectible by that cognition which is coeval

with the previous non-existence of the action co-extensive

with the thing concerned Because none of these would save

the reasoning from the objections to which it has been shown

to be open, in regard to the conception of the identity of the

Body and the Self.

Some people have urged against the reasoning the

following objection :—“ In case the probandum is stated

“ in the first form (‘is real’),—then if it is meant to include

“ practical reality, the reasoning is ‘ superfluous ’ (such

“ reality being admitted by the Vedantin). And if it be

“ stated in the second form (* is absolutely real ’), then for

‘‘ the propounder of the argument himself, the qualification

“ would be superfluous, as he does not make any distinction

“ between the absolutely and the practically real, and hence

“ there could be nothing that would bo precluded by the

“ addition of the qualification ”,

But this objection is not right ; as the first form of the

probandum could be justified as being put forward by one

who holds that what is meant by a thing being practically

real is that it is only regarded in ordinary us ige, as real

(and not that it has any reality)
;

[and hence even when

such practical reality would be admitted by the Vedantin

he would not admit the thing to be real
; and as this is the

probandum
,
the reasoning would not be ‘ superfluous As

for the second form of the probandum (‘ is absolutely real ’),

this has been put forward in accordance with the view that

practical reality is something distinct from absolute reality,

Nor is the qualification ‘absolute’ or * actual ‘ useless ; as

A$v. 183,
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in all cases of inference * for the sake of others such quali-

fications (even though useless so far as the propoundor of

the argument b concerned) serve, with regard to the

opponent to whom the reasoning is addressed, the distinctly

useful purpose of saving the reasoning from the charge of

‘ superfluity ’ (on the ground of the apparent or practical

reality of things being admitted by the opponent, Vedantin).

And further, the qualification in question may be regarded

as morel/ explanatory (and not forming an integral factor of

the reasoning!; just like such universal qualifications as

* knowable ’ and the like ; in fact such qualifications aro

often met with in course of argumentation ; for instance

in the Tat tradiintamani in the section on 1 Reasonings in

support of God’s existouce ’, we find an argument stated

in the form— ‘ Such and such things are not produced

by such actions an haoe any beginning in time &c. &c. and

as this reasoning is averred against the Mimansaka, who does

not admit of any actions except such as have beginning in

timo, tho qualification does not serve any useful purpose, and

yet it is introduced as an explanatory clause.

For tho above reasons these objections against the Oppo-

nent’s reasoning not being tenable, we hold to the objection

that we havo put forward before.

The Probans of the Opponent’s reasoning is also open to

the charge of having a useless qualification. It is quite

true that both the Logician and tho Vedantin admit tho fact

of even valid and true things forming the objects of nega-

tions ;
and as such both admit of tho apparent reality of

things,—this apparent reality consisting either in the thing

having a mere assumed existence as acknowledged by both

parties, or in its having a mere semblance of an existence ;

in fact, if it were not so, then in the case of the Vedantin also

putting forward the reasoning in favour of unreality, it

Ado. 184.
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would be necessary for him to state as his 1 subject ’ every-

thing except that which hue apparent reality ; and this would

be open to the same objection. Though all this is quito

true, yot the introduction of the qualification * having apparent

reality
’

in the proham is absolutely useless; specially because

for the proving of the absolute reality of a thing it would

be enough to state as the reason that, not being a substratum
,

it is not the subtratum of reality.

As regards the corroborativo instance cited by the Oppo-

nent, it must be the pure Brahman that is meant ; as if the

qualified Brahman were meant, then the Instance would be

wanting in the very thing that is sought to be proved (the

qualified Brahman not having absolute reality)
;

specially as

tli o'reality sought to be proved is that consisting offreedom

from rejection (a negative factor) ; and as such it must be in

the form of the substratum (of that ^reality), and not in that

of a property ; because it has already been explained that a

negation can have no existence apart from a certain sub-

stance with properties.

Then again, it is true that in some cases,—such, for

instance, as the inferential reasoning ‘ the eye is luminous in

its nature, because from among colour Sfc. it brings about

the cognition of colour only ’—a certain qualifying clause,

in this case
*
from among colour Sfc.\ though added only with

a view to guard against the fallacy of the Reasoning being

‘unknown’, still serves the useful purpose of helping in

the apprehension of the invariable concomitance necessary

for the infeienca, and thereby of saving the reasoning from

the charge of being * contradictory ’
; and for this latter

purpose all that is necessary is that the qualification should

help in the apprehension of invariable concomitance.

Though all this is quite true, yet, just as in the argument—

Jdv. 185.
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‘ the Earth &c. are not created by a creator, because they

are not created by a body * &c., the mention of ‘ body 9

jg

absolutely useless,—so, in the same manner, in the case in

quest ion, no useful purpose can be served by the qualification

* apparently real *

;
specially as (even without the qualification)

in regard to the unqualified Brahman, the invariable concomi-

tance between the absolute reality and not being the subs*

tratnm could be apprehended, just in the same manner as

in regard to Akasha, it is easy to apprehend the concomitance

between not being created and not being created by a creator .

„ _ Thus then, while seeking to avoid one kind of the
Vii-a 48

.
.

fallacy of the 1 unknown *, you fall into another

kind of the same fallacy. That is to sav, you introduced the

qualification for the purpose of avoiding the fallacy of the

‘ unknown ’ with regard to the invariable concomitance of

the Probandum ; as avo have already shown that the quali-

fication serves no useful purpose in regard to the apprehen-

sion of tho necessary invariable concomitance.

Then again, inasmuch as all that is necessitated by your

premiss would be fulfilled by the admitting of mere practical

reality, the l*rohanJnm would bo of no use as regards the

desired conclusion (where you assert absolute reality). And

further, your reasoning becomes set aside by the counter-

reasoning that if everything were absolutely real, then there

would be no possibility of the rejection of such reality of

phenomenal things (the rejection that is spoken of in many

scriptural passages).

The Opponent starts a fresh discussion (against the Sachchi-

danauda character of Brahman).

“ In regard to Brahma, wo find that it is only Its absolute

tl reality that forms the necessary condition in the preclusion

M of unreality and app treat reality—which preclusion forms

Adv. 180.
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“ the reason (for absolute reality). As a matter of fact

u too, we know that it is the ‘character of the Birth’; which
“ is the necessary condition for the preclusion of the ‘charac-

ter of ‘ Not-Eartli and similarly for the preclusion of

“ unreality what we want is its direct contradictory—viz:

“ reality. ‘ Knowledge* and ‘Bliss’ however do not form
(t any necessary condition in the said preclusion; for the
lk simple reason that these two are not direct contradictories

“ of unreality
;
and that they are not present m the World

ci (which also is absolutely real). Hence it must be admitted

“ that the only necessary condition for the said preclusion is

“ absolute reality which is common to Brahman and the World.

“ It might be argued 1 ! i a t —‘Tnc World being unreal, absolute

<s
reality, just like Knowledge and Bli^s, cannot be regarded

‘‘ as common to Brahman and the World.’ But this would

“ involve you in a vicious circle (the unreality of the World
“ resting upon the reason which would in its turn defend
“ u])on the same // // //r//

)/

'

This is not right; because the predation of unreality

and that of apparent reality ,— be they one or two—are

equal, or similar, in the degree of their concomitance, and

as such they could, on no account, be dependent upon

one and the same necessary condition. But it must be

asserted that Brahman is such a necessary condition for

the preclusion of apparent reality as pertains in c \-:;mou

to the World and to all that is unreal,—this asserlio ! -dug

necessary because there are some unreal tilings which have

no apparent reality
;
and similarly also that Brahman is such

a necessary condition for the preclusion of Lineality as

pertains in common to the World and to all that has more

apparent reality ;—this assertion also being necessary in view

of the fact that there may bo certain apparently real things

which may not bo unreal. Thus then, inasmuch as Brahman

affords a fitting combination for the two necessary conditions,

Adv . 18 7.
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it becomes quite reasonable to bold that it is the ground for

the preclusion of both (Unreality and Apparent Reality); and

thus there can be no reason for assuming any other necessary

condition for the said preclusion
;
just as the blur, jar afford-

ing a fitting ground for the two characters of ‘blue* and ‘jar’,

there is no necessity for assuming anything else.

This is a fact for the consideration of all intelligent

people.

(I) Your reasoning is also open to the charge of having a

vitiating condition in the shape of ‘ Kternality’ ; inasmuch,

in the absolute nonentity and also in things that have

merely apparent reality, we have the negation of 1 eterna-

lity ’ as also that of your probamhna (absolute reality). tin

For this samo reason you cannot put forward, as your

prolans, the fact of the things in question forming the direct

objectives of right cognition as something not bo denied.

Cognition is regarded as right either when it apprehends a

thing as with the qualification that actually belongs to it, or

when it apprehends the true state of things
; and if we accept

the former explanation, then the character you put forward

as the prubans would be one that is altogether absent in the

Instance (Biahman) ; as tbe absolutely real pure Brahman

never forms tbeobject of any qualified cognition ; and we have

already said that tho qualified Biahman can not form a right

corroborative Instance,— the reason for this being that such

Brahman forms part of the ‘ Subject ’ under discussion, and

as such can not bo regarded as universally recognised to

possess t.ho probandum (a character necessary for the Corro-

borative Instance). If however you accept the second

definition of right cognition, then, inasmuch as tho character

of apprehending the tnie state of things would be tho samo

ns the character of nnrejedibility, it would be identical with

the probandum ; and if such a probans would be one that

A dr. 188.
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is already accepted by both parties the reasoning would bo

‘ Superfluous *
;
and if it be not recognised by both parties,

the reasoning would be open to the fallacy of the ‘Unknown.*

Against the prolans under discussion, some people have

brought forward the following objection:—“Inasmuch as

the absolute reality of things would be sufliciently proved

by the fact of their forming objects of right cognition, the

qualifications added to the reason (as undeniable ami direct)

are absolutely superfluous.”

But this is not right
;
as without the qualification ‘direct*

the character put forward as the probans w’ould apply to the

object of the representative cognition ‘I know the object

before me as silver,* which cognition (in the representative

form) is right, though the object as such lias a merely

apparent reality
;
and this undesirable extension of the

probans is avoided by the addition of ‘direct* (as the Silver

does not form the direct object of the representative Cogni-

tion) and the qualification
6 ns undeniable* serves a like

purpose with regard to the silver (misconceived in the shell)

which would be the direct object of the right cognition
,
‘the

silver is unreal * (and the silver could not be regarded

as having an absolute reality)
;
and as the silver is not ‘ un-

deniable/ the undesirable contingency is avoided by the

addition of the said qualification. Nor can the possibility of

the aforesaid representative eognil ion and the right cogni-

tion of unreality be denied.

Nor again would it be right to bring forward as the pro-

bans or reason for the absolute reality of things, the fact of

their being undeniable objects of the direct or immediate percep-

tion of God . Because until you have proved their reality the

undeniability of things cannot be accepted
; and thus your

reasoning would be involved in a vicious circle (reality de-

pending upon undeniability and vice versa). Nor can it bo

Jdv, I8lh
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argued that if the world, which forms tho object of God's

cognition, bo unreal, then God will have to bo regarded as

mistaken in 1 Li s cognitions. Because God knows the unreal

world, but knows it as unreal
;
just like the magician does

with regard to his performances
;
and as such He cannot

be regarded as mistaken. If we were not to accept the above,

then there would be no possibility of any person being re-

garded as mistaken, in regard to any misconception that may

have an object
(
is the object would be there all right).

It might be argued that if God knew the world as (hui-

abl'y He could not act towards the sustaining

of it. But the action of God in this respect

can be explained as similar to that of the magician (who

knows his tricks to be false and yet keeps them up).

Another reason likely lo be put forward is the fact that

all things while being unrejeetible along with their qualifica-

tions, are such as bring about distinct effects. But this also

will not be right; because as a matter of fact we find that wo

often dream of bathing or of meeting our loved ones
;
and

those dreams arc such as i;re not rejected along with their

qualifications by any waking cognitions, and also bring about

distinct effects (in the shape of pleasure at. the time),*

—

though the dreams arc regarded as false
; and thus the rea-

son under consideration would be applicable to the object a

of these dreams also. It might be argued that—“what

causes pleasure in this case is the cotjuilion (during the

dream) ;
and certainly the cognition as such is not reject-

ible.” But this will not be right
; because mere coyniLuni

by itself is not capable of bringing about any pleasure, the

causality of this pleasure must be attributed to the cognition

as qualified or characterised by a certain thing; and for a

cognition there can be no qualification save in the form of

its object ;
as has been asserted in the following words of

rdaija nucha nja :

—

ddv.m
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1 Cognitions, by themselves formless, are specified only

bv their objects. That is to say, tho objects are the only

specifications of Cognitions.’

Tims then, if you admit tho fact of the cognition specified

by an unreal object being the cause of certain effects, then

it would be necessary to admit the capability of the Unreal

object also of being such a cause ; and thus the probans

applying to such objects also wo ild become “too wide.”

fhis lias been thus declared in the Shas fradip ik

a

,
as against

i he Banddha—“The argument of the Banddha being that,

m case tho experiencing of pleasure alone be the useful

effect, then the concomitance is all right, as without pleasure

there is never any experiencing of it,—tho answer is that

though this may be quite true, yet it would not be right to

infer from this the validity of the preceding cognition
;
be-

cause we find that even such invalid cognitions as tlioso of

i he meeting of loved ones, &c., during dreams bring about

pleasure.”

Objection We grant that it is only such a cognition

as is specified by an object that cau be the cause (of pleas*

ure); but how does it follow from this that the causal

efficiency belongs to the object (and not to the exjuition
)

?
*

Hrply
:

(If the causal efficiency be not attributed to tho

t-bjrcf, then) the object could not in any way serve as the

distinctive factor in tho cognition,— a factor that would bo

necessary for having a cognition that would be comprehen-

sive and yet not too wide; because if each cignition were

taken by itself, we could not have any comprehensive

cognition; and if (in order to avoid this) we were to take

tho whole class ‘ Cognition then that would apply to all

cognitions, and thus become too wide.

'* Objection :
—“It is not possible for the Object to serve

“ as the distinctive qualification of tho Cognition
;
because

Adc. 101.
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in the case of such pleasure as is brought about by the

“ (prospective) cognition of something yet to come, the

t( Object (which is yet to come) could not be regarded as

“ being the cause; as for a cause it is necessary to have an

<{ existence prior to the effect that it is to bring about.”

llrply:—-As a matter of fact we often find that the action

of a certain thing brings about an effect, even when the

thing has censed to exist; and in this case the thing, though

not-oxisting, is regarded as the cause of that effect. In the

same manner the Object, though not existing at the time,

can very wed be regarded as the cause of that which is

brought about by its cognition ; specially as an object that,

has cither ceased to exist or is yet to come is admitted

to be the substratum of the properly of non-fwivtence. (And

as such it cannot be regarded as an absolute non-entity).

If such a substratum be denied, then we could have no sub-

stratum for such characters ns— (1) that of the objects of

destruction and prior non-existence, (2) that of the object of

cognition, and so forth. Then if in such cases, the causal

efficiency bo admitted on the strength of sound evidence,

the same may be said with regard to the case in question

also.

Then again, it is not possible to assert that dream-cogni-

tion is true; because (its object is always negatived subse-

quently, and) whenever the object of a cognition is negatived,

the denial or rejection of the cognition itself follows as a

necessary consequence; specially as a matter of fact we know

that any Cognition that is not itself deniable is such as has

its Object undeniable also.

And further, the reasoning based upon tlio probans under

discussion would have a vitiating condition in the shape of

1 fwffinningh'ssncss
'

whose concomitance (with the probans

and the prubandnm) is not uniform.

Ado, 192
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The following argument might ho hero brought for-

ward :

—

cl In the case of Brahman it has been found that the

“necessary condition for really effective or useful action is

“Its absolute n entity
;
and hence the prolans in question

“ (being unrejectible alone; with qualifications and bringing

“ about distinct effects) would be invariably concomitant with

“ the prolanduni (absolute realiti/),—specially in view of the

“ reasoning negativing the contrary conclusion based upon

“ the impossibility of any effect being produced without a

“ cause ;
and yet the vitiating condition that you havo

“pointed out (begin ninglessness) is not one with which the

“ probandnm would be invariably concomitant; and as such

“ what you have put forward would not be a true vitiating

“ condition (for which it is necessary to be such that whilo

“ the prolanduni is invariably concomitant with it, tho

“ pnbans is not so concomitant).”

But this is not so; because what is the necessary condi-

tion for effective action is not absolute reality
,
but only a

reality during the lime of cognition
;
and this condition, while

precluding all absolute non-entities
,

is yet found to 1x3 present

in things that have mere apparent reality; as wo find in the

case of such action present in tho ujtpareut snake perceived

in the rope, which produces actual effects in the shape of

fear and tho consequent trembling and tho like. If effective

action be denied in regard to things having mere apparent

reality,-— then there would bo absolutely no use for the quali-

fication ‘ unrejectible along with qualifications ’ in your probans

(as what is not merely apparently real is never rejectiblo in

any way). Because absolute reality consists in the character

of being unrejectible or undeniable by any person at any time

and at any place
,
and certainly in comparison to introducing

such a reality, it would be for simpler to accept * reality

during the time of cognition
7

(which would include absolute

as well as apparent reality).

A (Jo. 193.
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Then again, pore Bralunan is absolutely without any

action ; and hence the probans fails with regard to your

Instance. And as for the qualified Brahman, inasmuch

as it is included in the Subject itself, if this Brahman

be meant to be the instance
, then it would be such as

Page 60
n°k universally recognised to be possessed

of the probandum (as the proving of such

presence would depend upon the reasoning under dis-

cussion).

Another form in which the probans may be put forward

is this :
—“ because it has unreality imposed upon it.” But

this too would not be a correct reason. Jf by a thing being

* imposed’ you mean that it is merely apparent, then, accord-

ing to your own view, your probans would not apply to the

phenomenal world ; because the recognition of the fact of

unreality being imposed upon would depend upon the

previous recognition of its absolute reality (and this recogni-

tion is sought to be brought forward by means of the reason-

ing in question). If however by a thing being imposed you

mean that it has practical, reality, then the probans would

apply to the shell-silver, and as such would have an undesir-

able extension. [The unreality of the shell-silver hav'iio

practical reality \. Lastly if it mean both apparent and prac-

tical reality, then too the probans becomes open to the last

fallacy.

Another reason put forward in the reasoning under dis-

cussion is in the form—“ because the things of the world

are devoid of all impositions (free from all determining

or qualifying elements).” This also is fallacious ;
firstly

because it applies to the absolute non-entity also, and

as such has an undue extension ; and secondly because

no such freedom from imposition is known in the way it is

put forward.

Adv. 194.
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Says bli© Opponent :

—

i4 The reason cannot be said to be

unknoivn; as the pure Brahman is
c free from irnposi dons’ for

the simple reason that It is free from impurities; the quali-

fied Brahman also is free from impositions as It is itself

determined

;

and as such if It had something else for lbs deter-

mining element
,
it would be necessary to assume such determi-

nation ad infinitum . And thus the corroborative Instance be-

ing all right, it must be admitted that absence of imposition

in general is recognised in all cases of the absence of parti-

cular characters.”

This cannot be accepted ; as the pure Brahman also can

be shown to bean imposition, through the imposition of the

beginningless Nescience. Because the character of the

‘ determination consists in the fact of its being— (1) either the

substratum of the determination or (2) the object of determi-

nation, or (3) the illuminator or manifestor of that determi-

nation
;
and every one of these cnaracters being coeval and

co-existent witli the determination, there is nothing in any of

them that could be incompatible with the purity (of Brahman).

This has been thus declared in the following verse of the Sank*

tepnshanruka :

—

1 The indivisible Consciousness alone is the

substratum and object of Nescience; as everything else appear-

ing after this Nescience could not be its substratum or object.’

Then again, the character of the determination might very well

belong to the qualified Brahman which is itself imposed. Nor
would this lead to a ref/ressus ad infinitum

;

because the im-

position of Nescience does not stand in need of any further

imposition
; as this imposition is quite capable of accomplish-

ing itself as well as other impositions ; and further, that

which is itself not imposed upon cannot servo as ‘imposition;’

as we find that it is only when a mirror is accompanied by a

inflection imposed upon itself that it has the capability of

imposing that image upon another mirror. This we shall

explain in greater detail later on.

5
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Titus we have refuted all the six Reasons pnt forward

by the Opponent with a view to prove the absolute reality of

he World, In the same manner all other reasons may be

refuted.

Reason i no [B.]

The Opponent brings forward another argument in the

following manner :

—

“ 'Jhe thing in question (the tvorld) is not

different from reality,—because it is Jiff-rent from absolute

nonentity,— like the Self."

But this also is not correct reasoning
; as it would be

applicable to all such apparently real things as the shell-silver

and the like. It might be argued that the probans—‘ differ-

ence from absolute non-entity ’—does not apply to such things

(as they are unreal). But if the shell-silver were not differ-

ent Bom an absolute non-entity, it would never be the object

of a direct sensuous cognition.

Says the Opponent—“ In that case, if the shell-silver bo

different from an absolute non-entity, it could not possib-

ly be different from a real entity
; and thus this too being

rightly included in tho probuudum, the probuns would not be

open to the fallacy of being too wide"

But to hold that the shell-silver is real is contrary to

the universally admitted fact of such reality being rejected

by subsequent cognitions. Then again, as a matter of fact

we find that even though the elephant is different from the

cow, it is yet different from the horse, which in its turn is

,» different from the cow ; and in the same manner, even

though a thing may be different from reality, it would bo

quite possible for it to be different from unreality also ;
as

we lmve already explained under the first definition of

unreality.

d$v. 19&
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Reasoning [C.]

“ The thing under discussion is not the product of the

" Ignorance of Consciousness,— or, is not the objective of the

“ conception produced by that Ignorance,—or, is not possess-

“ ed of an essence or reality which is the product of that

“ Ignorance,—or is not possessed of a reality which is set

“ aside by the due knowledge of that Ignorance,—because even
‘‘ while Consciousness is imperceptible, the thing in question

“ (the World) is directly cognised in a form that cannot bo
“ denied,—as we find in all similar cases ; for instance, while

“ the jar is imperceptible, the cloth appears directly in an
“ undeniable form ; anil this latter is not the product &c. of

“ the Ignorance of the jar. The contrary conclusion is sot

“ aside by the fact that whenever we have the direct cogui-

“ tion of a certain thing, thore is absolutely no chance for an

“ Ignorance of that thing. The probans of the above reason*

“ ing cannot be said to be opeu to the fallacy of the ‘ Uu-
“ known ’

; because even at the present moment we have

“ direct cognition of Consciousness, as the substratum (of

“ Ignorance and other things) and also as the Witness or

“ Perceiver of pleasure &c.’’

The above reasoning too is not, tenable. Because even

though it is true that wo have a direct cognitionof Conscious-

ness in ils general form, yet the reasoning is ‘ too wide inas-

much as it applies to the shell-silver also; as (at the time of

the misconception) the silver is directly cognised in its undeni-

ableform.

If again you put forward your premiss in the following

form,—“If one thing is directly cognised as undeui-

able on the cognition of another thing in its own*

exclusive form, then the former cannot be the product &o.

of the ignorance of the latter thing ”,—then the Reason be-

comes ‘ Unknown ’
;
because at the present timo Consciousness

J$v, 197.
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does not form the object of any direct cognition in that

exclusive form wlrch is held to be destructive of Misconcep-

tions ; as if It did form such an object, It could not bo

the substratum (of the cognition) ; and when It does form the

object of such exclusive cognition, upon the appearance of the

Vritti produced by the due comprehension of the Vedanta

texts, then, there is not the slightest chance for the appear-

ance of any direct cognition of the phenomenal World as an

undeniable reality. Thus then, inasmuch as' what is incom-

patible with Ignorance is only that knowledge or cognition

of the thing in its own individual form which is brovght about

by a valid means of knowledge ,—the mere fact of the thing

boingdirectly cognised cannot be held to remove the Ignorance

with regard to it.

The following objection also has been put forward against

the reasoning :
—“ If by ‘Ignorance ’ is meant tho negation or

“absence of knowledge, then the argument becomes ‘super-

“ fluous’ (as no one holds the World to be the product of any

“ such negation) ; and if * Ignorance ’is something inexplicable,

“ then it is as good as the ‘skyflower’ (i,e. an absolute non-

“ nentity), and its counter-eutity (iknowledge
;
would be an

“ impossibility.”

But there is not much weight in this objection ; as for

one who admits a negation which has an absolute non-entity

for its counter-entity (i.e. the negation of a non-entity), tho

said counter-entity would be possible, (for the purposes of

argumentation), simply by reason of its being admittod by the

Opponent (even though for tho propounder of the argument

himself, the counter-entity has no existence at all).

Reasoning [DJ.

“ The World ’is not imposed upon the Self,—because, it

“ forms the objective of the activity of persons who have

** direct cognition of the Self,—a3 for instance, the jar, which

** is the objective of the activity of persons who have the

A$v. 198.
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“ direct cognition of the Cloth, is not imposed upon the Cloth.

Nor is the reason open to the fallacy of the ' Unknown
“ bscause as a matter of fact we find that even though God
“ has the direct cognition of the Self, yet He engages

“ Himself in the Sustaining, &c , of the World, and, though

•* the person who has become liberated during life has the

“ direct cognition of the Self, yet he engages himself in such

“ actions as the begging for food and the like. Nor would

“ the Reason apply to the case of the misconception of the

“ conch as yellow; because the yellowness that is imposed upon

“ the couch never forms the objective of tho activity of the

“ person who has the direct cognition of loliiteness'*

This Reason has an undesirable application to the

case of reflections ; because the reflection of the face is

imposed upon the face, and forms the objective of tho activity

of the person who has the direct cognition of the identity of

the reflection with the face.

The Reasoning is also subject to the * vitiating condition’

in the shape of the character of being perceived apart from

the Self (which while covering all cases of the probandum ,

does uot cover all those of the probans).

Reasonings [E] and [F].

Other two reasonings brought forward by the Opponent

are:—(E) “ The world is not the product of illusion cast

‘‘ by God,—because it is directly perceptible to Him,—as

“ for instance, the jar, which is directly perceptible by

Chaitra, is not the product of any illusion cast by
“ him. (F) The world is not the product of illusion cast

“ by the Jiva (Individualised Consciousness),—because it

“ continues to exist even when he is in deep sleep,— like

“ the Self. Nor is this latter Reason ‘unknown’, as the

“ World is actually recognised by the man to be the same

Adv. 199,
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“ (when he wak ;s up)
; and it is nob possible, in the absence

u of any unseen agencies, for blie World to have been pro-

“ duoed over agiin on the man’s waking.”

The former of these two reasons (B) has an ' undue

extension,’ inasmuch as it applies to the case of the magician,

who perceives all the things he produces by his magic; and

yet these things are the product of the illusion cast by

him. Then again, Illusion being the same as Nescience, the

Reason would apply to the case of the misconception of the

identity of the body and the Self. And as regards the other

argument (F), it is distinctly open to the fallacy of the ‘ un-

known ‘ (the world perceived after sleep not being precisely

the same as the one perceived before it). Nor could this

fallacy bo avoided by the fact that the World is recognised

to be the same ; because wo shall show, under the section on

‘ 1>risfisristi', that no such Recognition can prove the

existence of the World during the time that the person

is in deep sleep. And it is quite possible for the World to

appear over again (on the man’s waking); as there is every

possibility of there being causes at work in the shape of certain

unseen forces.

Reasoning [GJ.

“Unreality does not belong to alt things save the Self,

—

“ because it subsists only in such things as are unreal,

—

“ like the character of shell-silver
”—This is another argu-

ment put forth by the Opponent. But this also is not right;

because it is open to a ‘ vitiating condition’ in the shape of

the character of subsisting in things other than unreality. Then

again, what is Unreality ? (1) Is it a character different from

that of entity anil non-entity ? (2) Or, is it only that which

is different from that of the entity Pin the former case the argu-

ment becomes ‘ superfluous ’ (the conclusion being acceptable

to all parties),—inasmuch as such an unreality would not

Ado. 200.
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(even according to the Yedantin) belong to tlio non-entity

,

which also would be included in ‘all things save the Self'.

In the latter case, inasmuch as in the premiss as put

forward the word ‘Unreal* has been used in the sense

of ‘ different from the character of the Entity and the Non-

entity the Reason [in the case of the word ‘ Unreal ’ being

regarded as ecpiivalent to ‘different from the character of

the entity ’] would bo open to the fallacy of being ‘Unknown’

in its true form. Because the character of the ‘Subject' of

the argument,— ‘Unreality ’ in the shape of ‘ difference from

the character of the entity ’—belonging also to the absolute

nonentity, it could not be concomitant with the probnnff—
‘non-subsistence in things other than those that are different

in character from the entity and the nouentity.’ If in order

to avoid this, the word ‘ unreality * in the premiss also be re-

garded as equivalent to ‘difference from the character of the

entity’,—then the reason becomes ‘doubtful’, and thence

‘inconclusive/; as it would be doubtful whether or not the

proban ft is concomitant with the absence of the prob'ivdvm, as

conceived in different solves (diversity of selves being held

by the propounder of the argument). And lastly, all the

fallacies of the ‘ Ineffective ’ and the like that we have

shown above (in connection with the previous reasonings)

are all applicable to the present reasoning also.

Reason ino [H]
“ The Self is something different from the absolutely real

“entity,— because it is a thing or category (of thought),—like

“the Not-self. It might bo argued that the reasoning is open
“ to the fallacy of ‘ proving something else ’, inasmuch as the
“ difference ’ sought to bo proved might bo that pertaining
“ to the assumed (and not to the real) Self. But in that
“ case, the Vedan tic reasoning for Unreality also could be open
“ to the fallacy of ' superfluousnes3, ’ inasmuch as the ‘ unre-

ality ’ sought to bo proved might bo such as is assumed (and
“ not actual).”

Ado. SOI.
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This reasoning too is not tenable ; because there would

be ‘superfluity’ in the reasoning, by taking into accouut only

such things as have only practical Reality, Nor would any

fallacy, on these lines, be shown to be applicable to our

Po"e 62
argument for ‘ Unreality.’ Aud further, the

reasoning in question is open to the * vitiating

condition ’ in the shape of the character of bliss.

Reasoning [I.]

“ The Self has in it the Not-sell permeating all forms,

“—or, it has in it the Not-self in the shape of a positive

“entity permeating all forms,— (3) or, it has in it the Not-self

“ that is not rejectible by a knowledge of the Self—(4) or, it

“has in it a Not-self in the shape of a positive entity,

“ which is not rejectible by the Knowledge of Self,—because

“ it is a thing or category of thought,—or, because it is a

“ positive entity,—like the jar and such other things. We
“ have added the expression in the shape of positive entity, in

“order to guard against the charge ot ‘Superfluity’ that might

“otherwise be brought against our reasoning, in accordance

“ with the view that Nescience is a fifth kind of things, the

“cessation whereof would be admitted by both parties.”

'There is not much force in this argument either; for what

do you mean by ‘ permeating all form* ’? If it mean any form,

then (as we do not deny this) your argument would be ‘ su-

perfluous,’ If however it mean the form of the Self, then

the probandum comes to be of a character that is absolutely

* unknown as nobody knows of any such Not-self as per-

meates allforms of the Self; for if such Not-self were known,

there would be no use for any such reasoning as the one un-

der consideration.

Says the Opponent :—“ The word * form’ always refers

“ to that along with which it is compounded ;
consequently,

“at the time of the comprehension of the major Premiss, it

“ would refer to the form of that which is brought forward as

A4o. 202.
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“ the Corroborative instance; and at that of the comprehension

“of the Minor Premiss, it would refer to theform of the Self,

“And thus the reasoning cannot bo open to the fallacy of the

Unknown 1’robandum.'”

This is not right
;
as the bringing forward of the peculiar

natute of words can serve no useful purpose in regard to

Inferential reasoning.

The above objections also apply to the case of the word

“ Sea ’ as appearing in the expression ' Srnijfin nabildhya
’

(in

the third and fourth of the four alternative conclusions).

Reasoning [J.]

For the above reasons we also reject the following reason-

ing :
—“ The cessation of bondage in question (1) is coeval or

co-existent with the Not-self, which is not rejectible by the

knowledge of its counter-entity,—or (2) it is coeval with the

Not-self in the form of a positive entity, which is not rejec-

tible by the said knowledge,—because it is the cessation of

bondage—like the bondage of chains.”

In this reasoning the denotation of the word ‘ bondage

as used in the premisses, and in the instance, is not the same ;

and hence it becomes open to the one or the other of the fall-

acies of— (l) the ‘ Unknown Probans ’ and—(2) the ‘ Absence

of the Probans ’ (in the Instance). And the use of the word

*Sva’ again makes it open to the aforesaid fallacy of the

* Unknown Probandum.’ Then again, as regards the Proban*,

there being no useful purpose served by the addition of the

qualifying word ' bondage ’, the reasoning becomes open to the

fallacy of the ‘ Unknown Concomitance of the Probans.’ And

lastly, if what is meant to be proved is the said coevality of

all cessation, then, inasmuch as we always find some cessation

or other to be coeval with Not-self, the reasoning becomes

‘futile’; just as it would be if the coevality of only the

cessation of pain were meant to be proved ; because of the

Ado 203.
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fact tliat we find t lie cessation of ordinary pain during tlio

wordly state to be coeval with the previous non-existence of

the pain coexistent with that cessation.

Reasoning [KJ
Says the Opponent:—“ The general reasonings haring

been refuted in the above manner,, we can put forward the

#< following specific reasonings :

—

The notion of Self u not

«• rejectiblo hy any notion of which the objective is the same a*

" that of the former notion,—because it is a notion,— like the

4t notion of the Shell.’*

This reasoning is altogether childish, as it is subject to the

1
vitiating condition* in the form of the character of not having

for its objective that which is contrary to iisrlf. And further,

the Prolxina becomes ‘too wide’, inasmuch as we find that

in the case of the assertion—‘this blind person has the

knowledge of colour ’—the knowledge or notion that is

assumed as having colour for its objective is such as is not

comprehensible by the blind; and hence this affords an instance

of a notion ‘ being rejected by a notion of which the objective

is the same as that of the former notion
f

. It might be argued

that in this case the notion in question is assumed, and hence

rcjectible. Hut then, in the case in question also, the * Vritti
’

(necessary for all forms of cognition) is assumed, and as such

equally rejectible. And if (in order to avoid this,) tho word

•notion* be taken as equivalent to mere ‘Consciousness*, then

the reasoning becomes partly ‘Superfluous*.

Reasoning [b]-

i{ The source of the misconception of which Self is the

•• substratum cannot be set aside by a knowledge of tho

M substratum of that misconception proceeding from that

•* source,— because it is the source of misconception,— like

# * the Kye-disease which is the source of the misconception

“ of which the shell is the substratum/*

Adv. 204,
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This miaouing also is uot correct; as it is subject to two
* vitiating conditions ’—(1) the character of not extending up to

the knowledge of a substratum in its exclusion form, and (2) the

character of not being imposed upon the substratum of the

misconception proceeding from the source in question. Further,

the Frobans becomes * too wide in view of the following

fact :—Seeing a piece of stone from a distance, wo presume a

certain degree of brightness in it ; and just as in the case of

the shell, so here also, this presumed brightness leads us to

regard the stone as silver ; and when we come to know the real

substratum (the stone), wo find that this knowledge sets aside

the brightness as well as the silver.

Reasoning w
“ Anything other than Brahman, when boginningless, is an

“ absolutely real entity,—because it is begiiminglcss,—like

“ Brahman.”

This reasoning is subject to the ‘vitiating condition’

in tho shape of the character of not being the object of absolute

destruction.

Reasoning [NJ.

“ Brahman cannot subsist without being related to (and

“ conditioned by) place and time,—because It is a category

“ of thought (or thing),—like tho jar.”

This reasoning too is not sound
;

because all that the

conclusion— 1 Brahman, cannot &o.’—means is that
P»ge 53

.

* whenever there is Bralunan, there is always tho

relationship of time',—which involves an invariable concom-

itance that is (at any rate, partly) accepted by the Vedautin;

and thus, to that extent, tho reasoning becomes ‘Superfluous’.

Because as a matter of fact, at the time that Brahman exists;

It does not exist without a relationship to time. Then again,

& similar invariable oonoouiitauce with regard to place also, in
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the form—* Wherever the Self is there is relationship with

place —makes the reasoning ‘ superfluous.’ Because the

relationship to Time and Place never ceases to exist (so long

as Time and Place exist) ;
during Absolute Deliverance

however there is no Time or Place ; and thus the aforesaid

‘ Superfluity ’ cannot be denied as a fallacy in the reasoning

under consideration.

Reasoning [O].

“ Such things besides Brahman as Dharraa and the like,

‘‘ which are cognisable by means of the Veda only, are abso-

“ lately real,—because they form objects of the import of the

“ scriptures,—like Brahman.”

This also is untenable ; as it is subject to a ‘vitiating*

condition in the shape of the character of being spoken of in the

scriptures as absolutely real.

Reasoning [P]-

“ Pleasure and such other things, cognisable by the

“ Perceiver, are absolutely real,—because they form undeni-

“ able direct objects of such cognitions as do not proceed

“ from auy deficiency in the cognitive agency,—like the

“Self.”

This also is not tenable ; as the Probans would be
1
too

wide in view of such cases as that of the shell-siloer ; as

such things form the objects of Vritlis proceeding from

deficiencies, and yet they are the objects for the Perceiver

who does not originate from any deficiencies. Then again,

inasmuch as the Pure Self is not regarded as the object of

auy Vritti
,
your Instance becomes such that the Probans

does not subsist in it. If however it be meant that the Self

(herein introduced as the Instance) is one that does not form

the objoct of cognitions proceeding from deficiencies, then

the Probans itself becomes ‘Unknown*. Because the Pritti

of Nescience, which is the distinguishing feature of the Per-
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ceiver, lias its source in deficiencies. And further, the

reasoning is “ too wide ”, in view of the fact that it applies

to the non-entity, the definition whereof being mado by the

verbal cognition which has a non-existent objection, has its

source in deficiencies. In accordance with the view that

the Self is an objective of Vrittis,—inasmuch as such Vriftis

have for their basis the mistaken notion of identity between

the Body and the Self, the Instance becomes such as is totally

devoid of the Probans. In case however, such character

of the Self be not accepted,—inasmuch as the necessary

absolute reality of a thing could be proved by the mere

fact of its not being an objective (like the Self), there would

be absolutely no use for the additional qualification ‘ of

cognitions proceeding from deficiencies ’
; and thus the

Piobnns comes to be such as is not known to be invariably

concomitant with the * Subject ’
; and this also constitutes

another fallacy,—that of the ‘unknown Subject’. This

we have explained in detail elsewhere.

Reasoning [Ql-
“ The thing in question is absolutely real,—because

“ it has an existence prior to its owu cognition,—like the

" Self.
”

This reason is subject to the fallacy of * Unknown Pro-

bans ’, in accordance with the theory of * Dridisridi and

it is also subject to a * vitiating condition ’ in the shape of

beginninglessncss, the concomitance whereof is not of the

same character as that needed for the reasoning.

Reasoning [HJ.

“ The character of the negation of this jar as inhering

“ in this jar ;— [
this negation beiug other than mutual

“ negation]—cannot be co-eval or co-existent with this jar,

—

“ because such character can subsist only in the negation of

“ this jar as inhering in this jar, this negation being other

Adv. 207.
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44 tlmu mutual negation;—like the character of the prior
44 negation of this jar. In accordance with the view that
44 the Probans must be entirely free from all properties that
44
are incompatible with the Probutulum, we should add the

44
qualification ‘not qualified by any such incompatible

44 propei ties What this reasoning proves (for the jar)

“ is that kind of reality which consists iu the thing not

44 being capable of any such absolute negation as is co-eval or
44 co-existent with it.”

This reasoning also is not correct
;
as it is subject to the

4 vitiating condition * in the shape of the character of subsisting

either in the product only
,
or in the cause only, of this jar ,

—

this product and this cause such as h<>s this jar fur its

counter-entity
; this character having for its invariable

concomitant the Probaudum as qualified by the Probans .

It might be argued that, 44
it is uncertain whether this

44 character is not concomitant with the Probans; because

we cannot be. sure if the property that forms part of the

u Subj ct subsets in absolute negation. [Arid as such the
41 character put forward cannot be regarded as a truo 4

vitiat-

44 ing condition \]P

But as a matter of fact wo know that even a doubtful

4 vitiating condition
*

serves to vitiate a reasoning, so long

as there does not appear another reasoning rejecting the con-

clusion contrary to that sought to be proved by means of

tho former reasoning. Further, the reasoning is
s

too

wide \ inasmuch as it is applicable to the character of tho

absolute negation of the jar. As in a place where the jar

resides the relation of conjunction (?. e,, wherewith the jar

is in contact), there is an absolute negation of the jar by

th» relation of Inherence
,

/. e
.
(the jar does not inhere in, or

form part of, the 'place wherewith it is in contact); and thus

we have the Probans subsisting i n a place where the Pro-

band tun is absent.

End of SiiCi ion -0.
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Section (21).

Specific Inferential Reasonings proving the Unreality of the phenomenal World.

Seasoning fd].

The character of not being the substratum of the nega-

tion of things other than Brahman, which are not rejectiblo

by anything except the Knowledge of Brahman, cannot

subsist in the substratum of absolute reality,—because it does

not subsist in Brahman,—like the cliaractor of shell-silver,

and like tho difference from absolute reality.

[B] The thing under discussion is unreal,—because it is

something other than Brahman,—like the shell-silver.

[0] Absolute reality cannot subsist in anything that

p &4
is the object of a mutual negation subsisting in

itself,—because it never subsists in anything but

an absolutely real entity,—like the character of Brahman.

[D] , The character of absolute reality is invariably

concomitant with the character of Brahman, or with Unity,

—

because those two characters are co-existent with reality,—

like the character of being different from unreality.

[E] , The Jar and other things having a pervasive

existence (extending over the whole of themselves) are the

objects of only such negation as is co-existent with its

substratum and is other than those that are produced (and

not external),—because they are the objects of negation,

—

like nameability. According to the Logician, Nameabitity'

being a purely universal term, thi3 character can be the

object of mutual negation only. In accordance with our

view however, it is unreal
j
and hence the character of the

probandum cannot be said to bo absent in the Instance.
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[F] . Absolute negation subsists in the whole of its

object,—because it is eternal negation,—like mutual nega-

tion.

[G] . The character of absolute negation subsists only in

that which resides in the substratum of all that forms the

object of that negation,—or it subsists in that which resides

in all the objects of the negation,—because the negation

is an eternal one,—like mutual negation.

[B]. The character of the absolute negation of the jar

subsists in that which is co-existent with the negation, this

negation being the Prior Negation of the Object that is pro-

ductive of the object of that negation,—because it subsists

in the negation of a certain jar which is coeval with a certain

piece of the jar,—like the character of cognisabilUy.

[I], The piece of the jar is the substratum of the

absolute negation of that jar,—because it forms its recep-

tacle,—like the jar.

[JJ. The character of Brahman cannot belong to any

object of mutual negation subsisting in an absolutely real

thing,—because it belong, to Brahman,—like the character

of being different from Unreality.

[K] . Any distinction from, or negation of, the absolutely

real thing cannot subsist in any absolutely real thing,

—

because it has for its object an absolutely real thing,—like

the negation that has for its object all things having absolute

. reality.

[L] , All differentiation (or negation) must belong either

to an object other than the real, or to the substratum of such

an object,—because it is a negation,—like the negation of the

shell-silver,
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[MJ. The differentiation (or negation) residing in the

absolutely real thing cannot have that thing for its object,—

because it resides in an absolutely real thing,—like the nega-

tion of the shell-silver.

[N]. Unreality is unvariably concomitant with all things

except Brahman and the absolute non-entity,—because it

belongs to all unreal things,—or because it is not the object

of that absolute negation which is co-existent with unrea-

lity,—like the character of perceptibility.

[OJ. Perceptibility cannot belong to the absolutely real

thing,—because it resides only in nameable things,—like the

character of the shell-silver.

[P] . Perceptibility is invariably concomitant with the

character of differing from the absolutely real thing,—

because it is a character not residing in things than othor per-

ceptible,—like the character of apparent reality.

[Q]

, That which, according to both disputants, is not

unreal can never form the substratum of any character that

is not co-existent with unreality,—because it is its recep-

tacle,—like the shell-silver.

[R] . That point in space which is characterised (or

occupied) by an object is the substratum of the absolute

negation (of that object),—because it is its receptacle,—like

Time.

[S] . Anything endowed with the character of the Self

is devoid of that negation which has for its object something

possessed of absolute reality,—because it is absolutely real,

—

like all things possessed of absolute reality. Even in

accordance with those who hold that one absolutely real

thing may be different from another absolutely real thing,

—
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the difference or negation cannot bo regarded as subsisting

in all things endowed with absolute reality ; in fact it

must bo regarded as subsisting only in such things as are

endowed with the character of the jar and the like.

[T] . The shell-silver does not in any way differ from

the world, in point of unreality,—because it forms the object

of ordinary activity,—like Brahman. As a rule, the pro-

bandum can belong to or exist in another thing in the fol-

lowing three ways:—(1) It may be that the Subject in

which the prob-indum is sought to be proved is not unreal

;

(2) or that both the subject and the probandum are unreal

;

(3) or that both of these are not unreal. The last of these

alternatives is not possible ; so the probandum could bo

proved to exist, in the Subject, in accordance with the second

alternative ;
while the same probandum can belong to the

Instance in accordance with the first alternative. This

distinction has to bo borne in mind.

[U] . The thing under discussion is unreal,—because

while not being the object of that knowledge which leads

to deliverance, it is something other than an absolute non-

entity,—like the shell-silver.

[V] . The character of being the object of that knowledge

which leads to deliverance is such that absolute reality

is invariably concomitant with it,—because it is co-existent

with absolute reality,— like the character of being spoken

of in the scriptures as absolutely real.

m r
J’he absolute negation of a certain piece of cloth is

located in this yarn,—because it is the beginning-
,v,( ,io.

] (
,HS negation of the cloth,—like the mutual

negation oE tho cloth. Inasmuch as the destruction of the

cloth caused by the destruction of the yarn never resides in
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the yarn, we have introduced the word ‘ beginninglcss in

order to preclude the reason from applying to such destruc-

tion. But as regards the cloth whose destruction is brought

about by the disruption of its substratum,—if tho absolute

negation of such a cloth be meant to be tho ‘ subject’ of tho

argument, then there is no need for tho introduction of tho

word ‘ beginninglcss.’ Then again, what is meant to bo tho

‘subject’ of tho argument is everyone of those absolute

negations that liavo tho particular cloth for their object; and

henco it would not be right to bring forward against tho

reasoning the chargo of ‘ superfluity ’ on the ground that any

particular kind of tho absoluto negation of tho cloth may be

admitted by the Logician to reside in the yarn. Anil tho

reason is that what is sought to be proved is the probandum

with reference to all those things that may havo tho charac-

ter of the ‘subject’ as put forward. Or, we may have for

our ‘subject’ that absoluto negation of the cloth which is

characterised by
(
i . e. resides in the cloth in) the relationship

of Inherence, and which is not characterised by any such

character as is not co-existent with it. By tho word ‘yarn’

again what is meant is the constituent or material cause of

the cloth ; and as in this we havo tho previous negation of

tho cloth, tho reasoning cannot bo said to bo faulty with

reference to that. Then lastly, as regards tho objections of

‘ superfluity ’ and the rest based upon the conception of tho

identity of causo and effect,—theso wo havo already refuted

above in connection with tho reasoning ({noted from 1'utlva-

pradlpikU.

Or, we may put forward the abovo reasoning in the

following specified form :—That absoluto negation of tho

Cloth which is characterised by the relationship of inherence

resides in the yarn,—because it is the absolute negation of

the Cloth,—like that absolute negation of the Cloth which is

characterised by another kind of relationship.
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[X]. That which is devoid of the character of having

partial existence and which has the character of the

‘ subject* of the preceding reasoning, is the object of that

absolute negation which is co-existent with itself,—because;

it is not-self,—like Conjunction. This reasoning could

not apply to the absolute negation of the Universe; as

if this were regarded to be of the form of the sub-

stratum of such negation (which could be none other than

Brahman Itself), it would not be the not-self. and as such tho

probans could not apply to it; on the other hand, if it were

hold to bo something different from that substratum, then, as

it would be unreal, the character of being the object of

absolute negation would be quito compatible with its nature
;

and as such the said probaudum would bo fully applicable to

it. It might bo argued that

—

<c
in the case of tho absolute

negation of an absolute negation, the reasoning would be

open to tho objection that we do not know of any such unrea-

lity os consists in the character of being the object of such an

absolute negation .

”

But this is not correct
;
because there

can bo no incongruity between the fact of a negation being

the object of negation and that of a positive entity being the

object of negation. Because as a matter of fact-, it is univer-

sally known that even though prior negation is the object of

absolute) negation, yet tho jar and other things are the objects

of that negation. This we have fully explained above

under the section on ‘ the Unreality of Unreality.’

In tho above reasoning what is meant by bang devoid of

the character of having partial existence is that the Subject is

meant to be such as does not exist over only apart of its subs-

tratum. And this clears the reasoning of the following objec-

tions:
—“If what is meant be the character of being the

object of such absolute negation as is co-existent with itself,

then the reasoning becomes open to the fallacy of ‘ Budha *,

‘Annulment’. And if what is meant be the character
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of not being tlie substratum of the character of not existing

in mere parts, then, such objects as the jar and the like

become precluded from the range of the Subject.”

The probans—‘being the not-self ’—must be taken in the

same sense as ‘ unconsciousness’, and this is what lends sup-

port to the next reasoning.

[Y] . Everything besides eternal substances, which is

not the subtratum of partial existence, and having tho charac-

teristics of tho aforesaid Subject, is the object of such absolute

negation as is not itself the object of such negation,—because

it is a thins ,
a category of thought,—like the eternal sub-

stance. The particular corroborative Instance has been put

forward in accordance with tho view of tho Opponent; in

accordance with our own standpoint, tho shell-silver would

he the fittest instance.

Says the Opponent:— When a thing is an object of

‘'absolute negation, it becomes an absolute non-entity
; as

“ thcro would bo uothing that could distinguish tho one from
“ tho other (i. e, the object of absolute, negation from the

“ absolute non-entity)."

But as a matter of fact, tho anomaly of there being no

such distinguishing feature is sot aside by tho fact of tho

object of absolute negation being such a3 is produced (brought

into existence) or destroyed (neither of which can bo said of

the absolute non-entity).

[Z] . Any differentiation from tho Self cannot have for

its object an absolutely real thing,—because it has not tho

Self for its object,—like the differentiation of the shell-silver.

Nor would tho reason apply to the Conjunction of the jar

and the cloth ; because the mero presence of a doubt as to the

presence of tho probandum in an objoct other than the Subject

cannot vitiate tho argument ; as we find in the case of tho
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argument,

—

1 the world has a cause,—because it is an effect—
like the sprout’,—that tho sprout being known to bo possess-

ed of tho probans (the character of being an effect), the mere

presence of a doubt as to the presence therein of the proban-

dim (tlio character of having a cause) does not in any way

vitiate the argument.

In this manner may other reasonings be put forward by

the learned.

Thus wo have clearly shown that, for the establishing

of our desired position, there are many and excellent reasons,

while those for the Opponent are vory few.

Later on we shall put forward reasonings corroborative of

our main thesis; and then having examined tho comparative

strength of the pros and cons, we shall point out the weak

points in tho x'easonings of our Opponents; on the present

occasion, therefore, the student need not trouble his mind

over that point.

Section (22).

Explanation of Vedic texts that appear to he opposed to the view that the world

is unreal.

Says the opponent-.—'“ The notion that the world is unreal

may be regarded as rejected by scriptural pas-

sages, such as—(A) Shruti :
—‘The Universe is

“real’ [AhV/uer/a-Astaka It], ‘That which is regarded as

“real is tho false ’ [72/yfleda-Astaka VIII],] ‘For eternal

“ years. Ho created things in reality.’ [Ishopanisad] ; (13)

“ Smriti :
—

* They (the ill-guided) declare tho world to bo

“ unreal, unstable, and without God ’

[ Bhagavadglta]. Then
“ again, the author of the Brahma-Sfltras also has proved the

“ reality of the world in such Sutras as—‘ There can be no

“ negation of the world because we actually perceive it
’

“ [Brahma-sVlra II— ii], and ‘ The perception of tho
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(f world cannot bo regarded as a dream, as there is no simi-

“ larity between the two [IbidJ.”

The sense of these passages is not as you take it to bo.

For the first passage you have citod is from tho second

a^aka of the liigveda Samhita ; and tho meaning of it is as

follows:— (1) ‘0, Indra and Brahmanaspati ! You who are

rich (rnagha—wealth), or to whom sacrifices are offered (when

we read maklia)\ All actions that are real, because they are

good, or because they serve to bring about their results,

—such actions are yours, verily !

4 That is to say,— ‘ it

is to you that all actions are offered ! The all-pervad-

ing deities do not destroy or adversely affect your de-

termination or action [chu na
}
though really two words,

are read by traditional teachers and students as one word

;

the word praminanti is from the root mi— to destroy, of tho

/ ri-class]. In fact those deities support you in your actions !

With a view to accepting our offerings of curds, cooked

rice and cake &c., do come to the sacrifice, liko two

fleet steeds yoked to the chariot [tho root jigati—lo-go

belongs to tho juhotijo di-class] \
Or, come towards our

offering as horses run towards grains and grasses

!

1

Or,

another moauing of which the sentence is capable is as

follows:

—

4 O’ Indra and Brahmanaspati! The world that

appears to be real is yours ! i. e. it lias been created by you !

Or, all the hymns aud praises sung to you apply to you roally

or literally, and not only figuratively ! The pervading deities,

or tho five elementary substances, Water and tho rest, do not

affect adversely your work of creating the world ! May you

two, who are so great, come over &c\, &c.’;—tho rest as

above. Thus wo (iud that the passage is a hymn addressed in

praise of a certain deity
;
and as such it cannot be taken as

having its sonso in the declaring of the reality of the World.

(2) As regards the second passage you have quoted, it is

from the 8th astaka of the Jligoeda samhitCi
; this also is a
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hymn addressed in praise of Indra ; and as such it cannot be

taken as declaring the reality of the World. What it really

moans is as follows :—
‘ He (Indra) is, by his very power,

capable of doing everything I That is, he does not stand in

need of any help; and this for the very reason of his being

Indra. He is like the beautifully coloured bird that corner

(this sense of coming is got at from the prefix ‘ a'), grave and

ancient, and without a nest. That is, at sacrifices Indra does

not, like Agni, make a home for himself. What-
Page 57.

°
ever then such an Indra knows as fit for doing,

is real, and not fruitless. Ho wins eminently desirable

wealth from his enemies, and gives it to those that praise

him.’ In the words ‘jSla’ and ‘delta’ we have the trim

affix; and this precludes the use of the Genitive, in accor-

dance with Panini’s Sntra-‘ nalokHoyayanisthakhalartha-

tritium].

Any other passage that might be quoted as declaring the

reality of the world may be similarly explained (as having

a sense other than that).

(3) The third passage quoted by you from the Ishopani*

sad cannot be accepted as declaring the reality of the world,

as what it means is that the God created the world in the

same manner as on previous occasions ; and it does not mean

that the world or its creation, is real.

Even in the case of such passages as cannot be taken as

addressed in mere praise to some deity, we cannot accept

them as pointing to the reality of the world ; as all that

they do is to describe things that are perceived in ordinary

experience. For instance, the Vedic sentence—* Fire is the

antidote for cold.
’

Says the Opponent.—“In accordance with the Vedanta

** view, it is only the essence of Brahman that manifests itself;

“ consequently anything else, in the form of the essence
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“ of the jar and such other things, can never be cognised by
“ Sense-perception, as something not rejectible at any time ;

“ hence no Vedic sentence can be accepted as pointing

“ to such perceived things, and as such being merely desorip.

“ tive of these.”

As a matter of fact what occurs is that whenever the

essence of Brahman manifest itself, it does so after having

set aside all other essences ; and it is only to the Essence of

Brahman that we apply such words as ‘ real ’ and the like;

and so the ‘ reality ’ of anything else cannot be accepted as

the object of verbal cognition obtained through the Veda;

and thus the descriptive character of such passages cannot

be explained away in any way.

Says the Opponent :
—“ In the case of the assertion * the

‘‘ Earth is different from other substances we find that the

“ fact asserted is partially perceived in such ordinary things

“ as the jar and the like, and as such, though its predica-
<r

bility in reference to that part (the jar) is already known,

“yet this predicability of the whole extent of the Earth is

“ not equally known ; and hence tho assertion is not regard-

“ ed to be merely desnriptioe. In tho same manner, in the

“ sentence ‘ no animals should be killed ’, oven though.

“ the non-killing
,

as predicated of a portion of the class

“
‘ animal ’, in the shape of the ‘ Brahmana is already

“ known from another sentence (‘ the Brahmana should not

“be killed’),—yet, inasmuch as the non-killing with

“ regard to all animals is not known, we do not regard the

“ passage as merely descriptive. In the same manner, in

“ the case in question, inasmuch as the reality of the whole

“ universe has not been known by Sense-perception, the

“ passages quoted by us cannot be regarded as merely des-

“ criptive of that fact of perception.”

This is not right. Because in the case of the passages

you have cited, the character of * Earth * and the character
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of
6

slaughter * are such a3 subsist in common among a number

of substrates
; and lienco it being not possible for tho whole

of those substrates to be previously known
,

the passages

cannot bo regarded as purely descriptive. In the casein

question however, there is no such single character as that

of the c Visva ,

9
* Universe *

; as the word 6 Visea
5

being a

pronoun is merely indicative of every one of such things as

the jar and the like, in their respective forms ; and as in

regard to each of these, c reality * would be known (accord-

ing to tho Logician), how could you deny the fact of the

sentence (‘ Vishvam sal ’) being merely descriptive
;
specially

as there are not different kinds of Sxttva or reality .

Says the Opponent :

—

iC
In the case of Vedic passages

li wo find that when the same injunctive passage with the

u same meaning appears in two different Vedic c texts,* in

“ neither of the two [daces is tho passage regarded as

“ merely descriptive, in view of the sense being already got

“ at from the other texts; and in the same manner, the

€t assertion ‘ the world is real * could not be regarded as

“ merely descriptive, for the simple reason that tho fact

“ herein declared is not known to tho person who has been

put in doubt, as to the reality of tho jar and other things,

“ by tho declarations and arguments put forward by tho

“ other disputant.”

If wo were to accept such an explanation, then there

would be no instance where any passage could bo regarded

as merely descriptive . It might be argued that we would

have such instances in the shape of cases with regard to

which all men arc agreed. Rut then, it is absolutely im-

possible to ascertain any case with regard to which all men

may be agreed. As regards the case of tho same passage

occurring in different Vedic 8 texts tho fact is that a pass-

age can be regarded as descriptive only when we have the
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idea that * this lias already boon declared before’; and as

no such idea is possible except when the two passages occur

in the same ‘ text it is only natural that the merely des-

criptive character should not bo attributed to any of tho

passages occurring in different ‘ texts.*

Says the Opponent.

:
—“ In the Bliasva on tho Brihadilra -

“ nyaka Vpnnhnd we find that in regard to the passage 1
it

“ should be perceived as existing the author has raised tho

“ question of its being merely descriptive, on the ground of

“ its describing what is known by Sense-perception, and has

then declared that it is not so, because there are differences

« of opinion on the point. In tho same manner, even though

“ the sentence * the world is real ’ expresses only tho

“reality that is known by Sense-perception, yet, it cannot

“ be regarded as merely descriptive ; because it serves tho

“ useful purpose of setting aside the differences of opinion

“ on Ihe point.”

This argument is based upon a misunderstanding of the

llhasya referred to. What is meant by that passage is

that, inasmuch as there is a difference of opinion among

the disputants, the Self as apart from the body cannot bo

accepted as known by sensuous perception
;

as if it were so

perceptible, no exception could be takon to its existence by the

Ohurvahas, who admit the validity of all Sensuous Per-
]> 53

J

coption ; and the passage does not say anything as to

whet her or not the setting aside of the diverse opinions of dis-

putants makes tho words ‘the Self exists’ fully significant, and

not merely descriptive. That such is the sense of tho Bhasya

is shown by the following sontenco in it :

—

1

It is the Scrip-

ture that has its bearing upon tho fact of the existence of a

Self related to lives more than one, and also on tho matter

of those being particular means for tho obtaining, in futuro

lives, of desirablo, and tho avoiding undesirable, things.’
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Says the Opponent :
—“ la the case of the two middle

"sections of the Chaturraasya sacrifice, we find the passage
“ * he lays the fire at the two sections and this passage has

" been taken as enjoining the laying offire other than that

** which has been enjoined by the original injunction (of the

" ChaturmSsya). And in the same manner, we can take tiro

" sentence ‘the world is real ’as directly laying down the reality

“ in the shapo of undesirability at all points of time,—this

" reality being something different from the mere empirical

** reality which is perceived by the Senses.”

This cannot be ; as in that case, the passago in question

would bo contradictory to that which lays down the fact of

the world being desirable at all points of time ; and for this

reason, the sentence * the world is real ’ cannot be taken as

laying down the fact oE the world being undesirable at nil

points of time. It might be argued that,—“ in view of the

contradiction pointed out, the sentenco * the world is real
’

may bo taken as laying down its undesirability at all points

of time; and hence the other passage cannot be taken as

denying such undesirability ; nor is there any ground why we

should accept the one or the other sentence as more authori-

tative”. But as a matter of fact we do have ground for

accepting the Vodantic interpretation of the two passages.

For instance, in the first place, unless wo accept that inter-

pretation, we do not get at the true import of the sentences;

and secondly, as all Vedic texts point to the reality of the

One only, we cannot be justified in admitting any interpre-

tation that would ascribe reality to other things.

All Vedic texts speaking of Non-duality are endowed

with all the six marks, indicative of their true import.

Three of these -marks, establishing the Validity of the

Cognitions obtained, pertain to the meaning of the

texts; and these are—(1) the fact that what is mentioned

in the text is such as is not already known by other
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means of knowledge
; (2) the fact of this cognition not

being sublated by any subsequent cognition
; and (3) the fact

of the cognition thus obtained being such as serves a useful

purpose. The other three, pertaining to the words, serve

to preclude the possibility of any incongruities in regard to

the passage ; and these are—(1) full agreement between the

beginning and the end, (2) repetition, and (3) the presence

of eulogistic passages. Now, with regard to these three

verbal marks, there is no dispute ; as all the Upanisads

proceed in this same manner. Then as regards the former

three marks, we may point out the foliowiug facts:—(1)

What is spoken of in the texts concerned is not known by

any other means of knowledge, and thus the first condition is

duly fulfilled. (:*) Nor can there be any dispute with regard

to the fulfilment of the third condition of usefulness ; as the

texts pertain to such knowledge as leads to Final Deliverance.

What remains doubtful then is the fulfilment of the second

condition, of the cognition not being sublated &c.; but of

this also we become assured by the fact that in no other w'ay

could the texts be explained, and also that such alone is the

interpretation that could apply to all the texts in question.

The idea of ‘non-duality’, which consists in tho denying of

the reality of all that is phenomenal, cannot bo regarded as

merely empirical; and hence the Validity of tho. texts pointing

to it cannot be regarded as merely empirical ; in fact their

Validity must be accepted as absolute. On tho other hand,

the reality of Duality is at best only empirical

;

and so the

Validity of any texts pointing to that could never be regarded

as absolute. Specially as no absolute reality can be attri-

buted to two mutually contradictory things ; and there can

b9 no optional alternatives with regard to the very nature

of things.

Thus then, it is quite admisisble for us to take one set

of passages as absolutely authoritative, and the other set as

jldv, 223.
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only practically so ; and then as we have already shown that

the passages speaking of the world as real are merely eulo-

gistic in their character,—it is only right that these passages

should be accepted otherwise than in their direct mean*

ings.

[The author puts forward another explanation] There

are four different kinds of co-ordination:—(I) Based upon

Superimposition (adhyasa),— as in the conception ‘ this is

silver * (with reference to the shell)
; (2) subsisting in that

which is subsequently denied or rejected,—as in the concep-

tion of ‘ man ’ with reference to the pillar

:

(3) based upon

the relationship of the qualification and the qualified,— as in

the idea of ‘ the blue lotus and (4) based upon the notion

of identity,—as in tlio conception ‘that thou art’. And in

the case of the sentence ‘ the world is real ’, we find that

the co-ordination expressed between the ‘world' and ‘reality’

may be taken either as the one based upon ‘superimposition’,

or as that which subsists in that which i3 subsequently

denied ; consequently, the sentence cannot set aside thoso

passages speaking of * non-duality ’ which are fully equipped

with the six * indicatives’ of their import.

Says the Opponent :—“ If the Yedic declaration * the world

“ is real * bo regarded as merely descriptive, then in that

“ case those declarations in the Veda that speak of Brahman
“ as bliss would have to be regarded as merely descriptive

“ of such bliss as is perceptibly experienced by the Perceiver,

“ in all such instances as * I have slept in great bliss’.”

Not so ; the bliss that the Perceiver experiences is some-

thing adventitious or ephemeral, whereas the bliss spoken of

in the Vedic sentences referred to is the pure bliss uncondi-

tioned by any adventitious circumstances; hence the two

cannot bo regarded as identical ; and hence the one cannot

be regarded as descriptive of the other. Then again the bliss

A(lv. 224.
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that is spoken of in such assertions as * I have slept in

bliss’ is of the form of the ordinary experience ; and we know

the ordinary experience that the Perceiver has is always

shrouded in ignorance.

Says the Opponent :—“ The declaration that ‘ the world is

“ real ’ cannot be regarded as merely descriptioe and hence
“ useless, because it may be taken as put forward for the pur-

“ pose of strengthening the notion of reality (which has been

“ already perceived),—just as in the following instances

“ (1) the nine repetitions of the declaration * That thou

“ art’; (2) the rushing togother of the various means of

“ knowledge pointing to the existence of water, for one who
“ is extremely thirsty; (3) the crowding together of the six

“ indicatives of ‘ import ’ pointing to the reality of the

“ One; (t) the declaration ‘it was all darkness’, following

“ upon the due perception by the person of the positive fact

“ of having known or perceived nothing.”

This can not bo right ; because that which is cognised by

Page 59
means of such Sensuous Perception as com*

prehends all the peculiarities of the thing

concerned, does not stand in need of anything else for the

strengthening of its conception. In the case of the thirsty

man, it so happens that when he is told of the existence of

water, this verbal cognition of his needs the. corroboration

of the actual perception of water ; but when he has actually

seen the water, he does not stand in need of any corrobora-

tion by words.

It might be argued that, “ in that case, the assertion ‘ it

“ was all darkness ’ could not be regarded as corroborating

“ or lending strength to the notion of ignorance * I know
“ nothing ’, got at by means of the sense-organs.”

But the assertion ‘it was all darkness ’ refers to absence

of knowledge at a tim9 prior to the beginning of creation ;

while the sensuous conception * I know nothing ’ refers to

Ado. 225.
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the want of cognitions during the state of deep sleep; and

as such the two conceptions have two distinct objects; conse-

quently the former may be regarded as having an independ-

ent effective validity of its own, (apart from the mere

corroboration of the latter conception).

Says the Opponent :
—

* In connection with the Ashvame-

“ dha sacrifice, we find laid down, in the first instance, the

*• mantra ‘ sadvimshatirasya vankrayah fyc.'-, a little further on

“ we find the use of this Mantra precluded by the speci-

“ ficatory mantra ‘ Chatnstrimshad v^jino dSvabandhofj and

“ then lastly we have the usage of the former Mantra re-

“ established by the direction * Sadoimsliatiritygva brttyat \

“ In the same manner, in the case in question, we find that

« the reality of the world is known in the first instance by

“ Sense-perception ;
and then it happens to be denied by the

“ scriptural passages speaking of the unreality of the world

;

“ and under the circumstances we could very well take the

.*< subsequent passage ‘ the world is real ’ as re-asserting

“ and re-establishing the previously-perceived reality ”,

This cannot be accepted ; if you once admit the fact of the

scriptural passage speaking of Unreality setting aside, and

as such being more authoritative than, a fact of Sense-per-

ception,—then the said passage becomes so powerful in its

authority that the subsequent passage found to be contradict-

ing it must be taken as meaning something else. And as

the law of the Dgoatiidhikargna (Mira. Sutra) is not appli-

cable to the case in question, we cannot regard tho- passage

as re-asserting or re-establishing what has been denied.

Says the Opponent :
—“ The authoritative validity of the

« sensuous perception of ‘ reality ’ being established (before

“ everything else), the perception must be regarded as sub-

•« lacing all Vedic texts speaking of * unreality ’, as also all

u inferential and other means of cognition pointing to tho

.« same. And these latter being thus invalidated, we cannot,

Jdo, 22b.
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“ on the strength of these, regard the texts speaking of

“ reality as merely descriptive.”

But even though the Sense-perception you speak of be

absolutely valid, yet any text that speaks merely of the

same fact cannot but be regarded as merely descriptive.

Because what is meant by a passage being descriptive is, not

that it lends additional validity to what has already been cog-

nised by a valid means of knowledge
; but that it is behind-

hand in the supplying of the knowledge of the thing con-

cerned ; and as this ‘behindhand’ character may be computed

either from a valid or from an invalid means of knowledge,

it does not. make any difference (as regards the fact of

the ' behindhand ’ means being merely descriptive).

The Opponent retorts—“Inasmuch as the Shruti is accept*

“ ed by all parties to bo authoritatively valid, it is absolutely

“ necessary that what it speaks of (affords the knowledge

“ of) must be of the right kind of things (that form the

“ objects of valid means of knowledge)
;
and it is necessary

“ also that it be not merely descriptive
; and for the sake of

“ these two facts, we must take tho Shruti in question as

“ speaking of that actual reality which is not already known
“ by Sense-perception. And thus the Sense- perception not

“ being a valid means of knowing this reality, how can the

“ Shruti be regarded as merely descriptive ?»’

But as a matter of fact, we find that even though we

may regard the reality as cognised by Sense-perception,

yet the Shruti text speaking of such reality may be saved

from being merely descriptive by being taken as affording

the knowledge of something new, which is expressed by the

correlation of the said reality with the Verb and the other

factors occurring in the sentence j and hence for the sole

purpose of saving the text from being merely descriptive,

it is by no means necessary to assume that text to be ex-

pressive of that * reality ’ of things, which would be opposed

Ado. 227.
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to the * unreality ’ spoken of in the Vedanta texts. As re-

gards the fact of all Vedic texts speaking of things that are

absolutely real, this can be true only in so far as they all have

their import pointing eventually to the pure Brahman. And
as regards indirect or intervening import or meaning of the

texts, this can only show that the things spoken of thus in-

directly have a mere practical reality. This we shall show

when we shall explain the validity of the Ritualistic Section

of the Veda.

The Opponent might urge the following argument :

—

“ Inasmuch as Sense-perception stands in need of corro-

“ boration by the Vedic texts, these texts could not be
'* regarded as merely descriptive

,
on the ground of their

“ expressing what is already known by that Perception.

“ Otherwise, even such Vedantic texts as, * Brahman
“ is true knowledge, endless &c.’

f
‘ There is no diver-

“ sity &c.’, would also have to be regarded as merely

“ descriptive
; (1) as the essence of Brahman is already

“ known in the world, (even without these texts), as being

“ the ultimate substratum of all misconceptions ; (2) the ‘ un-

“ reality ’ of the world is also known by means of Inferences

“ based upon * perceptibility ’ and such other characters ;

M specially as all this is known even to people holding such

“ Anti-Vedic theories as that the worldly process is an

“ eternal flow, and that ‘ Ideas ’ are the only things that

“ exist, and so forth. [And certainly the sayings of these

“ people could not be based upon any Vedic texts].”

If even with regard to perceptible things, Sense-percep-

tion were to stand in need of the corroboration of

Vedio texts, then, in a case where there would be no such

texts, people could never, with any certainty, undertake

any activity on the strength of mere perception. And fur-

ther, even suoh texts as * Fire is the antidote for cold
’

could not be regarded as merely descriptive. Nor could

this be accepted as a contingency desirable for the Oppo-
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nenfc. Because if even in the case of things already definite-

ly known by means of such Sense-perception as has its valid-

ity based upon altogether independent sources, the merely

descriptive character were not attributed to other means

of knowledge pointing to the same things,—then there

could be no talk of any ‘ descriptive character * at all.

Nor again could we rightly attribute descriptive char-

_ „n acter to such texts as ' Brahman is true &c.,’
Page GO. ...

or * There is no diversity ’ &c. &c. Because

these cannot be regarded as descriptive of things already

known by Sense-perception
; as what the texts express is

existence as co-existent with the character of ‘Brahman and

certainly this is not cognisable either by Sense-perception, or by

Inference ; as it has already been shown above that Inference

cannot operate towards such things, because of the fact

that Reasoning does not pertain to all men at all times and

places, &c. &c. &c. Nor again could the texts be held to be

merely descriptive of facts already known to those who hold

the worldly process to be eternal, and ‘ Ideas ’ to be the

only entities ; because none of these theories could be re-

garded as prior to the Veda which is independent of all

human agency.

Says the Opponent :
—** The text speaking of the

“ ‘ reality * (of the world) not standing in need of the

“ Sensuous perception of such reality, it can, in no
*‘ case, be regarded as dependent!y-descriptive ; and as as

“ for being independent!j-descriplioe,
such descriptiveness can

“ not deprive it of its validity as an independent means of

“ knowledge ; as this would be similar to the case of cou-

“ tiguous cognitions appearing in a continuous series. This

“ has been thus declared ill the NayavioS/ca ;
—

‘ When the

“ descriptiveness is dependent, there is no right cognition ;

“ but such is not the case when the description is by mere

“ chance, as in the case of contiguous cognition3
,

.

,,

Adv. 229.
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As a matter of fact, however, it is much simpler to

accept as the vitiator of the validity of a means of cognition,

mere * descripliveness ’, than * dependent descriptiveness

as the real validity of the means of cognition, which consists

in its affording the knowledge of something not otherwise

known, disappears even by its being merely descriptive.

It might be argued that, in that, case we would have to

regard as invalid all contiguous cognitions appearing in a

continuous series. But as each of such cognitions compre-

hends an object existing at the particular point of time at

which the cognition itself appears, each of them would

apprehend the object as qualified by the different points

of time, so that none of these could be regarded as the mere

repetition, and as such merely descriptive, of the other.

Then again, as a matter of fact all that is necessary for

regarding a Vedic text as not having its import in the

pointing out of a certain thing, is that that thing be already

known (by other means of knowledgo). For if it did point

to such a thing, then it would be altogether superfluous ;

and as such it could not be included in the Injunction for

Vedic study (which lays down the study of something

that is useful to the learner). Then too, as regards t lie

Vedic text speaking of * reality we find that it depends up-

on the Sensuous perception of such reality
; and hence in

reality it comes under the category of the ‘ dependently~des-

criptive’. Specially as until we have the sensuous perception

of ‘ reality ’, we could never use or comprehend any words,

the use or comprehension whereof is based upon the due

apprehension of the potencies of the word, and things denot-

able by it,—such apprehension bsing got through Sense-per-

ception.

It is for this reason that the above view is in keeping

with the following declaration of Vachaspati Mishra;—‘In a

' case where we have one means of knowledge corroborated

Ado. 230.
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‘ by another, the knowledge afforded by the latter is exactly

‘ of the same character as that afforded by Arlhaoada passages;

* as in such cases the two would be pointing towards the same

* thing, independently of each other, like Sense-perception and

* Inference. But (even though such be the case) so far

‘ as the Cogniser is concerned, one * means ’ cannot but be

‘ regarded as merely descriptive of the other. As the ordinary

‘cogniser, being not very learned, cannot comprehend things

‘ by means of the Veda with the same facility that he can by
* means of Sense-perception and the other means of knowledge;

‘as in the case of the former, a certain amount of learning is

' necessary What is distinctly stated herein is that the

Veda (as a Means of Knowledge), depending upon learning,

is dependent upon Sense-perception.

It might be argued that,—‘‘ tho texts in question cannot

‘‘be regarded as ‘ needlessly—descriptive inasmuch as they

“ serve the useful purpose of setting aside the different

“ opinions of disputants (with regard to the reality of the

“ world). Then, as for being descripfive-icith-a-purpose, this

“ character is by no means incompatible with the fact of the
“ texts having their import in what they directly signify.

“As for example, in the case of the text
—‘one who knowing

“ this performs the Paurnamasi sacrifice acquires what
“ people acquire by the Ukthya, and he who knowing this

“ performs the Amavasya sacrifice acquires what they acquire

“by the Atiratra’,—we find that by reason of the sentence

“serving the useful purpose of dividing tho sacrifices into

“ two distinct groups (one group including all that go under

“the name of ‘ Paurmmnsu and the other including the
“ 'jDuis/ki’), it is accepted as having its direct signification in

“ the duality that is already known (by means of the other

“ text ‘ jDarshapBrnamSsSbliySm yajSta ’), and of which there-

“fore the former sentence is only descriptive. In fact, it is

“ for this very reason that the sentence (one who knowing
“ this &c.’) 03 a whole is construed aloDg with the whole of

Adv. 231,
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“ sentence (DirshapUrnamnsfibhyUm yajsta). Otherwise (i. e.

“ if the former sentence were taken as pointing to two such

" groups as are not already mentioned in the other sentence,

“ then) it would be only a few words of the former sentence

“ (vie : those that speak of the result, ‘ acquires &c.*) that

“could be construed along with the other sentence [as in this

u case the ‘ Paurmmdsi ’ and ‘ Amavasyfl ’ mentioned in the

“ former sentence would not be the 1 Paurnamasa ’ and the

“ JDarsha

'

of the latter].”

But if even in the case of a thing known by Sense-percep-

tion, there were a need of other means of knowledge for the

purpose of setting aside the different opinions of disputants,

—

and for this reason, this other means of knowledge were to

bo accepted as pointing to its own direct objective,—then

even such texts as * Fire is the antidote for cold ’ would bo

regarded as serving the samo purpose, and as such having

their import in what they directly signify. Consequently in

the case of a thing known by Sense-perception, there can bo

no need for any other means of knowledge, for the purpose

of setting aside the different opinions. Then, as regards the

case of the two texts cited by the Opponent, what is aimed at

by the second passage is to refer to the previously-mentioned

sacrifices with a view to pointing out the fact of their consti-

tuting two sets
;
and as this could not be accomplished other-

wise, it may be necessary, for that purpose, to take the pass-

age in its own direct signification. It is this that is meant

by the passage quoted above from the NayavivSka.

The Opponent may say—“ Even though a passage bo

“ merely descriptioe, all that we can say is that it is ‘ useless’,

“ and not that it is ‘ invalid ’ as a means of knowledge. As

“ all that is meant by ‘validity ’ is that the knowledge afford-

“ ed is that of a veal state of things, and not that it be of such

‘‘a thing as is not already known."

But as a matter of fact, words have their validity as a

means of knowledge only with regard to the thing whereiu

Adv. 232.
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lies their import; as we have this view thus laid down in the

Page 61
declaration of a trustworthy person—‘the

denotation of a word consists in that wherein

its import lies (t. e. with reference to which it is used).'

Specially as if this were not so, the words could not be

included in the injunction of ‘Vedic study,’ as we have already

pointed out above (Text p. 60, line 12), And certainly the

true import of a scriptural text cannot lie in a thing that has

already been known by other means ; and hence it can have

no * validity ’ with regard to that thing. This has been thus

declared by KumSrila Bhatta— ' The word is useful only with

regard to the thing not already known. ’

Says the Opponent:—“ (Even granting that the passage
“ ‘ the world is real ’ is merely descriptive

)
this description is

“ not found to serve the purpose of mere praise
,
as we find in

“ the case of the sentence ‘Vayfi is the eftest deity Nor can

“ this be regarded by the Vedantin as serving the purpose of

“ enjoining something else (other than the principal factor

“ in its denotation), as we have in the case of the sentence

“ * Offers the libation of curd ’ (where it is the curd and
“ not the offering that is accepted as the object of injunction).

“ Because even though a certain thing may be only ‘ des-

“ cribod ’ (or * repeated ’), for the purpose of the enjoining

“ of something else, if the former thing happens to be
'*

* described
1 by a valid means of knowledge, then it cannot

“ but be accepted a3 real (and this would be unacceptable

“ to the Vedantin). For example, in the case of the sentence
“

‘ the corn should be washed ' (where the * corn * already

“ known is ' described ’ for the purpose of the enjoining

“ of the washing), the idea of the corn that we have is not

“ that of the imposed or misconceived corn. Because if

•’ the thing ' described ’ were not real, then there would be

“ no chance for the sentence to afford any meaning ; as the

“ only meaning that it could afford would be in the shape of

“ a certain relationship between the thing ' described ’ (the

Atfv. 238.
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“ corn) and the predicate (‘ should be washed ’)i just as in

“ the case of Inferential cognition, the knowledge afforded

“ is in the form of the relationship between a thing and a

“ certain quality predicated^ of it. [And in the case in

“question no such relationship would be possible if the corn

“ had no real existence].”

What we mean by the sentence being ‘ descriptive ’ is

tliat it affords thelknowledge of something other than what

is not already known. Nor is it necessary that that which

is subsequently described by a valid means of knowledge

must be real. Because if such were the case then ‘reality’

would belong to dreams also which are described (or referred

to) by those valid scriptural texts which speak of the results

following from dreams (and which results not being known

by any other means of knowledge, the texts cannot but be

regarded as being quite valid m>ans of knowledge) . And

similarly reality would belong to the misconceived silver in

the shell, which is described in the subsequent valid cognition

* this is not silver.
1

It might be argued that, “ in these cases tho things are

“ described (in the subsequent cognitions) only as objects of
“ misconception

,
and henco as something to be negalioed

;

and
“ as such on the strength of theso cognitions alone no reality

“ could be attributed to them.”

But then in the case in question also, the description or

reference that we have of the world (in the sentence ‘ the

world is real ’) is for the purpose of poiuting out only that

which is negatived in the sentence * there is not anything

that is diverse ’
; and hence merely on the ground of the

former, no reality can be attributed to the world. Thus too

the denotation of the sentence 4 the world is real ’ does not

cease to exist altogether
; as the object of its real import

(Brahman) remains a real entity.

A4v. 234.
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It might be argued that—“ all the description of, or refer-

ence to, the world that is necessary for its denial (by the

sentence ‘ nSha nanS &o. we have in the sentence itself,

in the word , kiiich<tna ’
; and as such what would be the

use of any further ' description ’ in another text ?
”

But the word * Kincliana ’ is only a general term, meaning
* anything’

;
and hence a reference to the particular thing

—

the world—is absolutely necessary.

Says the Opponent:—“ As a matter of fact a negativing

“ assertion does not stand in need of the object of negation

“ being mentioned by another sentence. If thero were such

“ a need, then for the negation ‘ one should not eat

“ the meat of an animal killed by a poisoned arrow ’, there

“ would be a necessity of some such assertion as that one

should eat this meat?

We do not mean to say that all negations stand in need

of such assertion. What however we do mean is that, when

such an assertion is available, as in the present case, we can-

not ignore it. Specially as in the Veda we have instances

where something that is asserted in one sentence is donied

in another ; as for instanco, tho sentences * one should hold

the Sodashi vessels at the AlirQfru sacrifice ’, and ‘ one

should not hold &c., &c., &c.’

The Opponent might argue that, as in the caso of these

sentences we admit of an option (regarding tho holding of

the vessels), so in the case in question also, (we may regard

the reality of the world or its Unreality to be optional, in

the face of the two contradictory texts).”

But as matter of fact, the nature of a thing cannot admit

of an option. Then again, in tho case of the sentences with

regard to the holding oj the Vessels, both sentences equally

afford the knowledge of something not known by any other

means of knowledge, and as such they are both of equal

authority ; on the other hand, in the case in question, the

Ado. 235.
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sentence * the world is real* speaks of somethingalready known
(by means of Sense-perception), while the sentence 4

the

world is unreal ’ affords a knowledge not obtained by any

other means ; and as such both cannot be accepted to be of

equal authority. It is for this reason that, the negativing

sentence being more authoritative, it is in subordination to

this that the other sentence has to be interpreted (as being

merely descriptive).

Says the Opponent :

—

44 Even if We admit the fact of a

“ text being merely descriptive, on the ground of its affording

44 knowledge of something other than what is not already

“ known,—the text * the world is real * cannot be regarded
44 as describing the world only for the purpose of the negation

“ contained in the text ‘ not anything is diverse because the
44 said reference to the world may be for the purpose of the

“ assertion contained in such passages as * Even the all-per-

M vading deities know it to be real/, which also speak of a

** superphysical fact (not already known by any ordinary
* means of knowledge).”

But the sentence that you quote has been explained as

meaning something different from what you make it mean.

[The sentence means * the all-pervading deities do not harm

&c. &c. —this being a mere praise of the deities referred

to.] (Text, page 56).

—:o:

—

Says the Opponent

:

—“ In all cases where something is

“ described or referred to for being negatived, we have the

44 expression 4 yat tanna * {That this is so is not). In the

“ case of the text in question however we do not find any
41 such expression ; and hence we cannot accept it as merely
44 descriptive

."

It is not so ; because the mere absence of a few such

expressions oannot prove the absence of that which may be

indicated by them (specially when other indications are

present).

Ado, 236.
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“ Well, in that case, such declarations as ‘ J'at saiyam*

“ (That is real
,
referring to Brahman) also may be taken as

“ merely descriptive, referring to That simply for the purpose

" of denying its reality in the texts— ‘ That is said to be
“ neither real nor unreal ’, * In the beginning this was not*,

“ and so forth ; and the * Pat ’ in 'Pal saiyam being descriptive

“ of that being or reality of Brahman which is apprehended in

“ such cognitions as ‘ the jar is real 1 the manifestation of

“ happiness is real*, and so forth.”

It is not so ; firstly because being or reality as belonging

to Brahman can never be known by means of Sense-perception

and other ordinary means of knowledge (and a description could

be possible only if the thing were already known by such

other means); and secondly because, the denial of Brahman

would land us in Nihilism. Then again, the ‘indicative’

that the Opponent seeks for is present in the text ' Idam

sarvam yadayamSlmcl *; and this would justify our regarding

other texts (speaking of the World as real) to be merely

descriptive.

In the same manner, texts speaking of * bliss ’ cannot be

taken as describing or referring to the bliss or
Ia„e8-.

happiness cognised by Sense-perception, for

the purposes of the negation (with regard to Brahman, of

such bliss) contained in the texts
—

* Aduhkham asukham

samam ’ (It is without pleasure, without pain, calm). Be-

cause in this latter text the mention of* pleasure* along

with * pain ’ distinctly shows that it is material pleasure

that is meant; and certainly for the purpose of nega-

tiving material pleasure, there would be no need for describ-

ing or referring to that (immaterial

)

bliss which constitutes

the nature of Brahman. All this has been fully explained in

the Pivarana, as follows

'

The texts idam sarvam yadayam

&c.* and the like become co-ordinated or reconciled with

those other texts that speak of the Self as not phenomenal,

nol-gross, and so forth, only by being taken as pointing out

Adv, 237.
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what is negatived in these latter ;
specially as freedom from all

that is phenomenal is distinctly cognised during deep sleep as

being a desirable end.’

A fresh objection is raised :
— “ Freedom from all that is

“ phenomenal can not be a desirable end ; as we have this

“ freedom in a swoon ; and a swoon is not regarded as desir-

** able. It cannot be said that what we have in a swoon is

“ only the absence of all knowledge of phenomenal things, and

“ not the freedom from these. As the same may be said of

“ deep sleep also.”

It is not so; because in a swoon we have no manifestation

(or appearance) as such of Consciousness in the form of bliss.

To this effect, we have the following Satra

:

—
‘ When the

Cogniser is in a swoon, there is only half-bliss , because of

the remnant (of the organs of actions, even though those of

Sensation cease to exist).’ On the other hand, in the freedom

from things phenomenal that we have during Deep Sleep, and

also in the state of Deliverance, there is present a distinct con-

sciousness, of bliss as such ; and hence this is regarded as a de-

sirable end. Says the Scripture:—‘ Fear arises from a second.’

It might be argued on the strength of such texts as * a man

who is alone is not happy ’ that connection with phenomenal

things also is a desirable end. But it is not so ; because

such connection is a source of pain
; and as such can never

be regarded as desirable; and also because like the Ritualis-

tic Section of the Veda, all such texts are to be taken as

being meant for people who have not attained true wisdom.

“ In the text— ‘ Having come to know the separate self

as the propeller, becoming attached to this, one reaches

“ immortality ’ (Shvgtashvatara Upanisad I—G)—-we find the

M knowledge of diversity spoken of as the means of Deliver-

“ ance. And in view of this liow can we deny the desirable

“ character of connection with phenomenal things V
238 .
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According to us also, the cognition of such difference

(between the supreme and human selves) is quite desirable,

until the attainment of True Knowledge ; as, like the know-

ledge of Brahman-witli-attributes, the knowledge of Brahman
as the ‘ propeller ’ serves the purpose of indirectly helping in

the attainment of Deliverance ; but that which helps to accom-

plish this directly
, is only the knowledge of non-difference

;

as

is implied in the text.—•* It should be known as one only

(Brihatfdranyaka Upa—iv—20). It is for this reason that

the cognition of Brahman as the ‘propeller* has been spoken

of, in the text cited above, as the cause of ‘ attachment

and hence also subsequently to this passage, we have in the

same Upanisad, the following—‘ Persons learned in the

Veda having known and becoming merged in Brahman, and

being identified with it, become liberated, and it is this

Essence of Self which man, on knowing, becomes one and

happy, free from all troubles * (Shvetashvatara Upa. II— 14)

;

and in this we have unity distinctly laid down. And hence

the knowledge of diversity cannot be accepted as a means

of Deliverance.

The above explanation also supplies the answer to the

following question :
—“ Why cannot we regard the text

* «Sha nilnasti ffc. ’ as merely describing or referring to the

“ donial of the reality of the world by the Idealist,—for the

“ purpose of the negation of this denial and the consequent

“ assertion of the undesirable character of such reality, con-

“ tained in the text, * this world is real ?” Because even

though both existence and non-existence are equally the

negation of each other, yet the cognition of existence being

self-sufficient does not stand in need of the cognition of

non-existence; the coguitiou of non-existence, on the other

hand, is not possible without a corresponding cognition of

its counter-entity (
existence), and hence it stands in need of

this latter. Consequently it is the negativing text * nSli

neti * that stands in need of another text descriptive of
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the reality (that 13 negatived in the former) ; and the text

asserting the reality does not need any text negativing it.

ff it were not so, then we would have a most objectionable

interdependence.

Says the Opponent :—“ To the case in question we may
*' apply the * Law of the General and the Particular That
** is to say, we find that even though the text * one should
“ not kill any animals does not speak of any particular
*' killing

,
yet, inasmuch as the killing in general here nega-

“ tived is already known by Sense-perception, &c., the said

“ text does not, for this purpose, stand in need of any text

“ where any particular killing is asserted;—as for instance,

“ the text, * one should kill the animal dedicated to Agni-
“ Soma’; And in the same manner, even though the text
**

‘ nSli nSti
'

does not speak of the negation of the reality of

“ any particular thing, yet, inasmuch the reality sought to
*' be negatived by it is known by Sense-perception and other
" ordinary means of knowledge, it cannot stand in need of any
“ such other text as * Vishvatn satyan which speaks of the

p 63
imperceptible reality of such things as Dharma and

Adharma, In a case however, where what is sought to

“ be negatived is not known by any other means of knowledge,
“ there is certainly a need of some other text pointing out

" that thing ; as we find in the case of the passages speaking
“ of the holding and not-holding of the Sodashi vessels. If

“ even in a case where the object to be negatived is already

“ known by other means of knowledge, it were necessary to

“ have a text speaking of that object, then the killing of the

“ animal dedicated to Agni-Soma would be taken as men-
“ tioned in the text, simply for the purpose of being nega-
“ tived in the general prohibition of killing ; and as such it

** would have to be regarded as sinful'*

The two cases are not analogous. ( 1 ) Because the sentence
4 one should kill the animal dedicated to Agni-Soma *

has its

application loss extensive than that of the corresponding
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negative sentence (' one should not kill any animal) and (2)

not being subordinated to any other sentence, it must be

regarded as having its import in what it itself directly signi-

fies ;
for these reasons it cannot be taken as only pointing

out something that is to be negatived by the negative sen*

tence ; and as such it cannot be regarded as subservient to

any such negative senteuco. In the case of the sentence

‘ the world is real ’, on the other hand, we find that its

application is equal in its extention to that of the negativ-

ing sentence (* n8ti nSli c£<?.’); and having no import in

what it itself signifies directly, it is only right that it should

be taken only as pointing out something to be negatived

by the other sontence ; and hence it must be regarded

as subservient to this latter. And (evon though the

reality of such ordinary things as the jar and the like is

known by Sense-perception ; and hence for the pointing out

of this object for negation by the negativing sentence, the

sentence ‘ the world is real ’ would not be needed, yet)

for the said reason of the sentence pointing out the object

to be negatived, we take it as serving the useful purpose

of including such imperceptible things as Dharma and the

like, the reality of which latter also is negatived by * ng(i &o’;

and we have also shown that its case is analogous to that of

the sentence laying down the killing of the animal dedicated

to Agni-Soma ; as while the latter has its import in what it

directly signifies, this is not the case with the former. For

these reasons we conclude that even with regard to such

imperceptible things as pharma and the like, the arguments

based upon* Drishyatvu
’

&c. are not rejected by the text

‘ the world is real.’

Or, we can take the text ‘ the world is real ’ as speaking

of 'practical or empirical reality. Nor can it be said that, there

being no difference of opinion as to the practical reality of the

world, it would be entirely superfluous for the Veda to assert
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such reality. Because in the case of the texts speaking of

Heaven and Hell, we find that even though they might have

been.propounded under special circumstances (i. e. for those

people who deny the existence of Heaven &c,), yet they serve

the useful purpose of leading to such activity or cessation

from activity as lead to the attaining of Heaven and the

avoiding of Hell. [In the same manner the sentence ‘ The

world is real ’ sorves the purpose of denying the fact of the

world being an absolute non-entity]. This practical

character of the reality of the world consists in its bnng not

sublated by anything except the knowledge of Brahman, and

not in its being not sublated at all; as this latter would be

directly contradictory to tho text speaking of the * Unreality
’

of the world. Nor would it be right to assert that, “ in this

oase, inasmuch as tho text ‘ the world i3 real ’ would be

affording an entirely erroneous conception, it could not bo

regarded as valid (t. e. as a means of right knowledge),’

’

Be-

cause the validity of the sentence would be like that of those

that describe dreams (which are unreal)
; with only this

difference that while the reality of dreams is only apparent

that of the world is praoticol or empirical.

Says the Opponent :
—“ The text speaking of the Unreality

M of the world is taken (by the Vedantin) as indicating, by

“ indirect implication, the reality of the pure indivisible

'* Consciousness ; and certainly this need not be irreconcil-

“ able with the reality of the world (/. e. both can be real,

“ the text in question not being regarded as denoting tho

*• unreality of the world).”

it is not so; because the comprehension of the Indivisible

Entity is got at through the recognition of the fact of there

being no second y and as such this can never be compatible

with the reality of the world (or of any other thing except

that entity). Nor would this imply the utter invalidity

of those texts that speak of the reality of the world

;
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because as for the view that some texts, when taken in a

oertain- limited sense, do not express what is absolutely

true,—this view is quite acceptable to us; but in their

ultimate' sense, all texts are equally true and valid. Then-

again, with regard to the world it cannot be denied that, as

it is possessed of a certain practical reality, as apart from

mere apparent reality, the notion of such reality would be-

a true notion—being the notion of a certain character with-

regard to a thing in which that character is really present ;

and’ so far, the validity of these texts (even in this sense)-

remains unshaken.

Nor would it be right to take the text * That is real
’

as referring to the practical reality of Brahman, in view of

the declaration ‘ In the beginning this was unreal* (which

appears to deny the absolute reality of Brahman). Because as

a matter of fact, Brahman is beyond the reach of all thought

and action (and hence beyond all that is empirical). And
if Brahman were not absolutely real, then there would be no

substratum for reality, and we would be landed in pure-

Nihilism. Nor would this denial of all reality be reasonable

;

as no- denial of reality would be possible without admitting

something as real*

The above reasonings also set aside the view that, “in-

asmuch as the texts speaking of the unreality of the

world are not reconcilable with those that speak of its

reality, we must regard the former as meaning some--

thing else.” Because the texts speaking of unreality are

fully endowed with all the six ‘ indicatives of import ’,

all which indicate that it cannot meao anything else

except what it directly signifies ; and as such it is

superior, in this respect, to the texts speaking of reality

• Whenever the cognition cf one thing sublates the cognition of another thing,

the reality of the former thing is always of a higher grade
;
and eo when we would

deny the absolute reality of all things there would bo nothing absolutely real, the

cognition of which would sublate the cognition of the other things.—Comm.
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(and hence it is that these latter have their import altered

in view of the former). Specially as it being admitted on

all hands that that which forms the object of the true import

of Vedic texts is real,—the ‘ indicatives * also of such import

must be regarded as ultimately pointing to the reality of

those things. On the other hand, as regards the texts

speaking of the reality of the world, the words of these texts

are found to signify something wholly different (from their

direct denotation) ; and as such there could be no question

as to these being endowed with any * indicatives of import *

pointing to the reality of the world.

Says the Opponent :—“ If tho text speaking of reality

“ were to be regarded as not having its true import in what
*' it directly signifies, because of this latter being already

“ known by Sense-perception,—then the text speaking of

“ unreality also could not be accepted as having its true im-

“ port in what it signifies directly, because this latter is

“ directly contrary to what is known by Sense-perception.

“ Specially as in the case of both we have one of the reasons

** for not accepting the real import to lie in what is directly

“ signified,—tho only two reasons for this being, (1) the

** fact of its being already known, and (2) the fact of its

11 being contrary to what is already known.”

But as a matter of fact we find in the case of the size of

the moon, that the scriptural texts speaking of its largo size

are more authoritative in their validity than the Sense-per-

ception of its smaller size ; and in the same manner, the text

speaking of the unreality of the world is more authoritative

in its validity than the contrary Sense-perception, and also

than the text which merely repeats the reality that is already

known by Sense-perception. If wre do not admit of some

snch explanation both the texts will have to be rejected as

invalid. This ha3 been thus declared in the SansepashSrt-

raka :
—

* The text that has not its true import in what it
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directly signifies, when contradictory to other texts that

have their true import in what they signify, must be taken

indirectly or figuratively <as indicating something that it

does not signify directly) \

It is for this reason of its being contrary to the text

speaking of unreality,—which text is not subordinate in its

signification to any other texts,—that the text speaking of the

reality of the world cannot be taken as signifying that reality

which consists in not being sublated at any time, and which

is not cognisable by Sense-perception. What make the

text speaking of unreality more authoritative in its validity

are—(1) the fact of its not being capable of any other inter-

pretation, and (2) the fact of its being a negative sentence ;

and hence there can be no strength in the following argu-

ment of the Opponent:—“ If the text in question were more
“ authoritative simply by reason of its being a negative sen-

“ tence, then the Sutra 1 Kniti cha ’
(Panini), which precludes

“ in a general way all Quna and Vriddi forms, would have to

“ be regarded as more authoritative than the S/l(ra ' Kiti

“ cha ’ (Panini) which lays down the Vriddliilovm in all such

“ nominal affixes as end in ‘ K \ (And hence we could not

“ have such words as * OUmpalam ’

and the like) ; and (2)

“ the text prohibiting animal-slaughter would be more

“ authoritative than the text laying down the killing of the

“ Agnisomiya animal
; (3) the text that prohibits the holding

“ of the Sodashi vessels would be more authoritative than

“ that which lays down their holding ; and (4) the negative

“ sentence ‘ all this was not in the beginning ’ than the

“ affirmative passage * Brahman is truth, knowledge &c. &c.’

“ (and none of these contingencies would be acceptable to

the Ved5ntin).”

All these arguments lose their force because of the reason

mentioned above ;
and also because the comparative strength

or weakness of the validity of different texts depends upon
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the fact of their being incapable or capable of other inter*

p rotations or applications,— a fact which is determined by

the general or particular character of the texts concerned

(and not by their negative or affirmative form). As regards

the text ‘the world is real ’ we have already shown that it

refers to practical reality ; and as such it is subordinate to

other means of knowledge ; and hence capable of other inter-

pretations (than its direct one). Consequently the text

declaring the Unreality of the world cannot be said to be

contrary to the text speaking of its reality.

Nor is it contrary to such Smriti texts as— * These people

regard the world as unreal and unstable, without a God,

—

and taking their stand upon this view they destroy their

selves’ (Bhagavadyita). Because for me, who hold the

world to be something different from ‘ real ', and hence accept

also the fact of its being different from ‘unreal ’, there is no

incongruity in any text that speaks of the world as being

not unreal.

Says the Opponent :—“ Your present position is not re-

“ concilable with that taken up in the two Sutras (a) ‘ There

“ is no absence (of the world) because it is perceived ’

“ and (6)
‘ It cannot be regarded as a dream, because of its

“ not being similar to it’ (Brahma-Sutra II—i), where we
“ have the absolute reality of the world distinctly declared.

“ Nor can it be said that, * these two Sutras being meant to

u refute the theory of Nihilism, all that they prove is the fact

“ of the world being different from an absolute non-entity

;

and
“ this is not incompatible with the Vedantic stand-point.’

“ Because even in accordance with the theory of Nihilism,

“ the world is admitted to be different from a Non-entity,

“ this difference consisting in its being capable of effective

“ action ; and hence the Sutras could not be taken as meant
“ to refute that view ; and as regards that ‘ difference from
“ non-entity' which consists in not being sublated, this, in
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“ regard to the world, is denied by you also. And further,

“ if the Stitras were meant only for proving the fact of the

“ world being different from non-entity, then there would be

“ no sense in the declaration of the world being different

“from a dream; specially as in regard to the world, that

“ differencefrom dreams which consists merely in its having a

“ practical reality, is admitted by the Bauddlha also ; as has

“ been thus declared by them— ‘ The Buddhas teach Dharina

“ through two kinds of reality’

Reply :—This is not so ; as you have evidently not under-

stood the sense of the Sfltras you have quoted. These have

to be explained in the following manner :—The Vedantin

has shown that the trend of all Vedanta texts is towards the

declaring of the fact of the World having originated from

Brahman who is of the essence of ‘ Being ’,—and then subse-

quently when he comes to put forward arguments to prove

that ‘ all this is unreal there arises a suspicion as to there

being in this a self-contradiction ; and when in order to

explain this suspicion it is declared that ‘the world is neither

real, nor unreal, nor real-unreal, nor neither-roal-uor-unreal,

—being just like the water in the mirage ; as any of these

would be opposed to reason ’,—this comes to mean that the

world, like Brahman, is an absolute non-entity
;
aud it is in

answer to this that we have the Sillras referred to. The

sense of the reply is that Brahman is not a ‘non-entity ’, t, e.

not a mere void, because it is actually cognised as real entity,

by valid means of knowledge ;
and the Nihilist also must

regard at least something as a real entity, otherwise there

would be no limit or starting point for the sublation (neces-

sary for the unreal character of things).

This sense of the Su(ra is not incompatible with the view

that the world is unreal. This has been thus declared—‘ The

absolute denial of things has been refuted by valid means of

knowledge ; and the practical validity of these means cannot
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be asserted without having for the basis of such assertion a

certain thing that is essentially real.*

Nor is it impossible to explain the propriety of the

Sutra speaking of the ‘ difference from dreams’; as this

Sutra only points out a * vitiating condition
*

Pago 65.
J 1 °

in the following inferential reasoning—“ Tlio

thing under discussion is an absolute non-entit}r
,

like

the water in the mirage,—because of any other viow

being opposed to reason”,—the ‘vitiating conditions’ pointed

out being in tho shape of— (1) ‘ the capability of being sub-

lated’, (2)
c non-amenability to any valid means of knowledge',

(3)
‘ tho character of orgiuating from certain discrepancies',

and so forth.

Even if those Sflints bo regarded as aimed at tho refu-

tation of Idealism, there is no incongruity. As in that case

tho connection of tho Sutra might be thus explained The

Vedanta texts having been shown to point to the fact of

tho world having for its material causo Brahman who is devoid

of colour fyc., this view is faced by tho contradiction of such

inferential reasonings as point to Ideas being in the form of

the ‘ blue ’ and tho like; and in explanation of this we have

the Idealist view put forward in the following manner;—

-

“ The object must be in the form of the Idea, (1) because the

“ cognition (of things) is similar to dream-cognition, (2) bo-

u cause tho tiling is always cognised along with the cognition,

“ and (2) becauso tho thing cannot be differentiated from

“its cognition. That is to say,— (1) The cognition in

“ question has no substratum apart from tho cognition,—bo-

“ cause it is a cognition,—like dream-cognition
; (2) if this

“ conclusion bo not admitted then we shall be faced by the

absurdity of the object being known even in the absence

“of any cognition of it; and (3) in the case of two
“ things that are different,— as for instance, the Horse
u and the Buffalo,—wo do nob find them to bo invari-
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“ably concomitant with oacii other; hence we cannot

“ admit of anything as real besides tlie Ideas that we have.”

And it is in answer to this view that wo have the two

Sutras ; the sense of the answer being that the Idealist’s

position is open to the following objections— (l) There is

sublation (of the notion of the identity between the Cognition

and its object), (2) the inferential reasoning is subject to

a vitiating condition in the shape of ‘ the character of being

sublated’; (3) the concomitance (between the cognition and

its object) is due to tho object being the means of the Cog-

nition; and (4) even if you deny the external object in its

gross form, you will have to admit a certain difference bet-

ween the Cognition and its object, —because of tho ‘similarity*

(that you admit to exist between the Object and its Cogni-

tion).

In this case tho meaning of the Sn/ras would be explained

thus :— There is no ahhuva—or unreality—of tho object apart

from tho Cognition; but it has the reality
;
and that consists

in tho capability of effective action, not sublated in tho

practical world of thought and action ;
because of IJpalabdlii

;

that is to say, because it is actually known by valid means

of knowledge), as apart from the Cognition. Tho c difference

from dreams’ is put forward only for the purpose of pointing

out
1

incapability of sublation * as a vitiating condition’ in

1 lie Opponent’s reasoning ; the sense being that the reason-

ing is faulty inasmuch as it is tainted by c vitiating con-

ditions’ and is sublated. Thus then, there can bo no

suspicion of any contradiction. Hence it has boon declared

that tho object is not of the form of the Cognition, but it is

something eternal

;

and though this object is endowed with

tho reality that consists of the capability of effective action,

yet, on tho strength of the texts declaring ‘non-duality’, it

is regarded as imposed upon, or assumed in, Hrahinau,

and not as absolutely real . And herein lies the difference
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of the Vedanta from the Bauddha view. This has beon

thus declared in the J tmatufloaoivSka ‘ There is no exis-

tence for the Cognition if we disregard its difference from

the Cognised object ; and tho victory or credit of refuting

this view belongs to tho powerful Vodanta j and as according

to the Vedanta, the illusory world is real as we know it,

there can bo no room, in this doctrine, for the theory of tho

Bauddha*. Tho arguments against cognitions apprehend-

ing objocts has already been refuted by us. So that all is

well and sound.

End of Section 22.



aSection (23).

The Unreal can prove the Heal : Inferential Reasonings though themselves

unreal'can prove real ‘.Non-duality*.

Says the Opponent :— Tlio Inferential reasonings that
<c prove the reality of the world are superior in validity to

“ those that prove its unreality. Because if the hitter were not

“ to indicate the unreality of the 1 Subject * and other factors

‘‘ of the conclusion, as also the premises of the reasoning that

“ proves unreality, then there would be no proving of the

“.unreality of all things
;
while, on the other hand, if it

“ were to indicato the unreality of those factors, then

“there would bo (1) 1 mutual contradiction (the reasoning

“ proving the unreality of its own constituent factors and
“ vice versa', and (2) the ‘ Asiddhi

9

or Non-existence, of the

<s * Substratum
9

&c. (i>., :of the 4 Subject
9 and the other

“ factors, which being unreal, would bo Non-entities).”

Jt is not so; becauso there can ho no * contradiction
’

even if the Inference in question were to indicate the

unreality of its own constituent factors ; and the reason for

this is that tho conclusion and the premises do not express

that reality of those factors which consists in their not

being suhlafedat any point of time.

“ The nhxohiUi reality of these factors is necessarily

“ implied ;
as otherwise tho propositions concerned could

“ not prove what they aro meant to prove
; as it is only

“ something absolutely real that can prove anything ; for

“ the simple reason that such reality is involved in the

“ capability to prove. What is necessary for this capability

to prove (as belonging to promises) is, not that they

“should be cognised, or that they should bo directly or

“ immediately cognised ;
bocanse tho former will include

'* absolute non-entities also, aud (th<>s •* being in fact devoid
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“ of the said eapability) the said definition would become
“

‘ too wide’ ; wliile the latter will not include the eternal

*' super-sensuous things, and (these being endowed with the

“ said capability) the definition would be ‘ too limited.
’

“ Nor again can the fact of the thing being cognised as r>al

“ be regarded as necessary for the said capability ; because

“ as a matter of fact wo find that even though fire may not

“be known as fire, it is found to have the cap ability of

“ burning all the same ; and conversely, oven though the

“ heap of the (junjii fruit is cognised as fire, the capability

“ to burn is not found in it. Nor can the capability be

" dependent upon the fact that with regard to the thing

“ there should be such a cognition of reality as is not

“ sublated up to three or four stages
;

because if this were

accepted, then the Self would have to be regarded as

“ transient, because of its being cognised as ‘ fair ’ (in the

“ ordinary conception *1 am fair’), and the Akasha would havo

“ to be regarded as tangiblo becauso of its being cognised as

“
‘ blue because both these notions—‘lam fair’

Tage GG.
(( an(j , tho gky ig blue ’—are found to be not-

“subluted upto three or four stages; as for these being

“ snbhltd by reasoning, this sublation is found in the case

“ in question also (whore the uotion of unreality is found to be

“ sublated by reasoning;.
”

It is not so, wo reply. Becauso what is necessary for

the aforesaid capability to prove is the character of being

the object of such cognitions as are different in nature from

the cognitions of the blueness of the sky and such other things,

and which go to prove for you the reality of such things as

the Jar. It is for this reason that what has been asserted

in the Ishtasiddhlii—that what is uecessary for a certain

thing being regarded as of a certain character is that it

should be known as such to the people—is quite right; and

right also is the view that the necessary condition for a
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tiling or premiss to bo regarded as having tlio capability

to prove is that with regard to it the two disputants and the

umpire should have the idea that it is real,—this idea being

such as is found to be correct (and not sublated or rejected)

up to three or four stages. As regards the notion of fire

with regard to the heap of Guiiid fruits, or that of ‘ fairness
1

with regard to the Self, or that of ( blueness ' in the sky,

—

you also will admit that the idea that people may have are

not of this kind (as none of these is entertained by both the

disputants and the umpire). Otherwise the said characters

would have to be accepted (by you) as real.

You may argue thus “ According to the Vcdanfin, the

reality of Brahman is proved by the verbal cognition (afforded

by scriptural texts) that is free from all known discrepan-

cies; and in the same manner the reality of the world would

be proved by the sensuous cognition that is free from all

known discrepancies
;
specially as the capability to prove is

equally present in both cases.”

But this is not possible, wo reply. The notion of the

reality of the world we do not find to bo such as is not sublated,

as we find in the case of the notion of reality of Hralunan;

for the simple reason that the reality which consists in nob

being sublated in the past, present or future cannot bo

cognised by Sense-perception (which applies to the present

only), as wo have already pointed out.

Nor would it bo light to argue here that if the mere fact

of a certain thing being the object of cognition wero to

be the condition necessary for its capability, then the fire,

which is not cognised as fire, would not have the capability

to burn, and the poison which is cognised as nectar would

have the capability t) bring back the dead to life. This,

we say, would not be the case; because in fire there does

exist the character of being the object of the said cognition,—

a character which is known to all persons, from God down-
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wards; and as for poison becoming like nectar, the

notion referred to in this case would be similar to that of the

llueness of the sky.

As a matter of fact however, all that is necessary for a

thing to be capable of proving, is that it should have prac-

tical reality
,
and it does not matter whether it be cognised

or nol cognised ; and this practical reality is nothing more

more or ‘less than the incapability of being sullaled by any-

thing else save the knowledge, of Brahman, Nor does this

latter character necessarily involve unreality
;

as it can

belong equally to that which is not snblaUd at all (e,g.
y the

real Brahman, which being not sublated at all can bo said

to be ‘ not sublated by anything save the knowledge of

Brahman ’) and that which is sublated by the knowledge of

Brahman only. Jt is for this reason that this character has

not for its invariable concomitant it does not necessarily

imply) nbsdute reality; and absolute reality not being a

necessary condition in the capability to prooe
9

there is no

discrepancy in the capability of a thing to prove something,

even though it be itself devoid of absolute reality .

This also sets aside the following argument:—“What
do you mean by the practical reality of a thing? (1) Does

it mean that it is snblatable by the knowledge of Brahman?

(2) Or, that while it is an object of practical activity (ordinary

speech and action), it is real ? (o) Or, that it is used (and

spoken of) as real ? The first is not possible ; because until

its unreality is established, you cannot prove its sublat-

ability ; and thus there would be an undesirable interdepen-

dence. Nor is the second tenable by you
; and such

‘practical reality which is contrary to ( unreality’, we also

accept. Nor lastly, can the third be maintained; because

unless the thing has reality it cannot be capable of proving

anything.” This reasoning, wo say, cannot serve any use-
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ful purpose ; because the oxplanation
r
(of 1 practical reality ’)

that we have given above is free’from all serious objections.

The Opponent might put forward the following argu-

ment :
—“ If the ‘ Probans * and other factors of your reason-

ing have only empirical reality
,
then the * Subject ’ sought to

l)e proved by their means also could have only empirical

reality; because it is a well-recognisod fact that the existence

of the ‘ Probans 9

appearing in the premises is exactly of the

same character as that of the ‘ Subject
9

of the Inference.”—

But this also would bo futile ; as in the first place we also admit

that the reality of ‘ drishyalca
9

as well as that of bnithyatoa

is equally empirical
; and secondly' it is not ail established

fact that the existence or reality of the two must bo of the

same character; we find that from "the presence of Dust -

cloud, mistaken for ‘smoko’, we infer the presence of fire

(which in some cases turns out to be real, though Iho c Probans\

in the form of ‘smoko* is unreal); and again, before the

odour has appeared in the jar by baking, we infer (wrongly)

the presence of odour in it (which is unreal ),
—-at any rate,

until.wo have the notion to the contrary, that ‘odour is not

there
1—from the right notion that it is a form of ‘ Earth

*

which is always co-existent with ‘ odour * (this Probans being

quite real). For these reasons we conclude that even though

the ‘ unreality
5 may itself be unreal, yob it is cognisable by

means of those scriptural texts that describe Reality. Spe-

cially as, just as there is nothing incongruous in the fact of

that which is real being cognisable as (practically )
real by

the ordinary
#
right means of knowledge, so too there is no-

thing incongruous in our cognising, by right means of know-

ledge, that which is unreal, as unreal; and further, even

though the scriptural texts may not make known reality

as regards one factor the unreality
), yet, as regards

another factor (the real Brahman) it would make known what

is absolutely real .
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The Opponent says :
—“ As a matter of fact, the mere

practical character of the reality of the instrument of know*

ledge is not a necessary factor in its instrumentality ; as we

find that this practical reality is not present in tho Witness

or Cogniser (who is real, absolutely), who yet brings about

tand is an instrument of) Ignorance &c., (which are not real).”

—This is not so, we reply ; because even with regard to that

which is absolutely undeniable, we have explained that what

is mrnnt by its being * real ’ is that it is not capable of being

Pa"eG7
sublated by anything else except the knowledge of

Brahman ; and further, in the threefold division of

reality (iuto Absolute, Empirical and Apparent), if we define

‘ Empirical Reality
1

as that which is not ‘ absolute /teality

there would bo no incongruity in regarding that (practically

real thing) as the originator—even though the character of

the originator might belong in common to tho practically as

well as the absolutely real.

As a matter of fact however, he who brings about

Ignorance and the rest is the Witness himself as in-

flu meed by Ignorance. And such a Witness would have

only a empirical reality
; because in his pure uninfluenced

or absolutely real form he is not the sadk iku or accomplisher

of anything. Hence it is established that in all cases of

instrumentality, what is necessary is that the agency should

have only empirical reality. We have alrealy shown undor

the section on ‘ Drishyatoahetupapatli ’ how there is no

incongruity of the * vicious circle’ involved in the view that

it is the Self influenced by Ignorance that is tho ‘ witness.’

We shall show this again later ou.

Anything that is found to be brought about by an agency

that has only empirical reality, is itself regarded as having

ouly empirical reality ; while when the agency is only appar-

ent, the result brought about is also of the same character,

—
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and not practically real. And thus we can have no confusion

as lo the carrying out of injunctions and prohibitions.

This also sets aside the argument advanced by Udayana

that
—“ by turning upside down the ordinary conceptions of

men, the discussion becomes an entirely haphazard affair.’’

Because we do not transgress the bounds of ordinary

conception, inasmuch as we recognise tho practical reality

of all such things. As for the assertion of tho great Bhatta

Acharya (Kumarila) that appear to bo inconsistent with

our view, we shall explain in course of our explanation of

the three kinds of Reality, that our view is not irreconcil-

able with it. Thus we find that there is no inconsistency

in regarding the ‘ Subject ’ and all other factors of Inference

as unreal.

End of Section (23).

Section (24).

Arguments against the preceding scelion refuted.

“ It certainly appears to bo much simpler to admit the

u
reality of the inferential factors than to regard them as

“ something different from an absolute non-entity; and such
<l being the case how can the demonstrative or proving power

“ of these factors be held to be dependent upon such charac-

“ ter? ”

This is not right; no simplicity can attach to the postulat*

lng of such reality as consists in not being sublated at any of

the three points of tim i
;
and as for that reality which consists

in the form of Genus (Individuality, &c.), such reality would

not be incompatible with unreality
;
and further, absolulely

true Reality is not a necessary element in the demonstrative

capacity of things ; as is shown by tho fact that such capacity

actually belongs to things not quite real
; e. g . (1) in the

case of reflection the image demonstrates the existence of the
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thing reflected
; in”which case, even though the thing is real,

it is not so in its reflected form ; so that reality cannot be

regarded as necessary for demonstrative capacity;— (2)

even though the thing dreamt of is unreal, yet it is indicative

(and to that extent, demonstrative) of future good and evil

;

even though in this case what is indicative of the good and

evil is the actual (dream) perception,—as we learn from such

Vedic texts as c when one sees a dark man with black teetli

&c.’,—yet, as to attribute any indicative power to mere per -

ception by itself would be palpably absurd, the perception has

to bo taken along with the object perceived ;—(3) similarly

again, the redness of the crystal (which is not real) demons-

trates its proximity to a (red) accompaniment. It will not

be right to urge that the case of the reflection in the crystal

should not bo cited as a separate example, in view of the fact

the redness in the crystal is not exactly unreal, it is only the

reflection of a particular property of the red object [and as

such falls under the case of the reflected imago
f,

j—this con-

tention will not bo right
;
as in the first place no reflection is

possible of amoro property, independently of the faco and such

other objects
;
and secondly in a case of mere reflection it is

found that the reflected image does not extend over tho whole

oE tlm reflecting medium; so that if the case of the red crystal

were one of more reflection, it would not bo possible for us to

perceive tho redness as pervading over the entire piece of

crystal. Thus then, tho distinction we draw between the two

is that when the character of subsisting in the crystal is im-

posed upon tho redness [£. e. when tho redness is cognised as

subsisting in tho crystal], it is a case of mere reflection; while

when the redness is imposed on the crystil [i. e. when tho

crystal is cognised as being of red colour], it is a case of

unreality of that redness. It is in accordance with this dis-

tinction that the author of the Panchapadilca, though-uphold-

ing the reality of reflections, has shown that (in the case of

the red crystal) the redness is unreal
,
by citing (as an instance
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of unreality) the cage of the redness in the crystal due

to the proximity of a red object. (4) Similarly in the

case of the written word we find that the thing denoted is

indicated by the letters assumed in (and identified with) the

form of the written signs (that stand for the letters). It is

not right to urge that the thing is indicated by the real letters

themselves (and not those that are assumed in the written

signs), this letter being brought to the observer’s mind by

the written signs. For it is a fact known to all men, from

the youngest child upwards, that the actual letter is brought

to mind simply by reason of the identity that has been assum-

ed (between the'real letter and the written sign) in regard to

the written signs, with rogard to which such notions are

commonly current as * this sign is the letter ka ’, * this is the

letter ga ’, and so on (where there is a clear identity between

the two) ;
in fact, even when one becomes cognisant of the

difference between the two, the idea of identity has taken

such strong hold on his mind that he cannot altogether get rid

of it; it is for this reason that we have such universally used

p
expressions as—* he is reading and writing the

letter ka ’, [when what is actually written is the

written sign]. (5) So also, even though the ‘ shortness * and
‘ length ’ are merely imposed or assumed in regard to letters,

yet they are found to be expressive of real things ; as we find

in the case of such words as * naga ’ and ‘ ntiga
’

[where the

lengthening of the vowel in na alters the denotation of the

word from the ‘ mountain ’ denoted by * naga ’ to the ‘serpent
’

denoted by ‘ naga.’] “ But in the case of these letters,

what makes them expressive is that length which belongs to

sound and is not assumed (but real),—or that which pertains to

the manifestation of that sound [and hence the expressive

power belongs to what is real] ; and similarly with shortness

&o. also.” This cannot be maintained ; as even when the

letter-sound is not actually uttered (and the letter is not

actually pronounced), we have such notions as ‘this letter is
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long ’ and so on [so that the length in this case cannot belong

to the 5ound]. “ Hut how can the real thing be indicated

by the assumed or fictitious length of the vowel-sound ?

Certainly, no real fire is ever indicated by the assumed or

fictitious smoke.” This is not right. All that is necessary

for anything to bo a true indicator is that it should

be endowed with the character (capacity) of the true

indicator ;
and it does not matter whether such capacity is

assumed or noUassumed. That the fictitious or assumed

smoke does not indicate or prove the real fire is due, not to

its unreality, but to the absence, in its case, of that invariable

concomitance which is the characteristic of all true indicators

of fire ; and the realising of the fact that it is not fictitious is

necessary only for the purpose of being sure of the said

invariable concomitance
;
just as the perception of its rising

upwards (is necessary for tho purposo of being sure of its

being that with which fire has been seen to be concomitant

in the kitchen). This is what has been thus described by Vach-

aspati Mishra :
—

‘ Even though both are equally real, yet it is

coloar, and not taste, that is cognised by means of the Eye ;

similarly even though both the length of letter-sounds and tho

fictitious smoko aro unreal, yet the real thing is indicated by

the former and not by tho letter.’—(6) Similarly instances of

the real being produced by the unreal we have in the follow-

ing cases—real fear is produced by the illusory or assumed

elephant, as well as by the rope mistaken as serpent ; the per-

ception of a hole in the solar disc is indicative of death

;

suspected poison leads to actual death.

“ But in this last case what actually happens is that the

“ suspicion arouses and thereby brings about the derangement
“ of the bodily humours ; so that what brings about death is tho

“ suspicion (which is real), and not the suspected poison (which

“ is unreal) ; similarly in the case of the illusory elephant and
“ thehole in the Sun, what is effective in bringing aboutthe real

“ rosult is only the cognition of those things (which is real),

Adn.
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** and not those things themselves. So also in every case
“ that has been cited, the result is brought about by cognition

;

“ and in itself Cognition is real. In fact, negative as well as

“ positive reasonings go to prove that it is Cognition that is

“ the real cause in all these cases ; for instance, even though
“ the serpent be near the man, yet unless he actually cognises

“ it as snake, he is not afraid. * But if mere Cognition by
“ itself, independently of its object, were held to bethocauso of

“ fear, such a principle woul 1 have very undesirable appli-

“ cations (for in that case “ very cognition could bo the case

“ of any effect) ; so that in order to avoid this contingency,

“ tho causal efficiency should bo attributed to the Cognition

“ as qualified by its object
;
and in this way causal effic-

“ iency would belong to the Object also.’ This is not right

;

as even though causal etlicioncy might belong to tho cog-

“ nition as qualified by the object, yet in the bringing about

** of the effect, tho qualifying object would remain indiffor*

“ ent (inoperative), and as such devoid of real causal offic*

“ iency ; as for example - (a) even though tho absolute nega-

“ lion and tho dod,ruction of tho jar, as qualified by

“ tho jar, occupy points in space and time different from

“ those occupied by tho Jar, yet the jar itself does not
,l occupy that different space and time ;

—

(b) the desire for

“ tho jar arises from tho cognition of the Jar, and tho

“ knowledge of Brahman arises from the Vedanta toxts ;

“ and yet the jar itself does not arise from its own cognition,

“ nor doe 3 Brahman arise from the Vedanta texts;—(c) even

“ though the prior negation of the jar is productive of the

“ jar, the jar itself is not so ;—

(

d
)
though tho non-percep-

“ tion of distinctive features is tho cause of the mistaken

“ cognition of a thing, the perception of those features is

“ not so ,—

(

e

)

even though tho non-performanco of the en»

“ joined act is productive of sin, the performance of the

“ enjoined act is not so ;—(/’) even though the desire for

“ heaven is productive of the sacrificial performance, the
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“ heaven itself is not so ;

—

(g) though the remembrance

“ of the past gives rise to pain, the past does not do so ;

—

“
(h

)

though the indirect cognition of the non-existent thing

gives rise to activity with regard tn it, the non-existent

‘‘ thing does not do so ; —(/) though the cognition of the

“ jar to bo built is the cause of the jar, the jar itself i3 not

“ so ;—(j) though the knowledge of Brahman is destructive

“ of the ignorance of Brahman, Brahman itself, being abso-

“ lutely impartial in its character, is not so ;

—

(j) even though

“ the ignorance of Brahman i3 the modificatory cause of the

“ world, Brahman itself is not so ; fin all these cases, even

“ though a thing qualified by another thing has a certain

“ causal efficiency, the qualifying thing is devoid of that

“ efficiency ]. ‘ With all this however, inasmuch as the

“ unreal thing has the oapacily of distinguishing cognitions,

“ it must bo regarded as having some sort of causal efficiency.’

“ Not so; for what is meant by a thing distinguish-

“ ing (a cognition) is, not that it is the cause of the

“ distinctive cognition of that, but, that it is the object of the

“ cognition of (and is recognised as) the cause of the distinctive

“ cognition; for instance, even when the stick is present, there

il
is no cognition of the distinguishing of the cognition of

“ that stiok. * But if the distinguishing thing is unreal, that

“ which is distinguished by it must also be unreal.’ Cer-

“ tainly not,-—(a) inasmuch as we do not perceive the

“ character of the absolute non-entity in either the * cogni-

“ tion of the absolute non-eutity ’ or the difference from ab-

** absolute non-entity, (b)—as we do not perceive the * appar-

“ ent reality ’ of the ' difference from apparent reality
’

‘‘ —(c) as we do not perceive the fourth kind of

“ ' inexplicability ’ in the cessation of the * inexplicable

“ ignorance ’ in regard to that fifth kind of reality which

“ constitutes the essence of Brahman,—as we do not

“ perceive * falsity ’ in the * negation of the false Duality
*

in regard either to the real essence of the Self or to
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“ that which is different from it,—it follows that the

“ notions are entirely indifferent as to ' Unreality ’ and
“ the rest ; so also in the case in question (even though
“ the qualifying factor may be unreal, the qualified thing

“ need not be so).”

To the above the following reply is made:— f
A] firstly

—

It has been asserted above that in every case the qualify-

ing factor, in so far as it is a purely adventitious adjunct,

is wholly indifferent and unaffected (by anything that may be

predicated of the qualidrd thing). But this is not right; as

so long as the qualifying factor can be taken as an essential

attribute, there can be no justification for its being regarded

as a mere adventitious adjunct ; the law being that before

a character can be regarded as an adventitious adjunct, some

reason has to be found for its not being regarded as an

essential attribute. If it were not so, then, in the case of

such Vedic passages as ‘the priest with the stick recites the

the Praisa mantras ’, ‘the red-turbaned priests move along
’

and the like, the stick and the red-turban, might be regarded

as mere adventitious adjuncts, and (in that case) the sacrifi-

cial performances could bo carried on even in the absence of

these (the performance not being adversely affected by the

absence of what is merely an adventitious adjunct) [and this

is absurd] ;
similarly in Panini’s Sutra ‘ saroadini sarvatici-

mani’, (saroa and other like words are Pronouns the word

‘ surra' itself might cease to be regarded as a Pronoun [as it

might be taken as a mere adventitious adjunct of what is

denoted by the compound ‘ sarvadini!\ ;—so also in the Ve-

danta sutra Janmadyosya yafah * that from which is the

birth &c., of this world ’,—the birth might cease to be regard-

ded as proceeding from Brahman [as it would be taken as

an adventitious adjunct of what is denoted by the compound

‘ janmadi, and hence, ex-hypothesi, not affected by anything

that is predicated of this compound] ;—[there is this other

advantage in the factor under dispute being regarded as an
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essential attribute] if we take it a3 an essential element, the

compound may be taken as a Bahuvrlhi of that typo which

includes the stated qualification ; on the other hand, if it be

taken as an adventitious adjunct, it could not form an essen-

tial element in what is denoted by the compound, which

therefore will have to be regarded as a Bahuvrihi

of that type in which the stated qualification is excluded
;

and this would be highly undesirable ; similarly in the case

of such ordinary assertions as ‘ bring in the men with swords

in their hands ’ and the like. (B)

—

Secondly—when causal

efficiency (productiveness) can belong to the cognitions of

the reflected image and such other things, there can be no

objection to the same efficiency belonging to the things also,

these latter being regarded as the essential attributes of

those cognitions ; so that there can be no justification for the

view that these are only adventitious adjuncts. In the ex-

amples that we have cited, on the other hand, there are ob-

jections against such procedure. Herein lies the difference

between the two sots of cases. For instanco, (a) in the

first example cited by us, it is only after the place and time

of the jar has been apprehended that we can apprehend the

fact that the absolute negation of that jar occupies a differ-

ent time and place; for if the jar itself also wero connected

with this lattor time and place, this would be a direct con-

tradiction of the acknowledged fact that the place and time

oooupied by a thing are different from those occupied by its

negation ;— (
b ) in the second example, so far as tho

case of the jar is concerned, the contingency in question

would not be altogether impossible, as in certain casos

tho jar-cognition does become the cause of the jar also,

just as it is of the desire for the jar ; but in the case of

Brahman, if Brahman itsef were something brought about

by the Vedanta texts, then this would be incompatible with

its eternality ;—(c) in the third example, if the jar were

its own cause, in tho samo way as its prior negation is its
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cause,—there would arise the absurd contingency of the

prior negation of the jar and the counter-entity of this ne-

gation (i. e.
%
the jar itself) occupying the same point of time

;

and further, inasmuch as in the very nature of causes, the

cause of the jar must belong to a point of time anterior to the

Jar itself, if the Jar were regarded as its own cause, this would

involve the absurdity of the thing (jar) being anterior to

itself ;

—

(d) and (o) if the counter-entity and its negation

co-existed, there would bo no possibility of the appear-

ance of wrong cognition and sin [i. <?., if the perception of

destructive features co-existed along with the non-perception

of those features, no wrong cognition would be possible] ;

—

(f

)

if the object of desire were productive of the sacrifice,

it would mean that it exists already before tho sacrifice is

performed ; so that there would bo no possibility of any

further desire for that object
;
for there can be no desire for

bringing about that which is already in existence ;—(</) if

the something that has passed away were held to bo pro-

ductive (of pain &c.), we would have the absurdity of each

product having for its immediate antecedent (not its cause)

one of its owu several past operations ;

—

(It) if a non-entity

were productive, it could not be held to bo without

form;— (i) if, like the cognition of tho jar, the jar

itself were the cause,—this would involve the aforesaid

absurdity (that the jar, as the cause, would exist at

the time that the jar, as the product
,

is non-existent)

(j) it is not possible for the indifferent Brahman by Itself to

be destructive of ignorance ;
because that which forms the

object of the (cognitive) Vritti ' is tho conditioned Brahman

;

so that the pure Brahman by itself, not being the object,

cannot serve as the destroyer of that ignorance
; and as for

the conditioned Brahman, this is certainly destructive (of

Ignorance) ;

—

(k) even though the Ignorance of Brahman is

the modificatory (or evolvent) cause, yet Brahman Itself

Q Both editions read V1T
; but tho seuao requires I
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cannot be regarded as the cause of the world, for the simple

reason that in the world we find jadatoa ,
‘ unconscious

character (which is not compatible with Brahman, which

is pure Consciousness).

Thus then, it is clear that we must accept the particular

thing to be an adventitious adjunct, because of these rea-

sonings against any contrary idea. In regard to the

case in question [i. e. the case of the reflected thing

and its image] however, there is no such reasoning

available; specially as such characters as that of being

present at the immediately preceding time and place,

and the like, belong also to such things as have mere

apparent reality ; o. g., in regard to the rope mistaken as

snake, we have such notions as * this snake is here at the

present moment.’ And certainly simply becauso in some

cases the principal alternative has been renounced in view of

the reasonings to the contrary, it would not be right to re-

nounce it in each and every case. And there is a further rea-

son:—The excellence, &c
,
of the product is in accordance with

the excellence, &c., of the cause as pointed out by us. For ins-

tance, during the waking and as well as during the dream-

ing state, the perception of excellent gold produces ex-

cellent pleasure ; the perception of tho superior snake pro-

duces a superior degree of fear
;
and if the object (gold or

snake) were not the cause of tho effects concerned, the ex-

cellence, etc., of the latter would not necessarily follow thoso

of the former; as there is the law that “ the product does not

follow the excellence of what is not its cause.”* It will not

be right to attribute tho said excellence to the excellence of

the cognition
; for even in the cognition there can be no other

excellence save that pertaining to its object. It might

be held that the peculiar Jati, or class-character, to

• The Kuinb. Edition reads v StTW..., which gives better sense thau V'rurTV...

the reeding of the lithe. Edition, though the latter also can be made to yield the

same sense.
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which the cognition belongs would constitute its excellence.

But this would not be right
;

as the postulating of such a

class-character would constitute a * cross-division ’ with such

class-characters as * visual * and the like ;* and further, when

the excellence of tho effect can be accountod'for on the basis

of the excellence of the object, it would be a needless multi-

plication of assumptions to posit several sub-classes under

the general heads of ' visual ’ and the rest; specially as there

is no proof for the existence of such sub-classes. Then again,

cognition being the cause of such effects as fear and the like,

it must be the object of the cognition that determines its

particular causal efficiency ;
otherwise if the cognition by

itself were to be productive of the said effects, this would

give rise to absurd contingencies [such for instance, as every

cognition of any thing whatsoever, being productive of fear].

[To return to our main theme], it is found that tho Cog-

nition is actually unreal or false, when it is characterised by

(related to) an Unreal Object; so that, when, in the caso of

a wrong Cognition, tho Cognition by itself is found to have

the causal efficiency, the fact remains that tho causal effi-

ciency belongs to something that is unreal; and thuswhon the

Cognition has been found to be unreal in that form in which

it is endowed with tho causal efficiency,—even if it bo real

in some other form, that reality would be no hotter than

unreality
;
for the simple reason that it would be absolutely

futile, f This is what has been thus described by the author

° Class-characters should, hy their very uature, be mutually exclusive
; other-

wise they lead to ‘Cross-division’. E. p., In the case in question, there iare several

cognitions which are both * Visual ’ and ‘ Excellent’, while some are only ‘ visual
’

without being ‘excellent,’ and others again are ‘ Excellent’ without being * visual ’.

This constitutes a 1 Cross division ’, a Sankara
,
which is one of the impediments

to the postulating of a class.

f The reality of the thing is fruitful only when it brings about effective action
;

and as this can be brought about only when the thing has causal efficiency, if the

Cognition is unreal, in so far as its that efficiency is coucorned, what use would

there be of its reality in any other form ?
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of tlie Kliandanalchandakhndya—* The reality at some other

timo would be like the wakiug up of the guardsman after the

house had been entirely robbed by thieves.*

Then also, as regards Wrong Cognition, it is, by its very

nature also, unreal, for if in its own form it wore (real and

hence) not sublatable,—-then, it might bo impossible for it to

be sublated even in reference to its Object (which would bo

absurd). '* But in the reasoning ‘ if the wrong cognition

were not sublatable by itself then it would not be sublatable

in regard to its object also ’, you have a vitiating adjunct in

the shape of the character of ‘ being produced by excellen-

ces ’, which vitiates your general proposition [in the form

'all that is unsublatable by itself is also unsublatablo in

regard to its object] for wo find that the character of being

produced by excellences is one which is concomitant with the

character of being sublatable in regard to the object, and yet

it is not equally
]
coucoinitant with the character of being

unsublatable by itself." This is not right
;
as the character

that you have put forward as the vitiating adjunct is one

that is concomitant with the middlo term of our reasoning

(viz., unsublatability in regard to the object),—inasmuch as

this character also is one that is inevitable, and hence one

to be borne in mind, resembling in this aspect, accessories of

/ire in the caso of the inference of fire;—and further, what

indicates the unreality of the object is the fact of the acces-

sory causes boing tainted with such defects as tend to make

the object unreal ;
and these would be equally effective in

making the corresponding Cognition also uureal.

In the case of the cognition of the nonentity or its opposite,

tho non- perception of the character of being a non-entity does

not necessarily sublete that cognition ; for the simple reason

that it is not admitted (by us) that in all cases there should

be perfect similarity between the differentiator and tho

differentiated. In the caso in question, on the other hand,

Jdv. 2<iS.
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there is such a similarity between the differentiator and the

differentiated, inasmuch as both are endowed with a form

conducive to unreality. Wo have made the assertion on the

supposition that ‘ Kdranutoa ’ is a single character subsisting

in common iu all (causes). In reality however there is no

such single character as 4 Ktlranalra ’ subsisting in all such

causes as the stick
,
the yarn and the like. For instance, you

hold the differentiator (for all causes) to be reality, while we
hold it to be the character of being other than an absolute non -

entity ; in fact however what actually differentiates the Cause

is the character of * stick 1 yarn ’ and the like, just as the

effect is differentiated by such characters as llioso of the

‘jar’, the ‘ cloth ’ and tho like;—and as these characters

must be diverso, the characters of the ‘ Cause ’ must also be

diverse. Just as, for instance, tho ‘similarity’ between the

cow and the Gavaya is different from the ‘similarity’ bet-

ween the Brother and the Sister; as in this case tho differen-

tiator is not one, but diverse, in the shape of ‘gavaya’ and

‘sister’; so also in the case of the Cause, what serves as

the differentiator is the 4
stick ‘yarn’, &c., irrespectively

of ‘Reality’ or ‘Unreality’. So that whethor a thing is

‘ real ’ or ‘ unreal ’ cannot be determined by tho fact of its

being productive (cause) or unproductive (not-causo). This is

what has been thus described by tho author of the Khnndma-

khandakhudya.— 4 Inasmuch as both of us are agreod as to

previous relation being tho necessary element in a Cause,

any discussion as to its being real or unreal is absolutely

futile’;—and again, ‘ If reality enters into the Cause as a

necessary factor, tho Cause is on that account, unreal ; and

if reality does not enter into it, then also, on that same

account, the Cause is unreal ’. “ But exactly the same

might bo urged against your view also :
* If reality enters

to tho substratum as a necessary factor, tho substratum is on

• A ‘ na’ is necessary, as read in the litho. Edition.
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that account, unreal ; and if reality does not enter
P 71

into it, then also, on that account, the substratum is

unreal This could not be rightly urged against us ;

as for us the substratum is real in its own essential form

(and reality does not enter into it as an adventitious adjunct),

while you regard reality to be something entirely different

from the Cause

;

and this constitutes a great difference in our

standpoints.

The Opponent raises a'fresh question—“ The object can-

“ not bo regarded as the determinant or differentiator’of the

° productive or causal character of the Cognition ; there is

“ no proof for its being so. Nor will the fact of the object

“ not boing the said determinant lead to any ^undesirable

“ contingencies ; as the fact of the cogni'ion of the\snake

“ being different from the cognition of the not-snake

“ is known irrespectively of the fact of the cognition

“ being determined by these objects ; that is to say, the

“ difference between the said two cognitions is dependent

“ upon what distinguishes them ; and certainly neither the

“ Object nor the relationship of the Object is what distin-

“ guishes them ;
as apart from their own forms there is no

“ such relationship as subsists in both the Cognitions ; and

“ that which is not a relationship cannot serve as a distinguish*

“ ing feature. It might be urged that there would be such a

“ relationship either in the form a certain character belonging

“ to all Cognitions, or in that of the form of the Cognition

“ itself,—either of which, even in the absence of any other

“ relationship, would be capable of accomplishing all that

is necessary (in connection with the cognitions). But
“ this would mean that all the specific details of usage in

“ connection with the Cognition is accomplished, either

“ through the Cognition itself, or through some character

“ belonging to it,—entirely independently of the Object ! Fur-

“ ther, we have the following inferential reasoning in support
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“ of oar contention :—The cognition of the snake mast be

“ regarded as different from the cognition of the non-snake,

“ irrespectively of the fact of the two being related to

“ different objects,—(a) because the former is produced by a

“ cause different from the cause of the latter,—just as the

“ sprout of the Kahuna corn is different from the sprout of

“ the Yava corn ;—or (b) because the forpaer produces effects

“ different from the effects of the latter,—just as the seed

“ of the Kalama corn is different from the seed of the
*’ Yava corn It might be argued that what is put forward

“ as the Probans in this inferential reasoning can bo explained

“ on the basis of the fact of the Cognitions being related to

“ different objects ; and as such they would bo futile in

“ proving the conclusion that is sought to be deduced from

“ them. But if this were true, then, in the case of the

“ Kalama and Yava corn also, even though the sprout and

“ seed of the former have causes and effects entirely different

“ from those of the latter, yet the difference between the

“ two would be reasonably based upon their adventitious con-

“ nection with something—tho person, Chaitra for instance,

—

“ regardless of any such difference of Kalama seed and sprout

“ from the Yava seed and sprout as consists in its own
“ esssential form! And Direct or Immediate Perception also

“ could be regarded as different from Indirect or Mediate

“ Cognition, simply on the basis of its relationship to some*

“tiling else! Thus then—(1) just as the * negation of the

“ jar’ is different from other negations irrespectively of the

“ counter-entity (jar),

—

(2) as the ‘removal of stone’ is a

“ different act from the * removal of mam grains ’, irrespec-

‘‘ tively of the object removed,—(3) as the ‘ cognition of the

“past’ and the ‘mediate indirect cognition and usage in

** regard to a non-entity’ are different from other cognitions

“ etc., as otherwise there would be an admixture of their

“effects,—so the ' cognition of the snake’ also is different

“ from the ‘ cognition of the not-snake either by itself, or
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“ by reason of its being the * cognition of snake * brought

“ about by the causes of ‘ snake-cognition —even though,

“ when it appears in regard to the Rope there are more

“ causes operative towards it (than those operative towards

“ the snake‘Cogvition when appearing in regard to the real

“ snake). Thus then, there can be no objection to the view

“ expressed by us. Nor will it be right to assort that

“the counter-enlif ij also is a determinant of the negation;

“ because— (!) at the time that tho negation in the shape of

“ Destruction is present, its counter-entity is non-existent;

“ (2) at the time that the action (of production) is going

“ on, its object is non-existent
; and (3) when we have a cogni-

11 tion of a past (or future object), the object is non-oxistent.”

The above view is not right. As a matter of fact, what

distinguishes all snake-cognitions from non-sna/ce-tognilions is,

not the particular forms of tho cognitions themselves; for the

simple reason that there can be no such form as is common to

all cognitions (of the snake) ; what serves as the differentiator

must bo some such property as is common to all. This pro-

perty cannot be in tho form of a jati, a class-character, per-

vading over every snalce-cojiiition
; for such a class-character

would form a ‘ cross-division* with such class-characters as

‘ Perception ‘Inference* and tho like fas ‘snake-cognitions
’

may be both Perception and Inference]. That differentiator

must be in the shape of ail Upadhi, an adventitious adjunct.

And this adventitious adjunct can be none other thau

the object which is related (to the Cognition) either by

Scarupnsamhandha (a natural relationship) or by the relation

of ‘ imposition ’ (surmise, adhyasa) ;—therd being no proof of

any other Upadhi.

On these same grounds we should regard as rejected that

inferential argument* whereby it has been sought to be

° That the ‘ snake-cognition differs from 4 non-snake cognition * irrespectively of its

connection with a different object—because it is brought about by a set of causes differ-

ent from those bringing about the latter, etc. etc.’ Kurabakouam Text, P. 71, 11. 9-10.
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proved that one cognition is different from another cognition

irrespectively of their being connected with two different

objects. Specially as such an Inference would be too wide.

For instance, the ‘ jar-contact’ differs from the ‘ cloth-contact ’,

not through a class-character—as one is not the substratum

of a class-character not subsisting in tho other (both being

‘contact’),—but it differs from it through its adventitious

adjunct in the shape of ihe/tir; so that here we have a case

which shows that all ‘ cloth-contact ’ differs from the ‘jar-con-

tact ’, and that entirely through its connection with a different

object

;

so that this is a case contrary to that which you seek

to prove (i. e. by your Inference you seek to prove difference

irrespectively of the connection ofanother object
,
while this is

a case of difference depending entirely upon the connection of

another object]

;

and yet what you have put forward as your

probans—viz., tho fact of being brought about by a different

set of causes— is found to be present in the caso cited [the

‘ cloth-contact ’ being brought about by causes entirely differ-

ent from those by which the ‘jar-contact* is brought about];

and thus your reason becomos too wide [being found applic-

able to what you seek to prove as also to its contrary]; and

on the same grounds the said reasoning is futile also [failing

to prove Avliat it is sought to prove]. It might be argued

that in this manner, the kalum'i-sprout may be regarded as

different from other sprouts through even such accidental

circumstances as its being connected with a particular

sower in tho person of Chaitra [while tho other seed may

have been sown by another person]. But even such a con-

tingency will not bo undesirable for us ; specially

as it would serve to set aside propositions contrary

to our conclusion. Further, even in a case where differen-

tiation is done by a class-character
,
the adventitious adjunct

does not necessarily cease to be the differentiator
;
for instance,

even though the action of slone-piching is differentiated from
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the action of grain-picking by its class-character (the kind of

‘ action ’ involved in the former being different from that

involved in the latter),—yet there would be nothing incon-

gruous if we regarded them as differentiated through their

adventitious adjunct in the shape of the object (stone and

grain) also. Inasmuch as stone-picking is accomplished by

means of an Action that is characterised by a certain class-

character,—if the action of grain-picking, which is not charac-

terised by the same character, is not accomplished by tho

former action, there can be nothing incongruous in this.

Then again, as differentiation can be done by other means

also, even in cases where a cluss-character.is postulated, it is

done with a view to provide an explanation of such relations

as that of cause and effect (that subsists between a class-

character and any particular cognition). And in the case

of cognition and usage in regard to past and non-existent

objects we find that the necessary differentiation is done by

the past and the non-existent objects themselves ; and [as for

these being not present at the time of the differentiation] the

act of differentiating does not consist in being the cause of the

notion ofdifference ; and it is only if this were so that the

past and non-existent objects could not bo accepted as * differ-

entiators ’, on the ground that having no existence at the time,

they would not have that prior existence or antecedence (which

constitutes a necessary factor in the ‘cause’);—in fact, we
have already pointed out that what is meant by anything

being a differentiator is that it forms the object of the concep-

tion that people have in regard to the cause of the differentia-

tion [i. e, when a certain thing is conceived of as being the

cause of tho differentiation, it comes to be known as the

‘ differentiator so that it is not necessary that it should

actually be an active cause at the time that it is conceived of

as such] ;—and certainly this condition can be easily fulfilled

by past objects. This same reasoning also serves to set
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aside the example of Negation, etc., that the Opponent has

brought forward ; as the said condition of differentiation may
be available in the case of an absolute non-entity also; and if

it happens, in some cases, to be available in the case of really

existing things also, we shall acoept it in accordance with

the maxim of ' Kimufa ’. [That is, when the condition is

accepted as fulfilled even by non-entities, it is all the more

acceptable in the case of real entities ; lit.
* what then should

be said in regard to entities P '].

** Even if we accept the Object to be the differentiator,

" as it cannot be the (inseparable) attribute in all cases, it has

“ to be regarded as a mere accident (an accidental mark), and
" all that an accident can do is to point to a certain charao-

“ ter (or attribute) of the object qualified,—this character

“ being different from the relationship of the object to that

“ Accident itself ; for instance, when a house is indicated by

means of an accidental mark in the shape of the presence

of crows,—the house being indicated as * the house on
41 which a number of crows are sitting *—all that the
*•

* crows ’ (which are the Accidents in this case) do is to

" point to the particular location of the house. Such being

“ the case, it is this latter attribute (e. g., location) which

should be regarded as the differentiator (aud not the

“ adventitious connection of an Accident]
;
so that in the

“ case of Coguitions also, their differentiation should be

“ regarded as being accomplished by means of a certain

“ attribute in the cognitions themselves, irrespectively of

** their relationship to a certain object

This reasoning is not right ; as we do not admit that the

object of the Cognition is its (adventitious) Accident, just

as we do not admit that it is its (inseparable) Attribute. For

as a matter of fact, when in regard to a certain object,

the idea of its being different from other things is brought

about by a certain character through the reflection that it
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casts upon (t.e, through its connection with) the said

object,—this character is called its * attribute ’; by which

it is meant that that character casts its reflection upon the

object at the time that it is differentiated from other

things;—as examples of such ‘attribute’ we have the

class-character of ‘ cow ‘ gotoa ’. On the other band, when

the idea of the Object being different from other tilings is

brought about by a character (not by itself directly, but)

through the indicating of a distinguishing property of the

Object,—and the connection of the character itself is.put

aside (as not being of much consequence)—such a character

comes to be called the ‘ accident ’ of that object ; an example

of this we have in the shape of the crows (seated on a !>ouse

and serving for the time being to mark the location of the

house, which distinguishes it from other houses);—but that

which neither casts its reflection on the object, nor indicates

another property of it,—and yet serves to differentiate it,

—

such a character is called its ‘ adventitious adjunct ’,

‘ vpudhi ’
; e. g. when the word ‘ punkaja ’ (‘clay-born’)

is used, the character of the ‘ lotus ’ (which is one of several

clog-/tom things), is its * adventitious adjunct’; or when the

word ‘ ndbhid

'

(lit. ‘ Digging thing’) is used, the character

of a particular sub-class (named ‘ Udbhid ’) of the larger

class of ‘ Sacrifice’, forms the' adventitious adjunct’. In

those two cases we find that the two— ( 1) the class-character

of ‘ lotus ’ and particular sub-class of the Class * Sacrifice ’

do not point to any other character of ‘ what is clay-botn
’

or ‘ what digs up the result ’, respectively
; for the simple

reason that we have no idea of any such other character;

—

nor do they bring about a conception on which they them-

selves cast their reflection ;
for the simple reason that we

do not admit of any conventional denotative potency in the

whole words (‘ pankaja ’, * clay-born ’ and * U<jbhi<j ’,

‘Digging thing’), apart from that belonging to their
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component particles ;—with all this however, the class-

character of the ‘ lotus ’ does serve to distinguish the

Pankaja from the Lily aud such other clay-born things, and

the particular sub-class of the wider class ‘ Sacrifice ’ dots

serve to distinguish the ‘ U<jbhi«.l * from the Jyotistoma and

other sacrifices leading to results ;—and as such these

two come to be regarded as ‘ Upudhi ’, ‘ adventitious

adjunct.’ Both these examples that we have cited are such

as are accepted by the two schools of Mitnamsakas—the

Prabhaknras as well as Slulttas

.

As an example of

* TJpadhi' from the stand-point of the Naiyayika we have

the character of being the receptacle of Sound, as applying to

cases where the word * Akasha ’ is used. It is iu view

of this explanation of the term ‘ Vpddhi ’ that Nescience and

the rest are regarded by the Vecjantin to be an * Upadhi ’

of the ‘Witnessing Consciousness.’ From all this we

conclude that in a case where the object cannot serve as

the Attribute—on the ground that it is not present at the

time (that the Cognition appears),—if we regard it is an
‘ VpUdhi ', an adventitious adjunct, there can be no room for

those objections that refer to the case of its being regarded

as an Attribute

.

In a case where there is doubt, whether it

should be regarded as an Attribute or an Adventitious Adjunct

(both being found possible), the thing is, by preference, re-

garded as an Attribute. Thus then, our final conclusion is

that in the case of all Cognitions, it is the object that serves

as the differentiator.

Against this conclusion the following objection may be

raised—‘‘ As between the direct cognition and remembrance

of one and the same object, we find that differentiation is.

done by their respective class-characters (of ‘ anubhava ’

and ‘ smriti ’ respectively), irrespectively of the fact of the

object of one being present and that of the other absent ; and

in view of this, it would be just as well to regard the class-
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character as the real differentiator in all cognitions, irrespec*

tively of the object."

It will not be right to argue thus ; as sueh a differentiator

would not be available as between two such cognitions as

are of the same kind (a. g., when both are * perceptions *)

and yet have totally different objects.

'* But in this case also there would be differentiating class-

characters available, like the sweetness of milk [which dis-

tinguishes one kind of sweetness from all other kinds ; so

that the * perception of the jar ’ would be of a different class

or kind from the
'
perception of the cloth.’j”.

The assumption of such class-charaoters would give rise

to a * cross-division ’ with such classes as * visual and the

like, as we have already pointed out.

The Opponent takes up a view line of argument—“ Accord-

ing to your Vedanta view, every cognition
***** 73

represents the reflection of Consciousness

in the organic functioning (Pieif(i), which latter under-

goes modification into diverse shapes ; so that in this view,

every cognition is manifested in such distinct reflections.

Similarly according to our view every individual cognition

is conceived of as having a particular character of its own,

whioh renders it capable of bringing about the said con-

ception. So that under both these theories every cog-

nition stands self-distinguished [and there is no room for an

external differentiator.}"

This is not right : as in reality what imparts the shape

to the Pritti is the object itself (in our view),—and (in your

view) what serves to mark out the distinctive character of

a cognition is the object itself
;
so that in either case it is

not possible to say that the differentiation (of cognitions)

is independent of the object. And [as to whether the object

is an attribute, or an accident, or an adventitiout adjunct)

we have already explained that so long as it can be regarded
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as an attribute or an adventitious adjunct, it cannot be re*

garded as an accident.

“ But the Vedic text—* how can entity proceed from

the non-entity ?
’—the Vedanta sQtra ‘ nnsatodrisatont

and the BhSsya passage ‘ because no entity is found to be

produced from such absolute non-entities as the hare’s horn
’

—would be contradicted by what you have asserted [as you

have asserted that the non-existent (past) object can be the

cause of Cognition, while the authorities cited deny that any

such causal efficiency can belong to non-existent things]."

Not so, we reply. For what these authorities deny is

the causal efficiency of the absolute non-entity ; and we have

never asserted that any such efficiency belongs to absolute

non-entities [certainly what is non-existent now, and which

existed in the past, is not an absolute non-entity ].

Thus then it is shown that the character of being different

from the existent is a proof (of unreality).

End op Section (24).
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Section (25).

[There is no real relationship between Cognition and Cognised.

Their relation can bo no other than that of Adhydsa, Imposition],

A fresh objection is raised—“ The inferential arguments

brought forward in support of unreality are absolutely

futile ; for the cognisnbility, drishyatoa
,
of tilings is possible

also on the basis of reality

This is not possiblo, we reply
; as no relation of ‘ cogni-

tion and cognised’ would bo possible in the case. Asa
matter of fact, a Cognition cannot illumine (i.e., render cog-

nisable) the cognised object, without being, in some way or

other, related to it; as if it did so, then any Cognition

might illumine any object ;—nor on the other hand, can it

illumine the object, by being related to it
;

for Cognition

being either the very essence of the Self, or a quality of it,

it is not possible for it to bear to its object the relation either

of Conjunction or of Inherence
; and tlioro can be no other

relation except that which may bo impos-d or wrongly sur-

mised (nrVnjnstu ). Nor is the relation of * subject and object
’

possible between Cognition and its Object; firstly because

the character of tho ‘ subject ’ belonging to only one (i.e..

Cognition), and that of the * object ’ also belonging to only

one (i.e. tho Object),—tlioro can be no such relation as that

of ‘ subject and object’
;
as every relation, as such, should

subsist in both the members related ;—and secondly, the exact

notion of this relation cannot bo determined. For, what is

it that constitutes the ‘character of tho Object ’?(«) Is it

tho fact that it is the receptacle of tho result brought about

by the Cognition? or (b) that the ideas of acquiring or aban-

doning, produced by the Cognition, pertain to it? or (e)

that it forms the objectivo of the Cognition ? or (d) that it

imparts a shape to the Cognition ? or
(
e ) that it is perceived

(or cognised) as such ? or (/) that it is amenable to tho activ-

ities resulting from the Cognition ? or (y) that its cognition
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is brought about by its contact with the instrument of Cog-

nition ? or (//) that it appears in that particular cognition,

and that which appears (is manifested; in a Cognition is the

object of that Cognition? or (?) that it serves to distinguish

the Cognition, without any other relationship to it?

(n) As regards the first of these n

i

up. alternatives,
[
i

the view that the object of a Cognition is the receptacle of the

result brought about by that cognition],— it is not possible

for tho said will to bo in the form of ‘ being known/ be-

cause in tho first place wo do not admit of any such character

of ‘ being known ’; and secondly such a character could not

subsist in past and future things [and yet such things also

are * objects* of Cognition] nor can abuwhnuwjy &c. &e., be

regarded as tho result (of Cognition), as nothing like it is

possible in the case of Aknxhti and such things [and yet those

also are ‘objects * of cognition] ; and secondly, under this

definition tho dirt attaching to a piece of gold
( which also

is picked lip or abandoned along with tho gold-piece) would

have to bo regarded as the ‘object* of the Cognition, tho

Gold;—mr again can ‘ recognition * and * description } bo

regarded as the said result (of Cognition), as those do not

belong to the cognised thing
;

it might bo argued that those

two (Recognition and Description) belong to the cognised

thing in this sense ihat this tiling is the object of those two ;

but it would not be right to put it thus, as what we are con-

sidering is what tho exact character of tho ‘ object* is [and

jet you are introducing this very term in your explanation],

(0) For tho same reasons the second alternative also

cannot bo accepted [oh. tho ‘object* of Cognition is that to

which pertain the ideas of abandoning and acquiring, pro-

duced by the Cognition],

(r) Tho third alternative also cannot bo accepted [oiz. 9

that tho ‘object/ of a Cognition is that which forms the objec-

tive of that Cognition]; as the cognition of God and tho

Jdi\ 2b2.
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cognitions of thing past and future aro such as arc nob the

product of (acted upon by) any operating agency or 4 Karaka *

(such as the Objective is, along with the Instrument, the Dative

and the rest) [God’s cognition cannot be the product of any-

thing, as it has no beginning in time; and past and future

things being absent at the time, could not act upon any

present cognition] ; so that both the-sc sets of cognitions

would have to be regarded as without objects.

on Nor again is the fourth alternative tenable ['>/.?., that

the 4 object * of cognition imparts a shape to the cognition]

;

for inasmuch as there is complete noil-difference between

the Cognition and its shape, everything that helps in the

bringing alxmt of the Cognition would have to be regarded

as its ‘object *; and farther, under this alternative, there would

bo no 4 object’ possible for inferential and other (uon-dircct)

cognitions [as in the case of these, the object is not present

to impart its shape).

(e) Nor can the fifth alternative bo maintained
; [0/3., that

the 4 object
9

of the Cognition is cognised (or perceived; as

such] ;
for the character of 4 being cognised * includes or pre-

supposes that of being the 4 object and hence the explana-

tion involves a 4 vicious circle.*

(f

)

Nor can the sixth nllernat ivo he accepted
{
viz., that

the object is that which is anienuhlo to activil ies resulting

from the Cognition] ;
beranso it is not right to postulate the

‘amenability* (or * capability *) ami then to attribute to that

a further 4 amenability,
f
i e

,

* being an object* is itself an

‘amenability* to cognition, and it is not right to assign to it

the further 4 amenability,’ that to activities proceeding from

the cognition]. “Hut ‘amenability* itself can be 4 amen-

able* without further ^amenability* being assigned to it, just as

4 visibility * or 4 cognisabilitv * is ‘cognbable * without another

4 cognisability * being attributed to it.*’ Hut so long as the

exact nature of the
4
distinguishing characteristic (of the
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Object*) has not been ascertained, there can be no Appre-

hension of any ‘ amenability ’ (belonging t:> it) ; and it will

not be right to regard the character of ‘ being the object of

cognition* as that ‘distinguishing characteristic’; as this

wouldinvolve a ‘vicious circle/

(g) The seventh alternative also cannot be maintained [viz.,

that the ‘ object* is that whose cognition is brought about by

its contact with the instrument of cognition]
; for under

this view God’s cognition, which is eternal, would become

objectless
|

as it is not possible for any object to be eternal,

like God’s cognition].

(//) Nor again is the eighth alternative admissible [viz.,

that the ‘object’ is that which appears in
Page 74. .

1 1

the Cognition]
; as in the term ‘ in the cognition,’

4 mmvidiy the Locative ending cannot have the sense of the
1

container,
1

the ‘ receptacle ’; because the Cognition can never

be the receptacle of the cognised thing; nor can the Loca-

tive have the sense ol ‘object/ as in the first place iti s the

exact nature of the ‘object
1

itself that forms the subject-

matter of the present enquiry ; and secondly, this explanation

would make the Cognition the ‘object’ and the cognised

thing the ‘ subject,’ and thus the vvellknown relation of

‘ subject and object ’ between the two would be reversed !

Nor thirdly can the Locative be construed as being absolutivo

(‘ samvidi
9

being taken as a Locative absolute) ; for even

so, inasmuch as the ‘ appearing in the cognition ’ implies or

presupposes the character of ‘ being the object/ this inter-

pretation would iuvolvo a 4 vicious circle/

(i) Nor lastly can the ninth alternative be maintained [viz.,

that the 4 object ’ is that which serves to distinguish the Cog-

nition without any other relationship to it]; because in a case

where a person has the idea that 4 colour-cognition subsists

in me,’ this subsistence or inherence, of colour-cognition serves

to distinguish the colour-cognition without any other rela-
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tionsliip
;

so that under the ninth definition of * object/ that

subsistence should be the ‘object* also of the Cognition in

the form ‘ this is colour *

!

[The Opponent offers another explanation of the character

of the ‘ Object* j—“The relationship between tho Cognition

“ and its Object is * based upon tho assertion, by tho learned,

“ that ‘ this is the object of that cognition *

;
just as the only

“definition provided (by J.iimini 1-4) of datura is that it

“ is that to which the learned give the name ‘Man (ra/ Nor
“ will this involve a ‘vicious circle*; as every use of the

“ term ‘ object * would depend upon a preceding assertion of

“tho learned [and thus there would bo no mutual interdopen-

“ deuce, the assertion of the learned int depending upon that

“ particular use which follows, and is based upon, it**].

This explanation also is not satisfactory. As this may

suffice to show that the thing is ‘ cognisable* in general ; it

would not show that it is the ‘object * of any particular cog-

nition. Further, when tho declaration of the relationship

(between the Cognition and its Object) lias a beginning in

time, it cannot be held that one declaration is based upon

a preceding declaration ; as such continuous attributing to a

foregoing factor is possible only in the case of a beginning-

less scries [for in a case where there is a beginning, similar

attributing would not be possible for tho first of tho series].

Again, inasmuch as the said declaration also will be related

to its ‘ object/ the explanation suggested would also involve

a ‘ vicious circle.’

Another explanation is suggested by the Opponent—
5| When a Cognition happens to be the cause or basis of that

u usage- which consists in a certain thing being spoken of,

“ that thing is the ‘ object* of that Cognition. It may some-

“ times so happen that the instruments and agencies con-;

“ corned being defective, the usage does not actually appear

“ but even so, the Cognition concerned will be regarded as

Adv. 235,
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“ tho *
c in so * of ‘that usage—fulfilling, as it does, that condL

44 lion of causal efficiency in which tho non-appearance of the

‘‘due i is accounted for as being due;to the absence of

the necessary auxiliaries (in tho shape of cpu'Witt. inslru -

“ merit* and so forth*. It might bo argued that under this

44
definition of tho 1 object, ’ every vou-lI* tenninote cognition

“ will have to be regarded as being without an object. But that

4<
will not concern us, as wo do not admit of any such cogni-

<{ tion. Another objection that might bo urged against our

° definition of the ‘ object
1

r
is that, inasmuch* as as it intro-

40Pduc< s the specific terms ‘ that/ and 4 which ’ (which restrict

4i
it to the case of individual particular cognitions), it cannot

44 serve as a comprehensive definition. This objection also

4
‘ would bo pointless ; inasmuch as the definition has been

4< put forward in answer to a similarly worded and non-com-

“prohousivo question, in the form ‘what is tho object of

44 which cognition.?
9

[and tho only correct of this answer will

41 bo ‘ that thing is tho object of that Coy nition whirh
, &c. &c.,

44 exactly as we ha ve put it], Lastly, a third objection that

44 might bo urged is as follows— 1
It sometimes happens that

44 on account of some mistake tho usage that follows on the

4
‘ cognition of tho Jar is that pertaining to tho Cloth [i.e.,

“ though the object actually perceived is the Jar, yet, by

“some mistake, the perceiver says thin is a cloth
j; and in this

44 case, inasmuch as the cognition of tho Jar will have been

“tho cause of the usago consisting in the Cloth being spoken
44

of, this Cloth will (under tho definition) have to bo regarded
4i as the object of that Cognition.* But, .as a matter of fact,

il a Cognition can bo tho cause of only such usage as bears
44 upon the same thing as tho Cognition itself; so that in tho

44 case in question,' inasmuch as tho Jar-cognition will bear
44 upon a thing (tho Jar) other than tho usage (which boars
44 upon tho Cloth), it could not bo regarded as tho cause of

44 this usage.”
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This definition also cannot be accepted. The Capability

fo bring about the usage consisting in the thing being spoken

of (being a generic cliaiacter) cannot be ascertained in regard

to each individual cognition ; as a characteristic feature (in

its generic form) can bo ascertained only from its effects,

and no such effect is fouud to appear in connection with each

individual cognition; and so long as no such effect has boon

brought about, there can bo no ground for admitting any

individual capability. In fact the said capability can be as-

certained only by finding that tho cognition in question has

always, in every case, the same thing for its ‘ object and

[as this explanation involves tho conception of tho ‘object*,

if we make it the basis of tho definition of tho * object ’] ibis

leads to a ‘ vicious circle \

For tho aforesaid reasons wo also reject the following

explanation—“Tho ‘object’ of a cognition is that which

forms its objective; and as tho ‘ objective* does not represent

a particular form of ‘active agency ’,
it is not impossible

for past and future things to have tho character of tho

‘objective’; in fact the ‘objective’ is that which is ou-

dowed with tho peculiarity of being capable of bearing

tho operation dependent upon the action concerned ; other-

wise (i. e., if the objective wore anything different), in tho

case of such expressions as 'ghntam kun.ti\ ‘ho makes tho

jar’, the Accusative ending (in ‘ glmtam ’) would have no

meaning at all
;
for if the ‘ thaia

9

is not an accomplished

entity , it cannot bo productive of anything,— while if it is an

already accomplished entity, it cannot bo the objective of tho

action of ‘ making 9

(
Icaroti).”

Then again, tho ‘ capability of being an operation ’ cannot

consist in being actually imposed upon, or characterised, by

a result in the shape of that operation ; for this will not

hold good in regard to the caso where tho operation has

been suspended. Nor can it consist in its mere inherent
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potentiality (for bearing that operation, and not in actually

bearing it at the time) ;
for this ‘ potentiality’ of the thing

cannot be anything apart from its * being the object’; so that

this definition also will be open to the same objection as

before (of its involving the virion * circle.) Nor will it bo

right to describo the said * capability ’ as that by virtue of

which the absence of the result is possible only on account

of the absence of auxiliary agencies, [i. e.
f

the thing is so

capable means that the operation is not there simply becauso

of tho absonco of auxiliaries]—and this is something different

from the specific character of tho thing (Avhich consists of its

being the object) [So that there shall bo no virions circh].

This will not bo right
;
because it is impossible to conceive of

any such character without perceiving a comprehensive specific

character (that would meet all the cases concerned). Fur-

ther [by the explanation now put forward, tho character of

‘object’ would apply to only such things as are not yet fully

accomplished entities, but are capable of becoming so, not

being so at present by reason of tho absence of auxiliaries;

but] as a matter of fact, in such expressions as ‘ ghatam

karoti ’, * he makes the jar what forms the * object ’ of tho

‘ making ’ are tho fully accomplished entities in tho shape

of the potsherds (that constitute tho jar ; specially as it is

only tho fully accomplished entity that has been held to bo tho

p 75
effect or product of the operations, and as such

tho ‘ object’ of tho action of ‘ making ’. It is in

view of this fact that philosophers, holding the view that

before being produced tho product does uot exist, havo

declared that in cases where a word in tho objective case i3

used in conjunction with a verb meaning to bring about or

accomplish

f

the accusative word has to be taken in its indirect

figurative sense, of something related to the thing direct!

g

denoted by the word [and not this thing itself ; which accord-

ing to these pulosophers, does not exist before the opera-

tion of the cause, and which therefore could not have tho
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causal operation bearing upon itself]. On the other hand,

as regards the philosophers for whom the product is an

already existing entity (even prior to the causal operation),

even though the thing already exists from before, yet it re-

mains for it to be manifested (to have its existence rendered

perceptible); so tint it is not impossible for it to bo an active

agent as well as the 4 objective ’ of the action of 4 making’.

The above arguments servo to sot aside the following

assertion—“The eighth alternative (//) mentioned above (P.73)

may bo regarded as unobjectionable, in the following sense:

—

the term * samnidi
9

is Locitivo Absolute, and 4 appearing’

should mean 4 being capable of bearing tho operation * [the

definition meaning that the ‘object’ is that which becomes

capable of being operated upon, when the Cognition is there);

that is to say, the object is that which, (when tho Cognition

is there) must be subject to the operation, whenever such

other necessary causes happen to bo presen t.**

The Opponent put forward a fresh definition of tho

44 object’:
—“When a certain thing characterises a Cog-

44 nition, irrespective of any otlmr relation, and which,

44 in its own turn, does not have its own nature or form
44 affected or characterised by that Cognition,—this

41 thing is tho ‘object
5

of that Cognition Kveu though tho

44 Self bears tho relation of inherence to tho Cognition of

“itself (and as such tho characterisation would appear to bo

‘‘not irrespective of other relations), yet it does nob require

“ this Inherence for tho purpose of characterising tho

44 Cognition ;
specially as in tho case of tho Jar etc-, wo find

44 that these things characterise their cognitions, oven without

44 any such inherence. In the case of such cognitions as
4

tho

44 colour-cognition itihering in myself, which has been des-

troyed, \vas desired of mo *, it is found that oven tbojgh
44 the inherence in 6’*7/, the tl st/ucLion and the desire do noo

44 form the 4 objects* of tho said Colour-cognition,—yet
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“ they are found to characterise that Cognition, irrespective

“ of other relations. But even so the suggested definition

*' of ‘object ’ does not become applicable to these ; for they

“ themselves have their nature characterised by the Colour-

“ cognition, which is what inheres, which is desired and which

“ is the correlate (of destruction) ; as every relation (e. g.

“ Inherence), and Desire etc. have their nature always cliarac-

“ terised by the related things, the desired things and so

“ forth [so that the case of Inherence etc. does not fulfil the

“ last condition of the definition ; that ‘ Object ’ should not

“ have its own nature characterised by that cognition]. On the

“ other hand, what forms the * object * of a Cognition does not

“ ever have its nature characterised by that Cognition ; as a

“ matter of fact, it is the Cognition that has its nature char-

“ acterised by the Jar and other things
; and not these, Jar

“ etc., that have their nature characterised by the Cognition.

“ Though it is true that such cognitions as the Inference of a

“ Cognition or tho Secondary or Representative Cognition,

“ which form tho ‘ object * of the Cognitions apprehending

“ them, do have their nature characterised by a Cognition

“ [and as such may be suspected to be excluded from the

“definition);—yet, as a matter of fact, none of the Cogni*

“ tions mentioned has its nature characterised by that

“cognition of which it is itself the ‘ object’; and as such the

“ definition does uot fail to apply to these.”

This is not right, we reply. As this would mean that

the cognitiou in tho form * this colour-cognition subsists in

me* does not have the ‘subsistence in the Self’, for its

* object for the simplo reason that the ‘subsistence in the

Self ’ being a form of relatiou, is naturally characterised by

its own cognition, wfiicli is a factor iu that relation; secondly,

just as in the case of the conception in the form ‘ this is the

cognition of the Jar ’, the Cognitiou has its nature charac-

terised by the Jur,—so also iu the case of the conception in
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the form * the Jar is cognised the Jar also has its nature

characterised by the Cognition; so that the proposed defini-

tion of the ‘object’ (being inapplicable to the Jar) becomes

an impossible one.

Another definition is suggested—“ When a Cognition has

the character of a certain thing, this thing is its * object*.

In the case of the conception ‘ tho Colour-cognition subsists

in me’, it is the Subsistence that has its nature characterised

by the Colour-cognition,—not that tho Colour-cognition has

its nature characterised by the subsistence. It may bo

pointed out that the definition here put forward is meant to

apply only to the case where Cognition forms tho * object’ of

cognition ; and is not intended to apply to the case of Desire

etc. also; so that it cannot be objected to on the ground of

its not applyiug to these latter, and as such being * too

narrow

This also is not righ', we reply. Tho expression * having

the character of a certain thing*, ‘ t/ili fisoubkao tin ’, is

formed with a nominal affix {chha in
1 ywlrgn ’); and if tins

affix signifies the thing being the object
, then the definition

involves * self-dependence ’; and it is not possible to attribute

any other signification to the affix. Further, ‘the negation

of the negation of Colour-cognition ’ being the same as

‘ Colonr-cognition ’, ‘Colour-cognition ’ (thus) has the charac-

ter of the said ‘ negation ’, this ‘ negation ’ would (under the

proposed definition) have to be regarded as the ‘object’ of

the Colonr-cognition.

Another definition is put forward—“The ‘ object * of

“ a Cognition is that which forms the receptacle of the con-

“ tact of that Instrument which br ings about that Cognition.

*‘ It might be urged that by this definition the Self would

“ have to be regarded as the * object ’ of every Cognition,

“ as the Self forms the receptacle of tho contact of Mind

« which brings about the Cognition. But what is meant
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** by the term ‘ Instrument ’ in the definition is that partie-

“ ular Instrument which is specifically instrumental in

“ bringing about the particular individual Cognition [and

‘‘ the ‘ Contact of Mind ’or ‘ Mind’ is not so, its instrn-

“ mentality being common to all Cognitions]. Even so, it

“ may bo argued, the Mind being the receptacle of the Con*

“ tact of the Eye, which is the specific* Instrument of the

“ particular (visual) Cognition of Colour, this Mind should

“ havo to bo regarded as the * object ’ of t hat Colonr-Cog-

“ nition. Ilut the word ‘Contact’ also in the definition

“ stands for the contact oF tlmt particular Instrument which

specifically brings about the particular cognition only

“ [and the Eye-cohlucl only, and not Mind-contact, would be
M such a ‘ contact ’ in the case of Colour-cognition].

This definition also cannot bo accepted, we reply. As,

in tho first placo in tho ease of visual cognition, the contact

of tho Mind and Eye also is a specific instrument, the Mind

also would (under the definition) have to he regarded as tho

‘ object 9 of visual cognition ;—and secondly, the definition

would fail to apply to such ‘ objects ’ as are not

before the Eyes (are imperceptible ; and as

such cannot be the receptable of the contact of any instru-

ment). “ lint as regards imperceptible things, what

forms tho * instrument ’ in the case of their cognition is the

* Cognition of the Probans,’ and certainly the ‘ Probandum ’

(which forms the ‘object ’ of Inferential Cognition) bears (is

tho receptacle of) this relation to tho said Instrument that

it is its invariable concomitant.” This is not right ; as by

this reasoning the Probans itself may be regarded as tho

* object ’ of the inferential cognition, by reason of its

bearing a distinct relation to its own Cognition (i. e., the

* Cognition of Probans ’, which is tho specific instrument of

inferential cognition). Nor will it bo right to argue (with

a view to escape from this difficulty) that in tho case of
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Inferential Cognitions the particular form of relation that

goes to make a thing its ' object ’ is only that of ‘ invariable

concomitance.’ As, if that were so, then the character of

the ‘object’ could never belong to such things as thereto.*

lionship to tinj thing of wider extension, which relationship

forms the distinguishing featuro of that thing being regarded

as of wider extension (in comparison to the other thing).

“ The ‘object ’of a cognition may be defined as that which,

while being coexistent with the contact of the instrument of

the Cognition, is the direct differentiator of that Cognition ;

and this definition may be regarded as applying to eternal

and imperceptible things as well.”

This also we cannot accept; as in the first place,

this would mean that tho ‘object’ of a cognition may be

regarded merely as ‘ thing ’ in general ; and secondly tho

definition would also become ' too wide;’ being applicable to

* subsistence’ (in the conception ‘ the Colour-cognition subsists

in me which is a ‘ differentiator of tho Cognition,’ even

though it is not tho ‘ object ’ of the Colour-cognition/

Tho ‘ Object ’ may bo defined as that which bears a

natural relation * to the Cognition [lit, the character of the

‘ object ’ may be defined as consisting in tho “ natural re*

lution between the Cognition and the Cognised].”

This also cannot be accepted ; as it is wholly inapplicable.

For if by the term ‘natural relation ’ you mean merely a simple

relation, then the definition proposed becomes ‘too wide’, being

applicable to Conjunction and Inherence also. Nor will it

mend matters to qualify the definition by adding the term

‘ excepting the two relations of Conjunction and Inherence’;

as even so there might be a ‘ natural relation ’ between the

Himalaya and tho Vimjhya mountains. “ Natural relation

may be defined as that which, in tho absence of any other

form of relation, is found capable of givit.g rise to the idea

of the two things being qualified by each other.’’ This also
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cannot be accepted ; as in the first place, with this definition

of ‘natural relation’, the proposed definition of ‘object*

will fail to apply to the case of the conception * I know my-

Self *; for here (between the Cognition and the Self) there is

present the relation of Inherence [and yet the Self is the * ob-

ject ’ of the Cognition] ;—and secondly, it will not apply to

cases where Negation or Imperceptible things are cognised
;

for there is nothing to prove that either of these latter is

capable of giving rise to the idea of things being qualified
;

and if these did have such capability, then it would be pos-

sible for these to give rise to the cognition of qualified things

(which they cannot do ; as it is only things that arefound

to be piesenl, are positive and perceptible as such, that can

serve to qualify anything). Then again, what is that form of

things which consists in the ' capability to give rise to the

idea of things.being qualified ’? (a) Is it something in the

nature of a property ? or
(
b

)

is it something in the nature of

forms of tho two things concerned? («) If it be the former,

then tho * form ’ of things loses its character of * relation

and inasmuch as the notion of * cognition * enters into its

constitution, it would become something not perceptible by

the eye and such other organs of perception. (A) Nor cau

it be a something in the very forms of the two things them-

selves ; as in that case, no comprehensive notion of it would

be possible ;
and further, under this explanation, no mis-

conception in regard to negation would be possible ; as in

that case also, the cognition of ‘qualified’ being possible,

the necessary * natural relation » would be present. Nor

will it be right to incorporate into the said definition the

notion of ‘ right cognition for whenever a real relation is

present, the character of * right cognition ’ comes in as a

matter of course. Otherwise, it would mean that the * ab-

sence of relation ’ is due to the absence of the * character

of right cognition *, and the absence of the character of right
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cognition is due to the absence of relation,- which would

involve an objectionable interdependence.

“ But ”, says the Opponent, “ a relation is so called when,
*' in the absence of any other relation, it happens to be

“ characterised by the capability of bringing about the Cog-

“ nition of being qualified
;
just as we find in the case of tho

“ relation expressed in the expression * with the stick

“ where the relation is that of Conjunction. As for the Cog-
“ nition of being qualified, this 1ms for its object the thing

“ cognised, and not what serves to characterise it. So that

“ there is no incongruity in the visibility of that cognition of

“ being qualified which is amenable to (or capable of) the

“ natural relation

.

The following argument may be uiged

—

“ ‘ If such be the case, then, there would be nothing to dis-

“ criminate between the right and wrong Cognitions of

“ Negation ; for both of these equally have for their object

“ only the two forms.” This however will not be right ; as

“ the required discrimination could easily be made by ascer-

taining whether the cognition of negation of the Jar is really

“ the cognition of that negation, or it is tho cognition of some*

“ thing else [in the former case the cognition being right,

“ and in the latter case wrong],— ‘ But if the objects of tho

“ two (right and wrong cognitions) were not different,

“ then also there would be the same impossibility of

“ discrimination ;—for according to you the cognition being

“ of the nature of both, and both, being present, there is no

“ wrong cognition , which consists in tho cognition apprehend-

“ ing something different from what actually exists; and hence
** no discrimination between right and wrong cognition would

“ in this case, be possible.’ Not so ; for the negation of the

“ negation of the Jar being the 6ame as the Jar,— if in

“ regard to this one has the cognition of the ‘ negation of the

“Jar/ this cognition comes to apprehend something different

“from what a;tually exists. Then again, in reality the object
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“of the * wrong cognition
9

(of the Jar) is something that

“resembles the Jar; and inasmuch as this is not so of the

“ right cognition (of the Jar); so that the objects of the two

“are actually different. Nor will the definition propos d

“ fail to apply to the case of imperceptible negation, for in

“ several forms of Negation, what forms the characteristic

“ feature of the capability to bring about the cognition of a

“ thing as qualified are as follows—(1) in the case of Absolute

“ Negation, it consists in its occupying a point in space other

“than that occupied by its counter-entity
; (2) in the caso

“ of Previous Negation, it consists in occupying the same

“point in space as the counter-entity, but appearing at a

‘‘time other than that of the counter-entity ; and (3) in the

‘‘case of Mutual Negation, it consists in its occupying a point

“ in space other than that occupied by that which forms the

“ characteristic feature of the counter-entity, and characterisa-

“ tion by this is easily possible even in the case of the imper-

ceptible negation, oven though this may, at that time, not

“actually bring about the cognition of a thing as qualified.

“ For certainly the stick (which helps in the making of the

“Jar), even while it may bo only in the forest (and not

“actually in the bauds of the potter), it does not fail to bo

“distinguished by the character of being capable of bringing

“ about ike Jarf

This is not right, wo reply. For if this were true, then,

it would mean that all such eternal and imperceptible things

as Ukaslui) Absolute Negation and the like,— being as they

are distinguished by the character of being capable of bring-

ing about the cognition of things a3 qualified,—must always

necessarily bo productive of the cognition of things as quali-

fied; [which would bo wrong] inasmuch as it is a fixed

principle that every eternal thing, which lias the inherent

capability of bringing about a certain effect, stands (for its

operation) in need of the presence oE certain accessories (by

Adv. 29G.
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reason of whose occasional absence Ihe unceasing operation

of the eternal thing is avoided).

Further, in the case of the expression oishistasya pralyayuh
,

‘ cognition of a tiling as qualified/ if the Genitive ending (in

* rishistasya’) signifies only the nahral relation, it involves

the absurdity of the thing (natural relation) being dependent

upon itself. While if the Genitive denotes more Relatim in

goneral, the definition becomes too wide, being applicable to

such objects as the Jar and the like, which form the object

of such collective cognition as that of their being related to the

self which is characterised btj the character of the 1 Self' ;
as tho

qualified relation of the two factors involved in this term is

capable of bringing about tho cognition of things as qualified.

Further, under this theory, there would bo no difference

between the two conceptions, ‘the negation of the cognition*

and ‘ the negation is cognised’ ! For in both the conceptions

the ‘ negation ’ and tho ‘ cognition’ both being of the nature

of ‘natural relation/ there could be no distinction based upon

the difference in their ‘objects.’

Those same reasonings serve to set aside tho view that

in tho case of ‘ Cognition ’ and ‘Cognised things/ the ‘ capa-

bility to bring about the cognition of things as ‘qualified’

constitutes a relation of an entirely different kind (fiom the

well-known natural relation). For even so, it would be in-

applicable to the case of imperceptible eternal negations

;

as in this case there is no * capability of bringing about tho

cognition of things as qualified* ; firstly because such a view

would involve the imposition of the result upon the eternal

thing; and secondly, because the cognition of visible things,

&c., would fail to have any ‘ object ’ at all.

Thus then, the conclusion is that, inasmuch as in tho event

of the relation between Perception and Perceived being real,

the exact nature of the relation cannot be determined, tlio

said relation must be regarded as purely illusory or surmised.

End of Section (25).

Ado. 292.
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Section (26).

Reasonings in support op tub Uniiaality of the World.

The Opponent comes forward with the following argu-

ments against the Vedautin— “Even though the entire per*

“ ceptible world is (according to you) only imposed upon

“ Cognition , which is Brahman, yetfor the purpose of explain-

“ ing the well-known phenomenon, that at any one point of

“ timo only one particular thing appears in Consciousness,

“ you have admitted that there is some sort of relation

“ botween the Cognition and the Cognised thing, through

“ a certain mental projection (Vritti) which takes the form of

“ the thing and is brought about by the contact of that thing

“ with a particular sense-organ ; so that even though the

“thing be ‘unreal’, it will have the said relation, even

“ though it be only through the said Fritfi; why then should

“ you persist in your improper hankering after regardingthe

“ said relation as ouly ' imposed ’ or * assumed ’? Yon do not

“ hold, as the Bsimjdha Idealist does, that every individual

“ Cognition bears the impress of an individual object ;

“ for as regards the C ignition, it itself in its purity can have

“ no diversity, and though it is beset with diversity when
“ it is accompanied by a limiting condition, yet, in this

“ limited form, it is as ‘ unreal’ as any ordinary object like

“ the Jar; and as such cannot form the substratum (of any

“ imposed relation or impression).”

Our answer to the above is as follows :

—

As a matter

of fact, every source of light illumines directly the object

that comes into contact with it ; and Consciousness (which is of

the nature of light) cannot illumine an object indirectly,

through the intervention of a relation. In fact, the Lamp does

not illumine an object that is related to it only indirectly,

lienee the conclusion is that the Consciousness that forms

the substratum of an object illumines this object, without being

intercepted (by any such extraneous thing us a relation) ; and

Adv. 298.
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it ia the removal of such an intercepting thing that is done by

the organic Vrit{i (postulated by the Vedantin) ;
it is for this

reason that even though, prior to this Organic Pritti there

may be an imposed relationship, yet there ia no cognition of

the thing (such cognition being prevented by the intercept-

ing obstacle, which can be removed only by the Vri(ti). It is

for this same reason again that the said ‘ imposed ’ relation-

ship has got nothing to do with the actual illumining (being

rendered cognisable) of the Jar by the Consciousness reflected

in the Vritji.

This also serves to set asido the view that— “ inasmuch

as all that is necessary for the illumining of the Jar is the

Consciousness reflected in the Vritti, there is no need for

assuming the manifestation of the Consciousness as the subs-

tratum of that object; an assumption which is involved

in the theory that the illumining of the Jar is brought

about by the Consciousness manifested in that Jar”. As

it is necessary to assume the manifestation of the Conscious-

ness which has the object for its substratum, in order to

account for the explicitness (or directness) of the Cognised

thing, as distinguished from its indirectnoss. “ But until

the ultimate Direct Apprehension (of Truth) is roached,

there is no manifestation of the pure. Consciousness; and as

for the Consciousness circumscribed by the Jar and such

objects, that cannot be the substratum of those ;
P. 78. J

.

.

as if that were so, there would bo an objec-

tionable self-dependence.” This is not right; because

as a matter of fact, even before the ultimate Direct Appre-

hension, the pure Consciousness does become the substratum

(of objects), under the influence of Nescience; so that even

though there is uo mumfnutation of the pure Conseioueness iu

the sense of the cessation of the root-N esoienco, yet there is

manifestation of It iu the sense that there is cessation of cer-

tain phases of that Nescience
; and thus mauij'i-sted the Con-

sciousness can be legarded as illumining the objects (cognised).

Ado. J'JJ.
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If tli© cognition manifesting the Jar is unreal, then it

cannot bo the substratum (of the perceived Jar) ; while if it

is real (true), then, since it is not brought about by a defect,

it should be valid ; hence its object being rm/, it could not be

its substratum ;—so that you are placed on the two horns

of a dilemma”.

There is no force in this argument; the mere fact of a cer-

tain Cognition not being hrouyht about by a defect does not neces-

sarily make it valid ; because Consciousness is never Ironyht

about by a defect; what does make a cognition valid is the

fact of its being circumscribed by an Emanation not brought

about by defect; and as this condition is not present in the

case in question, the object does not become real
; so that it

is only natuial that the real Cognition should servo as the

substratum of the unreal object.

“ As a matter of fact, there can be an assumption of a

4
* superimposed (unreal; relation only where real relation is

“ possible; but whence is there an impossibility of the real

“ relation ? In fact, just as in the case of the Substance and its

“ quality, it being found that the well-known relation of Cou-
il junction is not possible, it is concluded that the relation

u subsisting between then is that of Inherence ,— in the samo
“ manner in the case in question, it being found that both these

“ relations (Conjunction and Inherence) being impossible,

“ there subsists between (Cognition and Objects) a third kind

“ of relation. Nor is there no proof for the existence of this

“ third relation ; for its existence, like that of Inherence, is

“ vouched for by Inference and Perception. For instance

—

“ (a) When two things are not either in Conjunction or in In-

“ heronce with one another, the notion of the one qualifying

“ the other must appertain to the relation of qualifier and

“ qualified,—because it is the notion of a qualified thing,

—

“ like the notion of the qualified thing, the man with the stick.

“ (b) The said produced Valid Cognition must be based upon
if the relation of qualifier and qualified ,—because it is such

A dr. 300.
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<f produced Cognition of a qualified thing as is not sublated,—
4 ‘ like the cognition in regard to which both parties are agreed.

" (c) The cognition in question must have for it subject the

“ unsublated relation of the qualifier and the qualified—because

“ it is the unsublated cognition of a Qualified thing,—like the

“ cognition of the Qualified thing, the man with the stick . Such
u conceptions as Chaitva i

*
possrused of cm o'# and the like are

“ also included under the * subject
9

of these inferences
; hence

“ these conceptions cannot serve as the ground of doubts aris-

u ingin regard to the truth of the premises. Thus it becomes

“ established that apart from Conjunction and Inherence, there

“ is a third relation.”

This is not light ; the first two inferences are open to the

charge of being ‘ irrelevant as the ‘ imposed relation
9

can

serve as the subject as well as the cause or basis of the said

conceptions; and as regards the second argument, it is open

to the further objection of having the premisses not true

,

as is

shown by the case of mediate or indirect cognitions. As regards

the third argument, it is superfluous; as till t ho attainment of

Brahma-knowledge, every cognition can remain unsublated ; if,

on the other hand, the Proband urn is intended to refer to the

subject of cognitions that are never sublated
,
then the Pro-

bandutn itself becomes defective (no such Probandum being

possible). “ But as a matter of fact, an imposed relation

is possible only when all real relation has been rendered

impossible; so that no imposed relation can be assumed

until the real relation, of a kind different from Conjunction

and Inherence, has been rendered impossible; under the

circumstances, how can there be any ‘ irrelevancy ‘super-

fluity 5 and ‘ defective Probam I u in’ This is not right

;

as the real relation is rendered impossible by the simple fact

that we do not perceive that with which it is invariably con-

comitant; that is, that with which real relation is invariably

concomitant is
4
negation, difference of time and place and

this negation is not possible in the caso of such cognitions as

Adv. 301*
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pertain to past and future things ; hence how can there be

any real relation among them ? It will not be right to argue

that—“like the relation of Inherence, the real relation would

be rendered possible by the fact that the negation of the

absence of the relatives is not impossible for even Inhe-

rence can not lead to two such things being regarded as

related as are removed from each other in place and time

;

e.g., even in the absence of the relatives, Inherence does not

qualify the Jar that has been destroyed with the Colour that

is to come into existence tc-morrow.

Further, even if the relation be merely imposed, the

nature of the I’robandurn does not become such as is incom-

patible with the cognition apprehending the Subject (Relation);

for inasmuch as the cognition is of a qualified thing, what

becomes accomplished in the first instance, is the mere * rela-

tionship ' in general, which is common to real as well as

unreal relations. Further, that which apprehends the rela-

tion turns out to be that imposed relation which is accom-

panied by sublation in the shape of that non-apprehension

with which the real relation is invariably concomitant. Hence

there cannot be the least chance of any incompatibility with

that which apprehends the subject.

“ Inasmuch ns we find Conjunction happening only between

such things as exist separately from each other,

inseparable rxistence should render Conjunction

impossible.”

Not so; because since in some cases we find that there is

no sortof connection between things existing separately from

one another, the mere fact of separate existence could not

be regarded as a ground for relationship, on whose presence

the relation is sme lobe established. So that there being

concomitance between the two, the mere non-perception of

separate existence cannot serve to set aside the possibility of

relationship. Though the reverse premiss (of concomitance)

might bo assumed, in the form—* when there is relation there
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is always separate existence ’—yet there would be no proof on

which such assumption could rest ; specially because there are

no reasonings favouring such assumption. On the other hand,

we find that there is relation present among things not

separated in time and place,—while there is no relation

among things that are separated in time and place ; and from

this it is clear that there is invariable concomitance between

presence of relation and absence of separation in time and place,

and that this latter is a necessary condition for the former;

so that whenever we do not perceive absence of separation in

time and place, we have to admit that there is something that

renders the presence of relation impossible; for when the

necessary condition is absent the conditioned can not be pre-

sent.

“ In accordance with what you say, there would be no
“ relation (a) of Destruction with the Past Thing (6) of absolute

“ negation with its counter-entity, (c) of the potency with its

*' objective, (d) of Ignorance with its object, (<°) of Desire with

“ the object desired, (/) of Usage with the object of which it

“ deals, (</) of a verbal expression with the object expressed,
(
h )

“ of Cognition in the form »f * Emanation ’ with the object cog-

“ nised,—each former member of each of which coup'es falls

“ within the definition of ‘ Unreality —and thus there being

“ no relation between Cognition and the absence of relation

“ spoken of in your verbal expression, there would be several

“ incongruities ; such as contradiction of your own arguments,

“ incompatibility of your own acts, and contradiction of your

“ own assertions. Specially because the counter-entity and

“ other things just mentioned are not imposed upon negation

“ and the rest, in the manner in which (according to you) the

object is imposed upon the Cognition."

Not so, we reply. Though it is true that in view of the

said parity of reasoning, there is no real relation between

Destruction and the rest with thsir counter-entity, &c.,

—

and the imposition also does not ccme about in the manner

J$v. 303.
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of the cognition and the cognised
, both being equally unreal ;

—

yet we do not absolutely deny 4 the character of counter-

entity/ 4 relativity
1

and so forth, which are duly recognised

in experience; what we mean is that they are all ‘unreal/

falling within the womb of 4 Cognition/ —and as such different

from the ‘real * as well as the ‘ imposed 1
; and whether those,

like Conjunction, &c., are something quite distinct (from the

things related), or they constitute the very form of the things

themselves, or they are included under the categories postu-

lated by oilier philosophers, or they are something different

from these,—we do no^, concern ourselves with any investi-

gation of these points
; such investigation being as useless

as an investigation into the question of the teeth of the crow.

There would be no force in the argument that—“ since

before unreality is recognised the said relation itself could

not be known, tlnre is a mutual iuberdepondo'ico.’’ Because

as a matter of fact, what is known first, on the basis of the

impossibility of any relationship between Cognition and

Cognised,— is that every cognisable object is a product of

‘imposition ’
; an 1 fro m this it follows that all such relations

as those of 4 negation and counter-entity 1 an l the rest, which

are included under the category of
4 cognisable objects/ must

be unreal
; and it is not that tho unreality of tli 3 slid rela-

tions of 1 negation and counter ontity * is first recognised,

and then follows the conception of the unreality of the rela-

tion of ‘cognition and cognised. 5 And thus, inasmuch as wo

do not absolutely deny all rrlatims in general,—which alone

are required for practical usage— there is no contradiction

on our part of any assertions undo by ourselves. This is

what has been thus declared by the author of the Khandiua
—4 The sublation of things being firmly established, if, *on

the ground of its standing on the same footing as these things,

that sublation itself should become sublated,—let it be so ;

for those who regard all things as Incxplie ible
t
whence can

there be any clinging to anything at all? ’

Ado* Soli
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Nor can the sublation be said to be not firmly established

!

as we have already explained the reason for it, in tho Bhapo

of the corroborative argument consisting in the fact that

we do not perceive that with which the sublated thing is

invariably concomitant; and also bocauso we have refute!

all antagonistic arguments put forward upon the basis of the

allegation that our view involved incompatibility with 'well-

known facts relating to the actual functioning of tho things

concerned. For the same reason our case is notanilogous

to that of the Casuist. What the Casuist docs is to urge

—

against the reason of * being a product’ put forward in proof

of ‘ non-eternality,’ this reason being operative under certain

conditions—the possibility of colour, &e., bolongingto Sound,

on the mere ground of its being found that there is no depen-

dence upon any restrictive conditions;—while we do not urge

anything on the basis of mere concomitance, irrespective of

all restrictive conditions.

“ In this mannor, tho relation of tho •ojuition and cog-

nised should stand on tho same footing as that of tho Counter-

entity and Negation.'1 ’

Not so ;
because the said relation has got tojbe assumed,

on tho ground of the impossibility of any such relation as

that of mutual imposition. In the event of such a relation

as the latter being possible, that would constitute tho re-

quired relation.

“Brahman, as tho object of Nescience, can not bo im-

posed upon the subject. Ignorance ; so that the general pro-

position, that the object is always imposed upon tho subject,

cannot be accepted as true.”

There is no force in this
;
as we do not hold any such pro*

position at all ; all that we mean is that ‘ imposi-

tion • is the relation that subsists between

‘Cognition* or ‘Nescience’ with their respective objects;

and this is quite possible ; it 1) dug found that the cognised

Ado . 305.
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object is imposed upon Cognition
,
and that Nescience is

imposed upon the uncognised object. It is for this reason

that the relation between Nescience and the cognised object

cannot servo as an effective counter-instance in the denial

of ‘imposed relation. 5

“ Under the circumstances no relation is possible between

tho Hearing
,
&c., culminating in Direct Pn cnving and Brah-

man, which is held to bo the object of those ; for the simple

reason that Brahman is never imposed either upon Hearing

and tho rest, or upon Direct Perceioing .**

This is not right. ‘ Direct Perceiving* can be in the

form cither of ‘ Mental Projection*, or of ‘ Consciousness mani-

fested in the Projection.* If it is the former, then, it could be

imposed upon Brahman
; and as such the relation between

them would bo similar to that between* Nescience 9 and the

4 uncognised object for the same reason, it is not impossible

for Brahman to be related to such mental processes as those

of Hearing and the rest. If, on the ocher hand, Direct

Porceiving is of the nature of * Consciousness manifested in

the Projection,* then, since the relation of identity (which

alone is possible) could serve no useful purpose, the ‘absence

of relation * cannot affect the position adversely. Tho same

reasoning also gets rid of the argument that—“if Brahman

should bo regarded as the object of the Final Direct Per-

ception on the ground of this latter being imposed upon it,

then, since the Direct Perception of the Jar also is imposed

upon Brahman, Bralunan should be regarded as the object

of that Perception also.** Specially because as a matter of

fact, tho Perception of the Jar
,
being, as it is, only a form of

‘Consciousness manifested in the Jar 5
, is not imposed upon

Brahman; though in the form of ‘ Projection* it is imposed

upon Brahman, yet Brahman, which only forms the sub-

stratum of that imposition, does not become the object of the

said perception
; and the reason for this lies in the fact that
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in this caso there is not present that particular kind of

imposition which could make Brahman the object of the

Perception; in fact the presence of such Imposition is justi-

fiable only when a well known fact cannot be explained

except on that basis. As a matter of fact however, the

* form of Brahman* is not actually found to bo present in

the perception in question, in the same manner as it is in

the ease of the ‘ ultimate Mental Projection.’

Between Desire and the Desired object there is relationship

through cognition itself : So that there is no need of any

separate relationship. “ But in Cognition we perceive a

relation of the object dependent upon contact.
;
in Remem-

brance also we perceive a relation of the object dependent

upon previous apprehension; similarly in Desiro also wo

perceive a relation of the object depou lent upon Cognition
;

—henco the relation in this last case must bo hold to bo

something distinct from the cognition
;
just as in the former

two cases it is held to bo something distinct from Contact

and Apprehension.” Not so; Llio said perception of relation

can be explained as being due to the Cognition itself; so that

there is no ground for the assuming of any relation apart

from the cognition; specially as wo are never cognisant of

any other distinct relation dependent upon Cognition.

In the case of Cognition, on the other hand, the perception

of relation cannot be explained on the basis of Smse-cont'ACt

&c ; as Sense-contact &e. being imperceptible, they could be

apprehended only by Inference, &c., but even without such

Inference the relation involved in the conception of the

* Cognition of the Jar’ becomes duly apprehended. And

as regards Remembrance, there is not the slightest suspicion

of any relation based upon Apprehension ; for the simple

reason that at the time of Remembrance the apprehension

has ceased to exist. And further, since both (Desire and

Cognition) have the character of * Cognition,’ there would he

equal possibility of relationship.

Ado. 307.
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u In a Cease where there is Desire :in regard to a single

object, brought about by a comprehensive cognition of two

tilings, both these things would have to be regarded as the

objects*of that Desire; for the simple reason that the cogni-

tion giving rise to that Desire has both of them for its

object.
5 ’

Not so ; ns the same may be saul in connection with

the view tint the relation is something different from

the cognition. It might be argued that— “ if the cogni-

tion brings about the Desire in regard to a single thing, there

is no possibility of two things being its object
5\—But the

same might be said on our behalf also : in our case also wliat

constitutes the relation (between the Desire and the Desired

Object) is the fact that tlm cognition leading to tho Desire

has that thing for its object whereby it tends to give rise

to that Desire. Nor could it bo argued against us that no

such relation to its object would be possible in the case of

God’s desire, which is eternal ; for tho simple reason that

we do not admit of any such eternal desire.

Even though the Logicians may, on the strength of argu-

ments proving the existence of God 5

s eternal desire, postu-

late a peculiar form of relation to suit that case,—yet so far

as the ephemeral desire and ephemeral cognition (of ordi-

nary persons) are concerned, the relation to their objects

has to bo admitted to be of the form described above. Nor

will this givo rise to the incongruity of the son being 1 tho

object of the pleasure produced by tho cognition of the son

(having been born),
5

on the analogy of desire. Because

the two cases are not quite analogous
;

as a matter of fact,

though the Cognition is tho same in both cases, it is only in

the case of Desire,—and not in that of Pleasure—that the

object is the same as that of the Cognition; such is the

mituro of things: and you yourself have to set forth the

same facts. If it were not so, then, just as the red colour

Adv. 308.
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of the Japa flower is transferred to the crystal, so should it

also be to a puce of stone. “ Inasmuch a thero can be no

imposition of the import in the Property, there can be no

relation with the import.” This is not light. What is meant

by ‘ import ' applying to a certain thing is that the con-

ception of that thing is intended ; and the conception can

be related to the Property exactly in tlio same manner as

to any other object of cognition ; so that in this case also

the relation would be of tho nature of mere ‘ imposition

and since the relation between the Property and the Import

would be based upon conception, there would be no in con-

gruity at all.

“ Even though Cognition may be similar to the Lamp, in

being of the nature of Illumination, yet it must bo regarded

as different from it, on the ground of its appearing within

the body. Hence, like Desire, Cognition should be related

to remote things also. Otherwise, just as in the case of

the Lamp, so in that of Cognition .also, no imposed relation

would be possible. Specially as in tho easo of Indirect Cog-

nition, we do find the cognition being related to remote

things.”

This is not right ; as a matter of fact, the absence of

difference of time and place is a condition necessary for all

relationship in general ; so that there can be no ground for

the assumption that the said condition is applicable to only

such relation as is not one that pertains to inner things. As

regards Desire, the relation with the desired thing is not

direct ; it is indirect, appearing through the Cognition,—as

we have already explained. In the case of Indirect Cog-

nition, though the relation with the Consciousness underly-

ing the Substrate is direct, yet since the relation to the

* Projection in the form of the Object ’ is not direct, the re-

lation of the Object with tho ‘ Consciousness limited by the

Object ’ must be indirect.

Ado. 309,
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“ Under your theory also, it cannot be necessary that

every Cognised object must be imposed upon the Cognition
;
(a)

because there can be no imposition on their own cognition

of such things as (1) thoabsoluto Nonentity, ^2) the ‘cessation

of Nescience * of * non-perception * which may be regarded

either as a fifth kind of things, or as, uniformly non-tiifferent

from positivo entities, even though it is of the form of ‘ non-

perception *
; — (b) because such ordinary things as the post

and the like— ,
or the eternal supersenstious thing,—which

are all imposed upon Brahman, which is of the essence of

pure Direct Apprehension—could not be imposed upon their

own cognition, which is of the nature of indirect apprehen-

sion ;—(c) because the remembered thing cannot bo imposed

upon its own Cognition* which is of the nature of Remem-

brance ;—and (d) the thing that has merely apparent reality

cannot be imposed upon its own Cognition, which also lias

merely apparent reality
; specially as under your theory,

Cognition in the form of Misconception also has only an as-

sumed (illusory) existence.”

This is not right; for the absolute nonentity can never

be cognised ;
so that it is only natural that there should be

no imposition of it
;

it is only a Cognisable thing that

can be imposed upon Cognition. Wo shall explain later on

how tho absolute non-entity can never be cognised. As

regards tho * Cessation of Nescience/ regarded as a fifth kind

of thing, its relation must bo that of Imposition
,
for tho simple

reason that tho destruction of a thing must subsist in tho

same substratum in which that thing it self subsisted. As a

matter of fact however, tho theory of * tho Cessation of Nes-

cience being a fifth kind of thing,’ as also that of all things

being uniformly positive,—are to be rejected simply on the

ground of their not being accepted by ns. In what way 1 Cessa-

tion of Nescience’ is of the nature of ‘ Brahman/ and how

there is ‘non-duality of all things/ wre shall explain later on.

Then again, as regards the past and future things that are
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imposed upon Brahman, which is of the essence of Direct

Apprehension,—even though these are not imposed upon the

inferential and other kinds of cognition, yet that same Cons-

ciousness upon which they are imposed becomes circumscribed

by the 1 Projection ’ in the form of Inference and the rest; it

is thus that Imposition becomes possible. Though, for the

avoiding of undesirable contingencies, Consciousness, for

being related to its object, has been regarded as standing

in need of being affected by ‘ Projection,’—yet, in being a

substratum, it does nob stand in need of any such affectation.

Lastly, in the case of eternal and super-sonsuous things,

—

in the case of Romembranco,—and also in the case of things

having merely apparent existence,—even though they may
not be imposed upon a mere apparent ‘ Projection,’ yet they

are imposed upon that Consciousness which i3 manifested

in the Projection bearing upon the substratum. Thus then

there is no such incongruity as those urged by the Oppon-

ent.

‘‘ [When the shell is mistaken for Silver], the shell

(according to the Vedantin) is imposed upon the Conscious-

ness circumscribed by the notion of * this,’ and yet it is

illumined by tho Consciousness reflected in the Projection

of Nescience ;—how then can there be any imposition of the

object on the Subject, the Cognition ?
’’

Inasmuch as the limitation by meansof one is cast upon what

is also limited by another, there is no distinguishing force ;

just as there is none in the caso of an acridms which is not

dependent upon anything else. It is for this reason that

learned men have declared that Cognition is one by reason

of the singleness of the result.

If the Silver is imposed upon its own cognition, then,

in tho first placo, it would bo possible to have a
Pago 82.

misconception when tho ‘ Cognition of the Silver’

is not cognised; and secondly this misconception would be set
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aside by the cognition of that ‘cognition of silver’; and

further inasmuch as, in the appearance of the Imposition,’

the * projections ’ are brought about by the cognition and non-

cognition of its substratum, it would be possible to have

the conception ‘ the cognition is silver.’
”

Not so, wo reply
;
because as a matter of fact, we do not

admit that tho * Consciousness circumscribed by the Projection

in the form of silver ’ is the substratum of the * misconception

of silvor; in fact, what forms tho substratum of the miscon-

ception of silver is Consciousness circumscribed by the notion

of ‘ this'; and it is by mere chance that ‘ the Consciousness

circumscribed by tho Mental Projection in tho shape of silver’

also becomes a substratum of it. But this does not make

this latter a necessary condition for the misconception. And
what serves as the cause of the misconception is the non-

cognition of tho thing in the form of * shell’—which would

render tho misconception impossible; and the cognition of

the thing as ‘ shell
,
would set aside tho misconception. For

these reasons it is not possible for the misconception to appear

in the form ‘ the cognition is silver.’ Specially because the

cognition is cognition only when circumscribed by the Mental

Projection, and such cognition is not the substratum of the

misconception. And inasmuch as the illusory (miscon-

ceived) thing is always cognised as identified with tho sub-

stratum, the misconception can only appear in the form ‘ this

is silver

“ Inasmuch as such objects as the Jar and the like must

exist before they are cognised by means of the sense-organ

in contact with them, it is not right that there should be any

imposition in this case. Nor will it be right to argue that the

Jar is not illumined by that Mental Projection which is pro-

duced by the contact of tho Jar and the sense-organ ; where-

as it is illumined by Consciousness subsisting in the Jar, which

is not produced by contact;—because there is nothing to
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prove that there exists ‘ Cognition * apart from tho 1 mental

projection *
; and the cessation of Ignorance also follows

from the same.”

This is not right; as in order to explain tho existence

of things before tho appearance of tho Mental Projection, it

is necessary to accept the existence of ‘ Cognition
}

as some-

thing distinct from the ‘Mental Projection.* Otherwise, there

being nothing to establish tho existence of the things, they

would bo mere non-entities like tho ‘hare’s horns/ there would

be no justification for assuming their provious existence, as

the basis (cause
j
of contact and of the cognition born of that

contact. For these reasons it is necessary to admit tho pre-

sence of proof for the existence of the J ir in that form in

which it becomes the cause of ‘cognition* by serving as the

substratum of the contact of sense-organs. If this bo nob

admitted, then no concomitance, positive or negative, being

perceived (as between the Jar and its cognition), there could

bo no conception of the relation of cause and effect between

them, and this would put an end to all notions of ‘ cognition
*

and ‘objects of cognition/

This Cognitim is not in the form of ‘Mental Projection’;

as at that time the cmses of the Projection are not operative.

The Cognition must be regarded as something of a character

totally different from ‘Mental Projection/ as eternal, as one

as self-illumined
; (»/) because such a conception of it is

much simpler than any other, (0) because it is not touched by

such properties of ‘ Mental Projection ’ as production, dcafruc*

tioiiy and ujn-inttdliyence Tho said Cognition comes to form

tho subject of various practical usages, through its connection

with various accidental qualities; just in the same way as

Akdsha becomes diverse by reason of such accidental relatives

as the Jar, the Gem, and the Flower; and since it is what

brings about ignorance, it can not, by itself, serve i.o set aside

ignorance; it does so, when affected by ‘ Mental Projection’

;

and heroin lies the use of the ‘ Projection.’ Such being the
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case, what incongruity can there be in the view that there is

imposition of the Jar, &3., upon the witnessing Consciousness,

which imposition brings about all Ignorance? This is what

lias been thus declared by the revered Sureshvaracharya:

—

1 How can the conception of that be denied, on the basis

whereof depends the fulfilment of the desired conception

of all philosophers?
*

* The notion of Right Cognition that all philosophers

accept is that it apprehends the thing not already appre-

hended
; and this is found incompatible with your theory :*

4 Tho Body and such other things that exist, are they

by themselves cognised or not non-cognised ? In either caso

the character of lligkl cognition becomes impossible.’

* If the Body, &c., are cognised, even without the Right

Cognitions
,

then tell us, what is tho use of these Cognitions ?

What is already cognised cannot be made apprehended ?

4
If, on the other hand, the Objects of Cognition are not

cognised, by themselves, thon what is non-existent cannot

be manifested by Right Cognition. Fur instance, tho shining

Sun never illumines tho Hare’s Horn !*

41 When the Yedantin says that 4
in view of the illumin-

ation of the Mental Projection in the form this is Jar
9
the

Conception the Jar> as ‘cognised ’ should arise only from

tho relation of liralnnin \— this is not consistent with the

assertion that 4 tho apprehension of the Jar is of the nature of

that Consciousness which is reflected in the Mental Projection
,

and which is not the substratum of the Jar.”

This is not right
; as there is no difference between 4 Con-

sciousness reflected in, the Mental Projection ’ and 4 Con-

sciousness which is the substratum of the Jar’ ;

—

1

Conscious-

ness, being one . How the one Consciousness illumines all

things has been explained in detail by the Author of the

Bhdsya under the Sutra Nubhdoa vpalabdheh
,

4 there is no
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non-existence of things, as they are actually apprehended *

[Bralmi-Sutra II—ii ]

“ When you seek to establish unreality on the ground

that on any other supposition, cognisabilvy would not bo

possible,—(a) do you intend this argument to bo one based

upon Presumption ? or (b) a mere corroborrative reasoning

in the form that 1
if things were mil they could not be Cog-

nisable?
(
a

)

The former view cannot be maintained ; as the

necessary details of Presumption are wanting. The details

of Presumption consist of the following conditions •— (1)
r
l hat which is presumed should bo one that explains the

well-known fact, and it should bo one which is itself not in-

compatible with well-known facts of Cognition, and (2) that

upon which the presumption is based should be ono that

cannot be explained except on the basis of what is persum-

ed, and it should bo a fact well-ascertained. In the case

in question however the unreality of the relatives,' which is

what is sought to be presumed, is not one that explains the

rd itim
,
upon which the presumption i* based

;
iujfacfc it is

quite the contrary. It would not bo right to argue that

—

‘ the relation bring imposed is not unfavourable to the said

presumption *
;— for inasmuch as such a relation has itself

still got to bo proved, it cannot servo as the bisis of any

presumption. Further, what is sought to he presumed is

quite contrary to facts of perception &c. Nor can it be

right to renounce several well-known facts for t lie sake

of the single fact of cognisibifity. Again, being imposed upon

Cognition cannot serve as the basis of presumption
; as in

reality that is what is sought to bo presumed. Nor could

the basis of presumption consist of that relation of Cogni-

tion which is in the shape of forming the object of cognition;

for the simple reason that any such relation is not admitted

by you. Nor could the basis consist of 1 lie character of

depending for existence upon the Cognition
; for such a

character in no way differs fran that of being the object

Jd 9 Ola.
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of cognition, {b) The second alternative also cannot be

maintained [oiz m , that wliafc is put forward is a mere corrobo-

rative reasoning, in tho lonn tlmt ‘ if things were real they

could not bo Cognisable]—for even if things are real, their

Goffuifiabililtf can be explained, in the manner shown above,

on the basis of some odier relation; so that, there is no

inconsistency at all (whi :h could form the basis of the corro-

borative reasoning*.’ 5

There is 110 force in all this, wo reply. Inasmuch as

wo have already started with tho declaration that what wo

we were [jutting forward was a Corroborative Reasoning,—

there is no room for the qne.stion as to whether it is such

reasoning or Presumption, Further, there is no incon-

gruity whether our reasoning be regarded as one or the

other. If things are real, there can be no possibility of any

such relation as that between Cognition and the Cognised

object ;—while what makes such relation possible is the

unreality of things. Nor is unreality unfavourable to re-

lationship ; as wo find that oven though the shell-silver

is unreal, yet it is related to ‘ this’ by tho relation of being

imposed
; so that unreality cannot be regarded as incompa-

tible with all relnllmshi)k As regards the basis of Presump-

tion, this also consists of tho relation of cognition
,

in the

form of being the object of cognition. Wo also admit of

such character of being the objtcl of Cognition as consists in

being imposed ;
what we do not admit is only a real relation-

ship is that form. Nor can it bo argued that imposition it-

self has still got to bo proved. For as a matter of fact,

what forms the basis of presumption is the general relation-

ship to cognition ;
and even though wo may deny a partic-

ular form of such* possible relationship, what it ultimately

turns out to be is the relation of being imposed ; and in this

way it cannot be said to be something still to be proved or

unknown. Wlnit forms the basis of presumption is not being

related by imposition
,

but only leing related : and the said
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character of 1 ring related cannot be denied, even though there

ilia}' be a possibility of the imposed relation. “ As a matter

of fact, bring imposed cannot be a peculiarity of the general

relation comprehended in the notion of ‘ the Cognition of

Jar for there is no such conception ns the shall of the silver."

There is no force in this reasoning
; as even though there

is no such conception as ‘ the shell of silver ’, yet the shell is

recognised as the substratum of tho siIper; and in this way

the relation becomes one consisting of being imposed. Just as,

even though thero is no such conception as ‘ Msiitra of

Chaitra yet we have such a notion as * Maitra is the father

of Chaitra and as there is nothing incomp.itiblo with

reason in this case, so is there nothing unreasonable in the

case in question. As lor the incompatibility of facts of

Sense- perception &e., avo have already answered this.

For that which serves as the basis of presumption, it is

not necessary that it should itself be duly cognised
; for in

the case of the reflection it is found that even though reflec-

tion is not duly cognised, yet it serves as the basis for tho

presuming of the reflected thing. Nor can our reasoning bo

regarded as futile, even when it is regarded as corroborative

reasoning ; as we have alieady explained, by refuting j'our

arguments, that if things are real, there can bo no relation-

ship among them.

Then again, tho reality that would make things cognis-

able may be regarded as consisting either in the absence of

indescribability or in non-sublatability at all three points

of time. In either case there would be nothing incongruous.

It might be argued that—“ in the case of the absolute non-

entity, which is cognisable, being comprehended by indirect

apprehension,

—

absence of indescribability is not concomitant

with reality.” This however is not right ; for even though

by the force of causes operating in the case there does appear

a mental projection of the form of the nonentity, yet, the
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character of cognisabitity, which is incompatible with that

of absolute nonentity, and which consists of being related to

cognition, is not present ut all. Though the form of tho

absolute nonentity enters into the Mental Pro-
^ e

jection, yet the relation of the Projection cannot

T)e present in the said Nonentity.

It will not be right to argue that—“ lb is the rent. Jar

that is related to its cognition, just as it is tho real Brahman

that is related to all activity relating to It”;—because in

the case of Brahman which is cited as an instance, it is

Imposition alone that constitutes the relation to activity So

that if both correlates were real, there would bo no relation

of subject and ohjoct ; and this impossibility could not ho

set aside by any argument based upon futility or some such

thing.

This same reasoning also sets aside the following argu-

ment—“ Is the imposed relation only tho relation that is

imposed? or is it merely the character of being imposed ? If

the former, then, even though the relation bo unreal, the

relative cannot be so; just like tho cognition of the cognised

thing. If tho latter, then, inasmuch as cognition also is only

imposed, there could bo no further imposition upon it; for if

one wore to postulate impositions upon a series oE cognitions,

it would lead to an inlinite regress.”— For cognition is only

Consciousness circumscribed by the Mental Projection
; hence

oven though tho circumscribing Projection, which is non-

intelligent, is imposed,—yet the circumscribed Conscious-

ness, which is luminous in its character, is not imposed ;

hence the cognised thing being imposed, and as such unreal,

there is no possibility of an infinite regress.

This also disposes of tho following—“ Brahman, which

is an object of verbal operation, is nob assumed (or imposed)

upon tho operation; and as the object of Nescience, Brahman,

is not imposed upon Nescience, so tho cognised object also is
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not imposed upon the cognition. It is thus that the relation

between the cognition and the cognised thing is real. And all

undesirable contingencies having been set aside by this general

relationship, any further enquiry into particular details or any

further explanations would bo without use.’*— For even though

Brahman is not imposed upon either the Verbal Operation or

upon Nescience, yet the required relation comes about by

those— Operation and Nescience— themselves being imposed

upon Brahman. So that there being no real relation in the

ease of Brahman, how can the relation between the cognition

and the cognised thing bo regarded as rml— on the basis

of that between Brahman and Nescience? Thus a particular

fact having become duly explained, it is the generic concep-

tion that becomes open to the contingency of being sublatod;

so that further enquiry into particular details and particular

explanations cannot bo futile.

What we have just said also disposes of the following

allegation
—“If the relation is true, there* will he found some

sort of a definition of it. For instance, if the relation is in-

cluded under ‘Conjunction
*

or 1

Inin rence,* the definition of

theso would serve as its definition. If it is not included

under these, then it would be defined as a relation distinct

from the relations of Conjunction and Inherence.”—For we

have already shown that the reasons propounded above liavo

demolished the possibility of the real relation, as also its

inclusion under Conjunction and Inherence. As for tho

relation being distinct from Conjunction and Inherence,— this

we also do not deny ;
all that we deny is the reality of the

relation.

Further, the relation between tho Cognition and the Cog-

nised object is not real. For if the relation were something

distinct from the related things, then there would be an in-

finite regress.
* f But just as the cognised object is self-

contained, not needing a further cog usability,—in the same
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manner the relation also would be self-sufficient (and no

infinite regress would be involved).’* This is not right; for

‘ cognisability * also is only relation to cognition
; and the self-

sufficiency of this could bo possible only if it were of a purely

illusory character; so that what the ‘ loved of the Gods* has

said is not unacceptable to us. If, on the other hand, the

relation be the same as the related tilings, then it ceases to

be a relation

.

This objection does not lio against the hypothesis that

the relation is impound
;
for the relation, in this case, is purely

illusory, and Illusion is capable of accomplishing even

impossible things ; so that all incongruities tend to add to the

beauty of this hypothesis.

“The subject in hand was the explanation of the relation

between cognition and cognised object, for the
Pago 85. ‘

. i-ii
purpose of removing the undesirable contingen-

cies ; and the explanation of tlio character of tho object is not

what has been undertaken. So that tho refutation of tho

character of object turns out to be an attack upon what has

never been alleged.”

Nob so, we reply. From the refuting of the character of

tho object follows also the refutation of the rein lion that has been

postulated by tho Opponent. *• Hut as a matter of fact, even

though tho character of tho Subject has not been explained,

yet reality would belong to tho Subject; exactly in the same

manner oven though tho character of Object is not explain-

ed’, the object would be real,” Not so; even though

tho character of the Subject (cognition) is not explained,

yet it is only right that it should be regarded as real ,

because the appearance of the cognition can be explained on

the basis of the imposition of the object
,
but until the nature

of the object lias been explained, it can not be regarded as

real. For the simple reason that tho Subject cannot be im-

posed, and hence tho appearauce of tho Object cauuot be
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explained on any basis except that of its being imposed. In

cases where there is imposition of the Subject, the object is

certainly real. E . g . Brahman is the object of cognition, and

yet there is no imposition of either ; the postulating of impo-

sition in this case would mean Nihilism . Between two tilings,

whether there is imposition of ono or the other is determined

by ascertaining which is inclusive and which exclusive, which

is luminous and which non-luminous, and so forth. From all

this it follows that, since there can be no imposition of Sub-

ject, which is of the nature of eternal cognition, the imposi-

tion must bo of the Object only. ‘‘With all this it behoves

you also to explain the nature of the Object; since you pro-

pound such arguments as ‘ (lie Instruments of Cognition in

the hiding of these objects &e., &c/ ; and since you put for-

ward as probans the character of cognisabil ity, which consists

in being tho object of Cognition **. There is no force in

this ; for even though the object cannot be described in its

essence, it can be described as something imposed, being

exactly on the same footing as the Jar and such things.

4 ‘ How can the object of valid Cognition bo regarded as

imposed ?”

There is no force in this; you may accept the explana-

tion that in tho case of cognition relating to tho phenomenal

world, there can be no true validity ,— which consists in

making known the real essence of this. It is for this rea-

son that no value attaches to the following reasoning of the

Opponent— 11 The objectivity of the cognised object in rela-

tion to the Cognition is exactly similar to objectivity, accord-

ing to the Vedantin, of the Conscious Self, in relation to the

Mental Projection.” Specially because even though there

is no imposition of the Conscious Stdf, the Mental Projection

is imposed upon it ; but this non-imposition cannot bo urged

in the case in question, merely on the analogy of what hap-

pens in the case of the Self.

17
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Tli 0 following might be urg.-d by the Opponent—
41 When you lmvo described Unreality, it believes you to

describe Coynisahillty also, which is your reason for unreal i-

lity. Until there is cognition unmixed with the form of the

Jat and sucli things, there cannot be any specific activity in

regard to them. If such activity were possible merely on the

basis of the Cognition, undescribed andunmixedin character,

—then the samo might be possible for me also. The only diff-

erence is ;.s follows : — For you the form is different from

the real; while for us, the form as that reality which is

proved by the proof that shows that it differs from what in

your philosophy is known as ‘seemingly real/ Tho mention

and non- mention of the definition does not either demolish

or establish diffeience from real and unreal or indes-

cribability. For on the strength oF the reasons showing that

Brahman cannot be a cause, it can be shown that Brahman

cannot have tho character of being tho cause of the Universe,

—oven though its being so is declared in the Shruti. If it

bo asked— ‘ what sort of Supreme Self would you posit? ’

—

our answer is that the Supremo Self is that to which we can-

not apply the notion of either ‘like this’ or ‘like that/

Further, since Brahman also has been described as difficult

of determination, the phenomenal world also would bo

amenable to a definition, similar to the ‘ indescribability
’

posited by you; and Barth & c. also would found capable of

being defined, in such forms as
—‘the Barth is that which is

solid/ and so forth. From all this it follows that indrserib -

ability is not incompatible with Ileal ity ,
specially as the Ileal

also could be inti *--scribable^ by reason of its not being produc-

ed. Nor does *h scribabilily necessarily make a thing real

;

for in tho shell-silver, tho silver-character
,
which serves to

distinguish it from other things can be easily described as

belonging to an imaginary geuus. Further, inasmuch as by

refuting the fact of Brahman possessing the characters of

‘ bliss * consciousness ‘truth’, ‘ self-luminousness *, and
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so forth, it may be shown that Bralunan would come to bo

.regarded as not of the nature of Bliss &c. From all this it

follows that the character of the 4 object/ even though

undescribable is real.— just like the sweetness of sugarcane,

milk and such other things.”

Our answer to the above is as follows :— Is Oognis-

ability 1 indescribable * as regards its reality or its form p

It cannot be the former; for even though it were indes-

p
cribable as regards its reality, it could bo

cited as a reason, simply in the form that it

is not affected by the character of mere resemblance

of this or that thing; so that no description of it would be

necessary. Nor can the second alternative be right
; for it

is quite possible for the character of ‘ object of cognition * to

be described as consisting of ‘ being related to cognition/

which can apply to the real as well as the unreal thing. You

have asserted that— “ the mention and non-mention of

the definition cannot either demolish or establish either

difference from the real and unreal, or indescribability.” This

however is not right
;
for what makes a thing indescribable

is the non-mention of its definition
,

as accompanied by the

aforesaid non-perception of its concomitants. You havo

further argued that—“ Inasmuch as Brahman is difficult to

describe either as consisting of Bliss, &c., or Mike this or

that/ lb also should be regarded as indescribable.”—This

also is not right. Even though it is difficult to describe

Brahman as being of the nature of Bliss, &c.
;
yet It can be

described as existing in such form as is characterised by

opposition to Pain. This method of describing reality 13

not possible in regard to the phenomenal world; as in this

case, there are sublating causes present. This same reasoning

also disposes of the following argument—“Wil-h regard to

earth and such things we do have such descriptions as ‘being

solid ’ or 1 tangible/ and so forth, and their ‘ reality* also may

Adc. o23.
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be described as consisting of being produced." For we do

not assert ' indescribability ’ merely on the ground of absence

of description ; we base it upon absence of description as r*al
;

and this is certainly present in the phenomenal world, in

whose case sublating causes are present.

“ If the Object is imposed upon the Cognition, it is not

possible for that to form the object with reference to the

imposition produced by the ignorance of that object, and

set aside by the cognition of it
; nor would it bo possible that

there should be absence of cognition related to that object."

This is not right ; as we have already explained that the

phenomenal world consisting of the Jar and such things are

the product of the ignoranco of Consciousness only, and it

is set aside also by tbo knowledge of that same Conscious-

ness ; and the said things are also actually found to be cog-

nised as related to the Substantive Consciousness which is

duly apprehended.

From all this it is firmly established that if things are

real, the relation of Cognition and Cognised is not possible at

all.

End of Section (2d).
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